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Abstract.
Chapter 1

gives a brief chronological outline of the emergence
of a 'drink question', its origins and phases, and notes
the main temperance pressure groups established over
1828-70.

Chapter 2

describes the fortunes of the Scottish Temperance League,
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
and Independent Order of Good Templars in terms of
organisational structure and personnel, with reference
to social class, possible social mobility, class
collaboration, philanthropy, and social reform interests.
The importance of Glasgow as a focus of temperance
pressure is stressed.

Chapter 3

describes moral suasionist ideologies, their inspiration,
and implimentation via strategies involving traditional
temperance propaganda techniques, plus novel introduction
of pressure on teachers, School Boards, and the Education
Department for 'temperance lessons', and its effects.
The remarkable range of 'roral suasionist counter
attractions are described and evaluated under their
various headings.

The movement's creation of opportun-

ities for social mobility are highlighted.
Chapter 4

describes the shared ideas (and/or assumptions) of the
moral suasionist temperance movement and thrift reformers.

The spectrum of thrift institutions in which

temperance reformers were interested is discussed
against the background of urbanisation, housing and
environmental reform. The importance of moves away
from static class categories featuring the rise of a
new 'white collar' commercial class is discussed, as is
the temperance/thrift movement's contribution to this
process.

The origins and progress, and organisation and

personnel of the acme of the moral suasionist/thrift
movement, the Independent Order of Rechabites, are
described.

Rechabites' idiosyncratic attitudes to

National Insurance are delineated and explained, against
the background of the temperance interest in health
questions and the popularity of Friendly Societies like

the Foresters and Shepherds.
Chapter 5

describes Prohibitionist ideology in terms of the
social aspects of evangelicalism, the Nonconformist
Conscience, links with social reform and radical
politics.

Prohibitionist tactics, utilising Anti

Corn Law League and anti-slavery devices, pressure on
the Liberal Party reminiscent of the Liberation Society,
and organisatiori of an independent S.P.P. are studied.
Chapter 6

details briefly local temperance pressure group
politics through the medium of licensing restriction,
and against the backdrop of general trends in Victorian
urban reform and the 'civic gospel'.

Chapter 7

concerns the licensed trade, or Trade, and its reaction
to temperance pressure group politics.

The origins,

structure, arid success of Trade defence are discussed
with particular reference to the Glasgow area.
Chapter 8

attempts a very brief social pathology, focussing upon
the medical profession and the clergy, women and children, and working men.

Each of these sections of

society could be the subject of a Ph.D. Within the
confines of this thesis however it is only possible to
describe the reception given to the 'drink question'
by each of these groups, and the question's relevance
for the professional status of doctors, the social
Christianity of the late 19th century, the role of
women and children in society, and the 'respectability'
of the Labour Movement.
Chapter 9

Concludes that the Scottish temperance movement's apparent
strength was a source of weakness. Temperance societies proliferated, but the ideological differences between the two main
groups, the moral suasionists and the prohibitionists, were never
resolved. This was ironic given the similarities between their
memberships. Temperance's great attraction was that it reinforced
desire for social mobility, yet class assertiveness as well as
class collaboration is evident in societies like the I.O.G.T.
and especially the Rechabites. The pervasive influence of the
'drink question' over the years 1870-1914 was the work of the
moral suasionists. Their work was a response to urban society,
and also to the needs of the new white-collar commercial class.
This accentuated the natural limitations of their work.

Reformers of this type were at worst rather Philistine, but tht
discovered that it was remarkably difficult to dictate popular
taste - as did the Clarionites. Prohibitionists, champions of
the 'drink question' in pressure group politics, also found
that success had a bitter after-taste. They sought classcollaboration but found that the 'drink question' not only
polarised politics for the Trade but was also a feature of
the labour movement's shift to the Left. This was predictable
given many reformers' keen sense of 'social justice'. The
success of Local Veto in 1913 was therefore a Pyrrhic victory.
Local Veto's effect on the Trade was limited, and pressure
group politics, Nonconformist Crusades, and even individual
charity was rendered passby the Great War, 'class-politics',
and the disintegration of the 1..iberal Party.
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CHAPTER 1

A CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF THE "DRINK QUESTION" IN THE WEST OF
SCOTLAND 1828 - 1870.
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A Chronological Outline of the "drink question" in the West of Scotland

By 1870 the "drink question" had been debated in Scottish
society by various groups, Trade, temperance, clerical and more especially lay for nearly 40 years.

The temperance movement had an

accepted if not respectable role in the ranks of social reform, as
highlighted by Shaftesbury's assertion that "without these societies we
should be involved in such an ocean of intoxication, violence and sin
as would make this country quite uninhabitable."

The ideological

basis of "temperance" in its successive phases of "moderation", known
as the anti-spirits movement, total abstinence, and prohibition had
long since been devised, developed and populariseci.

The points of

policy and strategy in dispute between total abstainers and prohibitionists were deeply etched in the minds of all manner of temperance
reformers, although distinctions between shades of temperance sentiment
were far more roughly drawn in the popular mind.1
Such was hardly the case at the beginning of the 19th century.
Although from the early 18th century cheap, easily obtainable whisky
replaced French wines and home-brewed beers as the Scottish national
drink with quite disastrous results for drinking patterns, levels of
consumption and drunkenness, 'temperance sentiment' was expressed only
infrequently by odd individuals.

Gentlemen like Boswell made resol-

utions to abstain but none were surprised let alone outraged when they
failed to do so.

If Cockburn is to be believed, gentry supper parties

in the late 18th century were notoriously drunken.

The trade dis-

locations and concomLtant domestic distress of the Napoleonic War
years however had the effect of fostering temperance sentiment in the
sense of horror at the prevalence of drink abuse and especially misuse
of the nation's grain resources in time of crisis by the Trade.
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This theme, the forerunner of Chartist criticism of national expenditure, of Anti Corn Law League sentiment, and of later "national
efficiency" arguments, was frequently traced in early penny tracts.
An underlying theme of such criticism was that of popular drinking
usages 1 threat to social order.

This was evident in preoccupation

with the rise of illicit distilling in the years after the excise
reform of 1822.

Indeed, this was one of the deep rooted nerves of the

middle class conscience harshly jarred by the 'drink question' from the
1840's onwards.2
Opportunities for Scots to indulge in extremely heavy
drinking had long abounded.

In 1832 Glasgow provided business for
The ratios for

1,360 spirit dealers - a ratio of one per 14 families.

smaller towns and rural areas of the West of Scotland were not markedly
better.

The alarming factor injected into this situation from the

1840's onwards was the way an aristocratic tradition of heavy drinking
was increasingly being adopted and upheld by social inferiors and, most
conspicuously, by the lower classes in urban areas.

In this sense

the 'drink question' was a side effect of industrialisation and the
changes it wrought on social customs, especially where the drinking
habits of Celts and rural Scots were moulded to fit a new urban environment, participation in an industrial workforce and, in the 1830's
and 1840's especially, an often uncertain urban future.

The temperance

movement's strength in Glasgow and its environs was a commentary upon
its "age of cotton" in the years 1776-1841 and development of a heavy
producer-goods industrial economy featuring mutually confirming coal,
iron and steel and shipbuilding specialisations 1841-1914.

Although

temperance sentiment was strong in Aberdeen and the fishing villages
of the East coast and in Forbes MacKenzie's native Hawick, neighbouring
tweed-towns, and farming communities, by the late 1850's it tended to
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be concentrated in Glasgow, Paisley, Greenock and the small works
towns and mining villages of Lanarkshire and Ayrshire.

Glasgow's

importance to the movement was reflected at the Temperance Congress

3
of 1862, the first of several national congresses to be held in Glasgow.
Critical observers of the early Victorian period, of whom
John Dunlop J.P. of Greenock was the foremost, felt that the occasions
on which it was socially acceptable, if not 'de rigeur', to become
drunk were escalating with each new generation.

Comparisons with the

experiences of other nations, including the poor benighted masses of
Catholic France and Italy, were no longer favourable.

This shocked

those like Dunlop who had assumed the innate moral superiority of
countries which had responded positively to Calvinism.

Elsewhere the

connection between consumption, hospitality or conviviality and business
transactions seemed occasional.

In Scotland it was "universal" - a

fad which threatened to become permanent.

Reformers looked around

them with growing concern for the quality of fellow Scots' lives,
focussing on high rates of drunkenness, poverty, crime, immorality and
ignorance as emblems of the nation's lack of moral and spiritual
purpose.

Promotion of temperance societies reflected their desire to

attack the root of the problem as they conceived it, thereby reintroducing the masses to Christian observances by personal and national
reformation
It was in this milieu that temperance societies, modelled on
American self-help associations, sprang up in Maryhill (1829) Greenock
(1832) Dumfries (1837) Glasgow (Scottish Temperance Union, estd. 1838)
and Edinburgh (1839).

Their ideology and membership often overlapped

with those of contemporary Chartist and radical groups with a strong
moral reform ethos.

All were "anti-spirits" or "moderation" societies,

open to abstainers and non-abstainers alike as their dual membership
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basis and brief pledges reflected.5
The movement's "total abstinence" phase was initiated in
the formation of the Scottish Temperance League (S.T.L.) at Falkirk in
1844.

League members pledged themselves to abstain from all intoxic-

ating beverages, not simply ardent spirits, a pledge dubbed "the long
pledge."

Moderationism continued to coexist with total abstinence,

as the formation of the Scottish Association for the Suppression of
Drunkenness (1850) and the Glasgow Abstainers' Union (1854) attested.
The prohibitionist dimension was added immediately after the passage
of the American Maine Law.

Maine Law societies were founded in

parallel movement to the establishment in England of local auxiliaries
of the United Kingdom Alliance.

(U.K.A., estd. 1853).

Prohibitionism

was greatly encouraged by the formation of the Scottish Prohibition
Society and the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association
(S.P.B.T.A.) in 1856 and 1858, and the introduction of American Good
Templary in 1869.6
By 1870 temperance societies for men, women and children
existed all over Scotland from the Borders to the Northern Isles.
Juvenile societies were amongst the earliest Scottish temperance societies and the Scottish Band of Hope Union was formed in 1870.

The

latter worked closely with the denominational temperance societies.
In 1870 these were few in number and limited in scope, yet the basis
for development of the "gospel-temperance" wing of the movement had
been laid.7
Indeed by the time of the Reform Act of 1867 the organisational framework of a strong and organised temperance movement, in the
shape of innumerable local societies and broad based national societies
providing overall direction, had been created - as had the framework
of Trade defence.

The temperance movement benefit ed markedly from
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the opening up of the parliamentary systen to organised pressure
groups prompted by the Reform Acts, yet the movement's rise and growth
was neither immediate nor uniform.

Waves of temperance fervour,

with corresponding peaks in the numerical and financial strength of
societies, were experienced - often as side effects of temperance
initiatives, evangelistic revivals or exercise of the "Nonconformist
Conscience" in various moral crusades spanning religious, social and
political questions.

Within this overall pattern individual soc-

ieties experienced ebbs pertaining to economic circumstances and the
organisation's characteristics.

Some were already experiencing the

apex of their vitality by the end of the 19th century.

All showed

some evidence of decline by the formation of the Scottish Temperance
Alliance (1924), an amalgamation of the forces of the S.T.L., S.P.B.T.A.,
and the more recent National Citizens Council formed to agitate for
"No Licence" in the 1920's Veto Polls. At the movement's Centenary
Celebrations in 1932 reformers looked to many temperance victories,
but all had passed and temperance as a mass or popular movement was
dead.8
1870-1914 however saw the maturity of the movement and its
most important landmarks.

By 1900 the temperance movement claimed

not only massive support but also to have formed a "strong popular
opinion" in favour of its presentation of the "drink question"; as
exemplified by successful infiltration of the Social Science Congresses,
the British Medical Association, the teaching profession and the
Churches.

r4oreover, success in influencing the composition of popul -

arly elected bodies, (e.g. town councils, school and parochial boards
etc.) together with institution of public inquiries into the "drink
traffic" such as the 1878 House of Lords Commission on Intemperance
and 1896 Royal Commission on the Licensing Laws, the return of a
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Prohibition Party candidate, and passage of temperance legislation
suggested the prowess of the "Temperance Party" as an effective pressure
group in local and national politics.

By 1914 legislative victories

included the Forbes MacKenzie Act (1853) which gave Sunday Closing and
an envied lead in agitation over the Irish and Welsh temperance
movements and the Public Houses Amendments Act of 1862.

Lesser

triumphs were Dr. Cameron's Publicans' Certificates Act (1876) his
Habitual Drunkards' Act (1879) and various acts on children and drink
in 1872, 1886 and 1901.

Finally, local veto on licences was achieved

in the Temperance (Scotland) Act of 1913.

It was however a flawed

victory, and the "new chapter" which it appeared to herald included
a saga of disappointments featuring the Great War, the Defence of the
Realm Acts, formation of a wartime Liquor Control Board and state
management experiments, failure of demands for wartime prohibition,
division in the temperance ranks and the increasing respectability of
the Trade.

The 1920's Veto Polls, regarded by reformers as steps

towards prohibition were really the last strong waves of the ebbing
tide of Temperance.

The vitality of the "drink question" in the

West of Scotland had nevertheless been quite remarkable.9
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Beer Act as "revolutionary in its social consequences." The
following have proven useful studies of the development of the
West of Scotland: S. Checkland "The Upas Tree: Glasgow 1875-1975"
Glasgow, 1981, Chapters I and II, A. Gibb "Glasgow the Making
of a City", London, 1983, Chapter VI, pp. 115-46, and A. Slaven
The Development of the West of Scotland" 1750-1960", London,
1975, Chapters V-Vu.
4.

5. Mechie (op cit) Chapter VI, 'John Dunlop and the Scottish
Temperance Reformation', pp. 81-99 and the "Autobiography of
John Dunlop", j,j-32. Dunlop claimed that widespread emphasis
on 'conviviality' had, ironically, increased the self-indulgence
of the solitary drinker - see J. Dunlop "The Philosophy of
Artificial and Compulsory Drinking Usages in Great BritaTn",
London, 1839, p76 and 289. See the Select Committee on
Drunkenness, Minutes of Evidence,P.P. 1834, p.p178 on ubiquity of
drinking,.516 on the social categories of drinkers, observed by
Dunlop,j,183 on Swedish example,.222 on the French, and p. 500 on
Spanish and Italian superiorit I in "general education" via greater
sobriety.

5.

S.T.L.R. 1899 pp. 61-3, 'Temperance Events in Scotland During the
Reignöf Victoria'. L. Wright "Scottish Chartism", Edinburgh,
1953, pp. 36-9 describes Fraser, "The Edinburgh Monthly Democrat
and Total Abstainers' Advocate", the Universal Suffrage
Association's "fundamental belief in temperance", p. 87 on the
"Chartist Circular's "advocacy of a temperance pledge for all
Chartists.
On temperance and the Chartist Churches see Wright
96-125,
H.W.
Faulkner "Chartism and the Churches" London,
pp.
1970, pp. 107-9, A. Wilson "The Chartist Movement in Scotland"
Manchester, 1970, pp. 126-138, and S. Mechie "The Church and
Scottish Social Development 1780-1870" Chapter VII, 'Patrick
Brewster and Scottish Chartism, pp. 100-118. B. Harrison
'Teetotal Chartism', History, Vol. 58, 193, 1973, and B. Harrison
and P. Hollis 'Chartism, Liberalism and the Life of Robert Lowery'
English Historical ReviewJuly, '1967, pp. 503-535.

6.

On the Maine Law (1851) which prohibited all manufacture and
retail of "spiritous liquors" state-wide, see N. Dow "The
Reminiscences of Neal Dow: Recollections of 80 Years"Fortland,
Maine, 1898, H.S. Clubb "The Maine Law" New York, 1856, and
Funk and Wagnall's "Cyclopedia of Temperance and Prohibition"
(annual). D. Paton,thesis , preface XIX. Dawson Burns "Temperance
History" 2 Vols., London, 1881, Vol. I, p. 409, 419, 431 and 444.
B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians: the Temperance Question in
England 1815-72" London, 1971, Chapter X, and A. Dingle "The
Camp ai g n for Prohibition in Victorian En g land: the UnitedKfngdom
IA.Lliance th/^-b' LOnaon, ft33U, pp. 1-ib ciescrie iiiance origins.
On the Scottish Prohibition Society - A. Aird "Glimpses of Old
Glasgow", Glasgow, 1894, p. 217. On the S.P.B.T.A. see D. Paton,
thesis, Section III, 'Progress of Temperance Reform 1853-1900',
and on the I.O.G.T. see the commissioned histories e.g.
T. Honeyman's "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work and Workers
1869-94" Glasgow, 1894 and "Good Templary: A Jubilee Volume",
Glasgow, 1924, and several others.
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7.

On the Northern Isles see W. Logan "Sketch of the Life and Labours
of R.G. Mason", Glasgow, 1864. See. F. Smith (ed.) "The Band of
Hope Jubilee Volume" London 1897. S.1.L. subscribers in the
years before it experienced the total impact of competition from
other national Temperance societies were concentrated in Glasgow
(1,100) Edinburgh (330) and Hawick (104) - S.T.L.R. 1859. The
majority of Scotland's national temperance organisations had
Source material for temperance
Glasgow headquarters in this period.
and Trade history in this period abounds in Glasgow. Thus whilst
this study aims to add a Scottish dimension to the work of
Harrison, Dingle,and Lambert historian of the Welsh movement,
it is of necessity focussed on the West of Scotland.

8.

Scottish Temperance Alliance "S.T.A. - What it is and What it
Does", Glasgow, 1924 and Centenary Committee "Centenary of the
Scottish Temperance Movement in Scotland, 1832-1932' Glasgow, 1932.

9.

C. Drummond "An Outline of the Temperance Question", Glasgow,
1906, p. 29. "No Licence: The New Campaign", Glasgow, 1921,
pp. 92-105, 'Legislative Report: A Sketch of the Development
of the Scottish Liquor Licensing Laws'. Also T.W. Hamilton "The
Temperance Reformation in Scotland with Special Reference to
Dunlop and Greenock: a Century of Work in Progress 1829-1929",
Greenock Total Abstinence Society 1929.
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The Temperance f43vement in the West of Scotland 1870-1914: Organisational
Structure and Personnel

For most of this period the movement was not the unified,
centrally directed "army" reformers desired. Temperance societies,
not to mention non-allied sympathisers, did not relate to each other
as corps on the same battlefield but as separate branches of the
armed forces.
theatre of war.

While capable of cooperation, each had its preferred
Opportunities for friction were legion.

In Glasgow

alone national societies, temperance brotherhoods and friendly
societies were all, active, as were "gospel temperance" groups, the
Unfermented Wine Association and denominational societies.

Study of

the social composition of the three largest societies however suggests
overlap of personnel counteracted rivalry.

The Scottish Temperance League (S.T.L.,)

The S.T.L. was the first national non-denominational society for total
abstairiers in Scotland.

Born of schisms between total abstainers

and "moderationists" who scorned "ardent spirits", but whose utilitarian
"short pledge" sanctioned the use of wines, beer, and general expediency, its policy, or lack of policy, was long the subject of debate.1
Its moral suasionist policy was greatly misunderstood partly because
it was a very broad policy designed to attract as many as possible.2
The architects of policy were overwhelmingly middle class.
Given the organisation's hierarchical structure of Honorary Directors,
Vice Presidents and Executive, such middle-class dominance was "inbuilt." 3League leaders were businessmen 4 - hardly surprising given
the importance of industry and commerce to this area, and the movement's
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early links with men like Collins and Greenock's John Kerr of Allan
Kerr & Co. 5Around

4-

of League officials were businessmen.

From the

humblest self employed craftsman and shopkeeper to the merchant prince
'businessmen' provided leadership, membership and subscriptions.
Subscribers and high officials were often 'big-businessmen.'

Some

were burgher aristocrats - men of great wealth and high social position
acquired over several generations of political rule.

The Board,

Honorary Directors and members however were drawn from the nouveau
riche and lower echelons of commerce.

All were brought together in

a common drive for respect and 'respectability'.

In contrast to the

Scottish Society for the Suppression of Drunkenness' decorative
Board of aristocrats whose commitment was purely financial, the League's
leaders were evangelicals who were also businessmen, who devoted money
and time to the tause. ,6
The League's impetus came not from "business ethics" but
from evangelicals like Collins, Kettle and Connal who also happened to
be businessmen whether they liked it or not - and men like Kettle and
Connal evidently did not.
of "evangelicals in action."

The organisation was very much an instance
Formed in the Christian Institute,

established in the 1830's under the indirect influence of Chalmers,
evangelicalism coloured the format of meetings and methods.

The

League demonstrated the way 'corporate evangelicalism' in the early
19th century spawned a proliferation of societies concerned with
religious endeavour, philanthropy, and moral questions, many based at
London's Exeter Hall, and evangelicalism's profound influence on
Victorian attitudes.

Ever a diffuse phenomenon, evangelicalism had

religious, social and moral aspects.

Emphasis on personal salvation,

justification by faith, missionary endeavour and uncompromising
Protestantism blended with desire for piety and righteousness in private
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and public conduct and conditioned impulses towards philanthropic
activity, sense of social duty, and obligation.

Temperance, like the

popular services commenced at Exeter Hall in 1857, reflected concern
to reach the lapsed urban masses in years when the Churches seemed
threatened by Neology, Tractarianism, Poerj and the evolutionists.
This was evident in the presidents the League attracted.
Kettle, a friend and admirer of Chalmers and an extremely devout
Baptist, was a former weaver who became a wealthy cotton merchant.
He never lost fear of Mammon and used his position to advance temperance and city mission work. 8Robert Smith J.P. (President 1852-73)
was a successful shipping magnate of City Line. 9He also had teetotal
forebears, in-laws 10 (the Service family), and descendants, i.e. the
Allans of highly successful Allan and State Line, who refused to
employ drinkers, promotedjGlasgow United Evangelistic Association and
United Presbyterian Missions and were active in educational, suffragette, and socialist circles. 11William Collins II (1837-95)
expanded the family publishing business and its work for temperance,
which paralleled that of fellow publishers Cassel, Chambers, Coghill,
and Tweedie.

His father was a pioneer "moderationist", a close friend

and supporter of Dr. Chalmers who organised the petition to bring him
to the Tron Church and published his pamphlets.

He encouraged

Chalmers to preach on dissipation and perhaps influenced the latter's
dilution of guests' whisky.

His evangelicalism, reflected in Sunday

School and Sabbath Observance work, was later diverted into the
Glasgow Church Building Society, and acceptance of the use of light
wines distanced him from his friend Dunlop.

His son was a total

abstainer who insisted on 'dry' civic functions during his Lord
Provostship of Glasgow and whdssociated with cood Templary, Rechabitism, the Band of Hope, the Sabbatarian Sunday Closing Association and
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the prohibitionist United Kingdom Alliance. 12Alexander Forrester
Paton, the Alloa millowner associated with the National Commercial
League (1891 ),whose family vied with the Hilicoat's brewery for water
supplies for their works, was also an evangelical philanthropist.13
Many lesser officials were millowners and managers, shipowners and shipbrokers, iron and steel merchants and works owners.
More however were connected with consumer industries e.g. as coal
merchants, soap and starch manufacturers, heating and sanitary engineers, confectioners, grocers, bakers and food wholesalers.

Most had

good business reputations and pedigrees as social reformers.

Often

identified with the public boards and philanthropy of their locale,
they could be relied upon as experienced committee workers and organisers. '4The proportion of Directors active in local government
increased markedly between 1896-1909 as a direct result of campaigns
for licensing restriction and passage of local veto legislation.15
The League was reliant on local firms for subscriptions.
As with many philanthropic organisations its publication of annual
subscription lists amounted to advertising, encouraging business to
vie in demonstration of "lively sympathy" to win custom.

Some regular

subscriptions did however reflect genuine interest in S.T.L. work.16
League evangelicalism was also evident in the large numbers
of Presbyterian ministers associated with it.

Ministers were more

likely to join the League than any other non-denominational temperance
society. 17Their proportion of the Honorary Directorate and Vice
Presidency declined as that of J.P.s grew from the late 1890's on.18
Clerical influence on the Executive however belied numbers and remained
important.

They influenced structure, often being responsible for

formation of district temperance unions, and strategy.

They wished

to internalise temperance values in the individual not to impose them
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from without and so consistently advocated "moral suasion."

The

League's most dynamic chairman was the Revd. J.A. Johnston of
Springburn's U.P. Church.

Johnston and his successor as chairman,

the Revd. George Gladstone, were present on all League committees and
led its "Legislative Committee."

This dominance, together with the

moderate tendencies of many businessmen, partly explains the enigmatic
nature of League policy.19
The directorate was always a combination of ministers and
businessmen.

Other groupings wielded less power and appeared after

they were entrenched.

Only in the 1890's did doctors, academics and

women become League officials. 20The League was dominated by a
relatively small clique of reformers even in 1914, in spite of retirement of leading figures in 1910.21

It was more markedly dominated

by West of Scotland reformers in 1920 than in 1844, all attempts at
breaking links with Glasgow having been resisted.22
The nature of the League leadership is interesting when one
considers the great popularity of the S.T.L.

It was perhaps the

most successful temperance society 1844-1924 in terms of numerical
and financial strength. 23Its membership expanded greatly in the
1840's and 1850's yet declined in the mid 1860's and revived after
1876 due to temperance society strife, economic dislocation or uncertainty in areas like Paisley caused by the knerican Civil War, diversion
of attention from temperance by religious revivals, andAS.T.L.'
structural flaws.

24

Lack of "special means" to establish and maintain local
societies was rectified in the 1870's.

Other obstacles to recruitment

remained, notably the subscription system, recognised as "a consideration to many families in times of widespread and protracted commercial
depression." 25In membership and staffing the 1870's began an era of
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"consolidation" but the League also faced challenges.
from other temperance societies was felt keenly.

Competition

In 1875 S.T.L.

could "not only hold ground but also increase membership and influence."
This became increasingly difficult given many reformers' patronage
not only of several temperance societies but also of philanthropic
schemes, many of which reflected the 19th century switch in religious
emphasis from theological orthodoxy to moral reform, Exeter Hall's
"all-embracing, all-enduring charity", and philanthropy's increasingly
efficient approach to the prevention of distress.26
The League and all the Churches and benevolent associations
were adversely affected by the Glasgow Bank Crash and commercial
depression of 1878, - "a year of wars and rumours of wars which kept
the nation in a state of perpetual excitement" and heralded international tariff-hoisting. 27League fortunes fluctuated in direct
relationship to the economic situation over 1880-1914 and this was
compounded by competition with newer medical charities and loss of the
League's "old guard" by death.

The loss of male subscribers was

dreaded as it often meant loss of an entire family's subscriptions.
By 1900 600 new members p.a. were required merely to keep membership
static.

The League's personal pledge campaigns reflected growing

financial difficulties.

Successful "conversazione" work in the

suburbs, great international conferences and faith that "the cause was
God's and must prevail" bred optimism but after an era of relative
solvency over 1904-6 the League was in deficit.

As the S.T.L. had

always utilised all available income for educational work it was
perhaps remarkable that later parliamentary work did not create greater
deficits as subscriptions were always much smaller than those of the
U. K .A 28
League expenditure was kept down by belated introduction of
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salaried agents.

In the 1850's the work of gifted amateur agents

was regularised but, professionalisation began only in the 1870's much later than in medical charity work.

Temperance reformers were

suspicious of professional fund raisers' motives and aware of limited
At the centenary celebrations for the pioneer advocate

resources.

James Stirling S.T.L. employed only 10 agents.

Throughout the 1880's

and 1890's they employed only 7 or 8, a status quo maintained in the
20th century.29
This was also symptomatic of the reserves of volunteer
speakers available to the League in cities like Glasgow, as the array
of speakers frequenting Glasgow Green and Jail Square revealed.
Early "special agents", or volunteer speakers and organisers, were
often ministers.
ioners.

Later they also included lay evangelists and miss-

Salaried agents were capable of delivering a total of 2,000

lectures p.a. yet increasingly demand outpaced platform supply.

The

emergence of Pleasant Sunday Afternoon Brotherhoods, or P.S.A. s,
over 1900-14 encouraged reliance on volunteers to address meetings.
There was little friction between volunteers and salaried staff because
of dedication to the cause, shared interests in other social, moral,
and religious movements, and the considerable local reputations of many
volunteers.

This explains why the number of temperance meetings

addressed by League agents actually declined over 1870-1914 from over
2,000 p.a. to just over 1,500 when the movement enjoyed greatest
popular support.30
Agents were nevertheless vital links between the Executive
and the "constituency all over the country."

They were the principal

means of promoting and maintaining working class membership. Working
class agents often lia'sed with

od Templar lodges and persuaded them

to accept their services on the same terms as societies affiliated to
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S.T.L.

They rarely received extravagrnt financial reward for long

and arduous service - a factor in the decline in interest in such posts
after 1914 when increased expectations made salaries and pensions
important considerations •31
Of English temperance agents it was said,

• .we cannot their self denial blame,
For a hundred pounds a year
Hundreds more would do the same!"

The rates of pay for S.T.L. agents were probably not so high as those
in England and agents were rarely mercenary.

The motives of the

League's first agent combined anxiety and faith.

Stirling was a well

brought-up, self-employed shoemaker who had fallen prey to drink
whilst an apprentice.

His "redemption" was secured by Beecher's

"Six Sermons on Intemperance" passed to him by a Milngavie minister.
Personal guilt at past misdeeds and disillusionment with membership of
the "Friends of the Constitution", and with political reform without
moral reform in general, influenced his later career.

Disillusionment

with political reform was a sentiment common to other agents, notably
Lowery, Easton and Dransfield who was involved in the Yorkshire "Plug
Riots" of 1842, and also Brewster, McFarlane and Cranston.

Such men

sought to create and preserve order in the life of the individual as
a microcosm of society.33
Agents were devout Christians - temperance biographies'
models of working class "witness" and strength of principle in adversity.
Turn of the century temperance historians often verged on hagiography. 34Many were relatives of Presbyterian ministers, like Thomas
Reid brother of the Revd. William Reid, or were themselves frustrated
ministers, as was the working class agent George Easton.

Later agents,

men of greater education if not of greater social ambitionoften
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deserted the League for the home missionary work of Glasgow churches,
and the Congregational Church.

The rise of the Blue Ribbon movement

of "gospel temperance" encouraged this.

Many League agents combined

gospel and temperance work, e.g. Robert Gow, and A. Allan Beveridge
who, like many earlier agents, was associated with the Religious Tract
and Colportage Society of Scotland.35
Some were undoubtedly interested in opportunities for social
mobility facilitated by temperance work.

Early agents' careers showed

clear upward movement. The West of Scotland was an ideal location
for combining temperance work with an entree into business.

Some

agents gravitated towards commercial aspects of the temperance movement, e.g. the poet and lecturer John Anderson became proprietor of
the London Caledonia Temperance Hotel, others to local industries.
Thomas Dunnachie left the League after 17 years to manage the Glenboig
Union Fire Clay Co.

He remained interested in the League's work,

but his new status meant that he did so as a member of the Board of
Directors 36
The League evidently brought agents into contact with
employers of labour who could advance them, but many agents also
possessed organisational and retailing skills which fitted them for
business.

Agents were notorious for aggressive sale of League

literature.

Similarities between their work and that of commercial

travellers were noted by the S.T.L. itself in the 1880's, whilst the
public likened them to commission agents.

The contempt and criticism

which financial agents faced from those who subscribed to the
Dickensian image of the agent as a hypocrite or fool, from fun-loving
medical students and from slum dwellers who associated them with
religious bigotry, wclearly balanced by hopes of upward mobility.37
Those interested in agency work had before them precedents
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of meteoric mobility over 1844-1870, of working class city missionaries
turned entrepreneurs, and of "rough human diamonds.. ..purified and
polished" via the temperance movement.

Self conscious temperance

histories encouraged such aspirations.

Yet in the League's case the

gap between the image and the reality had widened by the 1890's and
opportunities had narrowed.
"rough diamonds."

By the 1890's agents were no longer

In contrast to pioneer advocates they preferred

to be called 'lecturers' and frequently possessed the education to
merit the title.

By 1900 most of the early agents were dead. Their

memory however lingered on and was a powerful motivating force within
the temperance movement, more dynamic by far than any social control
motives, conscious or otherwise, on the part of the "possessing
classes" who so dominated the League's leadership.38

The Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association (S.P.B.T.A.)

The founding of the prohibitionist S.P.B.T.A. in 1858 was
symptomatic of bitter policy disputes within the temperance movement
and gave a foretaste of later division and debate.

In structure and

personnel however the League and the S.P.B.T.A. had ironically much in
common
The leadership of the U.K. Alliance (U.K.A.) is usually
described in terms of Nonconformists, businessmen, often with Northern
textile interests, and philanthropists. 40S.P.B.T.A., originally
virtually a U.K.A. auxiliary, differed little.

The evangelical Lord

Overtoun, "prominent alike in Church and State, mission work, temperance effort, politics and commerce", an industrial chemist associated
with the United Free Church and the Livingstonia mission, was a Vice
President from the 1890's onwards. 41The Coats of Paisley were also
Vice Presidents.

Unlike some English textile entrepreneurs, the

THE SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.

4.
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Source : "An Historical Retrospect of 50 years temperance work - A
Souvenir of the Jubilee of the S.P.B.T.A.", S.P.B.T.A.,
Glasgow, 1908.
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founders of J. & P. Coats' Threadworks were of relatively humble origins,
James Coats having been a shawl weaver.

In this period they were

Baptists who financed African missionary work as well as the erection
of the Coats' Memorial Church.

Active in the movement from an early

period, the family were concerned to dispel the 1830's image of the
drunken cotton spinner and later to protect the virtue of their female
employees by temperance work.

The Clark family, with whom J. & P.

Coats combined in 1896 to control a prime share of the world thread
industry were also active in temperance, as indeed were many associated
with the Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire cotton industry, prior to the
Cotton Famine and subsequent inefficiency and undercapitalisation, and
ancillary industries. 42In contrast to the League however ministers
did not hold high office in the S.P.B.T.A.

They were always a minority

amongst the latter's lesser officials and this clerical component
declined, as did the League's, in response to absorption of reformers
by denominational societies.43
Whilst the S.P.B.T.A.'s hierarchy always included a decorative
element reminiscent of English societies,arid ranging predictably from
Lawson of the U.K.A. and Sir John Murray in the early 1870's to
clusters of M.P.'s by 1914, its Executive Committee which defined and
implemented policy was dominated by the second eleven of West of
Scotland entrepreneurs. 44Their social origins were exactly those one
would expect of evangelicals.

+ of the Executive retired annual1y

but eligibility for re-election ensured the entrenchment of the
Glasgow reformers J.L. Selkirk, Thomas Dick, James Torrens, and Samuel
Chisholm. 45Presidents included the owner of a decorating business,
a draper active in the Early Closing frbvement, a Glasgow councillor
and city treasurer who was an engineer in Barclay Curle and Co.'s
Stobcross works, John Wilson the St. Rollox M.P., partner in a family
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mercantile and shipping firm and a tube works, who made his name by
aiding the City of Glasgow Bank crash creditors, a Glasgow accountant,
and Archibald Cameron Corbett, M.P. for Tradeston and later Lord
Rowallan of Kilmaurs.

The latter was the son of the social reformer

Thomas Corbett and married into the Poulson family - philanthropists
interested in medical charities.

Corbett had a breadth of interest

typical of prohibitionists, e.g. parks, emigration schemes, and
suburban housing developments or "green belts" around the metropolis
at Forest Gate, Ilford, Seven Kings and Catford.46
Many S.P.B.T.A. officials conformed to the U.K.A. model,
e.g. the aforementioned Coats and Clark families, the Forrester Paton
family and a group of drapers and dyers like Sir Robert Pullar of Perth.
In

Far more however were associated with Glasgow's shipping world.
addition to Wilson one might mention Sir Andrew Maclean of Partick,
a Vice President from 1887, Alexander Buchanan and William Cairney,
Vice Presidentsfrom 1892 onwards, and support given the S.P.B.T.A.

by William Ewing, William Denny, Mrs. John Elder, Sir Michael Connal
and the Henderson and MacLay families.

The importance of local heavy

industries was evident also in the participation of David and John
Colville and John King of Keppoch Iron Works, and receipt of subscriptions from Andrew Carnegie.47
S.P.B.T.A. figures were often associated with two areas
prominent in Corbett's interests - the food industry and property
development.

The former group included A.B. Lamberton of Gray &

Dunn, a Vice President in the 1880's and a member of the Executive
after 1895, Chishoim, a wholesale grocer better known as a reforming
Lord Provost of Glasgow who was on the Executive over 1893-1905,
William Bilsiand J.P., baker, J.P. Maclay, J.P., grocer, Malcolm
Campbell, fruit merchant, and Bailie Hugh Brechiri the Glasgow butcher
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identified with the introduction of Anierican produce refri aeration
techniques.

A.P. Brown of Kilmarnock, an Honorary Director for many

years after 1874 had property interests in Ayrshire and Glasgow's
South Side.

Men active in the City and County House Purchase Co. of

Glasgow, described later, were also S.P.B.T.A. supporters.

Such

businessmen were advocates of self-help, keen to help aspiring commercial white collar workers buy homes, and also environmentalists.
They had a particularly highly developed vision of the future of
Glasgow's suburbs, especially as they too were 'suburbanites'.

It

should come as no surprise that such prohibitionists denounced the
licensing system yet later "found themselves operating it" given
their experience in wielding feu restrictions to protect new environments which they had helped create.

Indeed, they were painfully

aware that without local veto powers their work could be jeopardised.
Chishoim's activities were symptomatic of this angst.48
The S.P.B.T.A. inevitably had many supporters who were also
local benefactors who gave freely to charities, provided amenities
and sometimes supported numerous 'pensioners', as did the Coats
family. 49Provost Dick of Kinning Park who "made his reputation in
the management of properties" in that area was a member of van
Parochial Board and a long serving director of the Glasgow and West of
Scotland Association For the Relief of Incurables.

Bailie Bilsland,

also of Kinning Park, was a Glasgow councillor and Lord Provost.
His overweening desire for respect made him a difficult man to work
for during his term as provost, yet he was nevertheless sincerely
interested in slum clearance work, winter gardens for Glasgow's East
End, working mens' institutes, and the provision of recreation in the
city in general.

50

Many were involved in juvenile work.

Chishoim and Bailie
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W.F. Anderson were associated with the Glasgow Foundry Boys1Religious
Society.

It aimed to remove working class children from the city

streets and to equip them with religious knowledge and interests and
skills which would prepare them for trades.

Sir George Green of

Partick, a well known Liberal and superintendent of the Prudential
Insurance Co. was identified with the Band of Hope, as was Corbett.51
The social composition of the temperance movement in the
early 19th century, and the "capture" of what had been a middle and
upper class movement by total abstaining working class radicals in the
late 1830's and 1840's has been described elsewhere. 52In this period
the S.P.B.T.A. leaders, organised in a hierarchical structure reminiscent of the League and of later Liberal Associations, worked to
expand its popular support and to appeal to the professions.

The

S.P.B.T.A. shared the U.K.A.'s ambition to recruit the medical profession in the late 19th century.

Slightly more doctors were induced

to become Vice Presidents of the S.P.B.T.A. than of the League.
The medical voice on the Executives and Honorary Directorates of both
societies however was extremely small even after the 1890's.

This

was partly symptomatic of doctors' growing awareness of professional
status.

The vociferous minority of prohibitionist doctors preferred

to be associated with the pressure group within the B.M.A. - a pressure
group within a pressure group - the British Medical Temperance
Association.

Success in recruitment of other professional groups

is difficult to assess as the S.P.B.T.A., unlike the League, never
attempted to tabulate membership by professions.

By 1890 however the

Association was evidently able to attract support from legal and
accountancy circles in the West of Scotland.

This was due to a con-

centrated effort by S.P.B.T.A. agents to recruit such subscribers
from the late 1870's onwards.

The S.P.B.T.A.'s political economy,
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especially in its 'ratepayer temperance' vein, was attractive to the
expanding and relatively new accountancy profession not to mention
exponents of "actuarial science."

Lawyers were amongst the earliest

supporters of the temperance movement, and the S.P.B.T.A.'s perpetual
emphasis oi the legal rights as well as the fiscal burdens of ratepayers and electors encouraged sympathy from the legal profession.
Lawyers were well aware of the chaotic state of the Scottish Licensing
Laws in the years before the 1903 codification.

Some were influenced

not only by the apparent relationship between the lower orders' drunkenness and crime but also by awareness of the failings of even the
educated and affluent through the confidences of the latter.53
The Association t s officials and major subscribers therefore
were drawn largely from the burgher aristocracy and commercial elite
of the West of Scotland as were those of the League. 54 There was a
fair amount of cross-membership of these organisations, especially of
leading figures, from 1880 onwards although even in the 1860's there
were already sufficient links for the Revds. Gladstone, Johnston and
Cairns of the League to grace the platform at Association annual
meetings.

The leaders of both organisations gravitated to the city

councils of Glasgow and Edinburgh and cooperated therein.

The trend

towards cooperation was encouraged by "the frustration of a distant
interminable Parliamentary struggle" 55 for temperance legislation but
also by much common support for Liberalism, radicalism, and the
'municipal ideal '.

Civic pride drew strength from continued tension

between the social mores of a romanticised rural past and an uncertain
urban future.

Tension was infused with a nostalgic search for order

and stability, and mingled in the reformer 1 s psyche with desire to
serve the community, important to evangelicals in general and nonconformists in particular and symptomatic of a more general bourgeois
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recognition angst, and enthusiasm for municipal enterprise.

This

commonwealth of ideas was not peculiar to the municipal milieu and
was subscribed to by suburban and rural provosts, as active petitioning
for local veto legislation by the Conventions of Royal Burghs reflected. 56Furthermore prohibitionists like Bailies Torrens and
Kennedy came increasingly to see the despised licensing system as a
tool which could be wielded against the Trade in the interval whilst
they waited for parliamentary and popular opinion to warm to local
veto legislation and prohibition.

They cooperated increasingly with

licensing restrictlonists and precipitated in the process a licensing
crisis for the Glasgow licensed trade.57
Such crossmembership highlights the way in which a small
group of burgher-aristocrats and businessmen, often related by marriage
and or business interests, directed the policies of the local societies which formed the broad base of both structures, and which were
predominantly working class.

Mutual reliance upon the same core

of enthusiasts presented problems for the S.P.B.T.A. as an organisation.
In its early years alienation of League supporters and dependence
upon U.K.A. stalwarts meant that in 1860 annual income was a mere £230
and not until 1867 did it exceed £1,000 p.a.

Many Scots prohibition-

ists contributed to the IJ.K.A. and to various charities and were
overextended.

The S.P.B.T.A. had to compete with the League for
frYc)

subscriptions and to contend with aphilanthropic mentality on the
part of reformers like Hope,who only gave to charities or societies
which they felt were neglected by others.

Popularity therefore was

not necessarily the key to large subscriptions,and in general the
S.P.B.T.A. always received far smaller amounts per subscriber than
did the U.K.A.

Dire necessity prompted an 1868 campaign to raise a

"Guarantee Fund" of £10,000.

The Association took several years to
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reach its target.

In the 1870's Association income lagged behind

that of the League at around £2,500 p.a. to the latter's £6,000-8,000
derived from society subscriptions and the subscriptions and legacies
of individuals.

The S.P.B.T.A. had to compete for philanthropists'

interest with the prodigious number of philanthropic schemes described
by Owen.58
Philanthropy, with its origins in the Tudor mercantile and
gentry "ethic of social responsibility" conditioned by the Protestant
social ethic and national consciousnessand in the Evangelical Revival
which produced charity schools and hospitals and a charity which was
middle class and 'puritan' in the ethical sense, was no longer the
preserve of charitable individuals.

Philanthropy, stimulated by

evangelical renewal of the link between charity and religion, and the
challenge of urban poverty over the years 1820-1860, was directed by
competing societies keen to discourage indiscriminate charity- pace
Coiquhoun, William Allen, and Chalmers.

Evangelicalism, humanitar-

ianism, together with baser motives such as "Victorian snobbism with
the comfortably off following the lead of the rich", substitution of
philanthropy for religion or political verities, concern for social
stability, and social pressure, increased the prestige, number and
income of benevolent institutions greatly.

Important national

organisations like the R.N.L.I. and R.S.P.C.A. were established over
1820-60 and were aided by government protection of funds and establishment of a Charity Commission.

The widespread and allegedly

indiscriminate almsgiving which resulted, together with the chaos and
looseness of Poor Law administration, had prompted establishment of
the Charity Organisation Society (1869) designed to give philanthropy
order, personal service, and involvement beyond mere almsgiving.59
The S.P.B.T.A. also faced competition for the meagre contrib-
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utions of working class sympathisers from the prohibitionist
International Order of Good Templars (J.O.G.T.).

Competition,together

with the effects of economic depression,meant that funds were static
in the early 1880's although the organisations work was expanding.
Consternation at Alliance reduction of financial subsidies betrayed
the S.P.B.T.A.'s weaknesses.

The Association, like the League, pared

office and accommodation costs.

Income however remained small.

The exigencies of parliamentary and electoral work prompted several
"very urgent appeals" after 1884.

Commercial depression in the mid

1880's which emphasised the extent and depth of social distress,
together with the 1885 General Election,severely taxed its limited
finances, necessitating a further guarantee fund in 1888.

It was

collected more easily than its predecessor due to increasing support
for Local Veto, the Association's legislative panacea, in the 1890's.
Ironically in years when the moral interpretation of poverty was
increasingly criticised the S.P.B.T.A. enjoyed greatest financial support.

1890-1 was the Association's best year to date.

Income

continued to increase between 1892-4, and only declined to below
£4,000 p.a. in the late 1890's.

Increasingly deputations to the

Commons expanded agency work and printing, advertising, postal and
telegraph charges absorbed all funds raised by financial agents and
the Ladies' Auxiliary volunteer collectors.
The S.P.B.T.A. also lost its "old guard" in this era, but
contrived to improve income steadily over 1900-4.

A 3 day "Grand

National Temperance Bazaar", a device reminiscent of anti-slavery
fund raising, was held in Glasgow's St. Andrews Halls in 1901.
raised £5,580, the basis of a contingency fund prior to 1914.

It
An all

time peak in income was experienced in 1904 in the wake of the 1903
codification of licensing legislation.

Yet even in 1905-14 when the
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S.P.B.T.A. was exerting most political pressure its funds were still
limited, and were an effective brake on ambitious policies.60
Significant factors in the S.P.B.T.A.'s effectiveness as a
temperance organisation were its fairly solid core of support in
Glasgow and its suburbs, which steadily increased from the mid 1890's
on, and the competence of its agents. 61The Association's agency
work was also an avenue to social mobility for a small number of
working class men of "good character", temperance convictions, and
requisite skills.

It was said of S.P.B.T.A. agents that "as working

men speaking to working men few were more impressive." 62Over the
Association's lifespan (1858-1921) some agents, like Robert Dransfield,
were obvious careerists. 63Others were craftsmen displaced by
technological innovations, such as Paton the Barrhead shoemaker,64
or former Chartists like John Fraser, 65 men from rural backgrounds
appalled by urban conditions, 66 whilst William Brodie, Robert Mackay,
and James Browning White were spurred on by personal injustice
suffered at the hands of the Trade. 67Such motives, together with
the Salvationist zeal for fallen humanity, expressed by agents like
W.S. Rosie, made these men extremely able speakers and organisers
capable of arousing and retaining the interest of working class
abstainers.

The agents' crossmembership of several temperance organ-

isations was a great advantage in this respect.68
Agents' duties were not quite so narrowly focussed on fundraising and parliamentary work as has been thought.

Most were mainly

involved in district supervision, especially as the S.P.B.T.A.
increased its district divisions over 1870-1921 from 3 to 6 and
periodically experimented with dividing up the work of large areas on
different geographic units.

District work consisted riot only of

"arduous work of general and by-elections" but also preaching, lecturing,
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collecting and organising, the distribution of propaganda, relations
with the press and a heavy load of office work.

Although over 1884-

1921 the Association usually employed two financial agents, or from
1901 on one financial agent and one financial and parliamentary agent,
from 1889 on the S.P.B.T.A. devoted more energy to convincing the
nation in general of Local Veto's worth than ever before.
organisational work intensified after 1903.

Local

A novel feature was

utilisation of the Ladies' Auxiliary to a greater extent than ever
before, not only in the traditional area of fundraising but also in
bringing pressure to bear on School and Parochial Boards, and in
electoral canvassing.

This tapping of the hitherto unexploited ener-

gies of the wives and daughters of the burgher aristocracy and
businessmen of Glasgow had important implications for the suffrage
movement, especially after the S.P.B.T.A.'s appointment of a lady
agent to emphasise the connection between their work and the 'woman
question' in 1894.69
As with the League, the S.P.B.T.A.'s full-time salaried
agents were never numerous, much reliance being placed upon volunteers - often agents for other temperance societies.

The enthusiasm

of such fanatics, who were undaunted by lack of funds or opposition,
was largely responsible for this relatively small pressure group within
a pressure group's ability to create an atmosphere in which local
veto was not only accepted in principle as a worthwhile local government reform but also became an attainable goal.

The International Order of Good Templars (I.O.G.T.)

The origins of this "curiously neglected" yet once hugely
popular organisation requires preliminary explanation.

This corps of

social crusaders and Christian protagonists originated in Oneida County
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in New York State in 1851, and American fraternal temperance societies
such as the New York Sons of Temperance and Knights of Jericho, and
had mass support in America by the 1860's.

The Americans sent an

Englishman, Thomas Maims, and a Scot, Thomas Roberts to introduce
Templary into Britain in the late 1860's.
amongst Scots settlers.

Templary was popular

It was alleged that Fusilier Guards sent to

Canada during the "Alabama" crisis had formed a lodge.

Exiles grav-

itated to the Order as a source of fellowship, respectability and
renown.

The Montrose-born Roberts, a former teacher and bookseller

in the Vale of Leven who rose to prominence by becoming a Delaware
templar and professional organiser in the heavy industry orientated
state of Pennsylvania, epitomised this process.7°
Roberts introduced Good Templary to the West of Scotland
via the Glasgow United Working Mens' Total Abstinence Society, a prosperous society affiliated to the League, in 1869 and with the help
of its chairman Thomas Mackie and Jabez Walker of the S.P.B.T.A.

It

was an opportune time for a new society free from League and S.P.B.T.A.
wranglings, yet prohibitionist, and novel in structure.

Mackie

became its first member and the ambitious Walker used its supreme
office, (Grand Worthy Chief Templar) as a stepping stone in his career.
Roberts approached the Glasgow United Working Men's Total Abstinence
Society in order to recruit its "labour-aristocrat" supporters, and also
the "gospel-temperance" workers like John Nicol who ran Glasgow Green
meetings to forge links with working class temperance in general.
The "Thomas Roberts" lodge, soon 600 strong, and the parent of Partick,
Kelvinhaugh and city centre lodges, was formed with the latter group's
aid.

By 1870 there were 43 Scottish lodges, mainly in the West.

This probably reflected Templary's links with the Glasgow businessman
Thomas Corbett's Great Western Cooking Depot, a venture supported by
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the S.T.L. and publicised by them at the National Temperance League
Congress of 1863 in London.

It provided well cooked, nourishing

'penny lunches' for the city's workingmen to lure them from public
houses, and had "extraordinary success."
10-12,000 customers per day by 1872.

28 branches catered for

The Grand Lodge of Scotland,

the I.0.G.T. supreme body, was formed in the Depot9s Trongate Hall in
1876 and held early sessions there.

Depot branches were ideal for

meetings and dissemination of literature.

Scottish interest in the

American temperance movement, and Templary's overlap in aspirations
and membership with the Knights of Labour, active in the West of
Scotland were also factors in the success of this "kind of improved
Free Masonry with stronger proselytising tendencies."71
Templars took a comprehensive abstinence pledge.

They

aimed at "teetotalism in earnest" yet conceded dual membership organ-.
isations like the LJ.K.A. were useful in persuading citizens to "put
down the national disgrace."
Hope and Charity".

Their motto, predictably, was "Faith,

Their symbolism was extensive.

The Order's

"Emblem" was an exquisite and elaborate allegory of temperance truths
and virtues used as a mnemonic for templar candidates.72
Membership was open to all except atheists or "infidels".
Candidates had to be proposed and approved by members.

All in any

way connected with the Trade, either directly as distillery workers
or indirectly as members of cooperative societies which retailed drink,
were uncompromisingly rejected.

Candidates had also to be able to

pay "dues", levied at id per week for males and +d for females, which
excluded the unemployed and paupers.

It was a brotherhood of the

upright, self-respecting employee and small employer, as fears that
members operated pro-templar discrimination in employment of men
reflected.

Weekly collections rendered the order financially self-
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sufficient.

This encouraged working class self-respect and ensured

internal democracy, contrasting with the League's tendency to reward
cash-injections by high office - as in the case of the Macfies.73
The Order's prohibitionist sentiments were well known but
its organisation remained something of a mystery to those who were not
initiates.

It was among the first national societies to be organised

in a branch system.

Local lodges were its base and met weekly to

initiate new members, have lectures on temperance, plan temperance
work and socialise.
from 1870 on.

District lodges, drawn from these, were appointed

They reviewed the progress of local lodges and took

the initiative in forming or reviving lodges, work done by other societies' Executives.
legislature.

The Grand Lodge was modelled on the American

It met annually to formulate policy and elect officials!4

The I.O.G.T. followed a code of laws or "Constitutions".
Grand Lodges made national bye laws but the final court of appeal was a
supra-national Grand Lodge.
meetings.

It made general laws at its biennial

Officials were democratically elected.

Quadrennial elec-

tions were designed to ensure continuity of leadership without
entrenched cliques.
was a pervasive theme.

Work-sharing was encouraged.

The rule of law

Templars promised to "render cheerful obedience

to all the laws, rules and usages" of the Order.

Law and order was

seen as the key to prohibition's success.75
The I.O.G.T.'s "fraternal interest", and chivalrous pledges
to keep the Order's work secret and to work to protect brother members
suggest that the I.0.G.T. was an expression of fundamentalists' response to awareness that their social mores, and status, were challenged
by urbanisation, industrialisation, immigration of Catholic Irish, and
religious apathy or scepticism.

This awareness was most acute in

urban areas where comparisons between rural ideals and urban realities
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and between different classes, were odious in the extreme. "Templary
was no mere society.

It was a brotherhood under obligation to be of

one spirit", an exclusive club designed to recreate and nurture the
community and consensus threatened by prevailing socio-economic
trends.

This was the source of templary's strengths and weaknesses.

Templars sought to initiate and reinforce the functions of the family
circle.

Templar meetings compensated for the "want of sociability"

experienced in many areas and offered an alternative to the public
house.76
Like masons, templars passed through "Degrees" of Fidelity,
Charity, and Royal Virtue.

These inculcated self-help, cooperation,

and evangelical zeal - virtues central to temperance.

Accompanying

secret signs and passwords, justified in terms of Presbyterian
communion cards and merchants' use of trademarks, and use of ritual
and regalia to "heighten the sense of oneness of the brotherhood"
laid the I.O.G.T. open to criticism even from fellow temperance reformers
Similarly, whilst aggressive reclamation work, featuring
frequent visitation made the Order "the Temperance Missionary
Association of the World" it also distanced middle and upper class
reformers from their work.

Many such reformers, e.g. Kettle and

Connal, were interested in city missions but it was rarer for the
middle and upper classes to be personally active in such work!8
Within months of its introduction however the I.O.G.T. had
96 lodges and 10,000 members.
lodges mushroomed spectacularly.

The 1870's were "stirring times" when
Gladstone and Honeyman placed the

1871 membership at 50,000, Burns at nearer 64,000.
increase had taken place.

An astonishing

By the end of '1871 there were 650 lodges

and 70,000 members, and by 1872 850 and 80,000.

Enthusiasm waned
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By February 1873 37,000 members had quietly disappeared.

however.

Maintaining interest was a perennial problem.

By 1874 membership

rose to 58,973, while in 1875 there were 800 lodges and 60,000 members.
This declined again in the late 1870's to 750 and 52,000 respectively.
The Order's historian Honeyman tended to gloss over such early disappointments.

Although in 1876 membership stood at 62,334 by 1888 it

was only 37,086.

Fluctuating strength reflected trade depression,

competition from the Blue Ribbon movement and the Salvation Army, both
cheap and in some ways less constricting working class organisations,
personality clashes, backsliding, migration and emigration of the
miners and factory workers the Order hoped to recruit, I.0.G.T.
inefficiency in dealing with non-attendance and non-payment of dues
outwith the Glasgow area, where attendance checks were made, and
division over the amount of time best devoted to mere socialising.79
Decline in the 1870's and 1880's was also symptomatic of a
schism created by the race question in Mierican lodges.

From 1876

to 1887 there were two rival Grand Lodges of the World.

Templars in

the West of Scotland were anti-racist.

The Revd. Gladstone was

associated with the Louisville demands for racial equality within the
Order.

The West's leading lodges refused to adhere to the racist

Grand Lodge, unlike some in the East of Scotland. 8°

Abolitionism

crystallised provincial middle class evangelical values and projected
them into society as never before, and in a way which was to transform
reform.

Dunlop was influenced by early anti-slavery, and although

relations between Scottish and American abolitionists were complicated
by criticism of the Free Church's relations with the South, the
question of the role of women in anti-slavery societies, and divisions
within abolitionism which were unresolved throughout the Civil War,
many of Glasgow's burgher-aristocracy supported abolitionism - a reform
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combination typical of temperance reformers Garnett noted.

Many

were identified with the Garrisonian Glasgow Emancipation Society,
(G.E.S.) whose interest in slavery was precocious and, according to
Rice and Bolt, influential in British anti-slavery.

Bingham notes

that its members included Thomas Graham, the Revd. William Anderson,
Alexander Hastie and the Quaker Smeal brothers, reformers who supported
Catholic Emancipation, Voluntaryism, peace, abolition of capital
punishment, repeal of the Corn Laws, national education, and especially
temperance.

Other sympathisers included Kettle, Gallie, and the

Chartist Brewster.

Temperance and abolitionism shared the same venues

and collectors, (e.g. Reid, Rae, Rettie of S.T.L.) and meetings on
the Fugitive Slave Circular attracted the same platform speakers e.g. Dr. Cameron, Bailie Torrens, Robert Service, William Gray, William
è1vin, and William Logan.

The close community of the Atlantic

middle classes here was not confined to the 1830's Society for the
Suppression of Intemperance and Duncan MacLaren, but continued in the
1870's when the G.E.S. was active in a Freedman's Aid Society (1864)
formed in response to the African and Turkish slave trade questions.81
Significant numbers had also been encouraged by the I.O.G.T.'s
success to "hive-off" as early as October 1870 to form the Free
Templars of St. John under the Revd. J. Stewart.

The St. Andrews

Reformed Templars also left in 1872. Offshoots were short-lived but
debilitating 82
The Scottish I.O.G.T. nevertheless had four times as many
lodges as the English - i.e. 1,067 lodges in 1894.

In the 1880's

adult membership grew slowly whilst juvenile membership thrived. In
the 1890's decline of Free Templary and reinstatement of its lodges,
the increasing support of the temperance movement in general and
favourable economic circumstances facilitated acquisition of 11,000
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new members, adult and juvenile, in 1896-8.

2,000 joined in early

1898 alone prompting a wave of new lodges.

At the 1901 Jubilee the

Scottish I.0.G.T. had 87,000 members and was expanding faster than all
other English-speaking Grand Lodges.

The revival peaked in 1903.

There were then 100,000 templars, 13,634 more than in Templary's first
heyday.

Thousands of public meetings and hundreds of thousands of

lodge meetings were held, encouraging a second wave of hail building.
For a short time periodic resuscitations and lodge failures were masked
by transfer of old lodge names to new lodges.

1903-30 however was a

tale of stasis, interruption by war, and reversals although there was
some regional variation.83
Temp1ar pageantry was particularly attractive to the fishing
communities of the East Coast', but in the 1890's Templary was strongest
in Lanarkshire, Ayrshire, and then Renfrewshire.

Templary in the

mining and mill villages of Ayrshire flourished and floundered relatively quickly.

It was in decline by the 1920's, whereas Templary

in Paisley and Greenock was still alive and solvent and did not falter
till the 1930's.

Expansion continued 1900-10 but 1910-14 saw virtual

stasis with only 51 new lodges in all Scotland.

Templary might have

rallied had not the Great War accelerated this decline, halving meagre
expansion.

It was disrupted entirely by both World Wars.

No

international meetings could be held, and local work was affected by
loss of halls and key workers.84
The I.0.G.T. ideology moreover was increasingly out of step
with popular jingoism on the eve of, and during, the Great War.
Hardie's internationalism was consistent with his Templar background.
International cooperation rather than rivalry was symbolised by the
Right Worthy Grand Lodge, a democratic forum for all nationalities.
Templary, like Nonconformity from which it drew support, was also
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pacifist.

Scottish templars had established links with German social

reformers in 1871.

Interest in Prussia as a focus for Protestant

evangelicalism was supplemented by interest in late 19th century
German social welfare provisions.

Many were active in the Peace

Society's campaign against the arms race and the cost of "the armed
peace of Europe".

Their heroes were Edward Wavrinsky, the Stockholm

M.P. who had abandoned a promising army career to promote prohibition,
Esperanto, and peace, and Sir. W.R. Cremer, a radical and former
shipyards pitch-pot boy who in 1893 introduced and carried a resolution
in favour of an Anglo-American arbitration treaty in the Commons.
Their interests in this respect were similar to those of upper class
reformers like Sir Daniel Stevenson and,as with Free Church Council
delegates, the outbreak of war found many templars on the wrong side
of the North Sea as delegates to the German I.O.G.T.
"The World Our Field" was unrealistic in war.

Work was disrupted,

or totally suppressed by unsympathetic foreign powers.
ility gap widened.

The aim of

This credib-

In the post-war period the Order was suspect to

pacifists and patriots alike because of the volte face members had
been obliged to make in support of the war effort.85
Decline in the 1920's was compounded by the Churches'
interest in social questions, which absorbed some of the I.O.G.T.'s
support and best workers, the Brotherhood Movement's increasing
popularity with working class Congregationalists as a men's club and
forum for debate on social and political questions, rival "rational
recreation" such as continuation classes, plus the rise of working
men's clubs, sport, and trade unionism, and the relaxation of social
and moral mores which followed war.

Extant lodges were often in debt.

Financial difficulties exacerbated internal divisions.

Paisley

templars and William Shanks of Barrhead fought the Grand Lodge over
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In the 1930's the latter gathered in defunct lodge funds

property.

and property in a bid to strengthen the remainder.

Ternplary remained

strong in Glasgow and Airdrie but was no longer a mass movement.
The Second World War extinguished Teniplary in the Highlands and Islands,
the Borders and East Coast, and the focus of international Templary
passed to Scandinavia.86
One

Surprisingly, ministers often led this esoteric sect.
might have expected hostility towards a secret organisation which
demanded subservience to its laws almost above all other duties,

whose "brotherliness" smacked of sectarian, economic and social discrimination, and whose ritualism rivalled that of the High and Roman
Churches.
to attract.

There was evidently much in Templary's methods and aims
All templars were Christians, their inspiration was

evangelical, and the Order generated and maintained evangelical fervour.
Meetings commenced and closed with prayer, the Bible was read to
initiates, and Christ was ever cited as "the Great Teacher."

The

United Presbyterian Principal Cairns joined the I.0.G.T. at Berwick
where lodge prayer meetings featured singing of revivalist hymns
"with as great feeling and earnestness as at some prayer meetings."
Ministers were keen to channel this enthusiasm especially as the
I.0.G.T. appointed Lodge Chaplains who were often laymen.

Templars

boasted that initiates became churchgoers, and ministers believed that
temperance and Christian conversions were linked, often citing the
example of the Revcl. Dryer of Airdrie,who on joining Beith I.O.G.T.
was a journeyman printer.

Templars also boasted membership of the

Order had furthered the careers of three Past Grand Worthy Chief
Templars - the Revds. John Mackay of Old frbnkland, Airdrie, William
Ross of Rothesay and George Gladstone of Sanquhar who had become well
known Edinburgh and Glasgow ministers.

They exaggerated the I.O.G.T.'s
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social significance, and overlooked Ross and Gladstone's League roles,
yet membership did give access to a mass movement and to national and
international renown.87
Ministers like the Revd. John Duncan valued the I.O.G.T. as
a rescue organisation for drunkards noted for its compassionate
treatment and frequent visitation of these individuals.

Its emphasis

of personal involvement and "genuine love for the fallen man" was
reminiscent of the Charity Orgartisation Society, and was an advance
on the shallow or effete sympathy for alcoholics hitherto expressed
by temperance societies.
appeal.

The ritual and "Degrees" also had some

Both were devised by an American Methodist minister. They

emphasised Gospel truths and, rather than rivalling the Gospel, were
"to remove the great barriers which intercepted its progress."

The

"Degrees" especially stressed the need for awareness of man's debts
of reverence and duty to God and with the Order's devotional ritual
countered claims that the temperance movement lacked "religious
spirit."88
Membership was not the preserve of any one Church. Ministers
of forceful character, radical tendencies and temperance conviction
from the Evangelical Union, Free Church and, to a lesser extent, the
Established Church, joined.

At the height of enthusiasm all the

ministers of small towns like Stranraer joined.

Templary, as with

temperance encouraged cooperation without loosening denominational
loyalties.

The Revds. Ferguson Ferguson, John Kirk, James A.

Johnston and T.D. McKinnon were noted templars.

Gladstone, of the

League, was leader of the Order in its formative years.

In many

areas ministers formed lodges and districts and became District
Deputies, agents, speakers, organisers, Gaelic translators, "Good
Templar" editors, and publicised the Order in Christian News
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Over 1870-1929 they perhaps amounted to as little as 29 of 293
All but a few however attained the supreme office, Grand

officials.

Chief Templar.

Ministers held the latter 1876-83, 1893-7, and 1903-16.

Grand Supervisors of Juvenile Templary were always ministers.

They

gave the Order respectability and facilitated its approval by the
General Assemblies of the Established and Free Church.

The scholarly

Revd. John Beveridge of Ayr's association with the Order challenged
critics' assumptions that it was a sect for the simple, superstitious,
or uneducated.89
Exclusive identification with the presbyterian churches was
also a negative factor, accentuating Templary's narrow membership and
possibly reinforcing religious prejudice.

Templary proclaimed its

non-denominational, non-discriminatory basis and suggested Catholic
objections could be silenced by avoidance of lodge prayers but given
Templar, Orange lodge, and masonic cooperation on halls the inclination
and necessity for such a decision probably never arose in the West
of Scotland.

Ironically, Templary was too "holy" to attract many

lapsed workers and too heathen to appeal to all presbyterians let alone
all ministers.90
Templary's emotional millen arian overtones appealed predictably to the poorly educated, agricultural labourers and miners,
especially after evangelical revivals.

Most however were "labour

aristocrats", who by superior skills, greater independence, initiative
and recompense formed a corps of "superior workers" which aspired to
an equally superior lifestyle. Templar aims, organisation and
personnel can be seen in terms of subtly negotiated versions of
Liberal ideology and hegemony, class collaboration, and labouraristocrat conscious or unconscious work for the embourgeois_-ement of
the working classes.

In the 1870's Templary aimed at "distinct
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trades" - a moral judgement of the fitness of certain groups. Like
Dunlop they focussed on the workshop not the factory, aware of the
strength of peer group pressure there.
lodge.

They formed a shoemakers'

Extremes of respectability and dissipation co-existed in

shoemaking.

Division of labour tasks meant lulls in the working

week which, with seasonal fluctuations, created opportunities for
drinking.

Templars demanded recognition of "respectability, sobriety

and erudition" in the face of damning stereotypes, trade depression
and erosion of status through technological change in agressive phrases
reminiscent of 1840's radicalism.
Skill, respectability and independence were also balanced
by precariousness and conditions which encouraged drinking in catering
and haulage. 92Templar lodges were formed for them and for shopkeepers and warehousemen.

The latter met in the Kent Road United

Presbyterian Church Hall - a church associated with Sir Samuel Chisholm
and many eminent citizens who directed social reform.

It was inspired

by conviction that these occupations were being deliberately placed at
risk by Trade eagerness to capitalise on the drinking customs of
travellers etc., "a system of bribery to induce orders", by creating
"free rooms" for buyers' usage in city spirit shops.

Fear of

mobility thwarted by "contact with old topers" was perhaps accompanied by fear of Trade perversion of the business vote. 93There was
also a lodge specifically for employees of the city's sanitary,
lighting, and police departments, whose anti-social hours prevented
them from attending lodges with evening meetings.

Later another

labour aristocrat group, daily newspaper compositors, were allowed to
join it, although usually trade lodges were exclusive. 94They were
trade rather than "class" conscious, individual trades being referred
to as "classes".

They envisaged not class struggle but a redress of
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balance amongst traders whereby the publican would lose to "respectable
traders - the shoemaker, tailor, grocer etc." 95Membership benefit ed
the working class home and employers.
commerce and social harmony.

"Reliable workmen" aided

Employer collaboration was evident in

Templar recruitment at the Coitness Iron Works.

Many lodges were

identified with particular works - "Clydesdale" with the Clydesdale
Cut Glass Works, Glasgow, "Cathcart" with nearby print-works, as were
the Kilmarnock and Neilston lodges whilst in Catrine Darvel and
Newmilns the link was with lace and textile mills and clipping works.96
Good Templar acceptance of a negotiated version of Liberal
ideology however was ambivalent.

Self help, cooperation and evan-

gelicalism were accompanied by assertions of class pride which, in
isolations were assertive rather than accommodative in spite of emphasis
on the mutual interests of employers and employees. 97Templar oaths,
secrecy and democratic procedures were imitative of early trades unions.
A Methodist-tinged apocalyptical vision of a non-competitive cooperative
society was attractive.

Yet given stasis and eventual downturn in

the very economic areas which had encouraged growth of a labour aristocracy in the mid 19th century it was difficult to reconcile with
more immediate problems of temperance politics, let alone maintenance
of status.

Labour

The latter impinged on the former increasingly.

aristocrats absorbed the component parts of "respectability" yet
retained liberty to move ideological pieces around to form an entirely
different pattern from the 1890's on.98
If the S.T.L.'s leadership was "the Kirks and the Works"
the I.0.G.T.'s was the Kirks and employees of the works.

40% of the

Grand Lodge Executive were ministers, exemplified by Kirk, James
Strachan of the Independent Church Dumfries, the Free Church's John
D. McKinnon, W.S. Todd of the Evangelical Union Motherwell, and
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D.C. McKellar the Glasgow-born Denny United Presbyterian.

The

remainder were drawn from superior occupational groups, e.g. engineers, teachers,compositors, printers, journalists, shopkeepers, selfemployed master craftsmen and mill managers, and 'socially aware'
parochial board managers, registrars, public health officials, and
court officials.

John Stevenson, George Andrew (Airdrie registrar)

Councillor Alexander Wright of Perth, ex-railwayman, Honeyman, and
20th century leaders all fit the labour aristocrat stereotype.99
Early district organisers however were often businessmen
like the Glasgow merchant R. Hunter Craig, later an M.P., and Bailie
Buchanan of Dumbarton.

Trustees of a Kirkintilloch lodge included

an iron-founder, a clothier, a grocer and a wholesale stationer.
The land involved was the gift of a Glasgow yarn agent.

The first

Ayrshire leaders were William Findlay, Kilmarnock, buscuit manufacturer and Nicol Cameron, a devout Evangelical Unionist draper.
14rton, owner of Newmilns Clipping Works circulated I.0.G.T. literature.100
In contrast, few 'gentlemen' were active in Templary. Their
contribution was only an initial favourable response.

Templars

publicised support from A.B. Elliot, Sir William Elliott of Stobo
Castle's brother, because upper class hostility or indifference was
more usual, and because of the political power wielded by the Liberal
Elliots and gentry families.

This negative reaction was a factor

in the declining numbers of professionals and businessmen associated
with Templary by 1914.

Labour aristocrats and labourist M.P.'s

replaced them on the Executive after 1894.

Thomas Berrie Secretary

of the Scottish Clerks' Association's appearance on the Executive
thereafter suggests popular conceptions of boundaries between labour
aristocrat and middle class groups had become more heavily drawn in
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the region of the white collar commercial class.

The presence of

Honeynian, who had risen via agency work to Secretaryship of the Order
(1908-34), on the Executive however perpetuated the ideal of temperance as a working class escape route from manual labour.101
In reality the I.O.G.T. never had many agents.

In 1878

only the Secretary and Chief Templar were salaried, at £120 and £200
p.a. respectively.

The first agent, Englishman Fred Powell, was

appointed in 1872.

Payment of the Chief Ternplar was thought incon-

sistent with "fraternity" by early templars.

Geographic and social

mobility was evident in the careers of the early agents Roberts,
Walker, Braidwood, Thomas Clapperton an ex-weaver and George McKerracher
a former Paisley mill worker, appointed from the 1880's. Publicisation
of mobility by Templar historians was partly assertion of class pride,
reflecting intertwined desire for 'respectability' and upward
mobility, and class consciousness.

Formation of an

a professional association for temperance agents, reinforced however
the twin ideas of mobility via agency work and temperance as the
labour aristocracy hallmark.102
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1895-6, P. 7. There were usually 100 Vice Presidents. In 1874
ministers amounted to 25, in 1883 20, in 1898 24, 1906-8 28,
1909 23, and only 19 in 1914.
The great temperance orator Revd.
James Barr was only a Vice President.
44.

"Enlisting the sympathy" of the aristocracy was a slow and limited
process - S.P.B.T.A. 1873-4, p. ii. on the Scottish Association
see W. Logan "Sketch of the Life of Robert Gray Mason", p. 18,
and Dawson Burns, "Temperance History" Vol. I, pp. 331,351, 357,
363.
The Scottish Association's pressure for Sunday Closing
had been given weight by the support of men like Kinnaird. On
the latter's extensive philanthropy - K. Heasman "Evangelicals
in Action", pp. 21, 72, 75, 125, 129, 137, 140, 178, 209, and 220.

45.

Its Constitution laid down that the business committee was to be
of 15 Glaswegians and 6 from "elsewhere". 5 were necessary for
Rule VI however prevented rural members from claiming
a quorum.
expenses.

46.

On Torrens (decorator) A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow", pp.
447-8, Dawson Burns "Temperance History" Vol. I, p. 444,
P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century"
Vol. II, p. 500. On Davie, a draper (President 1862-7) Dawson
Burns (supra) Vol. II p. 14, Winskill (supra) Vol. I, p. 293 and
II, p. 178, and Herald of Health Feb. 1876, Dec. 1880, May 1883,
and June 1889. (Davies interests included vegetarianism,
vaccination, peace, savings banks and hydropathic hotels).
The engineer was Bailie James Hamilton (President 1867-84). On
Wilson 1828-1905 (President 1885-1900) see "Glasgow and Lanarkshire
I1lustrated' 1904, p. 21, S.P.B.T.A. 1889-90, p. 6, The Bailie,
'Men You Know', 385, 3 Mar. 1880, and M. Stenton (ed.)
"Who's Who of British M.P.'s" Vol. II, p. 377. James Landels
Selkirk (President 1900-3) was a J.P. and Bailie associated with
a firm of Glasgow accountants - The Bailie, 3 Mar. 1880, XV, pp. 1-2.
On Cameron Corbett (1856-1933) see Lord Rowallan's "Rowallan",
Edinburgh, 1976. Cameron Corbett Papers, Glasgow University
Archives Scottish Reformer 25.1. 1908, and M. Stenton (supra)
Vol. II, p. 76.

47.

J. Clark, mentioned earlier, was a member of the Executive after
1891, a Vice President 1892 on, and an Honorary Director after
1904. Local mill owners were traditionally sympathetic to the
movement. City missionaries could guarantee abstainers mill
work - L. Paton "J.B. Paton: An Autobiography' London, 1914, p. 65.
Sir Robert Pullar and Peter Campbell of Perth ]Jyeworks' links are
detailed in S.P.B.T.A. 1895-6 p. 17 and Scottish Temperance Annual,
1905, pp. 23-4. McLean, Buchanan and Cairney appear in the
annual reports' lists of officials. On Ewing,Denny, Elder, and
Connal see S.P.B.T.A. 1873-4, p. 22, 1887-8, p. 13, 1892-3, p. 41,
and 1893-4, p. 20.
Carnegie was strongly against compensation for the Trade S.P.B.T.A. 1888-9, p. 32. See the biography, F.W. Wall "Andrew
Carnegie" New York, 1970. His father, a damask weaver of
Dunfermline, was a friend of John Fraser and part of the teetotal
Chartist milieu prior to emigration to Pennsylvania in 1848 R. Boston "BritishChartists in America" Appendix A, p. 90.
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48. On Bilsiand, 3. Smith Samuel "Reminiscences", unpublished
manuscript n.d., Strathclyde Regional Archives, and Scottish
Temperance Annual 1906, pp. 23-4. See Chapter IV Part ii
"Building Societies" on those associated with the City and County
House Purchase Co. Ltd. Of these, Steele, Stevenson and Bilsiand
were also connected with city improvements and the Workmen's
Dwellings Co. of Glasgow. Torrens was also involved in a Housing
Trust. W.F. Anderson had similar interests, as did Alexander
Paterson of the League, a United Presbyterian mill manager and
director of Glasgow Cooperative Building Society - Winskill
"Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol. II,
p. 305. On Brechin, "Who Was Who in Glasgow", 1909, p. 26.
49. B. Harrison 'Philanthropy and the Victorians' Victorian Studies,,xkJune 1966, pp. 355, 361 in general trends here, and Harrison
'British Prohibitionists 1853-72: A Biographical Analysis',
International Review of Social History XV, Pt. III, 1970, pp.
377-8 and p. 383.
50. Corbett and his in-laws, the Poulsons were interested in medical
charities. Dick was very much involved in insurance - see
Chapter IV, Part iii. D. Adam "Local and Municipal Souvenir
of Glasgow", Glasgow, 1897, p. 81. Another Kinning Park reformer
was Bailie Walter Paton, see "Glasgow and Lanarkshire Illustrated"
On Bilsland, see "Who Was Who in Glasgow" 1909, p. 15,
pp. 33-4.
D. Adam "Local and Municipal Souvenir of Glasgow 1837-97' Glasgow
1897 p. 70, E. Gaskell "Lanarkshire Leaders" c. 1908, and
"Corporation Libraries Handbook" Glasgow, 1907, p. 111.
51. On Chishoim see "Stother's Glasgow, Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire
Xmas and New Year Annual" 1911, pp. 65-6, E. Gaskell "Lanarkshire
Leaders", D. Adam "Local and Municipal Souvenir of Glasgow 183797" p. 71. For Bailie W.F. Anderson see "Who Was Who in Glasgow"
5j5. 5-6, "Glasgow and Lanarkshire Illustrated" p. 37. On the
Foundry Boys see Chapter 8, Part ii, and"Diary of Sir Michael
Connal 1835-93" edited by J.C. Gibson. On Sir George Green, see
"Glasgow and Lanarkshire Illustrated" p. 59.
52. B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians", Chapters 5 and 6, 'The
Origins of Teetotalism 183c1-34' and 'Moderationists Versus
Teetotalers 1834-48'. D. Paton, thesis, Chapter II, p. 50 et seq.
O.
53. See Table II, S.P.B.T.A. Officials,
pa
Dr. Murdoch Cameron appeared on the Executive of 1885-9. The
total number of doctors in the Vice Presidency and Honorary
Directorate amounted only to 8 in 1882, fell to 2 over 1892-5,
and in 1914 was still only 6.
On special efforts to recruit the
professionals see S.P.B.T.A. 1887-8, p. 10.
54. This had been true for example of anti slavery - see R. Bingham
"The Glasgow Emancipation Society 1833-76", Glasgow unpublished
M. Litt thesis, 1973.
55. D. Paton, thesis, pp. 320-1.
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56.

Noted teetotal provosts included Collins, Bell, Bilsiand and
Chishoim of Glasgow, but in the 1890's the S.P.B.T.A. not only
claimed support from men like Provost Ferguson of Partick and
Dick of Kinning Park but also Hunter of Denny, Richmond of
Darvel, Shankland of Ayr, Anderson of Wishaw, White of Leven,
Cavan of Kirkcudbright and Gillies of Troon - S.P.B.T.A. 1892-3,
p. 6.

57.

Bailie Kennedy's work is described in D. Paton's thesis, p. 321.
See Chapter 7 on the Trade.

58.

Dawson Burns "Temperance History", Vol. I p. 444 and S.P.B.T.A.
1873-4, p. 32, and D. Owen "English Philanthropy 1660_196011 Part
III, VIII pp. 211-215 on 1870-1914, and F.K. Brown "Fathers of
the Victorians" Cambridge, 1961, Chapter IX, on the early 19th
century philanthropy's "10,000 compassions."

59.

D. Owen (supra) pp. 2-3, 13-15, 18-21, 94, 100, and 104. On the
C.O.S.see Owen's short chapter and also C.L. Mowat "The Charity
Organisation Society: 1869-1913
Its Ideas and Work", London, 1961.

60.

S.P.B.T.A. 1880-1, p. 20 details the U.K.A. subsidy. S.P.B.T.A.
moved from Hope St. to Bath St. Glasgow with economy in mind.
Details of income are taken from S.P.B.T.A. Annual Reports 1882-3,
p. 24, 1885-6, p. 22, 1887-8 p. 24, 1890-1 p. 27 (this was not
a pattern shared by the League - it collected £6,330 in 1890-1
but had had better years e.g. 1860-1 £8,256, 1871-2 £6,786, and
1880-1 £8,018) 1898-9, p. 26, 1900-1, p. 6, and 1903-4, p. 8.
Income then reached £6,159 a creditable amount given that donations were usually very small - invested in Paisley Parish
Council and Burgh School and Perth Corporation.

61.

From the 1890's onwards the S.P.B.T.A. had well over 1,000 subscribers in the central Glasgow area alone. Suburbs were listed
separately.

62.

S.P.B.T.A. 1895-6 p. 19.

63.

J.A. Hammerton "A Life and its Lessons a Biography of Robert
Dransfield", Glasgow, 1892, and P. Winskill "Temperance Standard
g arers of the 19th Century", Vol. I, p. 325 on the "Scottish
ugh".

64.

Paton, "The Barrhead Shoemaker Philosopher", was a tactless
enthusiast responsible for early hostilities between the S.P.B.T.A.
and the I.O.G.T., as well as electoral canvassing, according to
od Templar 1870-71. See Winskill (supra) Vol. II, p. 306
(Although J.B. Paton's adversaries were also "publicans, papists
and infidels" there appears to be no relationship between the
See Chapter 5 on Paton's electoral canvassing.
two).

65.

J.R. Fraser "Memoir of John Fraser of Newfield", Paisley, 1897,
pp. 103-6. Fraser worked as a temperance agent from 186-May
1872 having spent the late 1840's on a farm experiment, and the
1850's in a singing career, tours of America and teaching. He
was hostile to Johnstone's switch to burgh status but kept a low
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profile out of dislike of "small municipal wire-pullers." He
felt social and educational reform had far more to offer than
politics in general, and was unroused by Disestablishment.
See also S.P.B.T.A. 1872-3, p. 7, Paisley Express 7.3.1879,
(Fraser's obituary).
On Fraser's teetotal Chartism, see
A. Wilson "The Chartist Movement in Scotland" Manchester, 1970.
Chapter X 'Chartist Cooperation and Total Abstinence' pp. 126-137,
especially p. 132, 134, and 136.
66.

e.g. R. McFarlane, a life abstainer from Rothesay, who moved to
Partick and became prominent in Whiteinch Free Church's Gospel
Temperance Society and the well known parliamentary agent
Alexander Black who came to the city from Kier in Dumfriesshire
- see P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century"
Vol. II, p. 207 and I p. 123.

67.

P. Winskill (supra) Vol. I, p. 155, Vol. II, p. 529, and Vol. II
p. 196 on William Brodie, Robert Mackay, and James Browning
White respectively.

68.

P. Winskill (supra) Vol. II, p. 389 on W.S. Rosie - born in Wick
and successively a teacher, local government clerk, grocer,
Salvation Army worker, and. the Glasgow manager of the National
Telephone Co.

69.

D. Paton, thesis, p. 298, S.P.B.T.A. 1874-5, p. 7. - See Chapter
8, Part ii, on women in temperance organisations. By 1914 the
S.P.B.T.A. employed female graduates.
The Independent Order of Good Templars (l.0.G.T.)

70.

A. Dingle "The Campaign for Prohibition in Victorian England",
p. 9. Good Templars misguidedly destroyed records each time a
commissioned history appeared in Britain. It is true to say
though that Pmerican historians have "neglected" I.0.G.T. archives
in the U.S.A. On Templary's origins see, E.H. Welfare
"The World Our Field: A History of the Good Templar Order",
Birmingham, 1955, p. 1, W.W. Turnbull "History of the I.O.G.T. its Rise and Progress 1851-1901", Birmingham, Jubilee Volume
1901, p. 3. R. McKechnie "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work
and Workers 1929-1979" Grand Lodge of Scotland, 1980, p. 7, and
T. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work and Workers
1869-1894", Grand Lodge of Scotland, 1894. On Joseph Malins'
work see Dawson Burns "Temperance History" Vol. II, p. 103 and
E.H. Welfare (supra) p. 5. On the decision to introduce Templary,
W.W. Turnbull (supra) p. 36 and 67, and George Gladstone "Good
Templarism" Glasgow, 1872, p. 32. Details of Roberts' career
appear in Winskill (supra) Vol. II, p. 380.

71.

Mackie (1813-76) was a logical choice in terms of seniority in 1869 he was 56. On Walker's career see Winskill (supra) Vol.
II, p. 515. Temperance took him from Wiltshire to Ayrshire,
Canada and California. Roberts' reasons for approaching the
Glasgow United Workingmen's are mentioned in 1. Honeyman
"Good Templary in Scotland from its Inception to its Diamond
Jubilee 18691929" Glasgow, 1929, p. 14. On the distribution of
43 lodges in 1870 see T. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland:
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its Work and Workers 1869-94", p. 12. 28 were in Glasgow, 4
in Paisley, and 1 each in Partick, Govan, Parkhead, Ruthergien,
Brhi1l, and Kilmarnock. See Appendix for I.O.G.T. regional
strength. On Thomas Corbett, see Lord Rowallan (op cit) and
Biographical Appendix. W. Chambers "Cheap Cooking Depots and
Dining Halls" tract, n.d., S.T.L.R. 1864, pp. 59-60, and
0. Checkland "Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland" Edinburgh,
1980, p. 98. The Order's masonic overtones were noted in
Ardrossan and Saitcoats Herald, Oct. 15, 1870. See S. Walker
'T.V. Powderly the Knights of Labour and the Temperance Issue',
in Societas: a Review of Social History 5, 1975, pp. 279-93, and
also H. Pelling 'The Knights of Labour in Britain 1880-1901
Economic History Review 2, IX, 1956.
72.

1. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work and Workers
1869-94", preface vi, G. Gladstone "Good Templarism", p. 93 and
R. McKechnie "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work and Workers
1929-79" frontispiece, where it shows the Order's seal.

73.

G. Gladstone "Good Templarism" p. 90 and 136. Pride in selfsupport was reminiscent of the Chartist pride in total dependence
upon voluntary offerings of the people - see A. Wilson "The
Chartist Movement in Scotland", p. 145. Rewarding donatTöiTs with
office was a common failing - see B. Harrison 'Philanthropy and
the Victorians' Victorian Studies'dune 1966, pp. 364-5.
Philanthropy gave the middle classes opportunities to become
drunk with the aristocracy noted Owen - D. Owen "English
Philanthropy 1660-1960" p. 14 on philanthropic self regard and
K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action" p. 10.

74.

D. Paton, thesis, preface xxii, and I.N. Pierce "I.O.G.T.: A
History of the Order", Grand Lodge of England, 1873, pp. 12-15.
On the "Good Templar Digest" and its author S.B. Chase, a member
of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives in the 1850's see
G. Gladstone "Good Templarism", p. 28.

75.

W.W. Turnbull "History of the I.O.G.T. - its Rise and Progress
1851-1901" pp. 23 and 7, and G. Gladstone "Good Templarism" p. 111.

76.

I.N. Pierce "I.O.G.T. - A History of the Order" p. 7, G. Gladstone
"Good Templarism" pp. 125-6, (where fellowship was envisaged in
terms of protecting the morals of the young arriving in the city)
p. 112.

77.

W.W. Turnbull "History of the I.O.G.T. - its Rise and Progress
1851-1901" p. 162.

78.

l.N. Pierce "I.O.G.T. - A History of the Order" p. 8 and
G. Gladstone "Good Templarism" p. 147. There were many connections
between temperance reform and city mission work e.g. via the
Naismith family, Kettle, Logan, J.G. Paton and Sir William
My point however is that patronage was not synonymous
Connal.
with participation in visitation work.

79.

Dawson Burns "Temperance History" Vol. II p. 142, G. Gladstone
"Good Templarism" p. 56, 1. Honeyman "Good Templary: Its Work
and Workers 1869-94" pp. 13, 25, G. Gladstone (supra) p. 56, and
61 and Dawson Burns (supra) Vol. II, pp 162, 202, 221, 242 and 362.
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T. Honeyman (supra) pp . 25-7 and 30, G. Gladstone (supra) p. 146 the Glasgow Commercial Lodge pioneered visitation of lapsed members
by "captains 1 ' - and 1. Honeyman (supra) p. 30 for discussion of
the Revd. William Ross' criticisms in the I.OG.T. Annual Report
of 1878. Their debate over the Order's social function foreshadowed that of socialists - see D. Allen 'Culture and the
Scottish Labour Movement', Scottish Labour History Society Journal,
14, 1980, pp. 30-39, especially pp. 34-35.
80.

See P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century",
Vol. II p. 174 and 267 for references to John Linkie and
William Muir of Edinburgh and their lodges.

81.

C. Bolt and S. Drescher "Anti-slavery Religion and Reform", London,
1982, J. Dunlop "Autobiography of John Dunlop" London, 1832,
G. Shepperton 'Chalmers the Free Church of Scotland and the South',
Journal of Southern History, XVII'. 519, and, by the same
author, 'Frederick Douglas and Scotland', Journal of Negro History,
XXXVIII, 1953, pp. 307-321, and 'The Free Church and American
Slavery' in Scottish Historical Review, 30, 1951, pp. 126-143,
Klingberg 'Harriet Beecher Stowe and Social Reform in England'
Aiierican Historical Review, XLIII, 1938, pp. 542-551, C. Taylor
"British and American Abolitionists", Edinburgh University Press,
1974, Glasgow UnitecLAbstainers' Annual Report 1853, p. 6,
R. Bingham "The Glasgow Emancipation Society 1833-76", Glasgow
University unpublished M. Litt thesis, 1973, pp. 6-8, 34-5, and
45-9, R. Garnett "Co-operative and Owenite Socialist Communities
in Britain 1825-45" Manchester University Press, 1971, pp. 1-60,
Bolt "The Anti Slavery Movement and Reconstruction", London,
1969, pp. 3, 11, 21, 31 and 105, C. Duncan Rice "The Scottish
Factor in the fight against American Slavery", Edinburgh University
unpublished Ph.D., 1969, p. 44 Appendix A. on crossmembership of
Edinburgh Emancipation Society and the Society for the Suppression
of Intemperance, and Appendix B pp. vi and vii for mention of
Smeal, Gallie and Kettle etc. On the Smeals see Bingham (supra)
pp. 45-8, "Autobiography of John Dunlop" London 1832 p. 101,
S.T.L.R. 1892 p. 7 and S.P.B.T.A. 1895-6 p. 7, P. Winskill
"Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol. II, p.
436, and A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow" pp. 443-4. On venues
and speakers see Glasgow Emancipation Society Minutes 16.11.1852,
Glasgow Room, Mitchell Library, and North British Daily Mail
3.2.1876. Also A. Hook "Scotland and America" Blackie, 1975,
H. Temperley "British Anti Slavery 1833-70", London, 1972, pp.
23-39 and 210-253, J.F.C. Harrison "Robert Owen and the Owenites
in Britain and America", London, 1967, T. Thistlethwaite "The
Anglo-American Connection in the early 19th Century" "Phi1dlphia,
1959, pp. 40-6, 74-5, 91-6, 113, 116-22 on shared reform
background. On radicalism especially see W.H.G. Armitage "Heavens
Below: Utopian Experiments in England 1560-1960", London, 1961,
and R. Boston "British Chartists in America", Manchester 1971.

82.

T. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: a Jubilee Volume" Glasgow,
1924, p. 24, Dawson Burns "Temperance History", Vol. II, p. 221,
and P. Winskill (supra) Vol. I, p. 421 on the career of George
Grandison. Desertions to the Free Templars went on in Glasgow
till the 1890's - see Glasgow University Archive source on the
I.0.G.T. (P/Cn 49.19).
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83.

Teetotal businessmen may have shared Shaftesbury's preference
for halls rather than open air meetings with order in mind.
G. Finlayson "The Seventh Earl of Shaf1sbury 1801-85", London,
1981, p. 469. W.W. Turnbull "History of the I.0.G.T.: its Rise
and Progress" p. 71, T. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland
its Work and Workers" p. 25 and 46, Rechabite and Temperance
Magazine Nov. 1898, Glasgow University Archive source on I.0.G.T.
P/CN 49.19 No's 83 and 84, W.W. Turnbull (supra) p. 148,
1. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland; a Jubilee Volume" p. 35.

84.

D. Paton, thesis, p. 94. See Tab!e,pp.I^-66, on I.0.G.T.
strength. Glasgow University Archive source (supra), and
R. McKechnie "Good Templary in Scotland its Work and Workers
1929-79" pp.7-9.

85.

The Order deliberately chose "International" rather than
"Independent" as its prefix in 1905 - see McKechnie (supra) p. 7.
Article 'Good Templar Mission to Germany - letter from James G.
Campbell' in Good Templar 1870-1, p. 58. On the German focus for
evangelicàlism and social policy see K. Heasman "Evangelicals
in Action" pp. 19, 37-8, and on specific schemes e.g. the German
Inner Mission, Bielfeld for epileptics, Frank's Orphan Home,
Kaiserwerth and the Rauhe Haus, (congresses of Lutheran clergy
and laity which met annually 1848-71 to discuss social problems)
see pp. 15, 214, 96, 38, 233-4, 237, 245, 63-4, 97-8, 184, 187
On the temperance component of the Evangelical
respectively.
Alliance, see W. Arnot "Autobiography of the Revd. William Arnot"
London, 1877. See Chapter IV, Part iv, on Rechabite interest in
German social provision in the late 19th and early 20th century.
An article on Wavrinsky appears in Scottish Temperance Annual
1910 pp 25-6, while two on Cremer are in Rechabite and Temperance
Magazine, Oct. 1908, p. 198 and March 1911 'Gleanings'. On the
outbreak of war's effect on the I.O.G.T. conference, Rechabite
and Temperance Magazine, Sept. 1914 p. 210. This paralleled Free
Church experiences - see S. Koss "Nonconformity in Modern British
Politics" London, 1975, Chapter VI 'The Impact of War', p. 126.
On D.M. Stevenson see D. Adam "Local and Municipal Souvenir of
Glasgow 1837-97" p. 74. R. McKechnie "Good Templary in Scotland:
its Work and Workers 1929-79" p. 43.

86.

On the Brotherhood Movement, a meeting ground for Evangelicals
and socialists like Henderson, Snowden etc. see K. Heasman
"Evangelicals in Action" pp. 65-7. Its Scottish Union had 120
branches and 14,000 members by the early 1920's.
T. Honeyman "Good Templary: Diamond Jubilee Volume" p. 216.
Templars were hampered in attempts to counter adverse recreational
trends by inclination and by feu contracts which forbad them
giving in to demands for "theatre, cinema or public dances" see hall regulations in the Glasgow University Archive source
P/Cn 49.19, No's 83 and 84. R. McKechnie "Good Templary in
Scotland: its Work and Workers 1929-79", pp. 7-11.

87.

D. Paton, thesis, p. 326 'Temperance and the Churches', I.N. Pierce
"I.O.G.T. - a History of the Order", p. 5, G. Gladstone "Good
Templarism" pp 88 and 90-1, 1. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland
its Work and Workers" p p 21, and 45-6 and Honeyman "Good Templary:
A Jubilee Volume" p. 30. For Gladstone's international renown
see E.H. Weltare "The World Our Field" p. 17 (Hardie of course
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was a striking case too but had long ceased to be a Templar
when he achieved his fame).
88. T. Honeyman "Good Templary: Jubilee Volume" pp. 14, 29, article
'Saving the Fallen' in Good Templar 1871, P. 363, W.W. Turnbull,
"History of the I.0.G.T.: its Rise and Progress" p. 23,
G. Gladstone "Good Templarism" p. 11, and Dawson Burns "Temperance
History", Vol. II, p. 103. It built on visitation techniques
evolved by early 19th century visiting societies, (Wesleyaninfluenced), general or domestic missions, and the later Christian
missions K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action" p. 9, and D. Owen
"English Philanthropy 1660-1960" p. 67.
89. The Revd. Hudson Teape, an Episcopalian active in West Lothian
templary was an obvious but unique exception. Teape used templary
to maintain the church connection of migrant families. The
United Presbyterian Church was slower to join than might have
expected - see references to Revd. R.M. Gibson of the East U.P.
Church Partick and Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson's work amongst U.P.
students in Good Templar 1871 pp. 117, 123, 354 and 1872, p. 259.
On Stranraer, where the lodge organiser was the Baptist Revd.
J.M. Henson, later travelling secretary of the Baptist Total
Abstinence Society, see T. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland:
its Work and Workers" p. 17.
For the Church of Scotland's interest in temperance in general
see Revd. M.B. McGregor "Towards Scotland's Social Good" Church
of Scotland, 1959 and Chapter 8, Part I. The group mentioned
here were predominantly Evangelical Union and Free Church - one
was United Presbyterian. See T. Honeyman "Good Templary in
Scotland its Work and Workers" pç 143-5 and his "Good Templary:
Jubilee Volume" Appendix. See W. Adamson "Life of Fergus
Ferguson DD", London, 1900. On Cairns see A. Drummond and
J. Bulloch "The Church in Victorian Scotland 1843-74", Edinburgh,
1975 pp. 51, 104, 249, 277, 279, 310, 313, 326, and on Kirk,
H. Kirk "Professor John Kirk DD", Edinburgh, 1888.
On Gladstone see Dawson Burns "Temperance History", Vol. II,
p. 202, and S.T.L.R. 1908 pp. 75-77 and 1911 pp. 88-92. See
Biographical Appendix. Gladstone was elected Grand Worthy
Chief Templar in 1873, and was Grand Counsellor 1875-7 and 1881-3.
Ministers were responsible for the lodges at Wishaw (E.U.)
Stonehouse (Free Church) Carluke (E.U.) Campbeltown (Estd.)
Ardrossan (E.U.) and Stranraer (Baptist) Argyle, Renfrewshire
Ayrshire and Dumfries Districts had ministers as "District
Deputies". 1. Honeyman "Good Templary a Diamond Jubilee Volume",
pp. 39-40, and Appendix "Officers of the Grand Lodge 1870-1929".
On the Revd. Beveridge of Ayr, see P. Winskill "Temperance
Standard Bearers of the 19th Century" Vol. 1, P. 117.
90. E.H. Welfare "The World Our Field: A History of the Good Templar
Order" p. 53 for Maims' approaches to Cardinal Manning in 1905.
0ñ hall-cooperation see the Glasgow University Archive source
cited earlier (i.e. P/CN 49.19). This use of religiosity by
secular societies and parallel Church movementirrto secular spheres
was a feature of philanthropy in general in this period - see
B. Harrison 'Philanthropy and the Victorians' in Victorian Studies,,-,
June 1966, p. 356.
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91.

Much has been made of Free Church General Assembly comments that
the I.O.G.T. was "embarked upon almost exclusively by workingmen" yet G. Gladstone's "Good Tenplarism" (op cit) aimed at
clarifying this point. The term "labour aristocracy" is used
throughout this thesis in the sense used by R.Q. Gray in "The
Labour Aristocracy in Victorian Edinburgh", Oxford, 1976 pT1-2,
and in his "The Aristocracy of Labour in 19th Century Britain
1850-1900", London, 1981, pace Antonio Gramsci's concept of
labour aristocracy, and Hobsbawm's criteria of membership as
stated in E.J. Hobsbawm "Labouring Men" 1964, p. 273
Crossick and Gray found that the formation of artisan elites
invariably featured local institutions which drew together men
from a range of trades yet still set them apart from less
advantaged workers.
Temperance societies highlight this process especially in skilled trades where it was already pronounced.
See G. Crossick "An Artisan Elite in Victorian Society:
Kentish London 1840-80" London, 1978. Quoted here Good Templar,
1870, p. 83.

92.

Poorly ventilated, badly lit, and insanitary conditions in which
bakers worked were the subject of Fabian tracts. In the case of
carters, long and exhausting work in poor weather not to mention
work during recognised public holidays encouraged the stereotype of the drunken carter, so beloved of that section of the
temperance movement which overlapped with membership of the
S.P.C.A., and utilised by Cruikshank, "the Dundee Carter."
Carters could develop fairly lucrative haulage businesses. This
paralleled work done amongst cab drivers - see K. Heasman
"Evangelicals in Action", pp 274-5 - by the Church of England
and London City Mission.

93.

Good Templar 1870, p. 84 and 1871 p. 185 'Tippling Merchants'.

94. On the labour aristocratic status and lifestyle of Edinburgh
compositors se e R.Q. Gray "The Labour Aristocracy in Victorian
Edinburgh" pp 57-62. Some of the best known teetotalers were
compositors - e.g. James Munro of Melbourne. Born in Sutherland
in 1831 he was apprenticed in Edinburgh and became a teetotaler
there. He was a Good Templar, important in Australian
prohibit ion ism and the Australian temperance/thrift movement.
95.

Good Templar 1871, p. 197.

96.

Good Templar 1872, p. 356, where Bailie Buchanan's advocacy of
the Sir Cohn Campbell Lodge is principally in terms of benefits
to employers, and Good Templar 1871, p. 138. The identification
between lodges andthe locaForks was of course common in a
great many areas.

97.

e.g. Good Templar 1871, p. 89 - "Let no man be too proud to
work.. .afraid of a hard fist or a sunburnt face - let him be
ashamed only of ignorance and sloth. Let no man be ashamed of
poverty. Let him only be ashamed of dishonesty and idleness."

98.

Trades unions during "the heroic days of illegality" (Thorron)
had been secretive, needless to say, and had used oaths and
initiation ceremonies.
See E.P. ThomFsiri "The Making of the
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kr,4o31, I%3,
English Working Class",Aand W. Kiddier "The Old Trades Unions",
London, 1930. Templars were often trades unionists - as were
Rechabites, see Chapter IV, Part iv - but the great
dearth of Templar primary sources makes any judgement about the
extent of overlap worthless. See however R. McKechnie "Good
Templary in Scotland: Its Work and Workers 1929-79", p. 21 on
Isaac Marks J.P., p. 34 on James Brown (Ayrshire miners' leader),
and p. 36 on David Kirkwood (engineers' leader). Templary was in
effect a "Liberal Organisation for Working Men" (pace Hanham's
article) see Chapter 8, Part iii on this theme.
99.

On Kirk, Grand Worthy Chief Chaplain at the very first session
of the Grand Lodge of Scotland, an important figure in East
Coast temperance and associated with the Brighton St.,
Evangelical Union Church before his death in 1886, see H. Kirk
"Memoirs of Professor John Kirk DD" Edinburgh, 1888, and for this
group, 1. Honeyman "Good Templary: a Jubilee Volume", Appendix,
and Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland its Work and Workers",
pp. 143-5. Stevenson's biographical details appear in
P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century"
Vol. II, p. 465 - he was a mill manager. For 20th century
Templars see R. McKechnie "Good Templary in Scotland: Its Work
and Workers 1929-79", pp. 13-20.

100. 1. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: Its Work and Workers",
p. 142. Buchanan was also associated with the League. Glasgow
University Archive document on I.0.G.T. halls - P/CN 49.19.
The Parkers of Dundee occupied a similar role within the I.0.G.T.
there - see later section on Mrs. Parker (wife of tannery owner)
Chapter VIII, Part ii. Nicol Cameron, (1815-90) was an elder
of the Wilton Place Evangelical Union Church, Kilmarnock. He
was well known for his sick visiting and evangelism even before
- see A. McNair "Personal Memorials
his contact with Morison
with a Chapter Prefixed on the Atonement" Glasgow, 1904, p. 133.
101. See Good Templar 1871, p. 237. The papers of the Elliots of Minto
and of Arthur Elliot M.P. are lodged with the National Library
of Scotland. Their philanthropy was entirely local - designed
to offset the influence of their rivals the Douglas family.
Elliot became a Liberal Unionist in 1886 and was Goschen's
biographer - H.J. Hanham "Elections and Party Management. Politics
in the time of Disraeli and Gladstone" London, 1959, pp. 164-5.
The Revd. Fergus Ferguson's rather turgid serial 'Not Found
Wanting', which appeared in the Good Templar over 1870-1, for
example chronicled a Glasgow University student's battle against
upper class prejudice. The 1894 Executive is described in
1. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: Its Work and Workers"
p p 143-5. On Honeyman see P. Winskill "Temperance Standard
Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol. II, p. 52, E.H. Welfare,
"The World Our Field", pp. 22-3 and R. McKechnie "Good Templary
in Scotland: Its Work and Workers 1929-79" pp. 13-14. His son's
papers are lodged with Glasgow University Archives (49.71).
On the Scottish Clerks see Journal for the Home About the Home
Oct. 1907, pp. 244-6.
102. Good Templar 1870, p. 181, E.H. Welfare "The World Our Field"
p. 33 also noted Henderson and Hardie's renown in this context.
On Roberts, see Winskill (supra) Vol. II, p. 380, On Walker see
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Winskill (supra) Vol. II, p. 545 and 1. Honeyman "Good Templary:
Its Work and Workers" pp. 10-11. On Braidwood, see later
section on the Rechabites. Honeyman (supra) p. 139 mentions the
careers of McKerracher etc. The formation of the Advocates'
Union is described in S.T.L.R. 1902-3, p. 93, and S.P.B.T.A.
1902-3, p. 20. Its 1902 meeting was headed by Corbett, Wilson,
and Robert Allan.
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The International Order of Good Templars

Regional strength at the institution of the Grand Lodge of Scotland,
7th May, 1870.*
Lodge
number
1.

Scotland's First, Glasgow

24.

Jabez Walker, Glasgow

2.

Albion, Glasgow

25.

lUsing Sun, Glasgow

3.

Thomas Roberts, Glasgow

26.

Stanley, Paisley

4.

Heart of Midlothian, Edinburgh

27.

Excelsior, Glasgow

5.

Star of Hope, Glasgow

28.

John Dunlop, Paisley

6.

St. Mungo, Glasgow

29.

Dawn of Freedom, Ruthergien

7.

Morning Light, Glasgow

30.

Beacon Light, Glasgow

8.

Friend of the Vale, Bonhill

31.

Star of Freedom, Partick

9.

Benjamin Franklin, Glasgow

32.

Excelsior, Kilmarnock

10.

Victoria, Glasgow

33.

Scotia, Glasgow

11.

Thistle, Glasgow

34.

Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Glasgow

12.

Auld Reckie, Edinburgh

35.

Day Star, Edinburgh

13.

Thomas Mackie, Glasgow

36.

Let Glasgow Flourish, Glasgow

14.

Gleniffer, Paisley

37.

Briton's Freedom, Glasgow

15.

Morning Star, Govan

38.

Robert Tannahill, Paisley

16.

Colombia, Glasgow

39.

Anchor, Glasgow

17.

St. Andrews, Glasgow

40.

Star of Defence, Glasgow

18.

Star of the East, Canilachie

41.

Rose, Glasgow

19.

Northern Star, Glasgow

42.

Scotland's Hope, Glasgow

20.

Guiding Star, Parkhead

43.

Golden Rule, Dreghorn

21.

General Carey, Glasgow

22.

Caledonia, Edinburgh

23.

Anchor of Hope, Edinburgh

Lodge numbers reflected the rate of the Order's progress, and justify
Honeyman's comment that "the Order was not long in obtaining a
footing in nearly all districts of Glasgow, and for a time new lodges
were opened nearly every week. t' See "Good Templary in Scotland: its
Work and Workers" p. 14. Of the above, 26 were in Glasgow, 4 in
Glasgow 'suburbs', 4 in nearby Paisley, and 2 in North Ayrshire.

*Source - T. Honeyman "Good Templary: Diamond Jubilee Volume", p. 20.
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International Order of Good Templars.
Regional strength at 1894'I

Division

Lodges

Members

Lanarkshire

65

3647

Ayrshire

46

2486

Fife and Kinross

44

1984

Renfrewsh ire

38

2002

Aberdeensh ire

30

1604

Midlothian

30

1584

Perthsh ire

25

1339

Argyll and the Western Isles

18

977

Dumfries

15

777

Galloway

15

750

Dumbarton

13

853

Orkney

13

847

Berwicksh ire

12

778

Invernesshire

11

475

Ross and Cromarty

10

652

Peebles and Selkirk

9

839

Ro xbu rg h

9

573

Clackmannan

9

562

Kincardine

8

377

West Lothian

7

487

East Lothian

6

283

Caithness

4

105

' Source: T. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work and Workers
1869-1894", pages 14-26 (Honeyman unfortunately excluded
(1asgow and Edinburgh from his figures).
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International Order of

od Templars

Regional Strength at the Diamond Jubilee - 1929: the 30 strongest lodges

Lodge

members

"Al rdrie"

4,198

"City", Glasgow

901

"Rescue", Peterhead

549

"Glasgow", Glasgow

523

"Motherwel 1"

436

"Britannia's Hope", Hamilton

401

"Strathbogie", Huntly

373

"Faithlie", Fraserburgh

361

"Thomas Fairrie", Greenock

328

"St. Kiaran", Campbeltown

316

"True Blue", Greenock

291

"George Stevenson" Rothesay

288

"Ravenscraig", Peterhead

279

"Wilberforce", Carluke

277

"Rossie", Ferryden

274

"Haven of Rest", Troon

266

"Pride of Esk" Musselburgh

261

"Janet Hamilton", Coatbridge

258

"Union & Crown", Glasgow

258

"St. George", Thurso

255

"Commercial", Dundee

251

"Rolling Wave", Buckie

250

"Victoria", Aberdeen

234

"Temperance Home", Dundee

232

"Hope of Coatdyke"

230

"Dawn of Freedom", Ruthergien

230

"Tweed", Peebles

216

"Lifeboat", Ardrossan

216

"Flower of Yarrow" Selkirk

213

"Pharos", Stornaway

211

CHAPTER 3

MORAL SUASIONIST IDEOLOGIES AND STRATEGIES.
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Moral Suasionist Ideologies and Strategies.

I. Platform, Pulpit and Press

After successful defence of Sunday Closing and the Royal
Commission of 1860 all reformers sought temperance legislation. Few
agreed on its format.

The League was attacked by prohibitionists for

lukewarm support of the Permissive Bill, an underlying debate being
moral suasionist reliance on existing licensing law versus prohibitionist solutions which encouraged electoral pressure and agitation
for franchise extension.

After the Second Reform Bill, and cooling

of personal animosities, battle lines were less definite though visible.
Whilst the S.P.B.T.A. was pledged to campaign for legislation, the
League placed its faith in "moral suasion".1
The latter was no mere strategy but the emblem of a philosophy
and lifestyle redolent of evangelical morality. The Calvinist concept
of "eternal vigilance" was central.

Via drink Satan could reach all

sections of society - status and "religious earnestness" were no
protection.

God was watchful, and vengeful, whilst man struggled in

moral flux.

Chalmerian "moral restraint" was vital for the soul and

social status.
within."

Morality not legislation manufactured the "armour

Christians were also to abstain as acts of self denial

in Christ's image, symbolic of true service, obedience and rejection
of "shallow and selfish forms of religion."

This complemented

evangelical philanthropy, bourgeois obligation, (sometimes related
more to social than moral status), and identification of the working
classes with Christ's "hardships."
given, in return for service.

True spiritual life was God-

Confidence in the innate nobility of

the worker, a nobility of moral character not of wealth of artificial
class categorisation amounted to an 'evangelical Arminianism'. Such
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nobility could, if freed and chanelled, transform society. Morality
was an organic growth.
moral reform.

Meaningful reform had to include individual

Moral suasion's power lay in association of evangel-

icalism with the images and self images of social groupings attracted
to temperance.

Its connotations explain "old guard" hostility to

developments which diverted emphasis from personal abstinence.2
As a standpoint on the drink question moral suasion also had
appeal.

Moral suasionists could combine support of licensing reform

and legislation with individual moral reform.

Prohibitionists

regarded the League for example as pragmatic to the point of illogicality because of its broad aims.

Popular opinion had to be 'educated'

to accept abstinence and higher standards of conduct or temperance
legislation, and the temperance movement, would be doomed in ensuing
backlash.

Redemption of the "unchurched" might also be achieved by

extension to individuals of moral ropes, largely in the form of counterattractions to the public house, to facilitate ascent of the social
scale and binding to social superiors.

Reformation of manners rather

than radical reform or social revolution was prerequisite for working
class comfort.

It was assumed that working men with internalised

'survival kits' of 'respectable' values could not fail to emerge from
metamorphosis as dutiful citizens, sensible and sober enough to be
entrusted with votes.

The said values were those of Smilesean self-

help i.e. sobriety, industry, thrift and love of "domestic culture."
They were naive perhaps, but reformation of working class manners was
the social reformer's classic problem.

They were nostalgic in this

respect but also looked forward to a new society where the drink problem
and related social ills would be absent and, by implication, dissenting
voices would be absorbed in a "cultural imperialism" process, thus
securing order and community.

League hopes were placed in a

generation free from taste or taint of alcohol - a sound policy,
attractive to a wide spectrum of religious, moral and social reformers
whose work converged on the child.3
Strategy saw continuation and some innovation. The League's
strategy involved propagandist use of the "platform, pulpit, and
press" reminiscent of Methodism and Chartist and Anti Corn Law League
agitation. 4The League built on the Chartist tradition of lecture
tours, featuring Vincent etc., open air rallies at Glasgow Green,
and the cult of the charismatic speaker, fostered by exposure to Reform
Act, Anti Corn Law League, Garrisonian and anti Garrisonian oratory
in general and the visits of Father Mathew, and charismatic Americans
like Revd. Dresser of Ohio, Harriet Beecher Stowe and the legendary
J.B. Gough who toured in 1853, 1854 and 1859-60.

He was glamorous,

entertaining and epitomised the theatricality which 'puritans' despised
in temperance lectures. S.T.L. also utilised Sankey and Moody, Mother
Stewart of Ohio, Henry Demorest, Dr. Crafts of Washington, Dalgetty
of Chicago, celebrated reformed drunkards like J.G. Wooley, and
speakers familiar with colonial local option schemes.

British orators

like Fred Charrington, the repentant brewer and the Revd. Arthur
Mursell of London, famous for his "Roll Call of the Battle and the
Battle" lecture were engaged for short seasons in Scottish towns and
Sir Victor Horsley, a leading medical spokesman, was induced to
speak at Glasgow University. Local speakers were usually doctors or
clerics - full of pedantry rather than showmanship, but valuable for
lectures and "anniversary sermon" propaganda.5
"In the campaign to radicalise the British electorate press and
platform were mutually reinforcing." 6The Liberal press' suspicion
of temperance as sedition hostile to agricultural interests, and too
supportive of Father Mathew dwindled after settlement of the Corn Law
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and Poor Law questions and the Disruption's encouragement of social
reform.

A temperance press originated in Glasgow aided by reduction

of stamp duties, postal reforms, and William Collins.

It rallied

rural support, countered hostile press reports, as did anti-slavery
organs, and contributed to the evolution of popular Liberalism. The
League produced Scottish Review , a 1/- quarterly, Abstainers'
Journal a 2d monthly, and an annual almanac, and improved them following removal of the "taxes on knowledge' in 1855 and 1861. Just as
earlier puritans attacked ballads and chap-books, S.T.L. publications
were alternatives to the new cheap popular press' sensationalism,
atheism, and "false social and political economy."

Like Knight, the

Chambers, and Cassell they noted increasing working class literacy
and the demand for self-education which had inspired Smiles.

They

worked to produce material suitable for children, with illustrations
to "point a moral", for the moderate drinker who could still "understand a clear statement", and for temperance workers and those of the
National Association for the Promotion of Social Science, aware that
"periodical literature was exerting a mighty influence on all classes."
Ambitious gratuitous distribution schemes never came to fruition.
frreover the League's ponderous prose style deterred all but the most
fanatical from subscribership.7
The League, aided by J. Blackie and Sons, K. & R. Davidson,
Collins, and the Congregationalist religious printer and bookseller
Gallie, was famous for its tracts.

Via sympathetic, and increasing

prosperous, booksellers tracts circulated on an unprecedented scale.
Ministers, missioners and, after an 1860 formal agreement, the colporteurs of the Religious Tract and Book Society disseminated tracts.
"Monthly tracts" were popular with local societies and mechanics
institutions.

Production of these short wood-cut illustrated moral
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tales, reminiscent of Hone's political pamphlets, was doubled by 1863.
Cash prizes were offered for the best "temperance tales" for these.
They were sent to areas with no local organisation, and were often
aimed specifically at "professing Christians", women, labourers, the
army.

Sensational American tracts like "Ten Nights in a Bar-room"

however were included in S.T.L.'s most popular tract se'ies. Writers
like the Revds. Ward Beecher of Brooklyn, John Hall of New York and
Dr. Cuyler, though less sensational, sold well after Sankey and Moody's
visit, given interest in American solutions and analysis of connections
between the Trade and "dimensions and powers of evil in cities unknown
in the country."

In the 1870's the Monthly Pictorial Tracts' cir-

culation was 50,000 per month or 600,000 p.a., and by 1885 500 titles
By 1914 every angle of temperance had been covered,

were offered.

attractively packaged and marketed at nominal prices.

Many were

simply disseminated gratuitously by reformers and city missionaries.
Much was also exported to the empire.
tracts of the 1860's.

Clerical authorship aided

Later, proliferation of denominational societies,

increasing popular secularism, and League oversaturation of the market
with tracts neutralised this.8
League novels were a more attractive proposition.

They rep-

laced non-fiction by Dunlop, Reid, Guthrie, and Logan as temperance
classics.

Good 'tales' were attracted by £100 prizes e.g. "The

Fortunes of Fairleigh" by Revd. D. Macrae and "The Burnish Family",
by Clara Lucas Balfour.
few months.

37,000 copies of the latter were sold in a

It had descriptive power plus sufficient dramatic

interest to encourage readers to persevere in the face of overwhelming
sentimentality.

Further competitions produced, "By the Trent", by

an English lady, "Dunvarlich" by Macrae, and "Danesbury House" by
Mrs. Henry Wood, the most successful temperance novel.

It sold at
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35,000 copies p.a.

By 1885 250,000, and by 1892 304,000 copies had

been sold in Britain alone.

It ran to several editions in several

nations and S.T.L. had its copyright.

Probably selected by Collins

himself its success lay in appeal to labour-aristocrats and lower
middle class groups.

Characters who drank were doomed but it was

more than a mere moral tale.
also sold well by 1885.

Others, like "Nelly's Dark Days", had

S.T.L. produced novel after novel "earnest

in spirit, Christian in tone, to illustrate and recommend a life of
Christian self-denial and self- sacrifice."

The Publications Dept.

had 60 titles, many household names, by the 1880's. Pefletration of
the middle and working class home by the temperance novel exemplified
crucial assumptions about recreation, education, and popular taste in
the era of the "new journalism", and reading as amusement for a new
mass audience.

Like the Chartist novel, the temperance novel was

propaganda and 'class' literature, invariably being labour-aristocrat
or middle class figures through whose trials social ills were exposed.
Occasionally in Lallans, they reached beyond the fold of committed
temperance reformers.

With "temperance lessons" they were crucial

to moral suasion.9

Temperance Lessons.

Education was a question which attracted the interest of
utilitarians, evangelicals, Chartists, Dissenters, and Cobdenite
radicals alike in the 19th century.
lessons were attractive to many.

Not surprisingly temperance
They drew together several inter-

connected ideas and assumptions on social reform.
Temperance lessons were influenced by Chalmers' and Dunlos
Maithusian warnings that education, secular and religious was "the only
solid basis on which either the political or economic wellbeing of the

Temperance Lessons

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE INFLUENCE OF
EDUCATION AND MORALITY AND OF IGNORANCE
AND VICE ON THE HUMAN COUNTENANCE.
dV &— Temera,cce Let/nrc,:, Managers if Temeranre Sodeties, a,vd o/*ers.
are invited to aftply to Messrs. Casull & Company for enlarged mpies of this
Diqram, whith il in rent free q tharge on app/nra//tm.

Idi.
.nI
irMh.-4..U.

CASSELL'S POPULAR EDUCATOR,.
of which an entirely New and Revised Edition has just ken
completed in 8 Vols., .fttñ-c 5s. each, wi/h .New Text, .ZVcw 11/us fraIcons, New coloured Plates, and iVew .AIas in colours.
CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludte Hill, London.

Example of posters produced by temperance
publishers for use in the Board schools.
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nation could be laid."

They were linked to the radical "notion of

education as a panacea for all ills, (as Commonwealth sympathy
reflected), and the 1869 National Education League's Nonconformist
powered crusade for a free national system of education, invariably
supported by temperance sympathisers like Dr. Charles Cameron M.P.,
School Board "temperance candidates", and radicals in general. They
were part of the drive for more efficient provision of education and
attempts to place Scottish education on a more secure basis.1°
In Scotland concern over educational provision, a constant in
Victorian and Edwardian Britain due largely to the "Nonconformist
Conscience", was acute because of education's image and implications
for social mobility.

Both involved notions of the limitlessness of

mental faculties, the innate nobility of the working man and association of self advancement with political power.

In contrast to the

early 19th century when book knowledge and occupational skill were
separate categories of information, education had become an important
dimension to the differential opportunities within the working classes.
Education was, as the temperance press constantly emphasised, the key
to labour-aristocrat opportunities and aspirations, whether purveyed
by cruel, drunken dominies or self-acquired.

Concern for cortemporary

standards was highlighted by exaggerated notions of traditional
superiority and democracy in education, as Scottish Review articles
demonstrate.

Concern focussed on the universities, under the

direction of Disruption leaders who resented the Established Church's
outmoded authority.

Reform and extension, especially in curricula,

were imperative to make universities relevant to commerce, and preserve
the "Kirk and Works" alliance so important to reform movements.
Pressure was rewarded by the 1858 Universities (Scotland) Act drafted
by Liberals and passed by Conservatives, and an 1889 Act which laid
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the basis of modern university administration.11
League concern at gaps in elementary and secondary school
provision was acute, due to research by Ferguson,the Gorbals temperance
missionary.

In Glasgow's slums poor attendance appeared directly

related to possession of parents "given to intemperance." In the
1860's they published the possible, probable, and actual attendance
figures for the inspected primary schools for shock effect.

Good

Templar also quoted Mundella's Commons' comment that "in Glasgow
out of a total of 98,767 children of school age 35,565 were attending
school and 63,202 were not", i.e. a mere

2A

were enrolled in any

school, and their suggestions were that only half of these were efficient.
Reports of the Children's Employment Commission (1862), 1871
Commons returns showing the numbers under 13 in factories and workshops,
Report of the Committee of the Council on Education, and the work
of the inspectorate and the Educational Institute of Scotland and
especially truancy officers (estd. 1873) increased suspicion that
educational destitution was great, boding ill for the nation and the
movement.12
The temperance lessons campaign also emphasised the "moral
destitution" of current education.

As with the charity and ragged

and Sunday school movements so popular with 18th and 19th century
philanthropists, temperance lessons were designed to counter Catholicism and religious scepticism, hence emphasis of education's "moral
purpose", and the dangers of wide reading.

Advocates of -temperance

lessons were keen to appear to be above party and sectarian rivalry
to have children's physical and intellectual well-being at heart, and
to favour 'progressive' approaches to old problems.

Some like

William Chambers looked to Dutch non-denominational education as a
model.

Far more however were preoccupied with the religious education
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question. Education and religion were mutually reinforcing aspects
of instruction towards moral purification.

Maynooth, the restoration

of the English, and later the Scottish, Catholic hierarchies and
sectarian unrest made middle class evangelicals determined to counter
church loss of control of education under the 1870 Education Act by
taking control of the recently established school boards and, through
them, conditioning society to an appreciation if not an acceptance of
their values.

Elsewhere Nonconformists launched a crusade for

religious equality in which "the school rate became the successor to
the Church rate", and secular Benthanite solutions and, after 1894,
Evangelical demands for greater use of the Bible were wielded against
Anglican privileges.

Whilst there was sympathy for the Nonconformist

'reactions' of 1876 and 1888 and the passive-resistance movement, the
Scottish debate revolved around the Catechism question and organisation
of a Catholic bloc vote in school board elections. The Scottish
National Education League's stance was supported for example in Glasgow
School Board by Nonconformists, Evangelicals, "trades delegates" and
Protestant bigots like H.A. Long, many of whom had temperance connections, against an alliance of Catholic and "ratepayer candidates".
Lessons were a device to introduce religious instruction under another
heading to compensate for the breakdown of + time education and later
to reach the expanding school population.13
Temperance lessons, like mechanics' institutes, the adult
school movement, Y.M.C.A. and evangelical associations for the young
often associated with teetotalers, we influenced by self-help and
social obligations - especially those connected with citizenship,
motherhood, moral purpose of the nation and the Empire.
dimension was obvious.

Its health

It appealed to the pseudo-scientists of the

health movement interested in hydropathy, homeopathy, vegetarianism,
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"food reform", and also vaccination and sex education. Demarcation
lines between them and medical science proper were not heavily drawn
in the social reform milieu.

Physiologists also supported temperance

Given research findings on mental deficiency amongst school

lessons.

children and behavioural development many echoed Horsley and Sturge's
conviction that research was of limited use till "creation of sound
nerve structure at the very start of life" was examined. All those
interested in child welfare, e.g. ragged schools, juvenile offenders,
physical and technical education, orphanages, emigration schemes, and
social purity, as well as educationists were interested in temperance
lessons.14
The first calls for such lessons stemmed from 1850's awareness
of contrast between national prosperity and the nation's "moral state",
epitomised by brewers outstripping booksellers in sales, prisons
expanding faster than churches, the ever-increasing need for police,
and the problem of controlling the "moral natures" of those who had no
fear of Divine wrath.

The young's greatest temptation was drink.

It brought quite inevitably a trail of poverty, crime, lunacy,
immorality, "domestic unhappiness" and national inefficiency - which
all added to the "respectable's" fiscal burden.

As punishment was

useless prevention, in the shape of social education, was thought
overdue.

A scheme of lessons was pioneered by the Edinburgh-based

British League of Juvenile Abstainers, brainchild of the philanthropist
and reformer Hope.

Local schools and evening schools were involved

in this short-lived effort.

Another involved distribution of a

"Frank Counsels on Health" tract to the poor via city missions. By
1870 Coonibe's notion of relevancy of education to the peculiarities
of the child's environmental and moral circumstances was adapted by
moral suasionists to suggest that provision of information on the
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"true nature" of intoxicating drinks was ever a vital function of the
teacher.

Much energy however was channelled into the campaign for a

new Education Act for Scotland, "long advocated as a remedy for
intemperance" and prerequisite for franchise extension.15
After 1870 Temperance lessons appeared in Collins', Nelsons'
and Chambers' textbooks, and were so well popularised by Knox, the Revd.
Guthrie and the Social Science Associations by 1877 that even the
Provincial Brewers Association began to advocate "improved and more
generally diffused education" as intemperance's solution.

The Glasgow

Trade were much less sympathetic to Lord Provost Collins and to
League's attempts to persuade Glasgow, the largest and most influential
school board, to introduce Dr. Richardson's "Temperance Lesson Book."
Richardson was thought unduly biased and resolutions to oppose return
of hostile board members was denounced as "high handed tyranny."16
This did not prevent such at ensuing elections and organisation of
Temperance teaching from 1880 on.

Also from 1890 on Collins, a board

member, and a colleague (possibly Ferguson, Mitchell or Dr. Kennedy)
paid for a physiologist to teach such lessons in Glasgow schools.
At the end of a pilot scheme a Christian Institute conference was held
to promote this work. 17Collins' employee, Dr. Snodgrass, Muirhead
demonstrator of Physiology at Glasgow University,was an eloquent
spokesman for temperance lessons.

A Free Kirker who had quit teaching

after the Disruption, he was also an authority on American Temperance
teaching.

The American example, given existing ties between Scottish

and American reformers (epitomised by Owen, Coombe and William Russel)
together with the "national efficiency debate" of the 1890's, and
increased female social reform and political activity by women
encouraged this aspect of the drink question greatly.

The popularity

of physiology as a "Specific Subject" in Glasgow Board Schools increased
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dramatically partly in response to this pressure and also in recognition of elementary schools' willingness to move beyond the "3Rs"
to offer some relevant substitute (e.g. domestic science, literature,
physiology) for High School academicism to pupils unlikely to reach
secondary education •18
Collins' scheme was continued but always with well qualified
men - a reflection of the teaching profession's growing self-awareness.
Significantly at a time when clerical school-visits were an explosive
issue Collins' scheme was imitated by the Govan Board, noted for
'progressive' initiatives - cookery, woodwork, physical drill and
sports, truancy and teacher-training.

It introduced manuals by

Richardson and Snodgrass in all schools, and required teachers to use
these once a month with the 5th Standard and above.

They were

scheduled for Friday afternoons, when concentration and/or pupils were
usually absent, yet the Board did earnestly demand headmasters submit
precise details of what had been taught.

Lesmahagow, Dundee, Cathcart,

Cadder, and Stonehouse Boards followed suit after a fashion.

The

type, extent and earnestness of teaching varied from Board to Board.
By 1893 however some of the largest Scottish Boards had introduced
temperance lessons of some sort.

The League sought further "rapid

advance" by campaigning more vigorously for return of temperance candidates in school board elections.

League directors Bow and Fulton

were influential in formation of the Band of Hope Union and served on
its Board.

In 1892 it too employed its first full-time "day school

lecturer", John Howat, whose debut was in the Public School, Newniains.19
The League jubilee saw deputations to school boards urging
definite and systematic teaching of temperance.

In areas like Greenock

the Board was still at the stage of giving each teacher a suitable
textbook.

Yet by 1894 Dr. Carsiaw, Collins' employee, regularly
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visited 52 Glasgow schools giving illustrated physiological lectures.
During 1893-4 Pollockshaws, Cambuslang, New Monkland, Denny, Blantyre,
and Leven introduced temperance lessons.

At Collins' death his day-

school work was regarded as the apex of "eminent services to the cause."
Such lessons however were still dependent upon little more than
gentlemen's agreements, hence Collins' attempt to shift responsibility
for lessons to the Glasgow Board in his will.20
Whilst Nonconformist energies in England were directed towards
Conservative withdrawal of the 1896 education bill Scottish promotion
of temperance lessons gathered pace.

58 boards had introduced them

by 1897, amongst them Paisley, Greenock, Edinburgh and "other populous
areas" - areas outside the scope of Dr. Cameron's efforts to restrict
public house hours.

League access to over 200 schools was accom-

panied by Band of Hope penetration of schools previously hostile to
their services. 21In Glasgow the campaign was associated with
Fergus Ferguson and later with James Barr, Robert Smith Allan J.P.,
typical of the "eminent citizens" who dominated the League and School
Board, and the most noticeable of several School Board Chairmen like
Connal and Neilson Cuthbertson, not necessarily abstainers yet
sympathetic to temperance and sharing William Mitchell's concern at
links between drunken parents, working children, truancy, and juvenile
offenders, and Mrs. Margaret Black.

Black, better known for estab-

lishment of a Glasgow cookery school in 1878 and promotion of domestic
science was a childless shawl-manufacturer's widow drawn into the
movement by her connection with St. Matthew's Free Church, "where
David Stow 's influence still lingered", and with the Collinses. She
had become secretary of the recently formed Women's Liberal Association
in 1888 and in 1891 stood as a free-educationist and "temperance
candidate".

They pressed for League temperance books to be placed
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on prize lists.

Black organised school meetings whereby temperance

societies could pressurise individual headmasters.

They also worked

to organise a temperance bloc vote in board elections, as the 1898
election demonstrated 22
Work to influence the teaching profession was spearheaded by
"conversaziones" with the Free Church Normal Colleges' students. This
was begun by Collins and continued by the Revd. J. Marshall Lang of
Glasgow.

Existing links with teaching were strengthened. The number

of teachers connected with the League reached a peak of 221 in 1899,
and the S.T.L. felt many more were also sympathetic abstainers. They
overlooked the possibility that they would be more sympathetic to
temperance novels as prizes than to temperance lessons.

The League

had always gauged support in terms of the teaching profession because
teachers, as workers accountable to school boards, could not espouse
views or habits deviant from 'respectable' norms.

Formation of the

Temperance Collegiate Association (1904), with the objective of training
teachers in temperance education, precluded closer identification
between the S.T.L. and the profession.

Also gradual loss of an "old

guard" of evangelicals from the Free Church training colleges, symbolised by the increasing numbers of the League's teacher-subscribers
with the F.E.I.S. degree by 1914, accounted for a decline in numbers
connected with the League by 1915 in spite of the temperance movement's concerted campaign to recruit teachers after the Anti-Alcoholic
Conference in London in igog.23
At the turn of the century moral suasionists' campaign for
temperance lessons was a facet of local level pressure group politics.
The West of Scotland was in the movement's vanguard.

Efforts there

had a ripple effect for other areas enabling Howat to work all over
Scotland.

Glasgow still relied on the Collins Trust but was a model
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for other areas - especially in electoral organisation, all the
temperance candidates having been returned at the 1900-1 election.
This injected an element of urgency into elections in Paisley, Govan,
Greenock, Perth, and Edinburgh.24
Over 1902-4 the Clyde coast towns were added to lists of cooperative boards.

Voluntary organisation of temperance lessons had

been taken as far as it could.

Teaching was far from uniform. The

Edinburgh Board had devised an instruction to teachers on the subject
but most had not, amongst them the Glasgow Board which still relied
on the Trust appointee to give uniformity to work with higher grade
pupils although the lower standards' lessons were the preserve of
ordinary teachers.

In addition, large numbers of schools received

visits from Band of Hope and League agents on an entirely ad hoc basis
whilst others only had the minimum of instruction requisite for
participation in the late Mrs. Thomas Dick's and Band of Hope essay
competitions.

This prompted a campaign for temperance lessons to be

made a code subject.25
Playing on current fears of "serious physical degeneracy and
disease prevalent in Britain" the League secured a consensus of medical
opinion in favour of inclusion of temperance in the code in the form of
a petition.

It recommended a system of early elementary instruction

on the nature and effects of alcohol.

In particular S.E.D. was

requested to ensure that teacher training included "adequate" instruction in the subject so that all children passing through state-aided
schools could be reached.

This was a lightly veiled attempt to impose

and/or preserve the values of ratepayers via rate-aided schools, and
Couricillor G.D. 1brton frequently justified temperance lessons in
terms of Glasgow's "drink bill" and fiscal burdens.

Heightened concern

for child welfare,stimulated by reports of the C.0.S., S.P.C.C. and
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Dundee Social Union, combined with frustration of local veto bills,
and a spirit of "enlightened patriotism" conditioned by fears of "race
suicide" and obsession with "national efficiency", contributed to the
success of a four day conference on temperance lessons in 1905. Local
petitioning was maintained and pressure was put on the Education
Department for "special lessons" at prescribed intervals covering the
nature and effects of liquor and also the benefits of self-restraint
and the inter-relation of purity and fitness.

In June 1905 the

League headed a deputation to Dr. Struthers, Secretary of Education,
at Glasgow Technical College. 26In spite of League faith that "the
general community" was sympathetic their approach was rebuffed.

The

Education Dept. did not pronounce on the question until after the
Liberal "landslide", and prior to the 1908 Education Act which "gave
timely expression to the notion of the school as a welfare centre."27
Temperance lessons were forced to compete with other childrens'
questions.

In child health alone they were rivalled by campaigns

to introduce physical drill, reminiscent of Smiles' "Physical Education
or the Nurture and Management of Children" (1838), and eclipsed by
medical inspection and provision of school meals.

Also from the 1890's

onwards trends in environmental health shifted public health specialists' focus from "Hygiend' in schools to the hygiene of schools. 43ral
suasionists had however persuaded even prohibitionists to press for
temperance instruction.

The S.P.B.T.A. was influenced here by its

Ladies t Auxiliary, with whom Black and Mrs. Mason, Kate Cranston's
cousin and a Glasgow School Board member from 1903 on, were associated.
Prohibitionists had always been interested in school board elections the Revd. William Adamson of Edinburgh, Councillor Lang of Greenock
and Keir Hardie were board members - and the S.P.B.T.A. and I.0.G.T.
now backed the candidatures of Black, Mason, Barr, and Alex Simpson,
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and petitioned for inclusion in the code.

Rechabites, like William

Dodds of Springburn, D. Main of Kilmacoim and John Neilson of Cadder
ran for local boards.

By 1905 60 boards had introduced temperance

instruction but the very fact that this could be given incidentally
under every heading on the curriculum irritated the new graduate
teacher and those concerned to promote subject specialism and delayed
its inclusion in the code.

More important in local level pressure

was moral suasionist ability to call on wealthy patrons like Mrs. Ure,
mother of Alexander Ure, Solicitor General for Scotland, and the
Forrester-Patons, to hold conferences of school board members and
teachers at their country seats in 1907-8. Using its middle class
Liberal supporters the Band of Hope gained admission to 414 school
boards, including all those in areas like Stirlingshire and also to
some private and industrial schools by 1908.28
Partly due to the Nonconformist "education crusade" 1886-92
saw unprecedented government interest in education, even secondary
education - hitherto the preserve of individual school boards.
Although temperance lessons had made strides during the Conservative
administration of the 1890's moral suasionists looked, as Nonconformists
did, to the Liberals for satisfaction of their demands.

At national

level pressure for temperances inclusion in the code found a champion
in J.W. Gulland M.P.

Gulland, a corn merchant, was of an Edinburgh

family long active in local politics, and was author of an 1891 handbook "How Edinburgh is t?verned".

He had been an Edinburgh School

Board member since 1900, associated with its campaign for a compulsory
system of hygiene and temperance instruction, and served briefly on
the city council.

He was also well placed in national Liberal party

circles - as McLarn before him.

He was returned for Dumfries Burghs

in December 1905 and after receipt of "a large majority1 ' in 1906 he
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became secretary of the Scottish Liberals, a position foreshadowing
appointment in July of 1909 as a Junior Lord of the Treasury and
Scottish Liberal Whip.

His reputed "deep interest in all social

questions" was exhibited in sponsorship with Pine of the Temperance
(Scotland) Bill and membership of the Parliamentary Committees on
Sunday Trading, Childrens' Homes and Juvenile Street Trading. 29As
a result of the S.E.D.'s caution, the English Education Dept. had gained
a lead in the sphere of temperance instruction and the proposed
syllabus which it issued during 1909-10 was circulated by the S.T.L.
to interested boards.

This challenge to Scottish reformers, plus

publication of the Report on the Physical Condition of Children in
Glasgow (1907) and the 1909 Report of the Departmental Committee on
Partial Exemption from School Attendance, together with pressure
Gulland brought to bear on figures like Lord Pentland resulted in a
February 1911 announcement that temperance lessons would be included.
Important underlying factors in this victory however were the strength
of Nonconformist and Anglican opposition to the 1906 Education Bill,
the reduced majority suffered by the Liberals in 1910, and the
divisions created in Liberal support by various impending questions not least Home Rule, women's suffrage, and the implications of the
Report on the Poor Law and Unemployment.30
The Department placed temperance lessons firmly amidst "the
laws of health".

They envisaged instruction "more definite and more

general" in a bid to play down the moral aspect and so pacify temperance's opponents.

Instruction was however to be given in all schools,

by ordinary staff, using an official syllabus.

This tome covered

the ideas of food reformers, home economists and the anti-adulteration
lobby, biology and physiology, and a vast section on "Evil consequences
to the Individual, the Home and the State".

It aimed to inculcate,
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responsibility, self-control, thrift, to trace the multifarious possible
evil consequences of drinking with a final discussion of How National
Prosperity is Undermined."
to the over 12's.

Understandably Section III was limited

Uniformity was still elusive however.

Some

boards were indifferent, others were working far in advance of the
Syllabus.

A further implication was that even boards genuinely diss-

atisfied with the amount of instruction recommended often were not
prepared to pay the Band of Hope for supplementary work.

Cursory

treatment of temperance in the senior standards was especially galling.
Extension of the Syllabus was debated but many concluded it was
already too daunting for the average teacher.

Success depended on

the teacher's enthusiasm and also "the home influence", still the
rock on which temperance lessons could perish.

Moreover whilst

such instruction had in a sense extended reforms begun by Stow into
the sphere of curriculum development contemporaneous experiments
featuring Dewey's Mierican laboratory school and his seminal works
"The School and Society" (1900) and "The School and the Child" (1907),
Italian experiments with "Children's Houses", pioneer open-air schools,
nursery schools, and the playground movement and later developments
in educational psychology undermined the ideological roots of temperance lessons.

Educationists' focus also shifted to the examination

system and educational system in general although at local level
individuals like D. Dewar Brough F.E.l.S.,the Dennistoun Public School
head,remained convinced of the need for such instruction.31
As a strategy, temperance lessons were highly successful. The
temperance syllabus outlasted the Pmerican prohibition experiment.
It was reprinted in 1916, expanded in 1922 and was endorsed by the
1929-31 Royal Commission on Licensing.

It prompted the Education

Department's "Handbook of Suggestions on Health Education", reprinted
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in 1939, 1956 and 1968.

From 1922 however the emphasis within such

publications was a retreat from denunciation of alcohol as a drug a view which the Central Control Board had supported in 1918. Although
in 1932 some claimed that instruction was bearing fruit in "a more
enlightened community" the Scottish Temperance Alliance felt that
notwithstanding Education Dept. and Lord D'Abernon's Commission's
favourable recommendations the crucial factor would be the attitude of
the Education Committees - bodies in which the temperance voice was
very weak.32
The I.O.G.T. also did "educational work" tapping the rich vein
of working class self culture encouraged by Brougharn, the Society for
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge and the Adult School Movement.
Dunlop regarded these as agents for "correcting and subduing taste for
sensuality".

Self culture was often financed however by more frivolous

pursuits, as with Glasgow's pioneer Mechanics Institute (1823).
Institutes were often associated with the movement e.g. ëchanics'
Hall, Calton, those identified with Rodger of Ruthergien, the shipowner Connal, Provost Bilsiand, and Corbett, Chambers' Peebles Institute,
the Collins Institute, St. Rollox, (1887) Coats' foundations, and later
"welfare capitalism" such as Walter Wilson's model dining, reading and
recreation rooms for Colosseum employees.

Educative "popular

lectures", the preserve of mutual improvement societies, Y.M.C.A. and
similar evangelical associations, the Scottish Literary Institute and
Glasgow Commercial College all had links with temperance. 33The
I.O.G.T. equated education with 'ood citizenship" and attempted to be
an educational institution setting temperance examinations. Templar
institutes were part of new "offensives" 1886 on. A Scottish I.O.G.T.
institute was established in 1890 and offered a three year diploma
course on science, legislation and the I.0.G.T., examined annually by
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movement's educationists and clerics. 34It trained public speakers,
reflected reformers' awareness of subject specialists' threat to the
volunteer speaker and created an alternative educational system, hc

-

tening parallels between Templary and religious brotherhoods,and
highlighting the movement's distance from the intelligensia.35

Counter-attractions.

4oral suasionists reasoned that "the man without education is
on the brute's level; his appetites and tastes will be those of the
brute", therefore working men with few interests were easy prey for
drink.

Formal education brought valuable opportunities and power

but extension of "real education" meant also "substituting for the low
taste which finds gratification in the pothouse a love of things more
excellent" thereby drawing out the excellent qualities latent in the
working class character.36
The moral suasionist list of counter—attractions was vast,
partly because so many different organisations and individuals, and
reformers as different as the evangelical Shaftesbury, the atheist
G.T. Holyoake, and Manning and the Catholic League of the Cross were
all prepared to recognise the effectiveness of this eminently practical
strate gy . 37The consensus of condemnations of existing working class
leisure reveals paternalism's social control elements and appears an
ironic contrast to laissez faire shibboleths.

Yet it was a logical

extension of moral reform and Smilesean faith in self-culture, mooted
as early as the 1834 Commission.

Formation of a large and concentrated

urban population subjected to "the feverish excitement, pestilential
atmosphere and abounding temptations of cities" prompted temperance
interest in reduction of working hours and in rational urban entertainment.

Begg and Guthrie drew attention to the difficulty of
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pursuing rational recreation when brief leisure meant time for only
"a half ticket at the theatre, a pint at the pub, or some place worse
than either."

Working class radicals' depiction of the sordid

monotony of work and of human nature which dictated that "young people
will have amusement of some kind, and if they cannot get it of a pure
and healthful character, will take it as they can get it", was solemnly
noted by reformers.38
Notions of "unproductive benevolence", reminiscent of the
C.0.S., blended with desire to reform manners,traceable to the Burgher
Church and the late 18th century attempts to civilise manners, (over
which the forces of tolerant Tory traditionalism clashed with Methodist
and evangelical puritanism) and middle class utilitarian duty to set
good behavioural examples and guilty awareness that fashionable balls
and concerts were the model for unseemly music saloons and publichouse dances.

Evangelical "Christian sympathy" was accompanied by

determination to "use every inducement" to lead their fellow men "into
paths of peace" which led ultimately to the churches.

The Free Church

Home Mission for example regarded counter attractions as vital "Church
equipment" in poor urban districts.

Formation of a leisure culture

appropriate to the new industrial city was considered seriously from
the 1840's on.

Traditional forms of 'brutal' popular culture, e.g.

fairs, cock and prize-fighting, horse racing, gambling and betting,
were under attack to an unprecedented degree.

Ps Kirk emphasised, the

need for recreation was not in doubt but its timing and nature required
greater organisation and structure if the "high elements of the soul"
were to be rescued from the "excitement of the moment" of recreation
associated with the public house.39
Not all counter....attractionists were dismissive of public house
culture.

The Glasgow Abstainers Union (G.A.U.) thought it an important
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social centre for a large part of the community, not simply the drunken
and dissolute, a sensitive observation born of enthusiastic district
visiting.

Some exaggerated the attractions of pubs in terms of

warmth, and brilliantly lit and gaudily decorated rooms.

Others

echoed Lo.vett's disapproval of public house monopoly of music licences
and ability to evade the system by having professional musicians and
singers pose as waiters or waitresses, and were aware of public house
recreation of the atmosphere of the ceilidh.

The 'song and the story'

lived on as humorous recitations and community singing, for the price
of one drink.

The pub's "air of jollity and absence of restraint...

attractive after confinement in the factory or shop" and claim to be
the great "democratic social settlement" spurred counter-attractionists
efforts 40
Their attitude was sharpened by awareness of the working class
"deficiencies" - a theme which conditioned attitudes to housing
and to women - and fear of social upheaval.

Guthrie and Sherwell,

though separated by many years, both emphasised that it was a great
mistake to block working class recreation and thatommunity's responsibilities were not confined to preservation of individual liberty
and protection of property.

Such fears, plus decline of Sabbatarian

sentiment following campaigns against Sunday trains and direction of
their interests into other areas of the temperance question, meant
that Sabbatarian disapproval of some counter—attractions was quickly
overcome.

Radical labour aristocrats who suspected that promotion

of rational recreation would encourage neglect of the family and
"family culture" were less easily reassured.

The new "cultural

apparatus" prompted by increased leisure after the 1847 Factory Act,
greater affluence and developments in transport and the popular press
often bore the moral suasionist imprimatur.4'
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Coffee and Tea-Rooms and Temperance Hotels etc.

As elsewhere in Britain, bids to erode "drinking usages" featured temperance refreshment rooms, coffeehouses, temperance hotels and
beverages.

Reformers like Hope thought "men took whisky and ale

from difficulty in getting anything else", gaucheness, and embarrassment
at ordering "temperate" and cheap fare... .held to be shabby", and set
out to popularise teetotal alternatives.
the working classes dated from the 1830's.

Cheap refreshment rooms for
They were often market

town counter-attractions to fairs and markets' "riot and excess".
Cheap city dining rooms were pioneered by Corbett and Katherine
Sinclair of Glasgow.

They reflected the work of various food reform

societies, usually vegetarian, in British provincial towns from the
1860's and were avenues to social mobility for working class reformers
like the missioner William Logan, and his friend and successor in the
Logan Dining Rooms in Glasgow, Adam French, an ex-colliery engineer
from Kirkconnel 42
Coffeehouses, advocated as a counter-attraction by Chadwick,
flourished as the price of coffee gradually declined, with teetotal
encouragement.

Glasgow had 20 in the 1840's, catering for "temperance

travellers, tourists etc.", 6 of which were established in the 1830's.43
Some, like Cranston's Teetotal Coffee House (1843) and the Aberdeen
coffeehouse where Lowery was converted to teetotalism, were associated
with Chartists.

As in the 18th century coffeehouses providing news-

papers for patrons became radical meeting places - a theme continued
by J.L.P. choice of tea and coffeerooms for rendezvous. 44Often these
were connected to licensing restriction - as with the "reformed dramshop" in Glasgow's Jail Square, established following magisterial
action against "immoral" amusement stands.

Unfortunately, "the world

COUNTER - ATTRACTIONS

COFFEE HOUSES
A WONDER, A WONDER, A WONDER FOR TO SEE!
A BRA W COFFEE.HOOSE WHA UR A DRAM•sYOp USED TO BE P

FREENS
A$' FEhuOW-CEETIZENS
IN GENERAL!
AN' YOU FOKE ABOOT THE FUT 0' THE SAUTMARKET IN PARTIK'LAR!
WILL YE SPEAR A WORD WI' ME?
I'm an auld WHISKY-SHOP; len an Interestirt' reljcic o' anshierit
times, end mainners. Maybe euro o ye diana ken what a WhiskyShop is. I'll tell ye.
I anshient times—lang before puir Workin' Foke were see wise
or wee! dacin' as they are noo-a-days--the Glaiska Foke, an' partik'Iarly
the Foke about the fut o' the SATJTMARKET, were awfu' font! o'
WHISKY. This WHISKY was a sort o' DEEVIL'S DRINK, made
out o' GOD'S gude BARLEY.
It rabbit men o' their judzrnent; But they drank it.
It robbit' th.m o' their n.itral alTeckshun But they drank it.
It rabbit them o' independence an' self respeck; But they drank it.
It made them mean, unmanly, disgustin' wretches; But they drank it.
It made them savage an' quarrelsome ; But they drank it.
It cled them wi rags; But they drank it.
It made them live in low, filthy dens o' hooses; But they drank it.
It sent them in scores to the Poleece Office: But they drank it.
It sent them to the Jail, the Hulks, an' the Gallows; But they drank it.
Bailies an' Shirrifs, Judges an' Justices, deplored its effecks; But they drank
it themsel,,
Ministers preach'd aboot it; But they drank it thernuel's!
It blottit out God's glorious image frae men's faces an' hearts; But they drank it.
It made them beggars; But they drank it.
It made them parpers: But they drank it.
It made them idiots; But they drank it.
This WHISKY, then, wuz selt in Shops, an I wuz ane o' them,—thatU
let ye ken what a Whisky.Shop wuz In anshient times.
TIMES ARE CHANGED NOO. Every body's a member o' the Scottish
Temperance League; naebody drinks onything but Coffee; so lye
ta'en up the Coffee.House line mysel' I
Come and see mel Yell get Rowsin' Cups o' Coffee! Thumpin'
Cups o' Teal Thund'rin' Dunts o' Bread I Whangs 0' Cheese I Lots
0' Ham an' Eggs, Staiks, Chops, an' a' ither kinds o' Substanshials I
FREENS AN' FELLOW•CEETIZENS,—l'm no the Shop I ance wuz.
I've a blythe heart an' a cheery face noo. Come an' see mel
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was not ready for it, especially the world about the Saltmarket."45
Later efforts were more successful, partly because operators had resolved the question of whether only temperance beverages should be sold,
or whether the traditional image of an establishment where light wines
would also be available should be retained, in favour of the former.
Reformers' models were the London People's Cafe Co., a great commercial success which operated an employees' profit-sharing scheme, and
Elizabeth Cottor?s rural coffeerooms, designed to benefit the poorly
paid agricultural labourer.

By the 1890's there were coffeerooms not

only in most Scottish cities but also in villages like Maybole and
Mauchline, ranging in quality from "coffee palaces" to "little iron
buildings in back streets."

The strength of teetotal and prohibit-

ionist opinion was such that the example of Yates Wine Lodges in
Lancashire was not followed.

An attempt to establish such a wine

bar in Glasgow's Exchange Place, the "Bodega Licence Case",caused an
uproar 46
Glasgow reformers were however pioneers of coffee stalls. In
1859 the G.A.U. ran stalls in prominent sites from 4-7 a.m. on weekdays to sell hot temperance beverages, soup, and packed lunches to
workmen going to work.

They soon ran 30, and were imitated by Belfast

reformers, the Church of England Temperance Society and Burdett-Coutts.
They were very profitable, much to the G.A.U.'s embarrassment.

The

G.A.U. quickly sold the stalls to their operators "on easy terms",
relishing the opportunity to swell the ranks of the self employed.
Clergymen and lady reformers who attempted to run similar stalls using
reformed drunkards were far less successful than the astute businessmen
of the G.A.U.

Similarly advanced was Glasgow Corporatiori erection of

"utilitarian street lamps", with built in vending mechanisms for tea
and coffee at 6 sites.47
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Early "tea gardens" had been notoriously drunken. Later
teetotal rooms and gardens were sometimes offshoots of coffee houses,
as with Lamb's enterprise which produced also halls and a hotel.

In

spite of working class radicals' hostility to tea as a dutiable luxury
there was steady increase in tea and coffee consumption from 1835.
By 1861 tea was relatively cheap and 78 million pounds p.a. were
consumed.

Controversy raged over the relative merits of black and

green tea among faddists.

Its popularity increased with the 1890's

introduction of Russian tea, fascination with Russian tea gardens'
instrumental bands and with the "ingeniously constructed" domestic
Samovar synonymous with Russian hospitality.

By 1900 U.K. residents

drank 6 pounds p.a., consumption having increased 300% 1850-90, and
made Glasgow a centre of tea-blending.

Tearooms did not need much

persuasion to open on licensed trade holidays of obligation like New
Year's Day, thus aiding restrictionists.48
The most famous were those connected with the family of ex—
Chartist and radical Bailie Robert Cranston (1815-92) a long serving
Edinburgh councillor. Cranston's Tearooms Ltd., managed by Stewart
Cranston was famous for its six or so tearooms in Glasgow.

They

sold dry tea, had confectionery and "Japanese" departments, and "wellventilated smoking rooms" for gentlemen, and were some eight years in
advance of similar London enterprises.

For many years this chain was

the largest in Britain and in '1889 The Bailie alleged that Cranston
had "done more to advance the cause of temperance than all the
Permissive Bill agitators put together."49
Kate Cranston, who shocked friends by personally running tearoom businesses was the wife of the Barrhead ironworks owner Cochrane
who, like the Shanks, Corbett and McKinlay families, had temperance
sympathies.

Her establishment in Argyll St., the Sauchiehall St.,

KATE CRANSTON

Source : The Glasgow Room, Mitchell Library, Glasgow.
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Willow Tea Rooms, and Ingram and Buchanan St. rooms were outgrowths
from her initial venture, the Crown Luncheon Rooms in Glasgow.

They

attempted to provide the atmosphere and facilities of respectable
clubs but without alcohol.

Men could play dominoes or retire to bill-

iard rooms to transact business. Reading and writing rooms were provided for ladies, a great advance, as previously unescorted ladies
could daily only in confectioners.

A new dimension was added to the

social life of the middle class lady. Macintosh's high backed chairs
recreated the screened privacy of "the box", the hallmark of public
house decor, for such middle class patrons.5°
The British Workman Public Houses Without the Drink were in
contrast aimed at the working classes.

Although the Hind-Smiths

founded this movement in Leeds in 1867 Glasgow had had such schemes
since 1845 and S.T.L.s invitation to Mrs. Hind Smith to speak in
Glasgow in 1876 simply resulted in a further 5 of these by 1878. The
G.A.U. however found these the least successful of its counter-attractions. Their novelty value wore off and competition with real pubs
was difficult. By the late 1870's they ran only 3. Many continued to
be run by philanthropists and the British Workman operated 11 in Glasgow.
They often consisted of cafes, reading rooms, rooms for draughts, chess
and trade or friendly societies to meet in and sometimes had "scriptural
and unsectarian services" on Sundays. Yet in spite of support from
League figures like Allan, the G.A.U., B.W.T.A., Blue Ribboners and
I.0.G.T. 51 they were never as successful in Scotland as in England.
Later "bars without beer" were overshadowed by the "British
Gothenburg Experiments", licensed trade management schemes ranging
from "disinterested management", to municipalisation and nationalisation.
The League was hostile to these as mere perpetuation of the
Trade, especially under William Collins and Forrester-Paton who were
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moderate prohibitionists.

They were Chamberlainites here only in

support of Arthur Chamberlain's collaboration with George Cadbury and
Chance, Chairman of Birmingham's Licensing Committee, in establishment
of Redditch Temperance Social Club and Institute.

They found Joseph

Chamberlain's "beer and spirit socialism", in contrast to his "gas and
water sociolism",obnoxious but philanthropists on the fringes of the
movement were not so rigid and often became associated with Public
House Trusts.52
The popularity of non-perishable and, after reduction of duties,
relatively cheap temperance beverages ideal for bulk buying techniques
greatly stimulated the grocery and provisions trade, a sector which
offered seemingly endless opportunities for the astute in this period.
Family firms of wholesale and retail tea merchants and grocers
blossomed from the 1830's on, e.g. the Glasgow firms Campbell Blair &
Co., Malcolm Currie and Co., Matthew Algie & Co., (c 1850), Cron Bros.
(1866), a venture begun by temperance reformer John Latta, the 1870's
firms Davidson Junior & Co., Johnstone and Honeyman, and J. & A.
Ferguson (1879), a grocers which began to specialise in tea and coffee
by 1890.

Tea was evident in the initial success of Coopers Ltd.,

Walter Wilson of Trerons, a temperance candidate in municipal elections, and Lipton the grocer, although the latter was later more
renowned for unsuccessful attempts to license his stores, and in the
career of Sir John Muir, Glasgow's provost 1890-2.

Many Italian

warehouses continued to sell temperance beverages and wines. Algie,
a J.P., County Councillor and member of Cathcart School Board, Robert
Douglas, identified with the League, Band of Hope and Boysê Brigade,
arid Bailie Francis Spite, founder of "The Economic Supply Stores"
(motto "small returns and quick profits" pace Wilson), who cashed in on
the related demands for tea, health foods and pure drugs however were
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identified with moral suasion.53
Cassels' Coffees (a London and Leith firm) and the London
"non-alcoholic wine" merchants Ingersoll and Melluish were simply
examples of the many firms who offered abstainers posts as travellers.
In addition each tea dealer above employed at least 6 travellers by
1890 in addition to Clerks, book-keepers and warehousemen. Cocoa
rooms were promoted by Robert Lockhart, an Edinburgh Baptist, and
patron of the S.T.L., via the British Association Congresses, and cocoa
was popularised as a health food by leading medical journals. Rowntree,
Cadbury, Fry, Epps, Van Houten and "Dr. Tibbles" created opportunities
for agents and travellers.

Not surprisingly some suspected that much

temperance agitation prior to and during the Great War was "engineered
and financed" by cocoa manufacturers like Cadbury. Bournville, a
"garden-city" run by abstaining directors, was often visited by teetotalers and was the subject of lantern slides gifted to temperance
societies by Cadbury.54
The movement also benefit ed manufacturers and retailers of
all manner of "health drinks", from Oxo and Bovril to Robinson's Patent
Barley from the makers of Keen's mustard, Japp's "saline health drinks"
and malt preparations thought to aid digestion.

The drive for pure,

non-alcoholic beverages was above all "good news for the aerator."55
A. & G. Barr and G. & P. Barrie of Pollockshields were established in
the 1830's, Hays of Aberdeen in 1844, but the origins of the "big 5"
in the Scottish soft drinks industry lay in this period.
Some sprang from existing health ventures. M.F. Thomson (1876),
the Glasgow chemist who popularised homoeopathy in a "Concise Guide
to Health", also manufactured Prize Medal Cola in a South Side works,
the Kola nut having a great mystique as a health food. Frazer and
Green (1836), "Pharmaceutical Chemist to the Queen", was renowned for

18G

The Victualling Trades' Review, Hotel and Restaurateurs' Journal.

QTur portrait (Satkq.

XXXV.—MR. R. F. BARR, AIRATED WATER MAN y FACTtRER, GREAT EASTERN ROAD, GLASGOW.
IN the keen competition which is encountered in every branch

of business, the chances of success are greatly in favour of
the practical man, arid this Mr. R. F. Barr, aerated water
manufacturer, of 184 Great Eastern Road (whose portrait we
have the pleasure of submitting to our readers), may justly claim
to be. Bred to the business, the " Man You Know" gained
his first experieuce under the eve of his father, Mr Robert Barr,
of Falkirk, so well-known as one of the oldest and largest
aerated water manufacturers in the trade iii Scotland. A little
over two years ago Mr. R. F. Baii migrated to the city an!
opened the extensive premises in Gi'eat Eastern Road. They
are admirably adapted for the large busiiiess 'arried on, having
been specially fitted up for its requirements, and being patticularly well-favoured by Ii aving—t hat scarce conniiiodity iii
town—abundance of room. The machinery is all 1)1 the
latest and most approved patterns, and the entire nodu
operandi is most systematically carried out. From the
laboratory, where the essences and various ingredients are
found. following the process of manufacture. inclurdinig bottling.
corking. viriug, capsuling, labelling, and packing. the different
mael:nery and appliances brought into requisition show that
this line of business has uot beeii overlooked by the bus
brain of the inventor arid skilled mechanic. It is worthy of
utote, as showing how skilfully the machinery is adapted to
the work, that the hand of the worker in no instance comes
in coutactwith the waters during the entire process of manufactui'e—au important desideratuiui in regard to cleanliness
which is duly appreciated by the consumers. Sonic of the
machines we were shown can turn out as many dozens per day
as six bottlers could accomplish, besides corking the bottles at
the same time. The success which has atten(led the "Man
You Know" has been quite phenomenal. and if it does nothing
else, it speaks volumes for the rapidly-increasing taste for
"lighter drinks" in the community, and consequently more
rational enjoyment of holiday times, such as the present.
But while we congratulate ourselves on this fact, it is only
fair to acknowledge the source from which the improvement
proceeds. It is a comparatively short time ago since "Ginger'
l3eer "—mostly home-brewed—was about the only "tipple"
the teetotaler could command; now a glance at the list of
uhufferent drinks mannfa'tuu'ed b y this firm should put him,

112th Aug..

however great an epicure or bonvivaut, in the position c
wealth making wit waver," including, as they do, leinouad€
soda water, seltzer, oraugeade, pine apple, raspberry, cider
sarsaparilla. quinine water, &c., &c., &c., in all over a score o
different beverages. Besides those mentioned, this finn hay
from time to time brought out novelties iii their line
Ferrugine," " Hop Ale," and "Squash" being new depar
tines introduced from time to time. Already M. R. F. Bar
has some dozen vans busily engaged deLivering his pruductio
in the city alone, and that the quality of the goods he pro
duces is unexceptionable may be inferred from the fact tha
he supplies the hospitals and kindred institutions. The "Ma'
You know." to his credit be it said, gives his business his stric
personal attention, and to that circumstance niuch of the succes
lie has alread y attained is due. Still a young man, his energy
enterprise, and upright arid horiourable iirodes of cI)ndUCtiiI
his business have already placed Mr II. F'. Barr in the frori
rank of those iii his line of business, and with his genia
manner and modest bearing we confidently predict f o liini
brilliant and useful future, which, we trust, lie may be lori
Sl)aietl to iIfl(V.
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supplying liners and the wealthy and for training eminent missionaries,
also produced aereated water, boosting family wealth and status in the
process.

Relatively few manufacturers were directly connected with

the movement.

R.F. Barr (1888) did supply hospitals with "Terrugine",

but other local firms like G. & C. Moore (1887) Forresters, Dave &
Sons and Armstrong of Dumfries and McCall of Oban combined lemonade
production with beer bottling.

The late 1880's offered great oppor-

tunities for men like Barr to make modest fortunes, catering for the
Trade and temperance alike, for engineers and essence makers, although
labour in this trade was subject to seasonal demand.56
The most obvious avenue for enterprise was temperance hotels.
Some dated from the anti-spirits era but more were from the Forbes
MacKenzie Act era - counter-attractions to dubious "commercial hotels"
connected like brothels with after-hours drinking, spurred by expansion
of the temperance press.

They were regarded as "practical protests"

against drinking and "safe places" for the eternally vigilant.
numbers rose sharply in mid Victorian Britain.

Their

Comparisons with

England are difficult, but Scottish ventures were numerous, well known,
and often long-lived, as in the case of Whyte's of Candleriggs (1837)
and Buchanan's, Edinburgh (1848).
Like coffee houses, they often provided reading rooms and
"stock rooms" for businessmen.

They were used by itinerant dental

surgeons, and as community facilities, as temperance halls were. By
the late 1870's 400 bed luxury temperance hotels existed. Disassociation with "discomfort and overcharging with civility" was evident
in Lamb's Dundee chain, and in the hydropathic movement.

Temperance

reformers were associated with Rothesay 'hydros', "Glenburn Hydropathic",
run by Dr. Philp of the Cockburn temperance hotel chain, a massive
recreational complex with all sorts of baths, that at Port Bannatyne
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run by Dr. A.T. Hall, the reformer Archibald Menzies and the Glaswegian
accountant D. Hill Jack, Dr. Stewart's Deeside Hydro, and the
Strathearn Hydro, Crieff run by the homoeopath Meikie.

The baths and

bracing air offered the middle classes by these colossal family hotels
were counter attractions to the Italian and French Rivieras, Switzerland
and Bavaria.

Such ventures introduced foreign fads and reinforced

popularisation of the Scottish Grand Tour and middle class parochialism.
Temperance hotels were often near railway stations reflecting Victorian
insatiability, and insecurity, where travel was concerned.

They

ensured that wherever one went one could take the atmosphere of the
temperate domestic circle too, without fear of embarrassment by socially
superior yet morally inferior social mores.

They were rejections of

"select and essentially first class hotels" renowned for their cellars,
but never their rivals even on the grand tour circuit because their
appeal was to clergymen and the 'middling' classes: the rich were
unimpressed and humble teetotallers might only visit seaside convalescent homes.58
Temperance hotels were however a source of social mobility especially for the generation born around 1820, often ex-Chartists
like Robert Cranston, founder of the hugely successful Waverley chain,
and Lowery.

Duncan MacLaren also opened one in the 1860's in St.

Andrews for "commercial gentlemen" like the former agent Lossocks'
Peebles venture.

They required little capital, had guaranteed business

from local societies, and often mushroomed into huge establishments
like Mather's of Dundee and the Cranston hotels.59

Temperance Excursions.

frbral suasionists promoted excursions as counter-attractions to
pubs, local holidays, and the works outings of the 1850's. Chambers

COUNTER - ATTRACTIONS
EXCURSIONS

GOUROCK, LARGS, AND MILLPORT.

Rounding the point, we enter the bay of Gouiock, two and a
half miles from Greenock, a finely sheltered piece of water, and a favourite
anchorage of Clyde yachts. Here in the season may be seen some of the
finest yachts afloat, tiny prize-winners from the yard of Fife of Fairlie, and
gigantic cutters which, with a fair wind, could run an equal race with a steamer.
The bay, too, is alive with small craft, in which the youngsters are disporting
themselves, and the pieris crowded with folks of a larger growth waiting for
friends from Glasgow, or looking out for "kent faces" in the passing steamers.
Ooui'ock is the first real watering-place which a steamer direct from Glasgow

- --:- :-'-iii
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reaches, and as such is much frequented by those to whom rapid and easy and
cheap access is of importance. it is popular with the working classes, who
for the most part. put up in the east quarter of the town. On the west side
of the bay is Ashton, the fashionable quarter, consisting principally of cottages
and villas built along the shore and on the bill above. There are few finer
spots than this on the Frith. The view of sea and mountain which it
commands is magnificent, embracing the Dunoon shore, the Holy Loch, and
the Alps of Arrochar towering over the recesses of Loch Long. The walks
about Gourock, both inland and by the shore, its open hills, with its boating
facilities, and, as we have said, its easy access, will alwys make it a populai
resort.

Source : "Tweed's Guide to Glasgow and the Clyde", Glasgow 1872,
reprinted as "The Clyde 100 Years Ago", Glasgow, 1973.,
page 69.
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and working class radicals criticised the latter for disorganisation,
lack of fun for wives and children, and encouraging men who did not
normally drink to render themselves "worse than useless." 6 °

Local

evening excursion trains were too often dubbed "The Drunkard's Return."
The G.A.U. organised trips with proper programmes, tour guides, and
meals, from 1858, continuing pioneer excursions by the Glasgow United
Total Abstainers, on which no drink was allowed and drunkards were
abandoned en route - a threat which did not deter 800,-i ,000 labour
aristocrats from going on each.

Trains and trams offered more dig-

nified escapism than that of drink.61
Democratisation of travel was linked to hostility to the Glasgow
Fair, its encouragement of show grounds, crowds, and threats to order,
especially as "dramshops flared up at every corner."

The G.A.U.

encouraged social dispersal via "Cheap Fair Holidays" to London, and
later holidays to Paris and Switzerland in conjunction with Thomas
Cook.

Cook, a Leicester wood turner, temperance hotelier and like

Lunn, a pioneer of English excursions, was a member of the S.T.L. who
organised teetotal trips to the Highlands.

Trips brought escape

from the city environment, symbolised by Tennant's factory chimney,
exposure to watering-places' higher moral tone, and awareness of
God's creative powers.

By the late 1870's the G.A.U.'s role had been

taken over by railway companies but temperance continued to produce
travel agents like Frame of Preston whose work, like that of the Nonconformist Henry Lunn, developed from organisation of temperance and
football excursions.

Frame, like the British Temperance Emigration

Society, and philanthropists like Angela Burdett-Coutts, diversified
into emigration work.

Similarly the "Union Transit Co." of Glasgow

not only offered abstainers cheap 3-week cruises but also arranged
emigration and employment abroad, recognising that for many this form
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of self-help was the only solution.62
Annual excursions were also used to rally the faithful from the
1840's onwards.

Good Templars journeyed to Peter McLagan's country

seat at Ratho, Rechabites followed the Revd. Dawson Burn's advice
and had ramblers' excursions, and united excursions of the S.T.L.,
B.W.T.A. and I.0.G.T. commenced using the teetotal steamer "Ivanhoe"
in the 1890's, the model for Glasgow Corporation's Sir Walter Scott"
(1900) on Loch Katrine, and a counter—attraction to those Clyde
steamers whose reputations were made by ability to retail drink during
Sunday sailings - contrary to the spirit of the Forbes Mackenzie Act
and Sabbatarian sentiment.

Counter—attractionists accelerated the

Clyde travel boom prompted by rail and later tram transportation, in
which many were deeply interested if not involved. Philanthropic
businessmen like Walter Wilson were also encouraged to organise workingmen's and childrens' outings to the Clyde Coast, and a "Glasgow Fresh
Air Fortnight."

The assumption that the Trade and travel were

competing businesses was a factor in hostility to the licensing of
railway carriages, together with safety and the abstemious image of
rai. iwaymen 63

Parks and Gardens.

bra1 suasionists' environmentalism led to interest in parks
and gardens as city "lungs" complementary to urban renewal and garden
suburbs.

Although the lack of respectable private and public gardens

was thought philanthropy's preserve, urban growth forced town councils
to assume responsibility in this sphere in the 1850's, exemplified
by negotiations on the "West End Park" in Glasgow.64
Counter.attractionists were part of a wider environmental lobby
that attracted many philanthropists, keen to define local government's
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role here in terms of the 1859 Recreation Grounds Act, 1860 Public
Improvements Act, 1863 Gardens and Towns Protection Act, and 1872
Parks Regulation Act.

By 1876 Glasgow Corporation had 4 public parks.

Teetota Uers were amongst those who ensured that Glasgow was committed
from 1878 on to maintain these and future parks from assessments, not
special grants.

Men like Collins, Bilsiand, Torrens, Burt, Lamberton

and Coiquhoun increasingly were involved in direction of "decongestion"
policy, and dominated municipal provision of parks.

Use of the Parks

Committee was a feature of Collins' and Bilslands' careers.65
Queen's Park, acquired by the city in 1857 to encourage migration to the suburbs was run by and extended by such reformers in
1893.

In the 1890's the Corporation took responsibility for a number

of small suburban parks sometimes with provision of employment in mind,
as with Alexandra Park's extension in 1891.

Elsewhere parks were the

work of philanthropists like the Elders of Govan, James Dick, who gifted
Cathkin Park for the use of Cathcart, Rutherglen and Burnside residents,
of the Unionist M.P. and patron of the arts Sir John Stirling Maxwell,
who gifted Maxwell Park, later associated with masonic and temperance
meetings, and of the Liberal Unionist Cameron Corbett.

The latter

attracted attention in the years before the 1906 by his gifts of Rouken
Glen (1904) and Ardgoil (1905) to the City of Glasgow, and was also
noted for gifts of recreation grounds, libraries and parks to his
Essex housing developments.

The gift of Ardgoil especially enabled

him to speak positively to municipal voters of "the moral possibilities
of this great city...", and of vote catching environmental and
municipal enterprise questions.

He was however essentially a land

developer, as his introduction of a 1892 Building Lands Rating and
Purchase Bill and Times correspondence in 1909 on taxation of underdeveloped land ref lected.66

GLASGOW GREEN - PEOPLE'S PALACE AND WINTER GARDEN.
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Self conscious or not, such efforts greatly increased the
Corporation's Parks and Galleries Committees' responsibilities.
Numerous open spaces and recreation grounds were acquired in the 1890's.
Many torporation parks carried the moral suasionist hallmark in memorial drinking fountains, a public benefaction beloved of temperance
reformers from the 1850's on.

Often these commemorated temperance

reformers' pioneer efforts in provision of pure water supplies - the
basis of later reviews of environmental questions and the corporation's
role.67
A feature of many parks was the "winter-garden" which aimed at
giving city dwellers the chance of enjoying plant life denied them by
pollution and the short summer season enjoyed by parks.

Typical

examples were the People's Palace's opened by Rosebery in 1898, that
at Springburn Park, gifted by Messrs Reid of the Hydepark Locomotive
Works (identified with the I.0.R. and I.0.G.T.).

The Botanical

Gardens had been acquired by Glasgow Corporation in 1891.68

Moral

suasionists hoped to foster working class enthusiasm for botany,
traceable to attempts to teach science to working men via mechanics'
institutes and the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and
Chartist promotion of allotments.

Botany and horticulture were

inexpensive refining influences - a rationale reminiscent of Miller's
recommendation of geology as a specific for Chartism.

Allotments,

like the Hutcheson Gardens, were a popular working class pastime which
landowners like Stirling Maxwell encouraged as a force for social
harmony, allied to "domestic culture" rather than opposed to it. It
was no coincidence that the allotments movement paralleled that of
temperance with a peak of 1.5 million cultivators in 1920.69
The Botanic Gardens and, from the 1880's on, municipal parks
had instrumental bands in the summer months - yet another counter
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-attraction.

Mu s

IC.
The G.A.U. was famous for Saturday Evening Concerts in Glasgow

City Hall.

Established in 1854 these were alternatives to drinking

and singing saloons, or "free and easys".

Hope also attempted to

bring music to the people at the Edinburgh Music Hall but with less
success.

Working people loved music but it was difficult to dictate

to them what constituted good music.

The G.A.U. nevertheless

attempted to re-educate taste rather than offer a negotiated version
of working class culture.

They hoped to elevate tastes to conformity

with middle class norms by employing respected entertainers and
keeping prices low, influenced doubtless by the existence of various
societies like the Glasgow Musical Association (1843) and Harmonic
Association (1850).

The notion of music as a force for order was

evident in their concerts for Gartnavel Asylum patients.
A dearth of respectable working class entertainment enabled
most temperance societies of any size to hold Saturday evening concerts
as counter-attractions and ways of promoting attendance during the
winter months.

In some areas Saturday Evening Concert Committees

were set up, and the Glasgow I.0.G.T. "Harmonic Association" organised
seasons of concerts and soirees.

As early as 1850 some appear con-

sciously to have regarded working class cultivation of a love of music
and municipal reform, on the German model, as mutually reinforcing.70
In response to sabbatarian criticism of these efforts as too
frivolous to be useful Guthrie and the S.T.L. defended them in terms
of God given talent "the dangers of the dancing saloon, and the dissipation of drinking shops" and the need to compensate for the working
classes' hard lot.

League sabbatarians were overshadowed in any case

COUNTER - ATTRACTIONS

"I Sing the Sol-fa."
V curse on the Sot-ía Notat'jitI Mv curse from the depth of my heart
It is nought but a fools innovation,
And not woith the name of an art.
\Vhat are its thick-healed professorString-pulier in music auTair?
Incnmupeten----puffcl-itp aggresor.
\Vith nothing of nn.msic but dr.
If fonvarine, bunkum, amid biunc;,
With sonic tock expressioim b y rotC,
Are all that ntuicians can muster,
Sol-fa has got many of note.
They neal not g in fom much kn ii; igeMae cv'n sin the titird out of moe,
1,)r the svorht-nned .-. F._'m. Cole
i.e tinter 1. 101 u finer 10)00
If onl y their toognes cut g o wagging—
In season au! n: t of it, thenrlmevti tic ticencel
::'_ihut rai:;g,
Aiit .ayivg, the
mm uical m en.
\\hv .h. ma l .vv mc mm-on ded with tearni mg
Tb e ri it ic't • -, even l song.
So long :i.. the 1mm cm of liscerning
I left thcnm t I; toe.- tl;ev I go v
WIt il, a. to t
ri tie u: pavimtg,
'fo learn tlm.mt al0ne the y are free,
They've onl to go a;imut avung-They know tow t, tctclm Do-re-mi."

2

. CHORAL SINGING.

The organ! "Confound it Who cares for't?
Let those who were bred to it play.
Give us time, mmd we'll Sol-fa some ails fcmr't
Of course, with the chor-.ls thrown away."
I'iautc, I '' Leave that to the lad je
For Tonic Sol-fa it won ' t suit
To time voice it a very poor aiclis,
But we'll ioote a .cale on the flute."
''Just look what we've done for the masse-i—'
\Ve don't mean those Catholic thiimgs
The: were wui:en for asses by as-esBitt see, every n1esage boy sing.
Vent ma y talk about han-Id and Haydu,
And Bach, an I tIme rest of that lot
ltnt what difficult stuff 'tis to wade itt,
.,td what nice .irnple mu.ic w&ve got.
We ne'er could get through the nmuc
Those obsolete writer' coiimpo-iel
We know it has mrde a go ' 1 few sick
But, thank goo.Iness I their era ic closed.
we'll stick to whats eaw and pave well.
Our fairs- godmother, Sol-fa
And to each one who sings well or play- well,
Well bid a flat seventh t,t-Ia.'
So,

Oh Vocalists, full of preten.ion.
If I bad my will, I would call
Fit a hempen di.com I, by suspetlsiomm,
To pu round the necks of yju a!!.

The BauIZC .fOr Wednesday, p7/mary

0. N.

22/id, 1873.
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Words for the Workers.

C.C.C.-TI1E MUSICAL COMPANY.
To the Representatives of the C.C.C.
In July Journal I opened with "The Alphabet
of Tune" and closed with "A Tune and Its
Key-Tone."
My theme now Is to combine "The Alphabet
of Tune" in such a harmonious manner as to
create a Tune with Its Key-Tone In C, or the
First Pillar of the Scale.
It will be noticed that each of the four-voice
parts or "workers" In my tune have a special
part to sing, In order to create harmony or
good workmanship, and then it becomes pleasing
to the ear and senses of measured relationship
one to the other.

You will further notice how the Key-Tone
is heard STRIKINGLY at the BEGINNING and
the END of this simple tune. Even In the
"Amen," which Is equivalent to saying," so
mote It be,"or "so let It be," which means
(according to the Dictionary) "Firm or true."
So with a good workman In any capacity, he
sets his Key-Tone at the beginning, and It Is
heard throughout his work. Week by week, or
period by period, until he comes to a successful
finish at Xmas. Firm he begins, Firm and
true he ends. Hence Pitch, Length, Loudness
and Quality have been characterised throughout
his career, as these four are the elements of a
Musical tone.

THE STANDARD OF PITCH.
For convenience of reference a certain tone
Is chosen by musicians as the STANDARD of
PITCH.
It is produced by 256 vibrations in a Second
of time.
It is named alter the C, and called the middle C.
It Is In the higher part of men's voices, and
the lower part of women's voices.
The Standard of 256 vibrations is for the
middle or unmarked C.
The Standard of 512 is for the upper C, and
is called the "Philosophical Standard."

In Handel's day, 1740, the Standard Pitch
was slightly lower.
Italian Opera in London In the year 1849
raised the Standard to 546 vibrations a second.
Solo singers made a great complaint of this
Standard being too high, and In consequence
of which learned Societies in Germany and
England proposed as a compromise 528, and
In France 522; but now the sympathy Is with
our present Standard, and it is mostly adhered
to, viz., 512 as the higher C, and 256 as the
middle C.

THE REGION OF TONES.
There may be as many different tones as
there can be diflerent numbers of vibrations
in a second.
The number of possible tones is therefore
practically uncountable. But the PHENOMEN ON of the OCTAVE, in connection with
the STANDARD of PITCH, enables us to fix
LANDMARKS in this vast region of possible
sounds.
The PITCH of a TONE arises from the

number of vibrations in a second by which
the tone is produced. A tone caused by many
vibrations In a second Is said to be high. One

caused by few vibrations in a second Is said to
be low. Thus the sound produced by a 32-foot
organ pipe, giving only 16 vibrations In a
second, is very low—almost too low to be
recognised as CONTINUOUS, and the sound
produced by the shortest string of a Harp or
Piano, giving about 4,000 vibrations in a
second, are very high—almost too high for the
ear to distinguish them one from the other.
The sounds of human voices lie between these
two extremes.
The LENGTH of a TONE is perceived by
means of our constant sense of time. The
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by links with the G.A.U., personified by Neil McNeill, and support of
rational amusement by the British Association and the Social Science
Congresses 71
Promotion of music went far beyond concerts. Flute Bands,
soccer's musical counterpart, were early hallmarks of temperance.
Hope used them to bridge the gap between the Established Church and
the masses, and in the West they evolved from juvenile societies, as
in Greenock.

While in the 1830's instrumental bands were loaned by

local regiments for rallies, by 1870 most societies had their own,
often connected with works like the Monkland Iron and Steel Works.
A great local veto rally of 1893 for example was headed by 13 bands
and, not surprisingly "the procession's route was lined with crowds."
Bands attracted attention and gave working people the opportunity to
learn an instrument, enjoy its use all year round and have companionship, often gratis or for a small annual subscription.

Many still

exist, a reflection of their popularity, though without their temperance connection •72
Just as Good Templary in the East was associated with choirs,
moral suasion in the West was connected with promotion of the Tonic
Sol Fa system and choirs.

The Nonconformist Curwen's Tonic Sol Fa

was promoted by Gallie, and his successors Morrison Bros. of Glasgow,
as an easy method of inspiring love for music amongst those with little
or no access to pianos. They were .a leading source of cheap sheet
music for schools and choirs even in the late 1890's.

Temperance

overlapped with the work of the Tonic Sol Fa Choral Union (estd. 1863),
a 270 strong male voice choir with an annual subscription of 5/-,
and Robert Stewart S.S.C., director and legal adviser of the League
was editor of "Gospel Choir" and President of the West of Scotland
Tonic Sol Fa College.

From the 1860's onwards the temperance press
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produced vast quantities of music similar to Tweedie's "Temperance
Minstrel".

Individual societies had their own collections e.g. the

League's Knox Collection and Hymnbook, and the "Rechabite Harmonist"
(1902).

Many had choirs, Kinderspiels and Saturday night "amateur

singing competitions".

Govan's J.P. Crawford was the author of "The

Drunkard's Ragged Wean", made famous by the former builder Adam Gibbon,
Scottish temperance

"the Scotch temperance songster" in the 1870's.

ballads also became part of the Mierican diva Antoinette Sterling's
repertoire, just as the Bostonian Revd. Pierpoint's "Inebriate's
Lament", and the Mierican "Sacred Songster" were popular in Scotland.
Availability of material was complemented by provision of popular
classes in music theory, an area of education hitherto the preserve
of church "practisings".73
Moral suasion gave music, often associated with the street or
low music hail a new respectability, encouraging efficient music
teaching, and creating the milieu in which singing could be introduced
into the Board Schools and the Atheneum established in 1890, within
seven years of the Royal College of Music.

Short term success was

reflected in a proliferation of choral societies keen to sing Handel,
Haydn and Mendelssohn in Glasgo Greenocic Edinburgh and St. Andrews,
and the many choirs formed in the wake of Murphy's Blue Ribbon Army
and Sankey and Moody's Mizpah Bands.

Later temperance overlapped

with socialism in creation of a "counter-culture."

Glasgow, an

I.L.P. stronghold, produced further stratification of working class
leisure in the shape of the Socialist Choristers, the William Morris
Choir, the A.E.U.W. choir and the "more elite" Orpheus Choir (1903)
founded by the socialist Roberton,.. a local veto sympathiser, who used
it to raise funds for the Glasgow Domestic Science College - a cause
also supported by many temperance reformers.

The latter was a model
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for numerous local choirs' intent

on preserving Scotland's musical

heritage, and was typical of the way this "counter culture" could
develop an independent existence which overshadowed its original
purpose. 74Temperance choirs enjoyed great longevity, whi'M. temperance operettas paralleled the rise of Gilbert and Sullivan and gave
pleasure and opportunities for singers.
"Domestic culture" was also revitalised by encouragement of
musical evenings of temperance solos and duets, accompanied by melodeons
(endorsed by K€r Hardie) and the American organs which were the
epitome of 'respectability' in Ayrshire valleys.

The advent of hire

purchase greatly accelerated this by the 1890's, and stimulated the
growth of music shops and music teachers - many of whom subscribed to
the S.T.L.75

Music Hall and Theatre.

Criticism of music hall and theatres was implicit in counter—
attractions, and "houses of entertainment on temperance principles"
were launched from the early 1840's, e.g. Parry's Theatre and the
Jupiter Temperance Hall in Glasgow, designed as counterbalances to the
temptations of urban street corners and licensed music halls, which
were free on the assumption that each customer would spend at least 6d
on drink during the evening.

The Jupiter aimed to attract "respectable

factory lads and lasses" between the ages of 12 and 20, charged a 3d
admission, and sold only fruit and temperance beverages at the box
office.

Its audience also had a slightly less respectable element

composed of poor people sent there by city and temperance missionaries.
It was not "fashionable" yet attracted some mechanics, clerks, and
shopkeepers.

The Shadow's comments however suggest that it found it

difficult to lure businessmen and more affluent clerks on the fringes
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of the labour aristocracy away from music halls which at the end of
performances were littered with "two or three thousand pewter pots,
tumblers and glasses on the boards of the seats."76
Counter—attractions involving theatre tended to lack moral
suasionists' wholehearted support.

Like Kettle they judged "all

experience was against the play-house for virtue, piety or spirituality
of mind."

Logan's connection of theatre with prostitution in 1843

damned it for ever in the eyes of reformers like James Scrymgeour and
the phrenologist James Coates.

Hardly a decade passed without a

theatre fire in Glasgow but men like Coates stressed that they were
"not safe places" in moral terms.

They did not pass the social

etiquette ready—reckoner of fitness for the presence of mothers, sisters
or future wives, and until the Temperance (Scotland) Act of 1913 could
sell drink outside the hours set for public houses by the local licensing
court.

Although the socialist Philip Snowden suggested that cheap,

"two turns a night" music halls had reduced public house patronage
evangelicals would not countenance it, and refuted claims that drama
could "evoke the noblest faculties of the mind" in such a setting.
As with'tondoners described by Henry Morley, their boycott of the
theatre perhaps accelerated declining taste.

Temperance reformers

were prominent in campaigns to reform theatre promenades after the Pall
Mall and Sentinel "London scandals" of 1884-5, convinced them of its
threat to purity.

They took firm stands on theatre employment of

children, and use of theatres for later Sunday "cinematographic shows" intervention which reflected middle class evangelical notions of need
for "proper public control" of popular amusement, although invariably
justified in terms of "conditions of labour."77
They encouraged drama in domestic or temperance society settings
via temperance melodramas for small casts based upon "Danesbury House"
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t1 The Drunkard" and T.S. Arthur tales.

This was sometimes a rein-

forcement of the home against destructive employment and leisure
trends.

Magic lantern shows also served dual functions of propaganda

and of entertainment and were extremely popular in the days before
cinema.
Recitations were also popular, and reflected temperance
encouragement of elocution via local classes and national competitions
sponsored by the American Henry Demorest as entertainment and as
training in public speaking.

Not surprisingly some reformers became

involved in the Glasgow Parliamentary Debating Society and similar
societies from the 1880's on.78
Writing was also encouraged - e.g. Glasgow Good Templars had
a literary society which published temperance poetry, whilst the
temperance press attempted to add another dimension to the average
working man's negotiated version of 'literature' i.e. "The Scottish
Chiefs" and the Waverley novels.

As with earlier philanthropists

reformers like the Coats were interested in libraries.

Ewart,

promoter of the 1850 Public Libraries Act, was a Permissive Bill
supporter, and Thomas Murray, the publisher and temperance sympathiser,
established the Glasgow Reading Club (1872).

Many free, and later

corporation, libraries were associated with sympathisers.79
Some were also interested in art galleries and museums as
counter attractions, as were Overtoun, Collins and colleagues on
Glasgow corporation, and socialists like Haddow.

Their interest

reflected the pursuit of "high chivalry", often related to nationalism as in endowment of Glasgow's Chair of Scottish History (1911).
Meetings were sometimes held in art galleries, as at Kilmarnock.
The work of Cruikshank, Dor and Tenneil was further popularised by
temperance propaganda and the makers of temperance beverages.

In
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general however the movement's attitude to art was rather philistine
as the bizarre suggestion that every town should imitate Newcastle's
"temperance picture gallery", solely for temperance veterans' portraits,
illustrates. 0 The younger Honeyman's interest in art reflected sophistication born of two lifetimes' social mobility.81

Games and Sport.

Interest in health prompted a focus on athieticism rather than
aestheticism.

The "physical puritanism" of temperance tracts built

on early 19th century puritan attempts to direct popular pastimes
away from brutal sports.
the game laws.

Radicals also extended this hostility to

They anticipated fin-de-sicle social Darwinism's

emphasis on the prevalence of "physical deterioration" and need for a
"New Athieticism" to improve the physical and moral quality of the
human race.

In temperance circles this theme merely received full

expression from the 1890's on, in parallel movement to the promotion
of "muscular Christianity" by the public school system.8
The League promoted athletics and abstinence using testimonies
from well known athletes in their Almanac .

"Athletics and Alcohol"

became a favourite topic with abstaining ministers involved in running
Glasgow boysclubs.

This association was limited however because

of the identification of 'pedestrianism' with betting highlighted by
the House of Lords Select Committee on Betting and Gaming of 1902.
Moral suasionists were in fact horrified by the increase in organised
betting prompted by the telegraph and increased prosperity especially
as the problem of street touts was publicised as a social problem by
contributors to Christian World , Contemlorar y Review and Monthly
Review .

Nonconformity was hostile to gambling as gain without effort

or skill, which fostered immoral attitudes productive of anti—social
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and anti-Christian consequences, and established church evangelicals
also supported the National Anti-Gambling League organised by Rowntree
in the 1890's.

A vehicle for criticising the conduct of parish

clergy, royalty and racehorse owning politicians alike, it conditioned
the upper classes to disapproval of gambling but found the working
classes quite incorrigible in this respect.

In addition, athletics'

attraction of the highly individualistic meant that the movement could
not be certain of athletes' example.

Strode-Jackson, winner of an

Olympic medal in 1912, for example boasted of training on cigars and
brandy.
Many reformers had, like Walter Wilson associations with the
city swimming clubs formed from the 1850's onwards and promoted these.
This was predictable given the movement's eulogy of water as a beverage
and health cure, and the interest of Glasgow reformers in the municipal
provision of swimming baths paralleling that of public baths and
washhouses - an aspect of public health with distinct evangelical
overtones.

Such was the backdrop to the rise of the Scottish Amateur

Swimming Association, its support in the West of Scotland, and the
way abstainers like John Lamont, superintendent of the Govan baths
entered municipal service.

Professional swimmers like Webb, Hanlan,

and Davis Dalton in turn provided counter_attractionists with glowing
testimonies to abstinence.84
The movement also publicised the abstainers champion marksmen
produced by the Annual National Rifle Association Championships at
Wimbledon from the 1890's onwards mainly because some reformers were,
like Hope, interested in the Volunteer Movement, a legacy of the
invasion scare of 1859.85
Many however were interested in more 'peaceful' fresh air pursuits
- like rambling, valued as exercise and an encouragement to botany,
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history, and photography.

(The social investigatory photographers

Pnnan Ltd. of Glasgow were of course League subscribers). "Cycling
Corps" were formed in the late 1890's, the relatively high cost of
cycles prior to mass production and sabbatarian disapproval of Sunday
cycling having prevented local labour aristocrats from following the
Glasgow Merchants Cycling Club (1890) earlier.86
Football however was a major counter—attraction.

Football

combined healthy exercise, team spirit and self discipline.

Derby

Temperance Society may have been hostile to it but Scottish reformers
were enthusiastic about this "manly" game, seeing it as a specific
for "the bloated emaciated and ragged race" of urban Scotland.
Reformers like Hope helped provide playing fields for "young tradesmen."
Later efforts were associated with individual churches, often in
alliance with businessmen.

Football, like philanthropy attracted

gentlemen of leisure like Kinnaird (1867-1923: baron 1887) prominent
n the Football Association.

Anateur football clubs for boys were

formed by the Presbyterian and Catholic Churches of Scotland, and the
English Nonconformist chapels, in parallel movements.

These were

counter—attractions to "low street culture", designed to ensure gainful
leisure and successful transition to tradesman status, and to attract
the masses to the churches.

This was the rationale behind the for-

mation of Hibernian (1875) an offshoot of an Edinburgh Catholic Young
Mens' Society, and the many Crusader football teams attached to
Presbyterian youth groups, as the formation of the Scottish Churches
Football Association (1927) reflected.

Working class football culture,

a product of urbanisation greater leisure, the introduction of physical
education in schools and greater literacy, had a distinct temperance
component.

The Scottish Football Association (1873) was founded in a

Glasgow temperance hotel, and in the 1870's and 1880's teams like

Poster publi.shed by the Scottish
Temperance Alliance, Glasgow (ci 940)
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United Abstainers (Crosshill) organised by William Shanks the S.T.L.'s
organising agent and collector, and Glasgow Temperance Athletic
(Saraceri Park) played in the Scottish Cup, their personnel probably
mirroring the League's social hierarchy.

Professionalisation, together

with puritanical misgivings about encouragement of Saturday drinking,
sabbath-breaking, and gambling weakened this connection and led to
prohibitionist claims that counter-attractions were a failure.87
Municipal authorities and firms like

This was not quite so.

Bairds had been persuaded to provide football fields, and a select
few rose from villages like Gleribuck to national renown via football.
As with other counter-attractions football conferred self esteem and
local acclaim denied working men in other spheres e.g. politics, higher
education and commerce.

It brought colour and excitement to otherwise

dull existences, as membership of ritualistic societies like the
I.0.G.T. did, with similar implications for group identity and the
"culture of consolation" studied by Steadman Jones and Meacham.88
With other forces, notably changes in employment trends, moral reform
in general helped transform this sport and popularise it most successfully.

Glasgow and the West of Scotland became the acknowledged hub

of S.F.A. football.

The Glasgow Charities Cup was able to raise

nearly £20,000 over 1875-1900.

Although the ex-footballer-publican

phenomenen soon emerged standards of conduct for players were set which
were adhered to in the inter-war years, as the internationalist George
Brown's career exemplified.
Football however epitomises the way attempts to direct rational
recreation 5to channel the rise of a fairly new recreational nexus,
was frught with problems.

Football, to quote Kyriaston , became a

"working class opiate", and a new secular 'religion'.

The terraces

and sports pages rivalled churches, temperance and 'improving literature'.
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In areas like catering, travel or music ventures which led on from
teetotal pioneer efforts still complemented temperance to some extent.
Yet in effect all rational recreation, designed like'Clarion' efforts
to be a "counter-culture", could be assimilated with older, less
'respectable' forms of popular culture. 89Counter culture was
reduced to the level of mere recreational alternatives in a triumph of
mass entertainment which overshadowed the humanitarian and evangelical
impulse exemplified by temperance, sabbatarianism, and the R.S.P.C.A.
Counter—attractions often flourished on mutual interests of evangelicals
and working men keen to avoid exploitation and to cultivate a 'respectable' image - as sabbatarianism did. 9 °

This alliance was increasingly

tenuous as class consciousness heightened in the late 19th century
and as culture became increasingly secular - a trend ironically
encouraged by pressure for Sunday opening of galleries and gardens.91
Existing evangelical fervour too was diverted via recreation into more
and more sectarian channels, exemplified by the 'Old Firm' divide.92
Further there was nothing to stop the masses from frequenting
coffeerooms and institutes, enjoying the parks, musical entertainments
and trips spawned by the movement and making use of bowling greens
funded by public house trusts, playing snooker or billiards in pubs or
licensed clubs, or betting on quoits - a game hugely popular in the
West of Scotland.

As Bailey noted, 'respectable' behaviour could

still be interpreted by the masses as a function of a particular
occasion, entirely dependent on time and place.

Counter—attractions'

success was directly related to the extent to which they were perceived as "cloaks for religious proselytism" or evidence of class bias as with cocoa-rooms and the R.S.P.C.A.

Unintentionally such reformers

paved the way for Clarionite counter-culture, and also propelled
hostile working men into alliance with groups like the Liberty and
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Property Defence League, defender of the Trade, exacerbating cultural
conflict between the 'respectable' and the rest, and helping to make
laissez faire "a genuinely popular cause."93
'Works-town patriarchs' of the West of Scotland therefore
erected cultural frameworks very similar to those of counterparts in
Reading, Birmingham, and York.

They were more successful in replying

to the "felt wants" of lower middle class groups, "equally out of
place in the middle class hotel and the working class public house",
than the masses - a theme also evident in attempts to inculcate prudent
habits via the thrift movement.94
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pp. 157-8, and K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action" p. 31.
On Mursell, S.P.B.T.A. 1907-8, p. 30.

6.

B. Harrison 'A World of Which We had No Conception: Libera,rrt
and the Temperance Press 1830-72', Victorian Studies, 1969,tçY.4i'29.

7.

Earlier publications included Scottish Temperance Herald and
Abstainers' Advocate (Glasgow, Johnstone 1837) Teetotal Mirror,
(Glasgow, Dr. Foreman, 1838) and, West of Scotland Temperance
Standard, (Paisley 1838) - J. MacNiY"The Birthdays of the
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Temperance and Total Abstinence Movements of Scotland",
Glasgow 1880, P. 32, and E. Morris "History of the
Temperance and Teetotal Societies of Glasgow" p. 229.
On the earliest English publications see B. Harrison
'Drink and Sobriety in England 185.1-72:
A Critical
Bibliography t in
International Review of Social History
1967, No. 2, p. 218.
R. Cowan "The Newspaper in
Scotland:
a Study of the First Expansion 1815-60"
Glasgow, 1946 pp. 351-357.
The League press quickly
dispelled the seditious image.
Dawson Burns "Temperance
Vol. I, pp.363, 368, 396 and 408.
History"
Press
reforms - S.T.L.R. 1860 Annual Business Meeting Resolution
X. On increasing literacy - M. Sanderson 'Literacy
and Social Mobility in the Industrial Revolution in
England', Past and Present, 56, 1972, pp. 75-103,
on rising literacy in the 1830's, L. Stone 'Literacy
and Education in England 1640-1900' Past and Present, 42,
1968, pp. 69-139, especially pp 119 and 126 where it is
claimed that the "the bottom 3O%'s cultural barrier"
was drastically reduced over 1840-90, Scotland's literacy
rate having been a creditable 89% in many areas even
in 1855, and R.K. Webb 'Literacy among the Working
Classes in 19th Century Scotland', Scottish Historical
Review
33, 1954, pp. 101-114.
(Moral suasionists
shared Alison's sentiments - p . 106).
On the popular
press, more important than ever because of the rise
of the daily press - V. Neuburg "Popular Literature:
A History and Guide", Penguin, 1977, Chapter IV, pp. 144234.
On publishers of 'improving literature' operating
parallel to the League - pp . 202-11.
S.T.L.R. 1874
51
noted
the
power
of
the
press.
The
publications
p.
department seemed materialistic to the old guard S.T.L.R. 1875, p. 62.
Gratuitous copies of the Journal
for ministers and Adviser for poor childrene discussed
in S.T.L.R. 1859, p. 5, 1874 p. 51, 1875 p. 63 and
187 p. 59
Such literature doubtless filled a vacuum
created by the demise of Chartist literature - see
A. Wilson 'The Scottish Chartist Press', Scottish Labour
History Society Journal, July, 1971, pp. 3-17.
8. Blackie Sen. was a patron of the Glasgow United Working
Mens' Total Abstinence Society. On Gallie see
The Bookseller, 1.2.1876, p. 94 and A. Aird "Glimpses
of Old Glasgow", pp. 412-4. The movement provided
business for John Menzies etc. Booksellers were cultivated for obvious reasons - see J. MacNair
"Birthdays of the Total Abstinence Movement in Scotland"
Like Guy , some were also philanthropists p. 12.
D. Owen -"English Philanthropy 1660-1960" p. 45.
The tract society agreement aimed at greater access to
the poor and social reform cooperation - S.T.L.R. 1860,
Production details from S.T.L.R. 1862, p. 60,
p. 12.
1860 p. 10-12, 1870, p. 12.
The groups target ed
were evangelical favourites - K. Heasman "Evangelicals
in Action" p. 14. A series by local ministers hoped to
sway "professing Christians" - S.T.L.R. 1860, p. 11.
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the city in "Three Years in a Man Trap" - S.T.L.R.
1874, p. 52, and V. Neuburg "Popular titerature a
Production details History and Guide" pp. 168-70.
S.T.L.R. 1875, p. 63, 1879, p. 59, 1886, pp 63-5 and
Distribution of pictorial tracts 1906, p. 108.
e.g. by A.P. Brown - S.T.L.R. 1909, pp. 89-91 and 1910,
On exports - P. Winskill "Temperance Standard
p. 114.
Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol. II p. 81 and Vol. I
p. 373 on M.L. Hutchinson Mayor of Melbourne, and
originally of Newton Stewart and Thomas Ferguson of
Edinburgh who founded a Melbourne Tract Depot.
The gold rush had necessitated a temperance movement.
On temperance tracts in general see B. Harrison
'Drunkards and Reformers:
Early Victorian Temperance
Tracts',
History Today, Vol. 13, 3, March 1963.
9.

On Clara Lucas Balfour - S.T.L.R. 1879 pp. 18-20,
Dawson Burns "Temperance History" Vol. I, p. 410,
L. Lewis Shiman 'The Band of Hope Movement: Respectable
Recreation for Working Class Children' in Victorian
Studies
Vol. 17, 1973-4, pp. 62-4 and N. Longmate
"The Waterdrjnkers", p. 195, and Adviser 1850, p. 120.
Other sales detailed in S.T.L.R. 1886, pp 62-3 and
1887, p. 65.
TemDerance Lessons

10. N. Longmate "The Waterdrinkers" pp. 130-2, B. Harrison
"Drink and the Victorians" pp. 32, 111-2, 133, 155,
160-6, and 174-6 on temperance lessons and temperance
and education in general.
Knox wrote on "scientific
temperance instruction" in Commonwealth in 1858. Some
radicals, like Hume, had been suspicious of temperance
as a rival to education - Longrnate (supra) p. 92.
On the Nonconformist 'education crusade' see D.W.
Bebbington "The Nonconformist Conscience: Chapel and
Politics 1870-1914"Lock--, 19-.
pp. 66, 73, 75-9,
and 126-152.
Education was of course central to
Liberalism - J. Vincent "The Formation of the Liberal
Party 1857-68" London, 1966, and Harrison (supra)
pp. 29, 219 and 243. On Charles Cameron - J. Roxburgh
"The School Board of Glasgow 1873-1919", London University
Cameron lectured on free education
Press, 1971, p. 163.
to the Glasgow Workingmens' Electoral Association in
1880, introduced an unsuccessful bill thereon in 1881,
and wrote "Free Education" Glasgow, 1880. Reformers
like the Revds. George Gladstone, Fergus Ferguson and
Barr were all school board members, as was Hardie and
many other temperance figures. Hardie advocated temperance lessons as a specific for the "hunger and burst"
lifestyle of many workers in 1883 - F. Reid, 'Kier
Hardie's Conversion to Socialism', "Essays in Labour
History", Vol. II, London, 1971, p. 29.
11. See Scottish Review 1858 p. 53 on the alleged superiority
of Scottish parish schools, high levels of literacy,
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and the "lad o' pairts" supposed ease of access to
further education.
R.Q. Gray "The Labour Aristocracy
in Victorian Edinburgh" pp. 130-1.
Adviser constantly
stressed the utility of education e.g. the 1856 issue
p. 134.
12. Glasgow United Total Abstainers' Association Annual
Report 1853, S.T.L.R. 1864, p. 38,
Good Templar , 1870,
p. 43, J. Roxburgh "The School Board of Glasgow 18731919", p. 9 and A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow", p. 189.
On truancy see Roxburgh (supra) pp190-4.
On the E.I.S. A.J. Belford "A Centenary Handbook of the E.I.S."
Edinburgh, 1946.
On the Inspectorate - T.L. Bone "School
Inspection In Scotland, 1840-1966", University of London,
1968.
13. D. Owen "English Philanthropy 1660-1960" pp 2, 27-8, 31,
35. On the dangers of wide reading without moral purpose
and religious faith and concern for 'the child' Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, Jan. 1899, p. 2, and
July 1911, pp 158-9.
W. Chambers "Story of a Long and
Busy Life", p. 67.
On religious bigotry - J. Handley
"The Irish in Modern Scotland", Cork, 1947, pp. 107,
on Maynooth and Chapter IV 'Religious and Racial Discord'
pp. 93-121 in general, and pp 218-219 on the Education
(Scotland) Act of 1872. On organisation, somewhat
patchy perhaps,of a Catholic bloc vote in school board
elections, via the Catholic Union, 3. McCaffrey 'Politics
and the Catholic Community Since 1878', Innes Review,
29, 1978, pp 145-6.
D. Bebbington "The Nonconformist
Conscience: Chapel and Politics 1870-1914" London, 192t,
A. Drummond and 3. Bulloch "The
pp. 76-8, 126-152.
Church in Victorian Scotland 1843-1874", EdinburTE1975,
J. Roxburgh "The School Board of Glasgow
pp. 98-107.
1873-1919" pp 11, 15-19 and on Lang 253:
There was a
'Temperance Catechism' - see P. Winskill "Temperance
Standard Bearers of the 19th Century" Vol. 1, p. 327
and S.T.L.R. 1879, p. 20 on Robert Wilson of Glasgow,
author of the "Temperance Shorter Catechism". On the
breakdown of + time education - Roxburgh pp. 85-97,
and on expanding school provision, benefitting the
labour aristocrat sector largely, pp. 130, 137-8 et seq.
14. H.V. Emy
"Liberals, Radicals, and Social Politics
1892-1914", Cambridge, 1973, p. 105.
Teetotal views
echoed T.H. Green's stress of promotion of citizenship
via development of state education which influenced
the younger generation of Liberals. See Rechabite and
Temperance Magazine July 1911, p. 158 (on influence of
Professor John McCunn's 'Ethics of Citizenship') and
the issue of Jan. 1902 leader 'Training Citizens'.
See James Coates, vegetarian phrenologist and spiritphotographer of Crosshill, Glasgow, discussed in
Chapter VIII, Part I.
Chamberlainite assumption
that public health and educational reform were but two
sides of one coin was quite widely held and relevant
here. W.N. Edwards "The Temperance Compendium", London,
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1907, p. 14, and Rechabite and Temperance Magazine,
July 1911, P. 159.
Moral suasionists were quick to
support ragged schools. Guthrie's name was the first to
be utilised by the League in its campaign for temperance
lessons - Scottish Review, 1858, p. 163.
On Guthrie
see Chapter 8, Part ii.For English parallels B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians" pp 174 and 351.
Temperance reformers were prominent amongst those
interested in juvenile delinquency - Proceedings of the
National Association for the Promotion of Social
Science, 1862, also Roxburgh "TheSchool Board of
Glasgoi 1873-1919", pp. 190-1. Quarrier, Barnardo,
Annre McPherson, Miss White, Mrs Bright of Liverpool
and Father Nugent all had connections with the movement
too - see Chapter 8, and the League subscription lists
suggest links with several "industrial orphan institutions". See later sections on theatre and women for
The E.I.S. had, from its
the "purity" connection.
origins in the 1840's, common personnel e.g. the Bryce
family, the Polish radical Woiski and the astronomer
Njchol, its evangelical component in general, and
chairmen of the Glasgow School Board in particular A.J. Balfour "A Centenary Handbook of the E.I.S.",
Edinburgh, 1946.
15. Scottish Review 1858 (supra) D. Jamie "John Hope:
Philanthropist and Reformer", Edinburgh, 1907, Sftadow
(pseud.), "Midnight Scenes and Social Photographs
being Sketches of Life in the Street, Wynds and Dens of
the City" Glasgow 1858, p. 138, S.T.L.R. 1874, Resolution
VIII, and S.T.L.R. 1875, obituary of John Anderson who
had campaigned for the Act.
16. Tweedie published Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson's classic
temperance textbook in 1878. Barr wrote injW4ar
vein - 'James Barr B.D. M.P.' Records of theAChurch
History Society 1982, p. 198.
S.T.L. Minute Book 1870-6,
January 1873 ri.p., S.T.L.R. 1877, p. 65,
Rechabite
Guardian 10, Feb. 1878 p. 6, Glasgow Wine Sj5irit and
Beer Trade Annual Report 1879, p. 18.
17. S.T.L.R. 1883, p. 79, 1886, p. 72, and 1899, p. 62.
The U.S.A. had had such
18. S.T.L.R. 1890 p. 72, and 77.
legislation since 1883. See the article by Cora Francis
Stoddart 'Temperance Education in the U.S.A. ' in
Scottish Temperance Annual 1907 pp. 104-9. She alleged
that Mary Hunt was connected with British moves for
compulsory temperance instruction, but I have been unable
to substantiate this. Hunt wrote "Epoch of the 19th
Century - Outline of work for Scientific Temperance
Education in the Public SfIoo1s of Boston", Boston,
¶89T.
This "cultural lendIease" worked both ways.
Dr. McCosh of Princeton who promoted temperance instruction in America in the 1860's and 1870's was originally
a Church of Scotland minister in Ayrshire. A disciple
and admirer of Chalmers, his outlook was conditioned by
the lascivious Ayrshire peasantry and home mission work
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in Brechin. He was also associated with the 1877
World Alliance of Reformed Churches as were many
temperance reformers - J. Hoeveler "James McCosh in the
Scottish Intellectual Tradition: from Scotland to
Princeton"
Princeton University Press, 1981, P. Winskill
"Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol.
II, p. 203 and I p. 203 on the teetotal American
publisher who arranged his emigration. On cross
currents in educational reform in general, see
F. Thistlethwaite "The Anglo-American Connection in the
early 19th Century", Philadelphia, 1959, pp. 132-152.
For an American perspective - N. Mervinsky 'Scientific
Temperance Education in the Schools', History of
Education Quarterly, 1, 1961, pp. 48-56.
J. Roxburgh "The School Board of Glasgow 1873-1919"
pp. 13-14 on female voters, and pp. 113-4 on "Specific
Subjects".
19. S.T.L.R. 1891, p. 77, 1893, p. 76, 1897, p. 85, T.L.
Bone "School Inspection in Scotland 1840-1966", University
of London, 1968, p. 140, and Roxburgh (supra) pp. 192,
S.T.L.R. 1894, p. 75.
139, 185 and 204.
Scottish Band
of Hope Union Report 1908, p. 12, and S.T.L. Board
Minute Book 1870-1.
20. S.T.L.R. 1894, p. 85, 1897 p. 85.
21. S.T.L.R. 1898, p.84.
22. J. Roxburgh "The School Board of Glasgow", pp. 190 et
seq on Allan's evidence before the 1915 Committee of
Enquiry on Reformatory and Industrial Schools, and pp.
174-193 on William Mitchell J.P., a 'Free Kirker',
self-made man, Director of the Juvenile Delinquency
Board, director of the S.P.C.C., founder of East Park
Children's Home, and school board member for 27 years,
and author of "Rescue the Children", London, 1886, and
"Neglected Children in our Towns and Cities", Glasgow,
1891.
E. Miller "Century of Change 1875-1975:
100
Years of Training Home Economics Students in Glasgow"
Glasgow, 1975, pp. 9-13.
School meetings were held at
Provanside, Grove St., Elmbank, Napiershall St.,
Canning Place, Dovehill, Overnewton, Gorbals and Newlands in Glasgow in 1906 - S.P.B.T.A. 1906-7, p. 26.
S.T.L.R. 1898-9, p.93.
23. Teachers Connected with the League
1879
1883
1887
1890
1891

150
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179
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1894
1899
1906
1910
1915

179
221
132
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On work amongst the Normal School Students see S.T.L.R.
1877, p. 54, Resolution VI, May, 1876.
Assumptions
that temperance "prepared the ground" for education
(noted by B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians" p. 351
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S.T.L.R. 1889 P. 93 and 1900,
gained ground belatedly.
In
Scottish
Temperance
Annual, 1905, p. 314.
p. 99.
1879 League teachers with the F.E.I.S. degree amounted
to 1%, by 1893 5%, 1901 6%, 1906 10.6% and 1914 10.4%.
10% was high given that the F.E.I.S., according to the
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graduates. The 1877 Constitution reduced the number
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E.I.S. and to educational theorists.
Yet the emphasis
was still on restricting the F.E.I.S. to a select group,
vastly superior in status to 'associates', junior and
senior, not to mention ordinary members. Scottish
TemDerance Annual 1910-11.
24. S.T.L.R. 1900 p. 97 and 1902 pp.105-6.
25. S.T.L.R. 1903 p. 98, 1902 p. 105, 1904 p. 127.
A similar
scheme with gold and silver medals was begun by John
Henderson, a S.P.B.T.A. director and Ayrshire school
board member.
S.T.L.R. 1905, P. 108.
26. S.T.L.R. 1905, p. 114, Scottish Temperance Annual 1905
Scottish Band of Hope Union Report 1908
pp. 132-4.
25-6,
W.
Walker 'Dundee's Disenchantment with
pp.
Churchill ' , Scottish Historical Revie'1970, p. 89
for Dundee Social Union's "Report on Housing and Industrial
Conditions in Dundee" 190S, and W. Walker "Juteopolis:
Dundee and its Textile Workers 1885-1923" Edinburgh,
1979, pp. 74, 79-80, 82, 85, 92, 108-9, 200-1, 279,
284.
S.T.L.R. 1906, p.114.
27. S.T.L.R. 1906, p. 115 and A. Belford "A Centenary
Handbook of the E.I.S.", p. 139.
28. Rechabite and Temperance Magazine Sept. 1900 'Physical
Drill in Schools' and L.M. Simpson "Education, Imperialism and National Efficiency in England 1895-1905",
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Glasgow University, 1979.
Article of J. Gulland M.P. in Scottish Temperance Annual,
1906, p. 47.
On this public health shift see Glaister's
On S.P.B.T.A.
"The Hygiene of Schools", Glasgow 1895.
board candidates - S.P.B.T.A. 1906-7, p. 30, 1909-10,
On I.O.G.T.'s p. 27 and 1910-11 pp 16 and 29.
Scottish Temperance Annual, 1906, p. 47; and on the
I.O.R.'s Rechabite and Temperance Magazine Jan. 1886,
p. 18, Nov. 1891, p. 342, May 1897 p. 118 and June 1900
This helped make school boards "an interesting
p. 143.
mixture of businessmen and labour aristocrats", as
Walker noted in 'Dundee's Disenchantment with Churchill
'The School and Incidental Temperance
(supra) p. 89.
Teaching', Scottish Temperance Annual 1908, pp. 51-7.
Scottish Band of Hope Union Report 1908 pp 18-30.
Scottish Temperance Annual 1910 pp 25-6.
See Biographical Appendix.
Reformers associated with
corn products from McGavin onwards abound.
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See
30. S.T.L.R. 1910 pp 32 and 113, and 1911 P. 121.
descriptions of Nonconformist pressure group action on
education in C. Binfield "So Down to Prayers: Studies
in English Nonconformity 7-1920", (rii.
0. Bebbington "The Nonconforist Conscience: Chapel
and Politics 1870-1914" pp. 126-152 especially, and
S. Koss "Nonconformity in Modern British Politics"
London, 1975, pp. 8, 16-17, 23-7, 103-4, 109, 112,
121, 124 and 187. Binfield Chapter IV, pp . 80-91 and 210.
31. The Syllabus appears in S.T.L.R. 1911 pp 97-8.
Scottish Band of Hope Union Report 1911, p. 15, 1912,
p. 15, 1913 p. 8, and Scottish Band of Hope Union Board
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G. Pine 'The
Temperance Syllabus:
how can its influence be extended?'
Scottish TemDerance Annual 1912,pp 50-3. A. Belford
"A Centenary Handbook of the E.I.S." pp. 142-5. 1946.
S.T.L.R. 1914 p. 177.
32. G. Williams and G. Brake "Drink in Great Britain
1900-79" London, 1980, p. 95 on the Royal Commission of
1929 and pp. 181-8.
Alcohol as a drug had been central
to moral suasion and had been backed by the testimony
of Sir Victor Horsley etc. "Centenary of the Total
Abstinence Movement 1832-1932" Centenary Committee,
Glasgow 1932 p. 81.
"Scoftfh Temperance Alliance What it is and What it Does" Glasgow, 1936.
Good TemDlar Educational Work.
33. N. Lorigmate "The Waterdrinkers" pp20 and 61, B. Harrison
"Drink and the Victorians" p. 118 and 137.
Temperance
Spectator 1861 p. 4f describes Dr. Lees' visit to the
Calton Mechanics'.
Institutes have featured in unpublished research e.g. R. Wildman "A Social History of
Scottish Working Class Education 1800-72, with particular reference to Glasgow", Edinburgh, unpublished
Ph.D. thesis 1977.
On the Rodger brothers' Ruthergien
Institute - W. Ross Shearer "50 Years!
The Story of
the Ruthergien Evangelistic Institute 1885-1935",
Ruthergien, 1935.
(Its attraction was partly due to
its provision of baths for the community - p. 9).
James Roxburgh "The School Board of Glasgow" p. 23,
A. Gillespie "Sir Michael Connal and his Young Menbs
Institute", Glasgow, n.d. and on Connal (1817-93).
Transactfons of the Natural History Society of Glasgow,
Vol. 4, pp. 148-51, and "Diary of Sir Michael Connal"
Glasgow, 1895. On Thomas Corbett, founder ôf Glasgow
Central Workingmens' Club and Institute see its Minutes,
29 April 1880, and Scottish Reformer, Jan. 25, 1908.
See W. Chambers "Story of a Long and Busy Life" pp. 97-9,
D. Keir "The House of Collins", Collins, 1952, p. 201,
E. Wilson "WaUer Wilson 1849-1917" Glasgow, 1920, p. 58,
T. Hamilton "The Temperance Reformation in Scotland
with Special Reference to Dunlop and Greenock iaz1929", p. 27,
Glasgow Argus, Oct. 31, 1857, S.T.L.R.
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1909, pp. 76-7 for strong League connections with
Glasgow Commercial College, estd. in Steel's Coffee
House.
34. E.H. Welfare "The World Our Field", pp 54-5, I.N.
Pierce "I.O.G.T.: A History of the Order" pp.10-il,
W.W. Turnbull "A History of the I.O.G.T." p. 81, and
Welfare (supra) p. 50.
35. The Commercial College had also taught elocution SomeGlasgow Argus Sept. 19, 1857 and Oct. 24 1857.
times Gaelic was fostered - MacLaren, the Revd. William
Ross, and Professor Calderwood were of course prominent
in the Society for the Support of Gaelic Schools see its Annual Report, 1878. Shorthand was more common.
See 1. Honeyman "Good Templary in Scotland: its Work
and Workers", p. 22. Hardie for example was caught up
in this drive - F. Reid 'Keir Hardie's Conversion to
Socialism' in A. Briggs and J. Saville "Essays in Labour
History 1882-1923", London 1971, pp. 17-47, especially
pp 21, 23.
Shorthand was a feature of Hope's societies,
as a calculated counter more to the rise of the Catholic
press, of the Rechabites, and even of organisations on
the fringes of the movement like the City and County
House Purchase Co. - such was the appeal of temperance
to certain 'commercial ' classes.
See Chapter IV,
Parts ii and iv.
Counter-attractions.
36. P. Snowden "Socialism and the Drink Traffic", London,
1908, pp 81-2.
37. B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians" pç297-8.
38. G.B. Wilson "Alcohol and the Nation", London, 1940,
p. 246, A.G. Docherty 'Urban Working Class Recreation
in Scotland in the years before 1914', Edinburgh,
unpublished MA thesis',J. Begg "Drunkenness and
Pauperism", Edinburgh, 1850, p. 15, D. and C. Guthrie
"Memoir of Thomas Guthrie" Edinburgh, 1880, pp. 279-281
Glasgow Argus, Oct. 31, 1857 and A. Sherwell "The
Drink Peril in Scotland", London, 1903, p. 55.The
following pages are influenced by B. Harrison's
'Religion and Recreation in 19th Century England',
Past and Present, 38, Dec. 1967, pp. 98-125, and B.
Harrison "Peaceable Kingdom: Stability and Change in
Modern Britain" Oxford, 1982, Chapter V, pp. 217-259.
39. D. Mclure "Commonsense" 1852, preface iv, D. and C.
Guthrie "Memoir of Thomas Guthrie" p. 24, Duchess of
Rutland "How Intemperance has been Successfully Combat ed" London, 1893 p. 18, S.P.B.T.A. 1895-6, p. 24,
quote from the Free Church Home Mission Extension
Report', 'Recreation, What and When?' and 'Recreation'
by Professor Kirk in Good Templar July 1871, p. 41, and
June 1871.
Kirk felt that "the soul when it is entire
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and not narcoticised abhors silliness." On the crusade
against brutality - R. Malcolnison "Popular Recreations
in English Society 1750-1850" Cambridge, 1973, and
Harrison 1 Religion and Recreation in 19th Century
England' (supra) pp. 99-103, 108, 116-119 on the
R.S.P.C.A. plus Harrison's "Peaceable Kingdom: Stability
and Change in Modern Britain", Oxford, 198Z, Chapter II,
'Animals and the State in 19th Century England', pp.
82-122.
40. Glasgow Abstainers' Union "Sixty Years Work 1854-1914"
Glasgow, 1914, p. 67.
A. Sherwell "The Drink Peril in
Scotland", pp. 46-8. This exaggeration has been adopted
uncritically - see K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action",
On Lovett and pub music - B. Harrison "Drink
p. 3.
and the Victorians", p. 222.
See I. Donnachie 'Drink
and Society 1750-1850: Some Aspects of the Scottish
Experience', Scottish Labour Uistory Society Journal,
13, 1979, pp.14-15, 'The Social and Economic Roles of
the Public House'.
41. H. Levy "Drink an Economic and Social Study", pp. 111-7,
D. and C. Guthrie "Memoir of Thomas Guthrie", p. 283,
A. Sherwell "The Drink Peril in Scotland" p. 59. On
Sabbatarianism, see Glasgow Abstainers' Union "Sixty
Years Work 1854-1914" p. 55, on Sunday trains,
C. Robertson 'Early Scottish Trains and the Observance
of the Sabbath', Scottish Historical Review, 57, 1978,
On the activities of the Lord's Day
pp. 151-166.
Observance Society - Harrison 'Religion and Recreation
in 19th Century England' (supra) led by rural clergy,
and "with some genuine working class support, pp 103-5,
and "Peaceable Kingdom: Stability and Change in Modern
Britain", p. 126, p' 127-8, 132, 135, 139-40 (on methods)
126-132 and 148 (support)
Glasgow Argus
Sept. 19,
1854, 'Lay Lecture XIII'.
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42. D. Jamie "John Hope Philanthropist and Reformer" p. 44,
D. Burns "Temperance History" Vol. 1, p. 364, S.A.S.D.
"Report on Refreshment and Reading Rooms for the
Working Classes", Edinburgh1853, S.T.L.R. 1857 p.56
and 1862, p. 71. Duchess of Rutland "How Temperance
Has Been Successfully Combatted", p. 16,
P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th
Century" Vol. U, pp 248 and 183, and Vol. I, p. 392
on French, father of the Revd. Robert of Bootle.
43. Glasgow had always had coffee houses - see J.A. Hammerton
"Sketches of Glasgow" Glasgow, 1893 p. 86, and
D. Daiches "Glasgow" London, 1977, p. 68.
On this movement see N. Longmate "The Waterdrinkers"
pp. 8, 35, 195, 206-10, B. Harrison "Drink and the
Victorians" pp. 38-9, 304, and 312, and K. Heasman
"Evangelicals in Action", pp. 137-44, 146, 292.
E. Morris "History of the Temperance and Teetotal
Societies of Glasgow" p. 93, and "W.W." (pseud.)
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"Selections from My Correspondence", Glasgow, 1877,
p. 91. Coffee had long been thought good for "the
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44. E. Mein "Through Four Reigns", Edinburgh p.p. 1948.
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English Historical Review'July, 1967, p. 519 - this
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Power", London, 1965, p. 65.
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(supra) pp 206-8, and E. Cotton "Our Coffee Room"
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had Shaftesbury's moral support. On Greenock and Dundee
ventures see 1. Hamilton "The Temperance Reformation
in Scotland with special reference to Dunlop and
Greenock", p. 35 and I.O.R. "Bonnie Dundee Souvenir"
I.O.R., 1925, p. 21 and on Mauchline see P. Winskill
"Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century",
Duchess of Rutland "How Intemperance
Vol. II, p. 200.
On wine lodges,
was Successfully Combat ed", p. 18.
Longmate (supra) p. 209, and on this Glasgow case,
"Reminiscences: a Narrative and Record of the Extraordinary Proceedings of the Magistrates at the Annual
Licensing Court of 1884", Glasgow, Wine Spirit and Beer
More confidence
Trade Association, Glasgow, 1884, p. 23.
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attached - see TheAyrshire Post Dec. 17, 1880 p. 1.
'Ayr Coffee Housnnouncement' • Schemes like the
Yates' reflected 23 and 23 Vict. C27 (1860) and 1861
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of Liquor Licensing 1700-1830". Cass reprint 1963,
p. 141.
47. Glasgow Abstainers' Union "Sixty Years Work 1854-1914"
Local engineers produced patented fold-away
p. 59.
stoves etc. for this. On Angela Burdett Coutts, noted
for East End philanthropy and a mock Gothic settlement
at Holly Village, Highgate London, and the first
woman to be raised to the peerage in her own right
D. Orton "Made of Gold: A biography of Angela BurdettCoutts" London, 1980, K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action"
p p 83, 150, 222, 279, and F.K. Prochaska "Women and
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A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow", pp 15-16,
p. 221,
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112,
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Adviser 1851 p. 215,
S.1.L.R. 1863 p. 35 on consumption and faddists.
Russian tea - Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, Feb.
1891, p. 40.
On later consumption - Longmate (supra)
p. 211 and G.B. Wilson "Alcohol and the Nation", p. 251.
S.P.B.T.A. 1901-2, p.21.
49. See S.T.L.R. 1894 obituary of Cranston.
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Business History Collection.
Macintosh and the Modern Movement" London, 1952,
pp. 45, 49, 121-47, and 225 and specific references to
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Room ventures. On the middle class lady - E. Burton
"The Early Victorians at Home 1837-61", Harlow, 1972
p. 152.
51. See John Lennox's, Stockwell St. Venture - P. Winskill,
"Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century" Vol.
II, p. 166.
On the Hind Smiths - Dawson Burns "Temperance
History"
Vol. II, p. 135, N. Longmate "The Waterdrinkers"
p. 210, S.T.L.R. 1877 p. 55, 1878, p. 46 and 1879, p. 37,
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pp 69-70, and Good Templar, July, 1872, P. 276, arid
Dec. 1872, p. 357, K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action"
p. 139, and B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians",
pp 225, 304.
52. On the Gothenburg scheme - B. Harrison (supra) pp 274,
277, 281, 342, 385, 403, N. Longmate "The Waterdrinkers"
pp 232-3, and 270, and Sherwell and Rowntree "British
Gothenburg Experiments", London, 1901. See Rechabite
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53. Tea was imported direct from India from 1834 on J.K. MiJowall "The People's History of Glasgow", p. 45.
On tea dealers - Glas g ow Argus Aug. 29, 1857,
"Stratten's Glasgow", London, 1891, pp. 173, 202, 230-1,
146, 114 and 96,
E. Wilson "Walter Wilson 1849-1917",
Glasgow, 1920, W.H. Marwick "Economic Developments in
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1973) p. 100, on Muir "Who Was Who" (1897-1916),
Scotsman Aug. 7, 1903, Gowan and Gray "The Lord
Provost of Glasgow 1833-1902" Glasgow, 1902, pp. 461-6.
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and P. Mathias "Retailing Revolution", Longmans, 1967.
On Douglas, P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers
of the 19th Century", Vol. I, p. 322.
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in Sleaford and trained in Spalding and London,
"Stratten 's Glasgow", London, 1891, pp 55-6.
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and town councillor 1848-80, excepting 1865-8, and
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P. Winskill "Temperance Standard
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books like W.N. Edwards' "The Beverages We Drink",
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p. 383.
55. S.T.L.R. 1914 p. 187. R.G. Hervey the assistant advertising manager for Oxo in London was originally a
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S.P.B.T.A. 1874, p. 9.
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and
Medical
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Tl supported cocoa's claims to be a health
food. Cocoa was a relatively new breakfast treat in
the 1830's - E. Burton "The Early Victorians at Home
N. Lofiiiiate "The Waterdrinkers"
1837-61", p. 139.
248.
p.
Glasgow Herald 4.2.1981,
56. Stratten's Glasgow, p. 126.
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& Co., 1980, "Stratten's Glasgow", pp 120, 78-9, on
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Victualling Trades Review, 1906, p. 323, and on
Bratby and Hinchcliffe, aerated water engineers, pp
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57. W.W. "Selections from My Correspondence" p. 91, E. Morris
"History of the Temperance and Teetotal Societies of
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P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th
Century", Vol. I, p. 40, S.T.L.R. 1857 and 1874 subscription lists suggest the total number of hotels and
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p. 74.
1952, p. 176.
58. On the Ormesby's and Mckinlays see P. Winskill (supra)
Vol. II, pp 293 and 211 and "Stratten's Glasgow"
pp 250-1. On the Stewart Baths at Rothesay which
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pp 255-6, and on Crieff Hydro p. 315-6. See E. Burton
"The Early Victorians at Home 1837-61" pp. 110-12.
See Chapter 4, Part IV on convalescent homes etc.
59. See Biographical Appendix on the Cranstons. A descendant ,
Dr. Mackin lay of Kilbarchan informs me that
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Robert Cranston died an enormously wealthy man. He
devised a trust whereby his grandchildren would inherit
his fortune - if they were abstainers. Although his
family was huge by the Trust's division the benefits of
See S.T.L.R. 1883, P. 78,
abstinence were substantial.
Rechabite and Temperance Magazine Apr. 1887, p. 79,
advertisements S.T.L.R. 1861 p. 2.
On MacLaren,
J.B. Mackie "The Life and Work of Duncan MacLaren", 2
Vols., London, 1888.
On Lossocks' - S.T.L.R. 1890
Hotel List.
Temperance Excursions.
60. Glasgow Argus Sept. 19, 1857, 'Tod & McGregor's Trip to
Millport.'
R. Murray "Annals of Barrhead" Gibson,
Barrhead 1942, pp 50-51.
61. Glasgow Abstainers' Union "Sixty Years Work 1854-1914"
p. 57. See Annual Reports of Glasgow United Total
Abstainers' Association, 1853 and 1854.
62. Rechabite Guardian, Nov. 1877 p. 3, 'A Glasgow Fair by
a Glasgow Clergyman', Revd. A. Wallace "Pleasure Trips"
S.T.L. Tract, 59, n.d.
On Cook - S.T.L.R. 1894, p. 86.
P. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th
Century" Vol. I, p. 257, N. Longrnate "The Waterdrinkers"
pp 134 and 193, and J. Pudney "The Thomas Cook Story",
London, 1953.
12, 1854, 'A Sail
Glasgow Argus
Sept
to Millport', and D. McLure "Commonsense", Glasgow,
1852.
On Frame - Lancashire Evening Post, April 15,
1981 . Frame died in T934 but the firm he founded now
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V. Vale 'The British Temperance
Emigration Society', Bulletin of the British Association
for American Studies, Dec. 1964, and H.L. Malchow
"Population Pressures: Emigration and Government in
late 19th Century Britain", Paola Alta, 1979, describe
iiiTgration schemes.
Union Transit Co. - see e.g.
S.P.B.T.A. 1911-12, p. 90.
On Lunn - D. Bebbington
"The Nonconformist Conscience: Chapel and Politics
1870-1914", p. 63.
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by Edward Grubb in Dr. Renwick's (temperance and
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and Teetotal Societies of Glasgow" pp 100-101, 1.
Honeyman "Good Templary its Work and Workers" pp. 12-16,
S.P.B.T.A. 1883-4, p. 6, Rechabite and Temperance
Magazine, Sept. 1887, p. 208 and June ¶896 p. 1441,
S.T.L.R. 1890 p. 72, 1894 p. 84, S.P.B.T.A. 1892-3, p. 9,
T. Hamilton "The Temperance Reformation in Scotland
with Special Reference to Dunlop and Greenock" p. 44,
AWilson "Walter Wilson 1849-1917" p. 130.
On travel 's
competition with drink see Lord Grey, Chairman of the
N.E. Railway Company quoted in G.B. Wilson "Alcohol
See S.T.L.R.
and the Nation", London, 1940, p. 247.
1883, p. 74 'Intoxicants in Pullman Cars' and p. 79
See Chapter 8, Part iii
'Railway Refreshment Rooms'.
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Parks and Gardens.
64. J. Begg "Drunkenness and Pauperism", p. 15, on
Kelvingrove bought in 1852 see Glasgow Argus , Sept.
19, 1857.
65. D. Fraser "Power and Authority in the Victorian City"
Oxford, 1979, p. 170 et seq on the evolution of the
'social role' of the Victorian city.
Town Council
Committee Lists 1882-3.
Glasgow Corporation.
"Municipal Glasgow" Glasgow, 1914 p. 190. See Biographical Appendix - Bilsiand etc.
66. A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow" p. 169, Town Council
Committee Lists - Sub Committee on Parks and Galleries.
The Elders combined the gift of a park with that of an
institute.
James Dick ( -1902) also gifted Cathkin
Park and the Institute at Kilmarnock, and made donations
to the Technical College and Cathedral organ fund.
Like Colville and Chishoim he was associated with the
Foundry Boys.
He was a councillor and bailie and
bequeathed Glasgow charities £82,000 - The Bailie,
1902, and D. Adam, "Local and Municipal Souvenir of
Glasgow 1837-1897", Glasgow, 1897, p. 81.
(Bailie
Thomas Dick was also resident in Pollockshields but a
Sir John
family connection cannot be established).
Stirling Maxwell, born London 1866, educated Eton and
Cambridge,had estates in Pollock and Roxburghshire.
M.P. for the College Division of Glasgow 1895-1906
and President of Glasgow Atheneum,his family were associated with the arts.
He gifted a recreation ground
in 1888 and a 10 year lease of the Pollock estates in
1911 - "Glasgow and Lanarkshire Illustrated" p. 20 and
"Who's Who in Glasgow" 1909.
He regarded local veto as
"a crude and violent measure" although his interests
met moral suasionists' here - Rechabite and Temperance
Magazine, April, 1896, p. 121.
On Corbett - Glasgow
Corporation "Municipal Glasgow" pp 179-180, Scottish
Reformer 25.1.1908 (his speech on receipt of freedom
of the city of Glasgow) Corbett Papers University
Arch i yes.
67. On fountains - J.K. M'Dowall "The People's History of
Glasgow" with introduction by J. Gilfillan, 1899
reprinted Glasgow, 1970, p. 82. At the turn of the
century Glasgow had 104 drinking fountains and 27 water
troughs. Some were associated with Francis Smith,
Bailie McLennan, James Crum, Walter McFarlane and local
Free Churches. A Collins Memorial fountain was erected
to "Water Wullie" at Jail Square in 1881 by public
subscription - an area associated with the excesses of
the Glasgow Fair - see A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow"
p. 54.
The Collins Fountain complemented John
Henderson's efforts to raise the popular Glasgow Green's
tone by purchase of "Mummford's Theatre" for evangelistic services there - J. Hammerton "Sketches from
Fountains in cities
Glasgow", Glasgow, 1893, p. 65.
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like Liverpool and London, courtesy of a Metropolitan
Free Drinking Fountain Association dated from the
1850's.
In Glasgow old wells dried up, but Corporation
fountains were erected in the 1860's. Sir James Bain
erected one in 1873 - others were added in honour of
Hugh Macdonald, Bailie James Martin, Lord Provost
Stewart and the introduction of Loch Katrine water see A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow", pp. 156-60,
S.T.L.R. 1883, p. 65, S.T.L.R. 1899, (on Lamberton's
gift to the South Sidein 1898) and "Glasgow and
Lanarkshire Illustrated", p. 20, and Glasgow Corporation
"Municipal Glasgow 1 ' pp. 165, 167, 173, and N. Longmate
"The Waterdrinkers" p. 200. Fountains were encouraged
by water-drinking, a vogue for sculpture, and developments in water engineering - B. Read "Victorian
Sculpture", Yale, 1982, and G. Binnie "Early Victorian
Water Engineers", Telford 1982. On water supplies Sir J.D. Marwick "Glasgow: the Water Supplies of the
City", Glasgow, 1901, J. Colston, "Edinburgh and
District Water Supply", Edinburgh 1890, and D. Lewis
"Edinburgh Water Supply - A Sketch of its History, Past
and Present", Edinburgh, 1908, and B. Harrison
"Drink and the Victorians", pp38, 298-300.
68.

Botanical gardens had distinctly evangelical overtones
see J. Prest "The Garden of Eden: the Botanic Garden
and the Re-Creation of Paradise", Yale, 1982 - whereas
some parks were influenced by the Scottish Burial
Reform Society of the 1890's. See e.g. M. Allan
"William Robinson 1838-1935" London, 1982.

69.

A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow", p. 171, Rechabite
and Temperance Magazine 1889, 'Books and Reading' on
botany, Glasgow Argus, Nov. 7, 1857, on the Hutcheson
and Victoria Gardens allotments Aird (supra) pp. 172-3,
and on the allotments movement H. Levy "Drink: an
The
Economic and Social Study" London, 1951, p. 114.
City and County House Purchase Co.'s support for "Petite
Culture Cottages" with overhead gardens yielding
income to tenants had Chartist tones - Journal for the
Home About the Home, July-Sept. 1910 'Petite Culture
Cottages', and Jan.-Mar. 1910, pp 191-2, article by
T.M. Scotland C.E. of Tollcross, on Bourneville schemes.
For the connection with Hydepark Loco. Works - S.P.B.T.A.
1887-8 p. 13 on the death of John Nielson, a supporter
of S.P.B.T.A. and S.T.L.
Music

70.

Brass bands were first introduced in parks and Glasgow
Green in 1873, and a police band from 1881 J.K. M'Dowall "The People's History of Glasgow",4(ascit.IS3
On music in the Kibble Palace - S.T.L.R. 1885, p. 235.
These musical promenades were expensive (1/-) and a
middle class preserve. By the late 1890's however
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"instrumental music" was provided in parks like Queen's
Park twice a week in summer months. 0. Jamie "John
Hope, philanthropist and Reformer", p. 304, Glasgow
Abstainers Union "Sixty Years Work 1854-1914" p. 55.
Some concession was made to love of singing. Penny
programmes with the words of the songs were available Glasgow Argus, Sept. 12, 1857.
The latter was
sympathetic and advocated 1requent attendance" - Oct.
31, 1857.
Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, Jan.
1886, p
19-20, S.P.B.T.A. 1896-7, p. 41, Scottish
Temperance Annual 1898, T. Honeyman "Good Templary:
its Work and Workers" p. 54, and Adviser, 1850, p. 7.
71. 0. & C. Guthrie "Memoir of Thomas Guthrie", p. 280,
S.T.L.R. 1859 preface. Thomas Steel Govan, a founder
and past president of the G.A.IJ. was typical of many
also active in the League - S.T.L.R. 1883, p. 81.
See Francis Fullar's paper on rational recreation to
the British Association in Glasgow in 1876 - S.T.L.R.
1877, p. 44.
72. D. Jamie "John Hope Philanthropist and Reformer" p. 304,
Adviser Feb. 1850, and Feb. 1851, S.P.B.T.A. '[893-4,
pp. 10 and 12, and G. Best "Mid Victorian Britain
1851-70" pp. 193, 196, 220, 223.
73. D. Paton, thesis, p. 96 et seq.
See "Stratten's Glasgow"
p. 177 for Morrison Bros. (estd. 1822 by Gallie).
The rise of cheap popular music led to the establishment
of several Glasgow music shops in the mid Victorian
period e.g. James S. Kerr (1863) Bayley Ferguson (1869)
Mozart Allen (1868) and the Glasgow Music Centre (1868).
Stewart's biography appears in P. Winskill "Temperance
Standard Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol. II, p. 134.
N. Longmate "The Waterdrinkers" p. 199 for English
Crawford, Gibson, Sterling and Pierpoint
parallels.
appear in Winskill (supra) Vol. I pp. 274 and 404, and
This was the era of sheet
Vol. II, pp 325 and 323.
music par excellence - necessitating the 1906 Copyright
Act.
74. A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow" pp. 190-194, on
Dundee Choral Union and influence of the Blue Ribboners,
1. Honeyman "Good Templary: its Work and Workers"
pp 22 and 35, S.P.B.T.A. 1883-4 p. 7 on the Cross Hall
Choir, S.T.L.R. 1901, p. 97 on White Ribbon Choirs,
S.P.B.T.A. 1894-5 p. 12, on East End choirs and bands,
Mother Stewart "The Crusader in Great Britain" p. 249
on Moody, and S.P.B.T.A. 1882-3, p. 14, 1884-5 p. 5,
and S.T.L.R. 1915 p. 145 on use of Mizpah bands and
choirs at temperance meetings. On the origins of
Scottish choral music encouraged by the early 19th
century Scottish Musical Institute, precenters, individuals like William Ewing, 1830's Philharmonic Societies,
and more especially popularisation of sacred music by
Mainzer amongst the working classes of Glasgow and
Edinburgh with the backing of Charles McLaren etc. -
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R. Marr "Music for the People: a Retrospect of the
International Exhibition of 1888 with an account of
the Rise of the Choral Societies of Scotland" Menzies,
[889, preface to p. cxiv. Teetotalters were prominent
at the 1859 Handel Centenary at Edinburgh. They built
on the work of societies like Glasgow Musical
Association (1843) Glasgow Harmonic Assoc. (1850)
love of Handel and availability of City Hall (1841).
The founder of the 1855 Choral Union was John Makeson,
head of a Vale of Leven dyeworks - Oakley "Our
Illustrious Forebears" p. 152 - a region nofd for
industrialist promotion of self-help.
Choral Societies
were established in areas like Bridgeton in the 1860's
aiming at labour aristocrat membership. The Tonic Sol
Fa Choral Union (1863) which met every Tues. in City
Hall was a direct descendant of a Tonic Sol Fa Union
(1859) and the Scottish Vocal Music Society (1856)
formed after the Revd. John Curwen's visit to Glasgow
in 1855.
On Roberton
and the Orpheus - R. Middlemass
"The Clydesiders: a Left Wing Struggle for Parliamentary
Power" London, 1965, pp. 39, 41, 273, 283, and
H. & K. Roberton
"Orpheus with his Lute: A Glasgow
Orpheus Anthology" Oxford, 1973. The Orpheus was
following in the Choral Union (1843) example of performing for charities - J.K. M'Dowall "The People's
History of Glasgow" p. 63. On the movement's later
use of music - see 'Music and Temperance Reform",
Scottish Temperance Annual, 1906 pp. 90-3, and
"No Licence: the New Campaign", 'Hints for Canvassers'.
75. On Victorian musical evenings - E. Burton "The Early
They were
Victorians at Home 1837-61" pp 213, 219-20.
1900-8 was
not new but were increasingly popular.
perhaps the greatest era for teetotal ballads M. Turner & A. Mile "Drawingroom Ballads 1900-14",
London, 1982. A typical operetta ws "Nancy Nathan's
Nosegay" - hardly a classic but popular - S.P.B.T.A.
1886 adverts.
Fraser's career suggests mid Victorian
opportunities for temperance soloists. These opportunities increased. By the turn of the century City
Hall meetings always had several soloists - S.T.L.R.
1908, P. 103.
Lauder also claimed to have been given
his first opportunity by the Band of Hope. By 1899
all 'respectable' homes strove to have either a piano,
harmonium, or organ - A. Aird "Glimpses of Old Glasgow"
Bayley
Ferguson, Alexander Findlay, the
p . 193.
Pollockshjelds music seller, William Thomson of
Beethoven House Govan, and the singing teachers Fred
Harvey of Whiteinch and William Yuill of Crosshill were
all associated with the League.
Music Hall, Theatre etc.
76. D. Jamie "John Hope, Philanthropist and Reformer",
Edinburgh, 1907, p. 162.
Glasgow Argus, Oct. 10, 1857
and Nov. 7, 1857. The latter columns were by "Shadow"
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i.e. Alex

Brown, a letterpress printer and Liberal.
They later formed part of his 1858 social investigation
"Midnight Scenes and Social Photographs being Sketches
of life in the streets, wynds, and dens of the city".
Music hail, often with trade backing, emerged in the
1850's partly in "response to the increased respectability of the theatre'
Hostility was no mere Calvinist
foible - British teetotalers were fairly unanimous in
their hostility - B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians"
Glasgow hostility had erupted
pp. 324, 333-4.
previously following a mid 18th century "revival" J.K. M'Dowall "The People's History of Glasgow", p. 29.
77. Revd. W. Reid "Temperance Memorials of the late Robert
Kettle", p. xiv, W. Logan "The Great Social Evil",
London, 1871, p. 54, W. Walker "Juteopolis: Dundee and
its Textile Workers 1885-1923" p. 339 for James
Scrymgeour's Telegraph attack on theatre attraction of
"the worthless scum of all classes" in the 1850's.
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MORAL StJASION and COuNTER - ATTRACTIONS : Excursions.

Exlress Trains between Ethaburgia and Glasgow perlorm thc Journey in 7 MLnitte.

THE CALEDONIAN RAILWAY COMPANY

RUN A FULL SERVICE OF TRAINS BY THEIR NEW DIRECT ROUTE
BETWEEN

EDINBURGH
(West Princes Strcet.)

AND

GLASGOW
(fluchajian Street.)

ALSO, TO AND FROM

PAISLEY, GREENOCK, AND WEYMSS BAY,
IN CONNEf1OX WITU TILE

"iON A" and other Steamers,
TO AI) FROM TILE

WATERING PLACES ON THE PIRTH OP CLYDE,

WEST HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
ANSi
a JDTJBL.111'T.
RETURN TICKETS between EDINBURGH, GREENOCK, WEYtISS BAY and
the COAST, are available for going or returning an\' day, and Passengers have the option
of travelling either by the Through Trains or via Glasgow (but in the latter case tiLe Coapang does not provide conveyance throagit Glasgow.)

NE\V DIRECT
ROUTE
]3ET\VEEN
(1u1)
STIRLING AND THE NORTH,
GLASGOW

A full Service of Trains is being run to and from GLASUO\V (h3) and STIRLING, CALLANJ)EE, PERTH, DUNDEE, AJ3EUDEEN. INVERNESS, and the
NORTH HIGH LANDS of SCOTLAND.

ROYAL MAIL ROUTE
BET\VEEN

SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND,
Via Carlisle

the Vs'csl. Ctast,

To and from EDINBURGH (''), GLASGOW (lht), GREENOCR
STIRLiNG, PERTH, DUNDEE. ABEJ1I)EEN, anti nfl Stations in the !'O1lTli of
SCOTLAND,
CARLISLE, PRESTON, BILADFO1L 1), LEE 1)5, MANCHESTEB, LI VEIi I'OfL,
BIRMINGHAM, LONDON (EusroN)nnd all other Stations in ENGLAND and \VALE.
The Carriage.s are of the most i,nproecd dtsvriptwii, ,( sp etai!y (Jnt,,ected for tin Costjort
,/ J'iti'oi' ih -Pas3t,,os.
Tourist Tickets are issued to the North and West Highlar.hs, Ohcn, Isle of Skye, &c., &C. Por particulars, see Company's Time Tables and Proeramme of Tours.
,LlES SMITIIELLS, General Manager.
- Glacqow, 1872.

THIRD CLASS BY ALL TRAINS.

Source : "The Clyde 100 Years Ago", Glasgow, 1973.

The fountain - emblem of the temperance movement's
interest in fresh water and fresh-air pursuits.

DOULTON FOONTAIN.

Source: J.A. Hammerton "Sketches from Glasgow"
Glasgow, Menzies, 1893, p. 67.

WAVERLEY HOTEL SOUTH UNION STREET

Courtesy of Dundee Public Libraries.

MATHER'S HOTEL, 1900

Courtesy of' Dundee Public Libraries.
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HINTS ON TEA MAKING
STUART CRANSTON & CO.
EA is one of the most sensitive of vegetable products, and
T possesses, to an extraordinary degree, a wonderful facility
for giving off its own delicate aroma and taking on the flavour
of anything anti everything that comes near it. Such articles
as Coffee, Fruit, Cheese, Vegetables, Meat, Tobacco, &c., will
affect Tea within ten minutes, and render it useless for drinking.
Tea also absorbs moisture from the atmosphere; therefore the
first hint is to empty the Tea (from the paper bag as soon as
it arrives home) into the caddy, which ought to be air tight,
and be kept in a warm dry place.
Now, as to the water, there is one rule which should be
printed and hung up in every kitchen and still-room, viz :To make a really good cup of Tea the water must always be
used at its boiling point—neither before iior after will do."
Here is the explanation. Water which has nut c',ae to the
boiling point is aii Iwl ,wyh to act upon the leaf and cause
it to yield up its essence and aroniatic flavour, and water
which has been over-boiled—no matter how hot it may he—
has lust all its virtue, because all the air which it contained
has been expelled, and the water rendered flat anti brackish,
and its solvent power detroyed. Opinions vary as to length
of time for infusion; but we recommend what wo ouI5elce
have arrived at after many experiments. Use a china or delt
ware pot ; let it be made very hot with boiling water, and
rubbed dry, then let the dry Tea be put in and the pot set
near the fire fur several minutes while waiting for the fie/t
cold water in the kettle to come to the boiling point—by this
time the Tea in the pot has become warni and cri.p, and the
pot itself is warm; now pour in the boiling, bubbling treaw.
Next, the heat must be maintained for not less than ten or more
than fifteen minutes by means of a cosie, a hot oven, or placing
the pot near the fire; but it must not iow be allowed to boil.
Judged by the taste and flavour, we prefer fifteen minutes'
infusion for our own Teas, and it needs this period to bring out
that delightful flavour for which Darjeehing Tea is noted.
Assam (Indian) Tea is undrinkable at ten minutes on account
of its bitterness, and is even more so at twenty minutes.
Before serving, the Tea should be stirred briskly for a second,
and allowed to settle, then poured off the leaves into the pot for
the breakfast table; by this means the process of infusing is
arrested just at the proper moment, and the last cup is the
same as the first, and not, as is too often the case, a black bitter
decoction which is the result of stewing or long infusion.
It is of equal importance that the water for the hot-water
jii.r lie freshl y hinihil miii not oveiboilcil.
L SEE VEXT P.1E.

Source:Mitchell Library, Glasgow Room,
Glasgow Scrapbook, 5.

CHAPTER 4

MORAL SLJASION AND THE THRIFT MOVEMENT.
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Moral Suasion and Thrift

Close identification of these, motivated by
simplistic popular economics, desire to expand the domestic
market for consumer goods, and "gigantic division" between
the rough and 'respectable', also reflected class collaboration in attempts to direct workers' life and leisure.
Again the seminal influence was Maithus. Poverty's threat
to independence was also a crotchet of Burns (1759-96)
Benjamin Franklin (1706-90) and Cobbett (1762-1835).

The

ideologies of thrift and Temperance met in the self-help
manuals of Smiles (1812-1904) and the work of the popular
educator Chambers and pervaded improving literature.1
Self-help, like free trade, was vague despite
enormous influence.

Its medium, biographical tales,

parables, short stories, aphorisms and proverbs, encouraged
this.

Yet, like the Gospel, it did provide the blueprint

for an ideal lifestyle. 2 Smilesean self-help perpetuated
Maithusian themes of Nature's niggardliness and Chalmerian
overlays of need for moral restraint and horror of moral
sloth and pauperism.

Middle class radicals' rugged

individualism blended with Cobdenite notions of free trade
in knowledge and citizenship central to moral suasion.
Rural Presbyterian virtues - industry, independence,
prudence, domestic duty, social aspiration, free will were set in contrast to "moral coma".

Intemperance headed

Smiles' list of "indulgences" jeopardising status and
thwarting social mobility. 3This "gospel of success"
reduced noted labour aristocrat achievements to a formula
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of moral qualities, reflecting middle class optimism born
of mid Victorian peace and prosperity.

Self-help shared

evangelical awareness of mutability of all things and
unease over the moral consequences of 'culture-lag' - a
reflection of a general middle class angst and t.einfluence of temperance in Smiles' and Tweedies native
Haddington alongside other self-improvement agencies.
Smiles and Chambers lamented masses "as uncivilised and un-Christianised as the Trinobautes at Caesar's
landing" gentry abdication from moral leadership, drinking
and "habitual improvidence" aiding artisan social degradation. 4They shared temperance's nativistic awareness
that emblems of national progress, railways, had been constructed by workmen "in a state.. .scarcely differing from
the Middle Ages' mental decrepitude", and represented
£10,000,000 drunk by the workforce. 5They preached material success.

This did not mean covetousness, promotion

of the vulgar, or morally empty, rather self reformation
producing an ideal working man, "whose whole physical
system was under the influence of his higher faculties.6
Household suffrage, vote by ballot and repeal of the corn
laws had availed little.

Rational recreation, person al

example, and emphasis o individual thrift rather than
paternalism seemed solutions. They consciously sought an
embourgeoisement "conservative of strictest harmony
between employers and employed" to preserve social order
against economic and moral uncertainty. They were appalled
that philanthropy and Poor Law provision had not prevented
a polarised society of "the haves and have nots".7
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Chalmerian political economy's focus was on
individual or household economy not vexed questions of
capital distribution, property accumulation, and rates of
taxation.

Emphasis on morality permitted championing the

independence of the worker as God's creation whilst
imparting acceptance of the economic system, criticism of
some trade union activities and rejection of the "manufacturing buccaneer" stereotype in favour of that of the
welfare capitalist. 8Thrift's exponents admired the
"spirit of order" of ancient empires and sought to foster
'progress' by identifying common species of improvidence
and making basic rules for home and personal economy.
They advocated Journals of Expenses, material twins of
diaries recording evangelical spiritual profit and loss,
restriction on spending as on other impulses and use only
of "ready money". 9Support for the co-operative movement's
attacks on credit exemplified evangelical hostility to
"appearances", speculation, gambling, and the unstable
small loan societies, 'club-ticket' systems, and regular
pawnbroking which they encouraged. 10 It was to a lesser
extent class assertive. This explains why the identification between temperance and co-operation was hardly automatic despite common aims and personnel - evident in
McFarlane and Morris' careers, and co-op leaders' explanation
of rapid membership and turnover growth in terms of Revd.
Kirton's famous thrift/temperance tract. Temperance reformers were however often connected with savings banks, building societies, insurance companies, and friendly societies.11
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Savings Banks.

These were promoted by Defoe, Bentham and Duncan
(1774-1846).

The Glasgow Savings Bank (1836) was by 1870

the largest of its kind in Britain.

It was unusually

successful in appealing to a relatively broad spectrum of
working and middle class depositors ignored by large
banking institutions. 12Elsewhere they preferred Post
Office Savings Banks, created out of the money order
department and formed in 1861 with strong backing from the
Liberal press.

In Glasgow popularisation was the Board of

Management's "deliberate policy."

Drawn from the mercantile

elite it included temperance reformers like Collins and
Connal 13
John Dunlop had promoted savings banks. Temperance
societies were often connected with penny banks. Sometimes
this reflected leadership of local societies by 'bankers',
local bank managers or agents.
Yorkshire's were direct

Aberdeenshire's and

society offshoots, others were

absorbed. 14From the 1850's on the juvenile "Adviser"
missed few opportunities to stress "not earnings but savings
make us rich", to contrast the Savings Bank and the
"Savings Bar", and to publicise savings deposit facilities
available at the close of juvenile meetings. 15League
penny banks operated at the Nelson St. Chapel and Murdoch's
School in Blackfriar St. on Mondays and Saturdays, 16 foreshadowing later School Board promotion of banks to improve
"the character and prospects of the young." 17Most were
formed in the "degraded and necessitous old wynds" where
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misexpenditure ironically was thought rife.

There were

36 in Glasgow alone by 1860.
From the establishment of Duncan's Ruthwell bank
in 1810 till the 1860's they were associated with clerics.18
Thereafter impetus came from the Penny Bank Association
(1865) established in Glasgow and by 1870 identified with
the Connal, Ure, Baird and Smith families. 19Many of
Glasgow's 103 banks, serving 39,000 depositors in 1870,
were on familiar temperance ground. e.g. St. Rollox Ironworks, Grove St. Institute, Partick Mission and the Milton
and Motherwell Ironworks.

Greenock efforts were associated

with the shipowning philanthropists of Greenock's Society.20
Their numbers rose steadily from 213 in 1881 to 226 in
1892 and 279 in 1914. By 1892 there were 80,000 depositors.
Latterly numbers were static.

The penny bank's strength

lay rather in reinforcement of evangelical, indeed puritanical, identification of thriftlessness with street corner
idling.

(The Band of Hope illustration makes precisely

this point).

This was evident in the large proportion of

the "labouring classes'' offspring who opened small G.S.B.
accounts by direct transfer from penny banks.21
G.S.B. success also reflected employers' dissernination of tracts like "Good Times: or the Savings Bank
and the Fireside", thrift advertising, and Glasgow Abstainers'
Union's work to teach the masses "how best to use their
slender means" via savings banks, home visitation and home
economics tuition - long advocated by Smiles and the
radical press.22
This interacted positively with improved labour
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"SMOKE NOT."
BY A WORKINO MAR.

To schoolfellows, of equal age,
Were 'prenticed in one day;
The one was studiously inclined,
The other boy was gay.
The pocket-money each received,
Was juet the same amount;
And how they both expended it,
I briefly shall recount.
Whilst George was smoking his Cigars,
And sauntering about,
With youths as idle as himself,
Shutting all knowledge out
At the Mechanics' Institute,
And with hi! books at home,
Torn wisely spent his leisure hours,
Nor cared the streets to roam.
One eve, when their apprenticeship
Had nearly passed away,
George at his friend Torn's lodgings called,
An hour or two to stay.
Its entered smoking his cigar
Ill-mannerly enough,
And staring round the room, he blew
A most portentous pulL
"Why, Tom I" he cried with much surprise,
Is your old uncle dead?
Asirl left you cash to buy those books
That round the walls are spread?"
"0. no," said Tom, "I bought those books
With what my friends allowed,
Bad you not smoked away your cash.
You might the same have showed!"
"Why, my Havannaha only cost
Me threepence every day!"
' Just so," said Tom, "you've only imok'd
A library awayl
"Now reckon up threepence a dny
For seven long years to come!
And you will find that it will count
A very handsome sum!"
"Why Lb at," said George, with humbl'd look,
"Full Titrnvv Poitens would be1
How foolishly I've smoked away
A handsome librar.y."

Source

The above wiU shortly be issued as one of
our series of" ILLVSTLATED hAND-BILLs," and
sold in Packet:, con faming fifty copies each,
price Sixpence. We hope f/tat many will be scn€.
tred amongst the boys of our land.]

The Band of' Hope Review and Childrens' Friend
February 1st, 1859, p.152.
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aristocrat living standards, legal protection of funds,
Scottish banking's generous interest rates, and Glasgo/s
association with major banks like the Clydesdale and Union
in spite of a mid century shift of influence in banking
from the West to the East Coast. Bank failures of the
1850's and the City of Glasgow Bank crash did not dent
the small depositor's confidence.

Crashes were attributed

to unscrupulous speculation rather than banking per se.23
Radical support of thrift, evident in "Franklin's"
'Lay Lectures' in Glasgow Argus

substantiates Young's

claims that self-help and thrift were by 1865 "hallmarks
of the ideology of the urban labour movement." 24 Franklin's
thrift was protection against social and psychological
evils attendant on Malthus' check on early marriage, "openair workmen's " physical and financial burdens, cholera and
typhus, and trade and domestic crises in general.

Thrift

as promoted via workingmen's clubs by radicals and reformers
like Cranston epitomised collective self-help.

This

positive permutation of an essentially puritan ideal was
adopted by Monteith, lay benefactor of the Catholic Church,
to improve the Catholic population's status and was part of
the strategy of miners' leader Alexander Macdonald, the
Sons of Labour, and older Lib-Lab. union leaders - often
in conjunction with emigration schemes.25
Consequently Srnelser

and Fishlow's conclusion

that savings banks failed to attract wage earners in the
early 19th century is contrary to the G.S.B.'s experience.
It attracted female and child depositors and increasingly
factory workers, clerks and warehousemen, travellers,

The temperance movement's use of savings bank
statistics as proof of 'progress' in the 19th
century.

NATIONAL DEBT at the en4 of EACII FINANcIAL YEAR.
'IE%R,4I:NDED.
5 January, 1819
3.050
3871
1651
383
1854
31 March, 1855
1970
1857
°
1858
1-59
0
IS0
19)1
1802
°
1983

Funded.

Unfunded.

Total.

£
774,022,638
773.1154.316
769.272,562
705.126,589
761.852,704
755,311,7ot
752.004.115
775,730.594
780.119,722
779.925,495
78 6, S Ci 1, 154
785.9,2.010
85.1 l'J.I519
784.252.328
785,3 09, 755

£
37,794.700
17,738.7 I)
17,7:60
17,742. nI)
37,745 Ii' I
16,014. '0
23, 15 .4 '10
28.162.700
27,99.O II)
95 011,50)
18,277.4' ii
16. 21. 10))
lOCal.0 10
16.5 17.500
16.427,405

£
79)817,338
790,9a7, 016
787,029,162
768,8.9 309
779,3 85, 20 8
771 ,335,bol
775.215,519
803.913.691
808,106,722
803,1513.995
805 1175,554
802,190,300
61)1.50 4, 3, (19
800,771,548
705,8,2,139

SAVINCS BANKS.
Total Amount Receive,) from, and paid to, Depmtors in the Post Office SavIng3
Banks, Iid of the I ,SpiIul f th.'.c Savings Banks.
England
and
Scotland.
,
Wales. .

(including In.} 1,978,333
l6thept.
to SI . t lJc., ' l':,i,l.
lool.'
CS

I

Ireland.

_.nit. 'I
IId,g).

60,4691 97,831

2,136,680

•-.-4("',20$

11,851

18,159

430,778

e2th0_ end of} 1,570,063

43,000

79,628

1,6 6.592

Total Amount IIereis'ed en'i Paid 1w Trustees of Savings Bajiks h'utu and to Depuoi.
lois. nn,I of tl,c Copital of Snvi.'gs Ilariks.
-

England,

1:l:cnlvt:I,
ISSS . lain
I, Cai'imt.

£
r,,4:,r,719
".4 a,4l
31,573,776

(1iF i'ICIV0l I
I
';.'5,'52 .
1519. lAID
SJ,Slo,584
(CAIn at.
( ElEctors
lSC0 PAtti
(Caz'naL

7 014,374)
8," '1,14))
33,000,481

Wales.

,

£
780,023
040.613
1,900,9u2

£
001,113
107,584
1,518,423

194,210
j5)3,0,,$
'JsS,7'J2

810,034
64,;5l
2,21t',71J

877.409
9,011,907
4)3,3)09
, .35, I'J
2,0u5,10 , 75,598,678

2.12,784
187,310
3,034,772

'

6,391,273
8.5.72,642
54,b4.5,'343

Ireland.

£
109.!i.54
187,973
907,381

814,326
141,116
(RECEIVED , 7,168,034
2,17,607
1661 • I'tii 6.022,036
35,slO,159
'
1,437,335
t Caa'ITAa. I
(RECEIVED
1862 'lAin
CaL'iTAL

I

Scotland.

138.915
222,021
1,001,511

£
7,9 11.925
7.8:19,9)3
36,220,3u2

661,075
.597,376 I
9l6.6U I 8,258,421
723.' '2
2,414,073 ( 2,143,0a2
41,232,505
,
7. OilS
2,1J,'J.

801.7)))
8,7 4.7O
60,497
9,021,533
2,153,024 , 41,546,475

850,506
821,231
2,67n, 192

49q.4j2
•5,l16,650
619,753 +lt',l53,629
2,O'J0,854
40,593,124

I

• lnclu'l)ii £248 transfnrred from l'ost 019cc Savings Banks.
Jnclu'lin £221, 5 71 traiivfnrred to 1','st 004cc Saris13S Banks.
Only.
5 TI,i' Caj :,ils are made b y

COInl,UtntiOII

Source: Scottish Temperance League Register and
4bstainers' Almanac, 1864, p. 24.
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A 20th century example of' this strategy.

TRUSTEES' SAVINGS BANKS
Year

Capital on deposit at year end
(l,000)

1841
1851
1861
1871
1881
1891
1901
1911
1921
1931

24,475
30,278
41,546
38,820
44,140
42,876
51,966
53,033
73,083
77,911

Government Stock
held for depositors
(l,00o)

1,282
1,665
2,658
29,401
40,736

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANKS
1871
1881
1891
1901
1911
1921
1931

17,025
36,194
71,608
140,393
176,519
264,157
289,441

739
5,088
12,786
24,818
209,731
191,562

These tables were both the work of the temperance historian
G.B.Wilson of the United Kingdom Alliance.

Source : G.B.Wilson

"Alcohol and the Nation", p.243.
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salesmen, shop assistants, and even labourers, carters
painters and a few miners over 1870_1914.26
saving" declined post 1897.

"Purposeful

A fair proportion of balance

increases were mere compound interest. 27Yet even this
was helpful to a significant few, here 3,000 exemplary
depositors", and reinforced the thrifty mentality. 28 The
social composition of depositors, and trustee management
exemplified the moral stewardship many reformers sought.
Its investment in school boards, local authorities and
municipal utilities also echoed their faith in municipal
progressivism, a creed which countered class tension with
civic patriotism and idealism to create in miniature worlds
wherein relationships were governed by immutable ].aws of
Christian Socialist sympathies.29
Narrower in aim but parallel in objectives were
company banks. Scottish railway banks were established in
the 1860's on the English model.

By 1910 G.S.W.R.

employees had £286,119 on deposit, the G.S.W.R. being an
interest of the stockbroker philanthropist Watson, Provost
of Glasgow 1871-4, and James White.

U.K. railway depositors

stood at 69,455 with £65,834,706 saved - quite an achievement.

Employer pressure however overshadowed 'workers'

banks'. 3 °

Reformers nevertheless supported them and

adopted uncritically Gladstone's observation of "marked
extension of the saving habits of the people", ignoring
his less welcome remarks on revenue p.a. raised by spirit
duties.

They saw in savings bank statistics "the tide of

progress, softening of manners, spread of education,
humanising of sport and pastimes and awakening of natural

A summary of the well-known 'Drink Bills'
Potter in an article in the
.lowzrLa2 oi the S.tattcwL
SociLjj. began this device
in 1850. His estimate was
£49 million. Dudley Baxter's
appeared ifl 1867. He was
eclipsed as an authority by
Hoyle. Following the success
of his "Our National Resources
and How they are Wasted" (1871)
Hoyle produced annual estimates
for The Times , summarised here.

Year
1820
1825
1830
1835
1840
1845
1850
1855
1860
1865
1870
1875
1880
1884

P.Capita
Total Cost ()
50,441 ................ £2.8.6d
67,027 .................. 2.19.5
67,292 .................. 2.16.5
3.3.Od
80,528
77,606
2.18.10
71,632
2.12.11
80,718
2.18.10
76,761
2.14.6
85,277
2.18.6
106,440
11.3
3.16.1
118,836
142,877 .................. 4.07.3
122,279 ...................3.10.11
126,349 .................. 3.10.9

..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
....................
..................

Hoyle's critics however used the
lowLna-L oi the SwtLiticrz-L Soc.
to make qualifications to these
statistics, while Smiles compared expenditure on drink to national spending
on the purchase of land and the setting up of cotton mills, amongst other
things, in an article in Quwe4i Yev-Lew in 1875. The Revd.J.Dawson
Burns produced Bills
Year
Year Total(fMs) P.C.
Total
P.C.
for the temperance
1885 141
£3.18.4d 1898
177
£ 4.08.ld
press from 1886-1909.
1886 141
3.17.4
1899
186
4.11.8
1887 143
3.18.0
1900
(Summarised right.)
185
4.10.4
3.17.3
1888 142
1901
182
4.7.8
1889 151
4.1.03
1902
179
4.5.7
After Burns' death
1890 160
4.5.01
1903
174
4.2.4
'Drink Bills' were
1891 162
4.5.07
3.19.0
1904
169
produced by the
4.4.09
3.15.11
1905
164
temperance historian 1892 162
3.16.3
1893 159
4.2.09
1906
166
G.B.Wilson and also
1894 159
4.1.11
1907
3.15.9
167
Professor H.Levy
3.12.4
1895 163
4.3.04
161
1908
down to the late
3.8.11
1909,
1896 170
4.6.04
155
1930's. ( as shown
1-897 174
4.7.07
- below.)
1893

r-.

195

19CC)

1935

1910

1915

Iç'7

1925

1930

1935

433410 393
370 -

DRN BILLS 18O-935.

360

TOTAL a PER-CPlTA.
UM1ED cINuoMjt8O- Z2)
GT8RTAN.
(a3-35

333-

CT BRITAtNOrQY

TOTAL SHOwN ThL35
Pt CAPiTA
.

310
-

(Uixperhea)

3c0-

2

8

28O
2co

260
240
224 8

220
t8
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dignity and self-reliance of the people".

Their optimism

influenced the Charity Organisation Society and Salvation
Army thrift work amongst urban poor, and contributed to
middle class support of the National Savings Certificates
Scheme (1915).31
Thrift could not fail to be puritanical.

It was

hostile to frivolity, extravagance, and the public house
as a "trading centre", although workers' need to resort to
publicans to obtain change was almost as much a myth as
alleged prevalence of payment in pubs.

It was parsim-

onious, as in its anti-funeral celebrations phase, and
negative in obsession with rates and national 'Drink Bills'.
(Summarised opposite).

Porter the temperance statistician

created the term "se1f-inf1ited poverty", and with
Fawcett's political economy conditioned the movement's
nativistic interpretation of classical economy and defence
of Ricardian economics against laissez faire's moral
shortcomings.

Thrift pace Chambers and Newman was also

hostile to trades unions.

Many were bunkered to trade

fluctuations and technological change's effects on the lower
orders. 32At worst thrift deluded the middle classes
into thinking it a cure for bankruptcy and exaggerated
saving's benefits to working class people who might not
live long enough to see self-denial's fruits. 33Respectability could create vicious circles of want reminiscent
of "jam tomorrow and jam yesterday but never jam today",
especially as it carried the additional cross of exclusion
from poor relief.
Yet,like counter-attractions thrift had constructive
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elements.

English reformers' interest in the freehold

land movement and building societies is well known.

They

aimed to bridge social divisions by self-help rather than
permitting levelling processes featuring attacks on property.

"Democracy of property ownership was decidedly a

teetotal policy."34

Building Societies.

These originated in South West Scotland in 1815
amidst distress and passage of the Corn Laws. They reached
London in 1842 during an upturn in Chartist fortunes.
Their clientele was narrower than that of friendly societies.
Popularisation did not occur until well after the 1836
Benefit Building Societies Act assimilated them to the
friendly society movement in legislative protection and
controls.

A seminal influence was the Chartist Co-operative

Land Society (1845) designed to create Lovett's ideal
society free from wage-slavery by giving workers economic
security in the shape of houses with gardens, paving the
way for adherence to temperance principles by excluding all
drinksellers from estates.
were less influential.

Owenite community experiments

There were several "controversies"

between Chartists and Owenites in which teetotalers tended
to side with Chartists. 35In addition reformers like the
Revd. W.G. Blaikie promoted interest in working class
housing to divert attention from the vexed political issues
of the 'People's Charter' back to 'practical measures' and
moral regeneration of the urban masses.36
With the exception of Yorkshire and Lancashire

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT BUILDING SOCIETIES AND TEMPERANCE

"There is no doubt that the temptations of
drunkenness and crime are increased among
the lower classes by the sordid conditions
under which they are forced to live.
Their surroundings are dismal and unnatural
not only lacking everything that would tend to
stimulate and inspire their better nature towards right living, but presenting every inducement to take advantage of any brightness and
cheer within their reach, however questionable.
Will those who are more favourably situated
blame such unfortunates if they are fascinated
with the brightness and allurements of the
public house? They are tempted to forget their
misery for a time by imbibing alcoholic liquors.
Man is essentially a social being, and craves
for social pleasure and relaxation, as it is
part of his nature, and so we have this very
legitimate desire prostituted by unrighteous
inducements, and the mental and moral nature
becomes debased in consequence."

Journal for the Home, about the Home
Source: (the quarterly journal of the City and County
House Purchase Company of Glasgow), March 1910,
p. 180 from an article entitled 'The Tragedy of
Intemperance'.

MORAL SUASION AND THE THRIFT MOVEMENT —
the promotion of building society work and homeownership.
rr%dJrWW.W

ILLUSTRATED BAND-DILLS, lco. 30.
The Iliustrafed Hand-bill. (issued b the Editor of the "Band of Ifope Review")
are gold in .S'i.rpenn, packets. Each packet contains fij/3, assorted Iland-billa.

SWALLOWING A YARD OF LAND!
"Dicic, let's have a pint of beer," said a railway na'rvie to his mate.
"Nay, Jack, I can't afford to drink a square yatd of good land, worth aix'r
POtINPI TEN !I1ILINOS an acre."
"What's that you're laying, Dick?"
Il Why, every time you spend threepence in beer, you spend what would buy a square
yard of good green land. Look here:[))ick takes apiece of chalk out of' hi, pocket and begins to erake figures on hi. spade.)
"There are 4S40 square yards in an acre: threepence is one-fourth of a shilling: dtvide
4R40 yardl by 4, that gives 121') shillings. Now divide that b y 20 (there being 20
shillings to LI), and there you have L6a lOs., which lithe cost of an acre of good land,
at threepence a square yardi"
From the "Jlritiah Workman."
"s" The above article and engrariny have been printed on one aWe of the "House-to-house Canvassing Bills" for promoting th C1renia1ion of the "British Workman," and we sltaU be glad
to forward a supply to any J)is(rict Visitor, Sunday &hool Teacher, Tract Distributor,
or other friend who may be willing to canvass a district for new e,thscriber., or otherwise
promoto the extended circulation .f th. publication. Pupil Teachers can render important
help. Applications to be audreosed to the Editor, 13, Barnsbur9 Square, London. N
D

Source:

The Band of Hope Review and Childrens' Friend
October 1st, 1859, p. 184.

0
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societies few literally built houses. Most arranged
mortgages. Edinburgh Review noted increased middle and
working class interest in the 1850's. 37This was related
to the drive to extend the franchise towards "complete
suffrage", supported by many temperance reformers. Comparison between yards of beer, yards of land and new votes
were similes which fast became temperance rhetoric
cliches. 38(See the British Workman

illustration).

Such societies gradually eclipsed older, unstable working
class menage, tontine, and terminating/dividing societies.
Cash injections from mortgage repayments and attractive
interest rates made building societies more stable than
savings banks.39
Reformers assumed, pace Cobden, that temperance
truths would civilise the masses liberating their financial
potential and enabling investment in freehold land.4°
Men like Chambers felt house rental was only excusable if
one's occupation demanded geographic mobility.

Like

Blaikie he was influenced by deterioration of Edinburgh
suburbs and emergence of "Mushroom Rows" which made the
rudest rural hovels seem wholesome. 41Investigation of
operation of the Poor Law and condition of the poor,
unofficial

comments on slum life from Cleland, Pagan and

"Shadow", a Liberal letterpress printer and correspondent
of the rationalist Coombe, and annual Social Science
Congress debates left reformers in no doubt as to the
"huddling propensities" of urban Scots.

To philanthropists

aware of prison reform progress it was astonishing that in
some city closes population density might grant only 175

Cu.
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ft. per person whilst the average English jailbird was to
be guaranteed 1,000.

42

In Glasgow overcrowding was predictable given
five fold population expansion over 1801-61.

Elsewhere

philanthropists had built numerous cottage developments by
the 1850's.

Here supply was outpaced by demand and

Bridgegate 'cottage-property' was squalid. 43The high
proportion of houses with annual rents less than £5 also
suggested that the problem was probably greater than any
had estimated.

Costs in 11 health, decency, and comfort,"

and conditions more conducive to corruption than prayer,
were alarming.

Possible vice was a significant element

in social concern.

Bebbington suggests there was nothing

like hints of incest to alert the "Nonconformist Conscience"
to interest in housing reform. 44The conclusion that
poor environment led to progressive decline in moral
standards, fostering and perpetuating a sub-culture of
urban savages as different to and as divorced from respectability as heaven from hell, was frequently made by urban
reformers like Logan, Guthrie, Begg, and Bell.45
While Gairdner and J.B. Russell drew attention to
the environment's physical dangers evangelists like Begg
embarked on "strenuous campaigns" to rouse the Churches
and nation to the seriousness of the housing problem and
its implications for morality.

Much of this social con-

cern had its roots in attempts to increase the number and
efficiency of Free Church congregations in poor city
districts backed by The Witness .

46

Drink was judged to
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be "the only available solacement" of slumdwellers too
poor to take advantage of respectable secular leisure
pursuits and distanced by poverty, apathy and bigotry from
church organisations.

Chambers, in letters to Chadwick

expressed the view that slumdwellers became "familiarised
with the spectacle of filth, thus habits of uncleanliness
and debased ideas of propriety and decency were ingrafted."
McKerrow, Jabez Burns and many others focussed on the daily
struggle of the respectable poor to remain above this subculture and aimed to extricate the "toiling masses" from
"the polluting semi-pauperised population".

The deserving

poor might yet be receptive to the benefits and duties of
Christian life but these could only survive in a decent
home environment - here was no mere 'educational ' problem.47
For much of this period social reform looked to
voluntary effort to solve the housing problem, as Begg had.
This was true of provision for the homeless whose numbers
swelled after the Irish potato famines.

Night asylums

to provide temporary shelter, food and later work, responses
to overcrowding and the unsavoury lodgings houses immortalised by Cruikshank, were charitable ventures.

The rules

of a Glasgow Association operating 3 establishments by '1860
reflected teetotal influence.

Corporation interest in

this sphere was only secured from the late 1860's following
the 1867 Public Health Act.

Police and philanthropic

managers worked "closely and harmoniously", symptomatic of
awareness that vagrancy remained one of the most intractable
problems facing Poor Law administrators.

Undeserving poor

were the bane of 'individualists' and 'collectivists' alike.
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Poor Law authorities housed on short and long term bases
an entire spectrum of "the residuum".

The undeserving's

role as a "permanent foci of moral infection" was central
to criticism of the Poor Law.

The continuing need to

house them was a source of anxiety fuelled partly by
"inter-class misunderstanding" of 'transiency'.

Interest

in the "shifting and shiftless fringe of the population",
30-40,000 in prosperity or 70-80,000 in trade depressions,
reinforced preoccupation with the deserving and encouraged
support of labour colonies as "moral infirmaries" to cure
vagrancy and alcoholism by hard work and moral reform.
Model lodgings houses continued however to interest teetotal
municipal socialists in 1914.48
Much was also expected of philanthropy in the
sphere of urban residents of rented flats and portioned
houses.

This housing problem was, despite shared water

outlets and the prevalence of middens, less one of inadequate water supplies and sanitation than a question of
scarcity and cost of land and overcrowding, especially
given mid-Victorian rural depopulation, movement between
towns and movement to nascent suburbs. 49Even before
cheap transportation cities were the symbol of not only
economic opportunities but also social advantages, such as
marriage, career or entertainments opportunities for the
respectable and freedom from past misdeeds or easy detection
in the case of the criminal element. 5 °
an important phase in this process.

The 1850's were
In the wake of

evangelical and philanthropic awakening and influx of
Irish immigrants in search of work, Scotland became an urban
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nation 51
Temperance intersected with housing reform's
response to this challenge.

Reformers were often sympat-

hetic to the Society for Improving the Condition of the
Labouring Masses, model dwellings companies, Octavia Hill's
work, the Peabody Trust, creation of model company villages
like Bourneville, Saltaire and Bessbrook.

The G.S.W.R.'s

Corkerhill development and provision of "temperance cottages"
by the Houldsworths for Coitness Ironworks' employees were
notable spin offs.52
Until the 1890's however reformers favoured
schemes with stronger self-help motifs.

There were excep-

tions, e.g. Blaikie's 1849-62 Pilrig Model Buildings
scheme which built cottages for rental by respectable
workers.

Many however distrusted "5% philanthropy" as

sapping independence and encouraging housing scarcity via
non-competitiveness. 53The Scottish Freehold Building
Society (1857) was more thoroughly approved. Semi-detached
villas or terraced houses with gardens, like those envisaged in Chambers' "Building Societies", could be acquired
by direct investment in £25 shares, payable on easy terms,
obviating dependence on promoters' ability to raise capital
funds at low interest rates.

It was influenced by Begg's

Bible-centred housing policy and goal of social harmony
via promotion of patriarchal family structure.

It built

Edinburgh terraces but its trustees included Glasgow
manufacturer Govan, McGavin, and Nichol, Glasgow University's
Quaker Professor of Astronomy who corresponded with J.S. Mill.
Its Glasgow manager was a member of the Reid family. As
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with savings banks middle class trustees had vital roles.
Prior to the mid-1870's such institutions lacked full
corporate powers to deal directly with property. Alliance
of ex Chartists like McFarlane and middle class reformers
like Guthrie in this as in other social reform spheres was
eminently practical.54
A Temperance Permanent Land and Building Society
(1854) was associated with Cruikshank, Revd. James McCurrey,
a Wesleyan active in London temperance circles and son of
a drunken Glasgow builder, the Nonconformist Balfour,
Tweedie, Phillips Hon. Sec. of the N.T.L., John Mann and
London solicitor Shaen.
and teetotal.

Its directorate was middle class

This inspired abstainers' trust and although

initially the turnover and staff were small it weathered
the Crimean War's pressure on the bank rate, rising income
tax and bad harvests.

By 1862 income totalled £77,000.

Property assets reached £0.5 million in 1868.

Between

its 5th and 10th annual reports assets multiplied fourfold,
a performance approaching that of the Liberator Co. often
involved in Nonconformist ventures prior to its crash and
exposure of mismanagement. 56It aimed to provide an
alternative to dividing societies.

An initial building

experiment in East London was not repeated. It offered a
higher rate of interest than the 4% customary in the 1860's
and 1870's. This had later to be reduced because it
"had more money than it could employ profitably" given
economic trends.57
It attempted to soothe frustration of labouring
men prevented from becoming landowners and later, more
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realistically, encouraged artisans to have a stake in
society and 'progress' through home ownership, and acquire
"business habits". 58Intended to ease housing pressure,
none claimed to make vast improvement in the quality of
housing on offer. 59Temperance Permanent and societies
like North British Heritable Investment (1854) identified
with Gemmill, the Gorbals provost who defended the cottonspinners in 1838, John McFarlane and other reformers, were
symptoms of social change.6°
Rapid population increase, redistribution,shifts
in the relative import of regions, and the balance between
urban and rural areas, had engendered a 'culture shock',
reverberations of which

outlived

initial migration to

cities described by the New Statistical Account, Somerville
and Miller. 61Conjunction of a new, unplanned urban
population in cultural flux, overcrowding, and limited
housing expectations of migrant Highlanders and Irish,
strained housing, health, order, and poor relief.

Building

societies reflected awareness that poor housing conditions, like urbanisation, threatened to become norms.62
Also, although earlier artisan homeowners built entire
districts, as with Paisley's weavers, within a lifetime
this pattern was overturned.63
Census returns, pressed for by Begg, suggested
34% of Scots dwelt in 1 room, and 36% in 2. Reformers,
often avid statisticians, were soon aware of published
data on population density, greatest in south western
counties, on rural depopulation, and average numbers per
room in Scottish cities.

(See the tables overleaf).

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
The impact of the first Population Statistics on the temperapç.
movement.
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MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
The impact of Population Statistics on the temperance movement
inthelate 19th century.

POPULATION OF THE COUNTIES OF SCOTLAND.
l8s1.

1551.

Aberdeen .......267,003
Argy)) ..........76,44))
Ayr ...............217,50)
62,7:11
Ilsnft .............
1)eruick ..........35,38:)
1)vte ..............17,643j
Cait),neis .........35,815
ClaLkrnanna,l ......2:677
Dunibarton ........75,327
Dun,frie ..........76,12)
Edinburgh ........385,077
Elgin..............43,70')
Fife..............171,OtS)
Forfar............266,374
Haddington .......38,171
Ii,ve, ness ..........00414
Kincardine ........34,4450

251,3:32
73,04)3
22)3,383
64,190
32,456

iS, 404
37,177
2a,4:32
54,495
74,221
434,139
43,45:) I
157,3)6
409:317
35,647 ,

1881.

iSol.

39,966
42,120
Kirkcudbri,zht
0,2s0
Kinross ..........6,05')
Lanark...........004,405 1,046,040
Linlithgow ........43,128 , 52,508
Nairti .............10,4:14
10,013
30,453
Orkney ...........32,027
14,761
l'eebte, ...........13,S19
126,191)
Perth ............12s,II'
290,7)45
Renfrew .........262,Osl
77,510
78,531)
Ross & Crornarty
5:3,741
38.445
Roxhurgh
27,353
Selkirk ............25,502
28,711
ShctIa',d ..........29,709
125,6415
Stirling ..........112,137
21,53)6
Suther!at,d .......23,366
36,002
Wigtown .........38,602

POPULATION OF THE CITIES, BUROHS, TOWNS, &c.,
IN SCOTLAND.
1851.
Aberdeen ...........105,00:1
Airdrie ............13,303
Annan ............3,304;
Arbronth ..........21,758
Ayr ..............20,521
anff.............8,841
9,051
Biirntjda,,d . . .
4,69';
Campiwliown
7,558
Cromarty ........1,352
Cutlun ............2,u:)3
Cupto .............5,010
1)iu'gnall ..........1,918
1)unarton .......13,782
1),,n,frics .........17,054)
I ),,nl,ar ..........3,6:1
1)un,lee . .........140,054
Ijunferinitne ......17,4155
l)yart ...........10,574
Edinburgh ........238,138)
Elgiii
Falkirk ..........I 13,166
Forfar............' 12,812
Forre'. ........... 4,0:11
(;ab '.hiek ........ I'
Glasgow ........... 457,0)8
Greenock ........ . 63,89;)
4,042
Raddiu,tun
}1an,iIt,n .........13,04)7
Ilawiel, ...........30,154
Invernenc ......... 17,366

,

1591.

121,623
19,1:33
4,sOO
22,1157
. 24.791
,

8,0:3

.

8,233
1,310
3.1154
1,759
2,290
16,04)8
17,821
3,554

113,051
22,157
. 12,549
261,224
7700
17,312
12,0:7
3,971
17:0:7
65S,13,s
66,X46
3,771
24,566
19,204
19,211

Inverurie ........
Irvine ...........
Jedburgh ........
Kilrenny ........
KiImrnoe.k ......
Kiigliori, ........
K), kcsldy ......
Kirku,lbridht
Kirk,,;,!) ........
1.anark ..........
Leitl, ............
!.itIitho's' ......
Locl,iw,be, ......
IlIofltr,,'.e........I
Mu,sel)urgh
Nairn..........
Ot,a,,............
Pairley..........
Pert!, ........... I
Peterhcad .......
Pittenwern, .....
Port.GIn'.gov..
Port,,be)lu .......
Rerfrew ........
Ruther6lrn ......
St. And,e .......
Selkirk..........
Stirling..........
Stranraer........
\Vick............
\Vigtosn .........

1051.

1SO1.

2,931
8,50:)
3,400
2,709
24,977
1,O6

2,034
9,039
3,397
2,610
28,447
1,5439
27,151
2,531
3,395
5,537
04',700
4.11:.
1,366
13,048
8,rnS
4,040
4,314 I)
66,418
211,501)
12,105
1,91)1
14,650
8,152
6,764
13,3044
6,5,13
5,785
16,974
6,193
8,464
1,54)9

2,571
3,92:!
4,thJa
55,193
3,912
1,217
14,975
7,561)
4 1)31
3;os;
55,642
28,9)5
iO,1'32
10,aOI
6,75:1
4,523
11,205
6,450
6,15)0
16,013
6,342
8,025
3,722

Source: Scottish Temperance League Register and Abstainers'
Almanac, 1900, p. 43.
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Emphasis did not yet fall on 20% of the population's
occupation of 80% of accommodation, rather on the irony
that there were 28.8 acres of land per family in 1861.
The grim reality that 226,723 families lived in 1 room
was appalling.

Only 6% had conditions conducive to family

life - further threatened by females outnumbering males
108.1 in the South West.

The situation was fraught with

moral and physical peril, as Alison's statistical correlation of housing and health stressed. 64Connections
between temperance and those who pressed for City Improvement Acts to facilitate slum-clearance work were close.
Both groups awaited an administrative framework for public
health. 65Also,despite building, deaths and emigration
the number of uninhabited houses had risen by 29.4%. This
backed claims that the masses spent higher proportions of
their meagre resources on drink than other classes. Were
they temperate,building and related trades would benefit.66
Reformers also responded to new patterns of social
mobility.

Mid-Victorian prosperity was less great than

England's,yet marked.

Wage levels improved from the

1820's and 1830's and, in contrast to 1815-1840's when
upward trends were offset by unemployment, the 1850's appear
an era of falling prices and increased real wages for many
groups. 67Prosperity's inequitable distribution, anonymity and possible status loss of many urban dwellers, and
the hardships of urban life in spite of protective legislation encouraged radicals' interest in suburbanisation,
as well as reformers' attempts to channel labour aristocrat
aspirations thereto. 68Housing ventures, like counter-
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attractions, met "felt wants" - revealing limitations and
the pervasiveness of reformers' ideas.

Reformers were

not confined to Presbyterian exponents of the Protestant
work ethic - as Fr. Forbes' temperance building society
in Glasgow's East End, contemporar y to Temperance Permanent,
shows 69
Such reformers participated in successful pressure,
led by the Building Societies Protection Association, for
legislative protection of borrowing power and continued
supervision by the Friendly Societies' Registrar.

Horror

at the Liberator Co.'s crash with liabilities of three times
alleged assets and extradition of its founder from
Argentina was reflected in the 1894 Building Societies Act.
It tightened the system against mismanagement, accelerated
concentration of business in well established societies,
many begun in the 1870's, heralded fierce competition and
dealt small philanthropic societies quick deaths.7°
Temperance Permanent survived and thrived, aided by
pegging of income tax at 4d-6d per £ and cheap postal rates.
By 1898 it claimed to be the building society of the small
man: 3,373 of 3,700 securities were for under £500, i.e.
1,500 more small properties than any other U.K. society.
Assets were £1 million in 1898, £2 million in 1906 and
peaked at £2,358,688 in 1909.
£12 million.

By 1914 it had advanced over

With another 1,560 societies it was part

of an industry with 628,885 members, thousands of employees
and funds of £51,105,750.

Over 1836-96 this helped

250,000 become homeowners, and business boomed from 1903
on. 71In Scotland however the prevalence of renting
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continued.

Many working people regarded this as a form

of thrift given a poor law penalising homeowners.

A wide

range of considerations, e.g. the nature of rural leases,
provision of company housing, builders' limited aspirations,
building industry disorganisation, patchy economic development, wage levels, Scots' custom and lack of demand for
better standards all perpetuated it.72
Some reformers attempted to mitigate the worst
abuses of renting.

Some, like Burt, led the Glasgow

Landlords and Homefactors Association (1862) pledged to
fight "unequal or unjust" property tax. Their pressure for
reform of feuing, which contributed to inhibition of property development and encouraged construction of tall,
narrow tenement buildings, was a fruitless reaction to class
tension created by the urban 'land question', and overlapped
with 'ratepayer temperance'.

This grouping diverged from

temperance's alliance with municipal progressivism on rating
and municipal expenditure, further straining this relationship for those who, like Temperance Permanent's Directors,
opposed bills to empower local authorities to lend on
working class housing throughout 1899-19O8.

In spite of

such fears however public provision of housing remained
anathema to progressives and voluntaryists alike.74
Through John Mann Jnr.'s work,many were interested
in the Glasgow Workmens' Dwellings Co.

It built tenements

for respectable families and also repaired 'ticketed'
property.

(Ticketing was the corporation's lame response

to overcrowding, expressed via public health officials).
Its work was influenced by Octavia Hill and counter-

L
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attractionists, evident in provision of recreation rooms
on each site,and encouraged later corporation housing
experiments.

The latter were sometimes combined with

street level shop premises, reflecting rack renting's
prevalence in established areas and exacerbation by slum
clearance, railway expansion, and the ring and core pattern
of middle class suburbanisation. 75Reformers were interested in post-war corporation housing. Prohibitionism
rather than moral suasionism influenced this however.
Many factors encouraged them to focus on lower
middle class suburbanisation.
problematic.

Housing of the poor was

Constants appeared to be overcrowding and

need to reside in close proximity to work, quickly producing
rookeries and run down areas with the vices of nonrespectable working class sub-culture.

Reformers in phy-

sical proximity to such districts remained distanced by
inhabitants' rejection of middle class mores and their
agents e.g. policemen, inspectors and city missionaries.76
Also Bright was not alone in fear of the "sunken
sixth" - as the movement's martialling of crime statistics
1870-1914 shows. 77Defensive measures against the rough
poor, e.g. aggressively private gardens marked off by walls
and gates, barred basement windows, and police vigilance
against loitering were increasing.78
Even the best intentioned faced problems of
interpretation.

Reduced hours and greater opportunity

for rational recreation suggested progress and improvement
in workers' lives.
Scottish literature.

Optimism was unchallenged by Victorian
It shunned industrialisation and
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urbanisation in favour of the Covenanting and idealised
'tartan' past, and small-town life.

Russel's "Life in

One Room", originally an 1888 Park Parish Literary
Institute lecture, exposed squalor.

Yet pride over pos-

ition in the European public health league neutralised
fears to some extent.

Public health had curbed some of

the environment's most vicious aspects.79
Housing philanthropy's failure and causes of
poverty were complex.

Skilled artisans could be encouraged

to save and to linking saving with better accommodation
yet often this extended only to renting better accommodation.
Many were never sufficiently secure to buy, others who did
did not necessarily retain houses.

Homeowning, with

implications of moving to areas associated with a higher
social grouping, remained an alien concept to the masses.
Model housing was invariably a commercial failure.
Investigations of the poor's conditions by the Church of
Scotland's Glasgow Presbytery and a Glasgow Municipal
Commission added to information on the question but clarified little.80
For many it remained simply a moral question.
John Burns encouraged the idea that overcrowded tenants
ought to cease betting, "think more and drink less, of
their own will help reformers to help them, to be persistent
in rising upwards not vigilant in sliding down." 81It

was

difficult to locate causes and authorities responsible
for solutions.

There was much division, even between the

socialists Glasier and Burgess, on the extent of Corporation
duty here.

Many made moral rescue work the priority.
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Former city treasurer Alex Murray saw even the Gorbals'
problem as "to the extent of + a drink problem", and alleged
that if the latter were tackled "the Corporation in 2 years
would settle all the housing problem there was so far as
the decent poor were concerned."

Even in 1904 many still

thought "the publican held the slums in the hollow of his
hands", although some had moved to more sophisticated
analyses. 83The theme of publican greed and temperance
and thrift as lifelines of the deserving poor were strengthened in socialism's early years by cults of respectability
and national efficiency.

Philanthropy therefore was one

of many factors which delayed subsidised municipal
housing. 84In 1914 the S.T.L. quoted Glasgow's public
health chief on the "filth productiveness per acre" of
Cowcaddens, the Royal Commission on Housing, Shaftesbury,
the Committee on Physical Deterioration, Booth and Snowden
to stress that where poverty caused intemperance that
poverty was moral i.e. "lack of knowledge, absence of
self-respect, lowness of aim, fewness of wants, and sordid
levels of appetities."

It demanded "not only better

houses for the people but also better people for the houses.'5
The striking growth of lower middle class groups
was very important.
static.

Social class categories were no longer

Although wage earners en massedid not benefit

from the mid-Victorian boom, groupings immediately above
them on the social ladder did.

Blurred lines between

classes make generalisations about non-manual occupations
difficult.

A feature of prosperity was probably a more

than proportionate increase in the number and incomes of
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middling groups.

These, moreover, grew more rapidly than

others and experienced the fastest escalation of income.
Most were urban based and were employed in industry,
commerce, or the service industries which reflected increased
expectation of higher living standards.

Booth found that

although the largest occupied group 1851-81 was "Trade,
Retail and Wholesale", relative strengths of other middle
class groups were altering.

"Commerce" eclipsed teaching

as the second highest % of English occupied, although
other occupations'relative numerical strength was little
altered.

Significantly the rising "commerce" category

included a wide spread of income brackets, ranging from
bankers and accountants down through a hierarchy of clerks
who, in 1871 for example, might earn between £20_600.86
Similarly in the Scottish Census of 1871 "Class III Commercial" comprised 114, 694 or 7.8% of the total occupied
and 8.2% in 1881.

It expanded most 1881-91, rising as a

% of the total population from 3.54-4.49% whilst "Agriculture
and Fishing" declined.

By 1901 the latter and "Class II

Domestic" had further declined whilst "Commerce" continued
to rise. 87The years after '1875 saw setbacks, retardation
of economic growth, falling prices and wages yet this
grouping was cushioned against the trends which aided
protectionism's revival and socialism's rise.

They bene-

fit ed most from the slow economic recovery of the 1890's
and revolutions in transport and communications.
Such was the backdrop of the City and County House
Purchase Co. (1904).

Its slogan "Houseownership is the

signboard of Independence and unrnistakeable stamp of fore-

The City and County's Links with the I.0.G.T.

A 'azaar and ale of

Work

Will be held by the GRAND LODGE OF SCOTLAND,

International Order of Good Templars,
IN TH

CHARING CROSS HALLS, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow,
on 14th, 15th, and 16th APRIL, 1910, for the purpose of
raising

-

£2000,

for Aggressive Work, and the Celebration of the Fortieth Anniversary of the introduction of Good Templary into Scotland.
ALL WILLING TO ASSIST SHOULD COMMUNICATE
WITH GRAND SECRETARY AT ONCE.....

Contributions in GOODS or MONEY will be gratefully received at

GRAND LODGE OFFICES, 204 St. Vincent Street, GLASGOW;
Or, by R. MURRAY M'INTYRE, Craigneil, Bellahouston.

Source: Journal for the Home about the Home,
March, 1910, p. 180.
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thought and thrift" echoed mid-century radicals and reformers.

House purchase was simplified to a Smilesean 6d

per week saving plan.
loan after 4 years.

Certificates qualified one for a
Subscriptions were allowed to lapse

in illness or unemployment without financial penalty and,

jfl contrast to modern societies, without costly insurance.
The C.C.C. stressed "protection" of the home from "the
landlord's missive" as well as from environmental threats8
Its directors and trustees were all abstainers,
drawn from the commercial elite, e.g. the shipbuilder
Councillor Archibald Campbell, shipowners Lang of Greenock
and William Mann, Archibald Cranston the coalmaster and
D.M. Stevenson the coal exporter, Deacon Convener Andrew
Macdonald of Poynter & MacDonald, Thomas Robinson, senior
partner of Robinson and Hunter's Tradeston Chemical Works,
an evangelical Ulsterman associated with Glasgow mission
work, and environmentalists like Dr. Dougan,Steele Convener
of the Improvement Trust, and William Dewar of Glasgow
Health Dept., lecturer in 'Sanitary Science' at Glasgow
Technical College.

They were a mixture of moral suas-

ionists and prohibitionists and most were Liberals. 89They
aided the Good Templars and Sons of Rechab and managing
director Murray McIntyre was active in the 1920's Scottish
Temperance Alliance. 90They publicised temperance via
advertisements in the local press,

Christian World

Football Standbook and Land Values - a favourite
heading being, "What to do with Your Drink Money?...Buy a
House!" 91They supported counter-attractions and promoted
sight-reading and shorthand via a house magazine.

C. C. C.

107

WHAT would your WIFE and FAMILY APPEAR LIKE I'
THE OREAT ARMY OF TilE HUSBANDLES.S ANE
FATHERLESS RENT-PAYERS?
THINK WHAT THIS MEANS. THE C.C.C. SYSTEM WILE
OBVIATE—WHAT?

C. C. HOUSE PURCHASE C.
HUNDREDS HAVE PURCHASED
by coming to C.

Our HEAD OFFICE is C.C.C.,
One Six Six BUCHANAN
STREET, C.

Or DROP us a POST CARD
For PAMPHLET "C. C.," and

We'll POST it to YOU by
RETURN.
"TI-JOROUQ1I."

Source:

Journal for the Home, about the Home
quarterly magazine of the City and County
House Purchase Company, Jan. 1909,
pp. 106-107.
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Comfortable homes were regarded as the supreme counterattraction.
It was small.

Initial share capital was £25,000.

Only £7,540 was raised by public issue by 1909. As with
savings banks, officials supplied capital.

It paid 5%

dividends, surplus being diverted into reserve funds.
£164,000 was advanced 1904-9 yet surplus was possible.
1906 profits were £879,905 and 1907's £768,525.

Like

co-operative building it was cautious. 92Initially it
made on average only 87 advances p.a. - an outlay of
£34,916 p.a. or £401 per client.

Its default rate was 1%,

reflecting caution plus natural preselection through
economic fluctuations and renting's prevalence.
probably did not survive the enrolment period.

Many
The C.C.C.

was proud of the custom of engine driver/inventor John
Stuart because working class custom was exceptional.
Like the "Hillington Park Garden City", also
promoted by the movement, it aimed at the lower middle
classes.

While the Hillington villas required annual

payments it took only £1 per month to secure £600 houses.
They appealed to the emerging white collar commercial
class' aspirations, a group distinct from blue collar
workers in terms of the workplace's demands and lifestyle.
The C.C.C. had close links with Berrie of the Scottish
Clerks' Association, Grand Treasurer of the I.O.G.T. and
director of the Scottish Provident Bank or "People's
Bank.
In encouraging suburbanisation they contributed to
trends eventually detrimental to class collaboration which

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
The cottage-type dwellings favoured by the City and County
House Purchase Company.

HOUSE OWNERSHIP

C.

h the SIgDboar of

INDEPENDENCE
an

rnis:

tIi

C.

itarn o:

I FORETHOUGHT AND THRIFT
PROSPECT1JSFfiEE

C.

HOLSE-IUYINcI T.AflE A E&s A. RENT-PAYI

r.
Lr

t;3i

Eerpit

---------------

1.. ?thRRAV MyRt. E.g.

E-P.ai,e lkE TtI.E. J.F.

Cka, ,,,1a____

Aia.agz.g Di,.cor

Thousands
C.

of

People

now

1iviri

tn

Houses

PURCHt.SLD THROUCH THE C.C.C. SYSTEV

Why Not 'ouP
C.

LOWESI PRCE..S n .ny Compan y in tbe Iingdom

CITY AND COUNTY BOUSE PURCHASE
C.

CO.. LTD.

66 Buchanan Street, L4SGOW

Source : S.P.B.T.A. Annual Reports, 1922, adverts section.
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temperance sought.

They did so only on a small scale,

and such thoughts did not occur to reformers. They were
concerned to respond to this new social group's immediate
needs and employ abstainers as salesmen and clerks in the
process.

Poorer wage earners did not benefit but it was

assumed that they had first to participate in other areas
of thrift like savings banks.

The unemployed's lot was

hard yet via temperance pledges and temperance labour
bureaux they too could eventually be assisted to participate. 94Small suburban semi-detached houses, reminiscent
of cottages of an earlier era, were C.C.C. favourites.
(See illustration opposite).

They were essentially asser-

tions of the democratic ideal by middle class suburbanites
keen to claim the city hinterland for respectability.
Chartist influenced idealised notions of homeownership were perpetuated in Britain by middle class
labourism as they were in the colonies by emigrant labour
leaders like James Munro. 95In both settings building
society promotion was rather conservative reformers' response to social change, particularly upward mobility and
a "felt want" for homeownership in the face of a vicious
environment.

Whilst housing philanthropy was virtually

moribund by the turn of the century some of its ideas and
assumptions endured in companies like the C.C.C. 96This
housing's architectural standards were not very high given
escalation of building costs in this period, yet it is in
many ways more interesting than the high class building
instituted by landowners which produced Glasgow's West
End, 97 highlighting relationships between building proc-
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esses, social structure and cultural forms and hinting at
inequalities and injustices inherent in the city building
process.

Idealism mingled with the self interest of

sanitary engineers like Shanks and D. & R. Fulton, acetylene
lighting and heating specialists like William Moyes & Son,
a spectrum of furnishers advertising in the temperance
press - not to mention builders and architects who supported temperance.98
Building societies were not unqualified successes.
They made no impact on the numbers who applied for parochial
aid, or who made possible formation of a Glasgow Pawnbrokers Association. 99Membership was limited and declined
1890-1900.

Yet by 1920 there were 747, 589 members in

1,271 U.K. societies.

Scots were probably under-represented

in these figures yet the movement was a significant factor
in steady suburban isation over 1870-9 1 .

The latter had

important implications for local politics and for the cult
of respectability instrumental in fostering an insurance
industry. 100

Insurance.

Concurrent to growth of building societies was
the phenomenal rise of insurance companies, many operating
on proprietary basis of allocation of shares to the public.
"By the end of the 19th century the market for life
assurance contained millions of private and business customers'01
Life assurance, differentiated from other types
by insurance of a fixed sum on the certainty of death of
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the insured or at the end of an agreed term, had 3 categories.

Term' for the payment of a sum in the event of

death during a fixed term, 'whole life' paid out after
the insured's death and endowments yielding a sum at the
end of an agreed period or earlier if the insured had
died.

In addition companies also sold annuities which

paid out regularly in return for instalment or lump sum
investment.
It was not new.

It was used by the 16th century

commercial elite and was exclusive till the 1-luguenot
mathematician Noivre and Dodson evolved more scientific
life assurance. 102Statistical tables of mortality and
premiums facilitated acceptance of broader risks and
emergence of nationwide businesses.

It thrived in the

Napoleonic era and joint stock booms of 1824-44.

Its

market remained small until the 1850's when industrial
insurance, involving small sums collected frequently
commenced.

Popularisation was aided by allowance of

premiums as deductions against income tax after 1853 and
by company competition, an indicator of mid-Victorian
prosperity.
Out of haphazard marketing, providing rich
pickings for agents/brokers, greater professionalisation
emerged.

Companies developed branch structures in the

1860's and 1870

103

The subsequent take off of the

joint stock, mutual, mixed and proprietary companies of
the industrSreflected in endowment assurances's popularity.

This was pioneered in 1837 but became prominent

only in the late 19th century and produced + of all
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policies issued by 1900.

It represented a different

type of insurance investment

1o'

'whole life', which

epitomised domestic duty and horror of hard times.
Endowments were investments, suggesting growing confidence
of second generation commercial elites, in financial terms
at least, and an element of calculated risk in some ways
parallel to working class gambling.104
Connections between insurance and temperance
were, as one would expect of a movement powered by the
commercial elite, numerous.

This was encouraged by

shifts in insurance's geographical location from London
to the provinces as provincial firms built up regional
markets, much as brewing did.

By the end of the 19th

century provincial companies outnumbered metropolitan ones.
Glasgow and Edinburgh were the headquarters of many.105
The temperance press advertised insurance compan-.
ies.

In spite of reformers like Richardson Campbell's

talk of insurance the movement's real interest was in
assurance. 106Most advertisers did ordinary life and
annuities e.g. Life Association of Scotland, formerly the
Edinburgh and Glasgow Assurance (1838)107 Equitable Life
(1859) and Caledonian Insurance (1805) 108 active in
Britain and America, the London based British Protector
(1835)109 and Standard Life, originally Life Assurance of
Scotland, linked to several other well known firms.110
The Lancashire Insurance Co. was Manchester based yet had
West of Scotland and Dundee "Boards" of M.R. Shaw Stewart
of Greenock and Blackhall M.P., shipbuilder Robert Barclay,
Henry Watson, John Strang, Glasgow City Chamberlain and
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author of "Glasgow and Its Clubs" (1856), a social commentary on 1795-1855, Dundee merchants and the builder
Charles Smith.

Its amalgamation with Scottish Commercial

added to its appeal to the movement. 111Sovereign Life
(1845) was London based but similarly associated with
Phillips of the N.T.L., Glasgow physician Charles Ritchie
and Archibald Livingston.112
North British and Mercantile (1809) was attractive
because of the reassuring presence of well known figures
on a Glasgow Board of Management and its amalgamation with
Volunteer Service Life (1861_5).h13

Scottish Amicable was

a local with "minimum premium" policies, while firms like
Liverpool and London Globe (1836)114 and Scottish
Imperial (1865) were favoured for strength acquired through
amalgamations 115
Several regular advertisers were 'mutuals', e.g.
Equitable, Friend in Need, Scottish Widows (1815) which
by 1860 had a board headed by Rosebery and equally impressive funds, and Scottish Provident (1837).h16

The

mutual system, championed by Chambers' Journal , had no
entry fees or stamp duty charges.
and paid small premiums.

Members shared profits

It offered greatest incentive

to thrift - company surplus was reserved for those who
made most payments.

Proprietary companies represented

self-help for the affluent whilst these reached a broader
spectrum of lower middle/working class groups.117
Scottish Provident offered £100 assurance on death for
premiums of 9d-i/iof p.w. depending on age in the 1870's.
For the 34.7% of the population lucky enough to be employed
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in manufacturing in 1870,wage levels were good.

Skilled

ironworkers, furnacemen, miners, shipwrights and the
building trades earned £1-4 p.w. and, with continuity of
employment, could easily afford this) 18Scottish
Provident, founded by a master printer interested in
friendly societies and Cleghorn of Edinburgh Monthly
Magazine , a savings bank promoter, made steady progress
in the 1870's

119By 1880 £624,400 surplus was distrib-

uted to members.

As with savings banks, holders of

large policies bolstered the firm, as large reassurances
in 1895 in response to recently evolved death duties
reflected.

Middle class investment, spurred by the 1909

Assurance Companies Act discouraging mismanagement, contributed to accumulation of funds of £15,700,000, a surplus
of £1,158,000 and new business worth £2,078,000 by 1915.120
Among several such provident institutions of the
1830's and 1840's was the U.K. Temperance General
Provident Institution, specialising in mutual life and
annuities, and with a "temperance section" with special
abstainers' rates.

By 1870 it had £1 million capital, and

annual income of £200,000.121
Prior to 1850 its clientele was middle class.
Thereafter it used industrial insurance techniques to
appeal to the masses, stressing ability to cushion them
against life's contingencies e.g. births, marriage, bereavement, housing and employment problems, and especially
old age poverty.

For 1/- a man of 21 could secure at 60

£50 paid half yearly for the rest of his life.

The firm

countered the need to graduate premiums by age by promoting
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life assurance via the juvenile temperance press.122
In Scotland Robert Greville LLD, and Edward
Woodward LLD an inspector of schools, W.P. Alison Edinburgh
University's former Professor of Medicine, Andrew Buchanan
Glasgow's Professor of Medicine, Dr. William Young, Revd.
Thomas McCrie, Robert Shaw Director of National Bank of
Scotland, and John Wigham Jr., the Quaker merchant, were
associated with its work. 123It interested abstainers
keen to promote temperance and to demand special recognition for the teetotal 'elect' by thrift institutions and
also health specialists.

Its mortality data was inter-

esting as confirmation of tentative research in pathology
and as an indication of patchy working class medical cover.
It had regional offices in Glasgow, Edinburgh and
Aberdeen, staffed by abstainers.

By 1875 it had trebled

its income, capital reached £1,700,000, over £100,000,000
had been disbursed and "profits realised" amounted to
£434,400.124

This was due to Templary's impact on Britain,

and a new wave of interest in temperance.

Increased

Scottish interest reflected expansion of the firm's "Council
of Reference for Scotland" to include respected figures
like Bailies Collins and Hamilton, Revd. Henry Calderwood,
Edinburgh University's Professor of Moral Philosophy,
Councillor Mackenzie of Glasgow, Stephen Mason, later
Liberal M.P. for Mid Lanark, the Revds. Brown, Wallace,
Reid of the S.T.L., Hill the publisher, Robert Knox of
Rainy Knox & Co., Kirk of the I.0.G.T., businessman Henry
Herbertson and shipowner William Lindsay. The local district
superintendent and the Scottish manager were associated
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with Templary, S.T.L. and S.P.B.T.A.

Familiar faces and

promise of profits 20% above those paid to the general
section sold over 60,000 policies by the end of the 1870's.
Expansion ensued.

The temperance section's bonus for

1876-81 amounted to 41-135% of premiums paid - an excellent
incentive if not to become "1.1." at least to take out
more insurance.
that of 1859.

By 1898 the firm's income was 8.5 times
Although income increased by £11,222 p.a.

over 1861-75 over 1891-6 it rose £17,400 p.a. on average.125
Success in turn stimulated interest. Alexander
Allan, A.H. McLean, Hugh Lamberton, James Anderson the
Glasgow starch and gum manufacturer, the Revds. Ferguson,
Johnston and Kay, Councillor Dickson, and the Uddingston
merchant James Lusk became associated with it in the 1880's.
While the London board, men like Bowly, the Quaker s Barret
and Smithies, John Taylor the Sheffield Temperance reformer
and Benjamin Whitworth M.P. the textile magnate, were
probably paid attendance fees for their work, willingness
of Scottish reformers to endorse the institution was less
straightforward. 126The Scottish Council was a far more
mixed group in religious and temperance applications than
the Quaker dominated metropolitan Board, although it had a
Glasgow bias.127
Some of those attracted wished to control patronage.
It advertised for "active temperance men" as agents.

For

others it was another cause in which social acquaintances
and business colleagues came together. There was also a
local recognition factor.

Eminent citizens were utilised

by insurance to gain confidence and capital. Such men
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regarded this as a status accolade and possible stepping
stone to coveted positions as bank figureheads.

Prior to

1900 insurance shares were also extremely profitable.
Thereafter competition reduced dividends from 20-10% of
profits.

Mobility was a theme at all levels of the

insurance hierarchy,

Dick, John Finlayson the temperance

agent, David Fortune a poor boy who became Secretary of
Scottish Legal Insurance and a Liberal 'wire-puller', and
Selkirk, Marr and Mann rose via agency work. 128Insurance
was also a useful stop-gap, as journalism was, for early
Labour leaders like Shinwell, who worked for Scottish Legal.
Opportunities were legion. In 1870 there were 165 insurance entries in the Glasgow P.O. Directories, by 1880 230,
and by 1890 they required division into 192 agents, 140
brokers and 251 companies.

In 1900 there were 159 brokers

and 254 companies at work in Glasgow,although later insurance contracted slightly.
Expansion, fostered by life work and Employers'
Liability Assurance after 1888, created opportunities for
the commercial elite's sons.

R. Smeal Jnr. became

manager of the National Guarantee and Suretyship Association
and the iron-founder Bailie Borland's second son became
Glasgow manager of Law Union & Crown Insurance. Robert
Blyth, son of a partner in a muslin merchant's business,
became an accountant, Scottish Amicable's manager, and in
turn promoted working class thrift and city charities.129
Accountants emerged as a distinct profession in
this period, hardening demarcation lines between clerks
and accountants.

A British Institute of Actuaries (1848)
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had only reflected 'City' developments.

By 1870 a

Glasgow Institute of Accountants and Actuaries had 65
members, already more than the local writers' society.

By

1880 it had 103 and owned a hail for social activities.
Men like Selkirk rose from it to prominence in the Scottish
Institute of Accountants, the profession's regulating body.
By 1890 it had 238 members, and a hierarchical structure
of members, honorary members and associates indicating
professional status.
Marr and Rodger of the S.T.L. were also prominent
in the Insurance and Actuarial Society of Glasgow (1880).
They encouraged its lectures to become additional temperance platforms for Or. Neil Carmichael, those like
Finlayson, President of the Faculty of Physicians and
Surgeons interested in T.B., and public health experts like
Russel, creating an additional pressure group on questions
like the health and fire hazards of the central districts
of the city. 13 °

This was unsurprising.

Brokers like

Mann were not only apprised of all available data on health
and mortality but also mixed socially with Glasgow's 'bivic
church enthusiasts", e.g. Glasgow University's Professor
Caird, and espoused a wide range of reform interests.131
By 1914 however some relegated parochial interests in
pursuit of careers as Lloyds underwriters.
As many of the largest companies had Scottish
head offices,opportunities were available at the apex of
insurance.

William Connal, Provost James Morton the

Greenock ironmaster and William Wotherspoon of Castlehead,
all teetotalers, were directors of Queen Insurance alongside

MORTALITY FIGURES AS PROPAGANDA (2)

ThE RELATIVE MORTALITY OF OCCUPIED AND
• RETIRED MALES, 25 TO 65 YEARS OF AGE,
FROM ALL CAUSES AND FROM VARIOUS CAUSES.
Registrar Generars 65th Annual Report, Table IV.,
England and Wales.
CAUSES OF DEATH.
2
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Occupation
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Average of all Males, 1004 16
(The Standard)

4 Medical Profession,.. 952 17 67 6513
9 Commercial Travellees...............988 22 72 i68 12
20 Farmers.............59ó 9 55 76 6
2! Farm Labourers, ... 62! 5 48 go 6
25 Breweri............1393 47 I 1924811
26 Publicans...........1781 III 74 271 iS
a
Publicans' Servants, 1883 131 94 543 II
28 Stationers...........93! i8 64213 IC
34 Grocers..............729 II c4 12c I
16
104 30
35 Drapers...........
Macll1;.',
53 Engine,
Boiler Makers, F it110 2!
tees, &c..............913 10
Tool, Scissors and
5
139 59
File Workers........1315 to
60-66 Building Trades.......934 14
941 2!
72 Wool, \Vorsted Manufacture............984 7 64 I 120i 24
74 Cotton Manufacture, 1114 12 7211 128 i
87 57
83 Coal Miners.........885 5
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,
.o .11
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789
35 '9 455
44 26 405
41 28 516

20 19 262
54 15 244
43 23 666
87 41 973
72 36107!
27 12 476
37 i6 360
171 46!
35 53 417
51 t9 675
39 i8 441
50 z6 440
38 20 4S4
23 III 285

1.—Of these sixteen lines of occupation, the three classes
associated with the sale of alcohol—a deleterious though alluring
drug—have the highest mortality.
11.—And the measure of their close association with alcohol
is the measure of their mortality. Publicans' servants—with
she longest hours 0/labour—have the highest rate; publicans
themselv es come second, and brewers, whose close association
with alcohol is mainly during the business hours of the day—
with Sundays oil—come third.
i These are the facts of experience, gathered from the lives of
millions—the liquor trade—with its seven days labour f'er week
.-ls the most deadly, the most diseased, and the most drunken
of the ades enumerated. And these are fathers I What is
4he legacy they are handing on to the next generation?
British Temperance Advocate. -

Source: S.T.L.R. 1915, p. 84.

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
Temperance Insurance Propaganda Work 1866-96

Ab-thence and /nçevL4t
"vLdence Li accumu-LaJu. teaiz. bt tew. 4how-Lnç. the advan.taçe4
acciutLnç .to the abathe'z comj3aod wii. the madeizae cbnke1L.
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mo4.t
t&iç and Ln-iJjwctLve, and c/eai4 demon4.tizate
thai ab4Lnence Li conduc.Lve to Lonç. -Le".
United Kingdom Te
Years Temperance
Expected
Claims
1866-70 549
1871-75 723
1876-80 933
1881-85 1179
1886-90 1472
1891-95 1686
Total
6542

erance and General Provident Institution
Section
General
Section
Actual
Expected Actual
Claims
Claims
Claims
411
1008
944
1330
1268
511
1480
651
1485
1678
835
1530
1015
1846
1750
1958
1953
1203
4626
9235
8987

Scottish Temperance Life Assurance Company.
Years

Temperance
Expected
Claims
1883-7
43
1888-92 159
1893-97 200
Total
492

Section
Actual
Claims
15 or 35%
79
50%
138
48%
232
47%

General
Expected
Claims
11
49
95
155

Sceptre Life Association
Years Temperance Section
General
Expected
Actual
Expected
Claims
Claims
Claims
110 or 56.41%
1884-8 195
466
1889184
58.97%
1893 312
564
138
1894-6 237
58.23%
359
432
Total 744
58.06% 1399

Section
Actual
Claims
7 or 62%
68%
33
70%
67
107
69%
Section
Actual
Claims
368 or 79.00%
466
?297
1131

Source : Scottish Temperance Annual 1899-1900, page 52.

82.62%
80.49%
80.84%

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
Temperance Insurance Propaganda Work 1866-96
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United Kingdom Temperance and General Provident Institution
Years Temperance Section
General
Section
Actual
Expected
Actual
Expected
Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims
411
1008
944
1866-70 549
511
1871-75 723
1268
1330
651
1876-80 933
1485
1480
835
1678
1530
1881-85 1179
1015
1750
1886-90 1472
1846
1203
1958
1953
1891-95 1686
Total
9235
8987
4626
6542
Scottish Temperance Life Assurance Company.
Years

Temperance
Expected
Claims
1883-7
43
1888-92 159
1893-97 200
Total
492

Section
Actual
Claims
15 or 35%
79
50%
138
48%
232
47%

General
Expected
Claims
11
49
95
155

Section
Actual
Claims
7 or 62%
33
68%
67
70%
107
69%

Sceptre Life Association
General
Section
Years Temperance Section
Expected Actual
Expected
Actual
Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims
466
368 or 79.00%
110 or 56.41%
1884-8 195
1889564
466
184
58.97%
82.62%
1893 312
359
?297
138
58.23%
80.49%
1894-6 237
Total 744
432
1131
58.06% 1399
80.84%

Source : Scottish Temperance Annual 1899-1900, page 52.

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
The Progress of Scottish Temperance Life over the years 1883-1914
Table A.
Year.
New Policies
New Sums Assured
Average amount of
each policy
Total Premiums
received
Total funds
Bonus paid to
policy holders
Total Policies
in force

1887
3,483
671,455
195

1892
4,749
964,102
203

1897
5,774
1,344,520
232

1902
6,495
1,875,993
289

51,392

170,769

316,988

498,776

25,501

142,908

376,066

767, 922

20/545,860

25/1, 250 , 387

27/2,213,745

27/
3,354,347

Table B.
The Value of New Policies (fs) 1883-1914.
Year
1883
1885
1887
1888
1889
1891
1893
1895
1897
1898
1899

£
69,425
150,355
172,210
175,753
176,509
201,475
206,725
235,709
355,375
359,183
362,075

Year
1901
1903
1904
1905
1906
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1914

£
375,885
412,650
412,650
451,969
461,754
551,350
551,638
582,690
563,365
550,235
605,890

Source : Scottish Temperance Life Annual Reports 1883-1914.
I am indebted to Mr David Anderson of the Public
Relations Department of Scottish Mutual for access
to these.
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Collins, James Hamilton, George MacFarlane, biscuit manufacturer and Y.M.C.A. President with interests similar to
leading merchants, J.R. Miller and ex-Provost Campbell of
Greenock backed this venture.

Its manager and moving spirit

was A.K. Rodger J.P., evangelist, Ruthergien provost and
Liberal M.P., an S.T.L. director and 1900 President of the
Insurance and Actuarial Society. 134In contrast to the
C.C.C., its Board was allegedly "representative of all
shades of politics." Interest reflected shift of focus
from housing philanthropy to more profitable self-help.
It was an alternative too to industrial insurance, in which
47% of weekly premiums paid collection costs.

It under-

cut industrials in both sections and offered yearly or
quarterly premiums.
It also won an "Insurance Banking and Financial
Review" prize for its house policy and brochure "Why Pay
Rent?" in 1903.
made it a success.

Rechabites believed that this work rapidly
It ran "an attractive scheme whereby

a house is purchased and a life insured for little more
than the usual cost of rent." 135Insurance here was a
useful auxiliary of the building society movement, and
attempted to reduce class tension as synibolised by rent
problems.

Prudential, with which Sir George Green was

associated, also pioneered loans for this purpose on life
assurance policy security, a practice common in 1830-50
and later widespread. 136Loans however, like savings bank
withdrawal facilities were not a feature overly publicised.
In 1904 Scottish Temperance loaned only £3,030 thus, yet
had £74,522 invested in "heritable property". They were

SCOTTISH TEMPERANCE LIFE ASSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

TrnRTY-0NE YEARS' PROGRESS.
LIFE DEPARTMENT.

j

Year.

Life Assur-

New Polic: Premiums.
Interest, &c.
Total.
ajice Fund.
hsued. I
I ___________
_____ ___________

I

L

L

2,112
'2883, .. I 6,çz5
206,725 51,136
2893, . 412,650 126,432
2903, ..
19L3, ..
717,375 '219,918

L

6,509
32,699
79,550

L

924
277,223
159,131
869,742
299,468 2,073,776
2,112

57,645

MORTALITY EXPERIENCE.
THIRTY YEARS (1883-1912).
II

Period.

2883-2887

..
1888-1892 ..
2893-2897 ..
1898-1902 ..
1903-1907 -.
1908-1912 ..

TEMPERANCE SECTION.

Gp.naa.u. SECP,OM.

i

I
Claims I Actual Ratio of

Ratio of
to Claimns I Actual Actual to
I
i Expected. Claims. Expected. Expectcd.I Claims- Expected.
h

43

259
290
444
6o9
770

25
79
138
i88
298
356

2,325 I'.°74

35%

II

50%
48%
42%
0,
49io
46%

7

49
95
264
223
27!

33
6i
ii8
223
i86

62%
68%
70%
72%
55%
69%

46% 813

534

66%

• According to Tables compiled by the Institute of .aictuaries from the experience of
twenty leading Life Assurance Companies.

Source : Scottish Temperance League Register and Abstainers'
Almanac, 1915, page 83.
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sympathetic to some forms of credit as part of the respectable lifestyle than some reformers yet the possibility
of non-constructive use of loans, e.g. to finance a nonproductive lifestyle or feed personal vices, was not something they desired to delve too deeply into.
Its investment pattern paralleled that of the
G.S.B. As increased actuarial skill obviated need for
"liquid funds", government securities lost appeal.

Other

companies moved away from investment bolstering municipal
socialism and local industries towards more profitable
overseas investments by 1914.

Scottish Temperance con-

tinued to invest in railways, school boards, and local
sympathisers like J. & P. Coats. 137This was significant,
as insurance companies' investment in stocks and shares
trebled over 1880-1914 before the Great War re-directed
investment to government securities, and as Scottish Temperance transacted over £1 million p.a. by 1914.

Indeed

"life funds" alone had reached £3 million.
The work of Scottish Temperance continues as
Scottish Mutual Life. Financially, temperance assurance
like that of the Wesleyan chapels, co-op movement and
Salvation Army was relatively successful. Assessment of
how far this type of thrift was well 'received' by the
masses however lies outside this thesis' scope.
It was "a form of thrift which exceeded all others".
By 1910 total U.K. life funds amounted to £348,545,470.
Campbell regarded the number and strength of companies as
evidence that the "doctrine of duty" did not go unheard.'38
'Industrials' represented working class investment of

MORAL SUASION AND THRIFT
The Success of Life Insurance Promotion by 31.12.1910
CaTpa
Abstainers & General
Alliarce Ltd.
Inperial Life Fund
Provicit "
Atlas Ltd.
Britannic Ltd.
British Equttsble
British Life
British Union & Naticrial
British Wi&Ms
Caledcnian
Century Ltd.
City of Glasg
City Life Ltd.
Clergy Mutual.
Clergy Pericris
Clerical, Medical & General
Ccrcial TXiicn
West of Eagland Fund
Hend in I-nd
Union Life
Caisolithted Ltd.
O3cperative Ltd.
Ctais Fthd
Eagle
Eccmiic
Edinburgh
Edinburgh (]iartered Accxritants
English & Scottish La
Equitable
E iuiiy & La
Frieride Provict
General
General Accident Fire & Life
(keshan Ltd.
Gardian Ltd.
Westminster
Hearts of Gek Ltd.
Lai, Union & Rock
Legal & General
Life Association of Scotland
Liverpool & Lcridcn Gkt)e
Liverpool Victoria
Laidcn Assursrxe

£s.
Caipary
528, EO1 Lcndn & Lancs.Life
6,529,376 Laidn Life Ltd.
2,654,883 Icrictri & nchester
3,679,98 lLzltn & provircial
2,C85,791 Marine & General
1,110,231 Metrcpolitan
1, 3, 124 Naticnal Mutual
22,466 NatLczial Provithit
437 North British &
7,352 Mercantile
2,893,137 Northern Ltd.
414,027 Norwich Union Life
3,119,328 Scottish Inperial
96,571 Qiniun Ltd.
4,662,060 Pearl Ltd.
759,314 Ioenix Ltd.
5,468,071 Profits and Incaie
4,394,572 provint Free Hrie
578,941 provident Clerks &
3,697,278 General
3,938,113 Pruthitial Ltd.
30,319 Refuge
128,834 Royal
609,221 Royal Exchange
2,117,705 Royal ILflckfl
4,449,114 Royal Naticrial Nurses
4,456,863 Salvation Anijy
64,078 Sceptre Ltd.
2,851,296 Scottish Accident
4,593,246 Scottish Amicable
4,627,477 Scottish Equitable
3,418,756 Scottish Life Ltd.
2,192,033 Scottish Metrcpolitmn
65,602 Scottish Provithit
10,216,844 Scottish Teiperarice
3,362,015 Scottish Union &
757,875 Naticiial
14,668 Scottish Wids
7,611,359 Standerd
7,134,075 Star
5$37,793 Sm Life
5,109,211 U.K.Teiperarce
23,425 University
2,494,655 Wesleyan & General
Yorkshire Ltd.

£s.
2,591,262
5,166,870
83,940
86,339
1,766,166
2,254,035
2,9)1,933
6, J, EX
15,645,126
5,040,556
8,970,756
693,189
2,567
2,573,765
10,039,764
73,431
169,238
2,679,416
41,425,963
5,261,477
10,336,847
3,7 ,603
93,840
1,404,517
413,691
1,177,151
184,755
5,540,845
5,877,835
1,616,122
813,344
14 , 760 , (X)1
1,683,609
4,859,394
a), 240,396
12,658,288
6,752,603
8,601,668
9,182,354
896,403
810,784
2,040,285
£348, 545,470

Industrial Insurance specifically
Totals for the nain 17 caipanies (iric1ucling Abstainers'
& General, (b-cp, and Salvation Pinrjy) equalled .................. 46,497,835
Foreiga Caipenies Totals for 11 of these were ................... 407,919,2))
Scurce : Richardeon Cipbe11 'Provident and Industrial Iristithticxis", pp.2(0-3.
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£46,497,835.

Moreover the market was sufficiently large

to absorb firms like Sun Life of Canada, yet another supported by the movement because of its positive bias towards
abstainers 139

The Scottish Temperance Annual of 1910 claimed that
the movement's mortality statistics were irrefutable by
drinkers, doctors and the Trade, an exaggeration yet
insurance had been forced to see abstinence as beneficial in contrast to the pioneer Warner's payment of extra
premiums. 14 °

By 1899 institutions like Scottish Provident

were induced to allow for "neurotic disease" in calculations 141 and by 1904 18 refused to risk insuring the Trade,
2 weighted Trade premiums ' age factor, and 53 charged this
'dangerous trade' extra. 142This was largely the result
of propaganda from the teetotal companies, and sympathisers
like Sceptre.

Such statistics were publicised by Sir

Robert Giffen in The Statist and by the 1902 Board of
Trade Blue Book, enhancing insurance's efficiency as a
science of probabilities, and providing precedents for the
insurance work of A.S.H.143
Insurance was popularised however only within a
limited radius of respectable lower middle class groups.
There were 21 non-policy holders for each holder in the
U.K. in 1901.

Regional ratios may have been less favour-

able. 144Rodger made clear in 1909 that it was only a
viable proposition for those with more than the 21/7d p.w.
requisite to sustain the thriftiest family. 145Yet the
faith in laissez faire which thrift agencies created in
a small but articulate and socially aware if not socially
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critical group active in pressure group politics explains
their mixed reception of Liberal insurance schemes.

This

was true of the Rechabites, a form of working class thrift
as important as great industrials like Prudential.

The Independent Order of Rechabites (J.O.R.)

Origins of Friendly Societies.

Among the earliest was a mutual aid society formed
by Scots resident in London in 1613 in the wake of migration
encouraged by James Vi's accession to the English throne.
They were humanitarian yet designed to "secure the country
against beggars, parish poor, almshouses and hospitals."146
In the years before this response was given an intellectual
framework by Maithus and Chalmers,friendly societies were
already a reaction to and commentary upon provision for the
poor 147
They multiplied rapidly in Scotland and England
from the 18th century on.

The Weavers' Society of Anderston

(1738) exemp1ifiedtendency to be "virtually trade unions"
modelled on early incorporations.

148

Like freemasonry they

outgrew their exclusive"operative"phase.

Later societies

catered for burgesses and their widows, city deacons,
preses of charitable societies, clans and migrants from
particular areas.

The latter overlapped with wealthy

philanthropists' benevolent societies for needy rural migrants. 14924 such societies were established in Glasgow
over 17251856.150

The Western Friendly Society (1832)151

and City of Glasgow (1862)152 both catered for the working
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classes, were associated with Presbyterian churches, and the
temperance, 153 health and housing reform movements.

Like

co-operation they were class assertive.154
19th century historians traced the movement to
quasi-religious fraternities of ancient Greece.

Oddfellows

and Foresters traced their lineage to the Romans and Adam
respectively, 155 to identify with 'progress' and 'civilisation'.

Fraternal societies often had overtones of pagan-

ism, pantheism, and patriotism e.g. the Sons of Scotland.156
All claimed descent from medieval guildry for their permutations of chivalric codes.157
More immediate forebears were the Industrial
Revolution's "box clubs", encouraged by 1793 legislation
recognising right to sue and therefore protect their property and exemption from the 1799 ban on combinations.158
These met to levy for relief of members in public houses.
A direct response to social and economic change, many were
formed in the Black Country.

In addition to financial

raison d'etres they also had pronounced social functions.
They were notoriously unstable and by the 1840's had been
eclipsed by affiliated orders, national fraternal societies
with branch structures on the Oddfellows' model.

The Rechabites.

"Wine? I drink none being in that particular
of the persuasion of Jonadah, the Son of Rechab."
(Bentham, quoted by P. Winskill "Temperance
Standard Bearers of the 19th Century",
Vol. 1, p. 144).

By 1835 a teetotal friendly society free from association
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with pub-culture and pagan ritual was thought overdue.159
Abstainers judged subsidy of the Trade, by purchase of
'lodge liquor'

in lieu of rent for function rooms, per-

petuation of thriftlessness, and of friendly societies'
identification with subversive elements. 160They sought
to emphasise the movement's evangelical influences, and
financial reliability •161
The Rechabites, like the earlier Shepherds, were a
product of industrial Lancashire.

Salford, their head-

quarters, was associated with ironfounding and mining, corn
stores and an unsightly cattle wharf.

Its rapid urbanis-

ation fuelled reform impulses of local Primitive Methodists,
Congregationalists, Church of England 'tin-missions' and
the S.D.F.

It became "the classic slum", due partly to

obstructive localism and ratepayer opposition to necessary
expenditure, while class and cultural conflict made it
"as cl9sed an urban society as any in Europe."162
I.0.R. origins lay in burial work. 163It admitted only abstainers, its name being a reference to the
abstaining tribe of Chronicles 2: V55) 64Originally
moral suasionist,it later moved towards prohibition.165
Its thrift work encompassed adult and juvenile insurance
for sickness, funeral and endowment benefits.
It came to Scotland in 1837, contemporary to the
Glasgow cottonspinners' strike,via the Edinburgh-Liverpool
stage's guard.
in 1838.

He founded Dumfries and Edinburgh tents

The Edinburgh area was its first District.166

Conjunction of this work with Glasgow publication of the
People's Charter and Manchester's formation of the Anti-

I
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Corn Law League reflects the way radical sentiment in the
1830's and 1840's was no mere response to dire economic
conditions and related factors, e.g. technological redundancies, the factories Ten Hours Movement, Poor Law provision,
the collapse of trades unions and co-operative enterprise,
but also represented a range of moral crusades, exemplified
by teetotal Chartism, Christian Chartism, Lovett's preoccupation with education, and internationalist and pacifist
sentiment.

Rapid Rechabite progress from 1839-41 provides

interesting commentary on rejection of the "Six Points"
and activities of physical force Chartists.

It would be

simplistic to see Chartist decline and disillusionment
with political reform as automatic aids to recruitment.
Rechabitism did recruit in areas of Glasgow where skilled
artisans were no strangers to political reform agitation,
yet the success of its combination of evangelicalism,
Benthanism and individualism into an ethos intended to
guide the every action of its working class members points
to the latent potential of moral reform in Dicey's "period
of Benthaism or Individualism." 167By 1841 there were
47 Scottish tents and 4,000 Rechabites.168
In structure it resembled the I.0.G.T. and
Masonry.

The hierarchy comprised local tents, Districts,

and a Board elected by ballot and retired in rotation.169
It was governed by lengthy rules.
encouraged on pain of fines.

Orderly meetings were

Reading and "singing of

indecent songs" during lodge meetings was expressly prohibited.

Amidst much pedantry representation rulings

prevented the brotherhood being strained by over-represen-
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tation of any one area, or by implication occupational
grouping.
It was wary of paid officials.
used to promote the I.O.R.

Volunteers were

Introduction of paid staff

was associated with competition and money-grubbing materialism which would emphasise numbers at the expense of
individual commitment to temperance.

The burden of

accounting and paperwork fell on unpaid tent officials.
The High Secretary was paid a small salary but the Order
borrowed agents.
Secretaries.

Some larger Districts employed

All had salaried medical advisers.170

Imperfect centralisation long discouraged professionalisation.

Friendly society democracy, lauded by

the Webbs, maintained strong local interests, epitomised
by local financial control. 171Centralisation commenced
in the early 19th century, but conformity was difficult
to achieve given threats of schism, as at the Oddfellows'
1845 Glasgow conference.

Secession was a frequent and

ironic consequence of mass support, especially in areas
with "local traditions of working class self-help or
self-defence. ,,172
Rechabite evangelicalism was thoroughly predictable given interconnection of friendly societies, the
Sunday School movement and the Baptist and Independent
Methodist Churches, and teetotal parentage. Scottish
Rechabjtes were often associated with the Free Church.
Chalmers' favourable comments on the Order in "Scripture
Readings" were prized.173
Secrecy and Protestant zeal aroused the suspicions

I.O.R. STRENGTH
Table showing the Rechabites Adult and Juvenile membership
and the total funds of the Voluntary Section at each yearend from 1835-1934.

Year

Adult
Membership

Juvenile
Membership

1835
l&38
1840
1842
1844
1846
1848
1850
1852
1854
1856
1858
1860
18(52
1864
1866
1868
1870
1872
1874
1876
1878
1880
1882
1884
188(5
1888
1890
1892
1894
1896
1898
1900
1902
1904
190(5
1908
1910
1912
1914
1916
1918
1920
1922
1924
1926
1928
1930
1932
1934

45
3,200
10,320
21,542
22,684
18,268
12,500
9,060
6,733
6,005
5,940
6,009
6,115
6,670
8,974
10,342
12,931
15,402
21,310
28,932
32,086
33,452
34,641
40,822
51,473
67,722
78,057
95,074
113,097
127,291
142,078
153,048
168,293
186,831
204,514
224,301
241,949
259,508
313,461
319,755
335,294
358,957
377,525
374,686
379,534
385,797
386,814
390,470
390,534
387204

380
650
1,04(5
1,323
1,360
1,420
1,082
960
950
972
934
974
1,020
1,403
2,409
2,815
4,389
5872
(5,415
9,468
12,952
1(5,684
20,904
24,731
28,298
35,545
47,795
61,667
72,292
81,678
87,430
100,896
117,239
141,041
168,246
187,839
209,164
224,147
253,275
286,555
366,5 19
425,523
41(5,954
402,749
368,436
349,955
329,535
318,147
310,870

Source: R. Highet

Total Funds.
£
10
1,236
3,025
10,5(11
15,277
11,250
11,234
13,025
15,285
18,232
19,825
23,341
28754
38,586
42,984
49,863
(53,49(5
90,824
98,397
120,290
159,100
217,441
243,214
288,321
331,399
384,477
455,498
531,973
639,855
730,261
834,061
1,012,591
1,130,639
1,315,027
1,526,675
1,742,03(5
2,000,157
2,254,454
2,586,735
2.811,05(5
3,061,120
3,381,110
3,721,486
4,136,363
4,402,143
4,862,779
5,232,661
5,554,223
6,115,798
6,485,346

"A History of the Rechabites,
1835-1935...", I.O.R., Salford, 1935,
p. 501, Appendix E.

List of Tents which existed in the present Glasgow Distiict area prior to the enrolnierl
crisis—from about 1837 to 1850
Name.
Reg. No.
'34 Hope, 136 Charity,
137 Nazarene,
i6i Paisley,
214 John Dunlop,
263 Balclutha,
276 Thistle,
278 Franklin,
285 Rising Sun,
310 Sons of the Rock,
316 Lily of the Valley,
360 Dollar, - 373 Concordia, 386 Mars Hill,
420 Jonadab,
428 Banks of Carron,
472 Banks of Levern,
473 Tree of Life,
501 Bruce, 527 St. Paul's, 539 Phoenix,
53 Sir John de Grahame,

Town.
Glasgow.
Greenock.
Port-Glasgow
Paisley.
Greenock.
Dumbarton.
Glasgow.
Glasgow.
Glasgow.
Stirling.
Renton.
Dollar.
Greenock.
Alloa.
Airdrie.
Denny.
Barrhead.
Ruthergien.
Bannockburn.
Glasgow.
Alloa.
Falkirk.

Reg. No.
Name.
55 Tower Hill,
55d Rose, 559 Thistle,
588 l'clvingrove,
589 Triumphant,
607 William hamilton,
634 Argyle,
64o Ruby,
650 Hope of Loch Kieran,
655 Hope of Bute, 691 Falls of Clyde, 759 Williams, 760 Moscrip,
843 Abbey,
860 Dewdrop, - - 983 Eagle,
986 St. Mungo,
1015 Banks of Clyde.
1017 Almwell, - - 1033 Sons of the Ochils, 1060 United Perseverance,
1096 Links of Devon.

Town.
CLLkOL.LnoaII.
Old KilpatriLk
Coatt.ridge.
Maryh ill.
Pollokthaw.
StraUlblane.
Dunoon.
SI.onelicjuse.
Caiiipbelto a.
Jt(.theay.
Lar,,irk
Uanl I ton
(rIuke.
Ls..lIandg.w
Larkhall.
Ea1lc,hani.
Glssg.w.
Greenuek.
Heleasburgh
Tillicoultry.
Falkirk.
'.Jva.

FEMALE TENTS.
5' True Sisters,
77 Sisters of Charity,
8z Deborah,
83 Rose of the Vale,
84 paughters of the Rock,
85 Thistle,
•
89 Rose,
9' Snowdrop, III Spreading Myrtle,
'47 Path of Peace, -

Greenock.
Greenock.
Port-Glasgow.
Renton.
Stirling.
Glasgow.
Glasgow.
Alexandria.
Glasgow.
Kirkintillnch.

550 Daughters of Rechab,
'5' Elizabeth, . - 152 Queen of the Vest, 159 Rose of Sharon.
z60 Good Design, 169 Love and Unity,
218 Maryhill, 243 Star of the East, 286 Road to Plenty,
-

Airdrie.
Glasgow.
Glasgow.
Aba.
Fulkirk.
Dumt..arton.
M.Aryhlll.
Gla,gw.

At December, 1887, the list of Tents and membership was :...
...
1415 Union,
i6i8 General Gordon,
5258 Pride of the \Vest,
1462 Anchor of Unity,
1274 Eastern Pioneer, ...
...
1607 Vale of Irvine,
...
1431 Ark of Safety,
Hope of Bethany.
Thistle,
...
...
16
1541 Banner of Reform,
1542 Star of Carrick, ...
1399 \Villiam Collins, ...
321 Good Samaritan,
1628 Gem of tile Forth.
...
11)08 Loudonhill,
...
1431) Lord \Volseley,
...
1653 Progress, ...
284 David Livingstone,
11)63 Guardian Ragle, ...
...
121)0 lcirkiiit illuch,

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..,
..,
,..
...
.,.
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..,

148
135
ho

so,
88
86
85
83
7
69
68
(i

6
60
60
56
54
51
38

5699 Archibald M'Lelland,
1593 Victoria,
148 Hope of Glasgow,
1452 Lily of the Clyde,
1765 James Sliaw,
1516 Hope of Port-Glasgow,
5744 Loudoun,
i7o3 Star of the Forth,
1565 Gospel Rescue,
1469 Guard of Honour,
i6
Pride of Leven,
1764 Granite,
1779 John Wilson,
1334 Banks of Ayr,
1517 Guiding Star,
1787 George A. Clark,
1251 Hclensburgh,
1788 Glazert Bank,
1777 Arthurlie,
1704 James Montgomery.

.TOTAL - 2059.

38
37
36
34
3
2

27
21)
25
23
20
19

'7
'3
'3
13
10
10

9
7
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adult membership dropped from 22,684 in 1844 to 5,940 in
1856 (see Table A).177
The 1850's and 1860's were dismal.

Remaining

Districts could not agree to register under the 1846 and
1850 Friendly Societies Acts till 1854.

The Executive

did not gain full legal control of branch affairs until
the 1875 Friendly Societies Act. 178They faced competition from thrift institutions and also from another
fraternal 'temperance friendly'.

The Sons of Temperance

(1842) established in New York formed U.K. branches in
1855.

This heralded rivalry in 'moral suasiori/thrift'

between Rechabites, Sons of Temperance, Sons of Phoenix
and respective female and juvenile wings.179
Dawson Burns thought Rechabite revival miraculous. 18 °

Yet even in the 1850's funds increased and adult

membership decline was not mirrored in juvenile figures.
(See Table A).

Following successful pressure for the

Second Reform Act, increased trade union activity at local
and national level, extension of Factory Act hours legislation to workshops and resurgence of interest in cooperation, it regained former strength, progress halting
only 1874-80 through trade depression.

Adult recruit-

ment was most successful over 1884-6 and 1888-92, following
the 1887 Friendly Societies Act, and in the early years
of the new century.
A striking feature was the strength of Rechabitism
in Glasgow and the West.

Prior to the mid-century crisis

there were 63 tents in the Glasgow District alone.
'List of Tents').

It also grew over 1893-1903 from

(See
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10,809 to 33,543 adult members.

Resuscitation dated from

the early 1880's, spreading from tents meeting in Glasgow
temperance hotels, the Calton and Paisley Temperance
Institutes, the Dumbarton Burgh Buildings, Coatbridge
Y.M.C.A., and the Gourock Dairy School, and aided by
English Rechabites.

By 1877 U.K. strength had rallied

to 33,000 but insecurity was evident in rumoured amalgamation with the Sons of Temperance.
slow.

Local progress was

Holidays and elections were blamed for defections.

Officials made criticisms of commitment and meetings reminiscent of Templar self-scrutiny.

Irish "Catch-my-Pal"

tactics and American poster campaigns were adopted.
Deputations in regalia were dispatched to recruit temperance
societies and lodges.

Gospel-temperance choirs were

formed to enliven meetings and stage promotional 'evenings'.
Greater emphasis was placed on the young's transfer to
adult tents and administrative efficiency. 181By 1886
Glasgow membership was 6 times greater than that of Edinburgh, and this was only partly due to inclusion of
Ayrshire. 182By the 1880's too Rechabites no longer
faced competition from the City of Glasgow Templar Friendly
Society (1871) and had Templar cooperation.
Competition stemmed rather from "cheap friendly
societies" like the Foresters and Shepherds, hugely popular
as the Quiz cartoon overleaf suggests. 183The Foresters
(1826) had a Glasgow District by 1870.

By 1883 there

were 36 Glasgow courts, in all areas of the city.

They

capitalised on interest in friendly societies amongst the
Evangelical Union, Congregational, Methodist and Free

QUIZ, Friday, August 5, 1887.

a
FigNDS AND BROTHERS—(Demonstration on Saturday, 80th iJuly). -

Reproduced by kind permission of the Glasgow Room of the
Mitchell Library, Glasgow.
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Churches and United Presbyterian missions,

(See the

L.0.A.F. Directory) and membership overlapped with masonry,
meetings of officials frequently being held in masonic
halls.

Its 1883 annual conference was in Glasgow, promp-

ting acquisition of 100 honorary members in that year,
among them Collins, Connal, J.N. Cuthbertson, William
Mitchell of Glasgow School Board and many eminent citizens. 184Structural inefficiency, exemplified by overlapping districts, annual rotation of office holding and
of the very office building, and consequent inferior
finances had improved by then.
had their own press.

Like the Oddfellows they

They became one of the strongest

affiliated orders.185
Their appeal was originally to agricultural
labourers.

Here it attracted a wide range of occupations

in the city and pen-urban areas where like masonry it
had long been 'speculative' not 'operative'.

The Foresters

and Gardeners were both strong in areas like Cambuslang,
associated with heavy industry, and whose ties to the city
were hardening due to increased housing development.
Central registration of affiliated orders after 1874,
together with legislation encouraging centralisation,
prompted a striking friendly society growth 1877-1908.
Forester funds increased 15% 1884-9.

By 1890 they had

279 U.K. Districts, 4748 courts and 693,505 benefit members.

In 1900 Glasgow had 10,802 benefit and 593 honorary

members, serious competition given readiness to meet
teetotal pressure for severance of links with pubs, by
ensuring juvenile branches met in temperance halls or

The Loyal Order of Ancient Foresters' strength in Glasgow
circa 1883.
DIRECTORY to the uarious Courts constituting the District, vith dates wnen Meetings will be held
during Four Months ending August, 1883.
N0.

Night of Meeting and where h dd.

ond Name of Court.

4640 Royal
517' Lord

Oak

4

Clyde

.. .1

5392 Royai

Albert ..

546! Caledonia..

4

• 4

5463 Blythewood

ss' Royal Ash
5542 Royal

Elm

..
Thistle .

5590 Ro y al

553t Marquis
55

'{
..
4

of Lorne 4

Reatherbell

5746 Sir

1

..
Robert Bruce

5759 Hawthorn

..
Robin Hood ..

1
4

15776
5802 Hutcheson
5807 Top
15972

o' the Bill

4

Brandon ....

5g93 Royal

4

Archer .. '

No. n4 Name of Court.

6023 Royal

Craigmadclle ..

6i c

Victoria ..

(,,6a

..
Royal Burgh ..

6 7 6 Holly

Night of Meeting and where held.

Fern

6ii

Oak

..

4

4
4

6i Dalziel .. .. 4
6oaa Hoarts
626 David

of Oak ..

4

L,ivingstone 4

6303 Royal

George ..

6329 Neilson

4
4

(: I) Robert Burn8
5,

4

6408 Royal

4

Stag

64:6 Vale of
(

Clyde

4

baracen ..

..
66,7 Royal Rangers

4

......

4

41

(650 Ailsa
6875 Sir

Walter Scott.. -

l3lochalrn ....
6) 4 6 Home of David
Llvingstone,
6Q 1 3

Alternate Mondays, -o p.n..
Foresters' Hall, aa Stockeell Street. Glasgow.
Alternate Muiidays, 8 ,.rn.
Lorne Hall, 207 Govati Ron'J, G ,van.
Alternate Mondvs.
Mehanlcs' Hsll, 6 Catining tcet, Glasgow.
Alternate \Vednesdays, 730 p m.
E.U. Church Hall, Nels,,ii Street, S.., Glasgow.
Alternate Mondays, 8 p.m.
Masonic Hall, 9 High Street, Renirew.
Alternate 'rucsda\-s, at 7.30 p rn
Congregational Hall, 83 New City Rol-d, Glasgow.
Alternate Tuesdays.
Free Masonic llall, Douglas Strect Partick.
Altetnate Tuesdays, 7-32 pIt.
Saudyfuru U.P. Cltttrsh Hall, Breathll,an: St., Glasgow.
A t tcrnate \Vcdncsda's.
Cnngrcgatioial f-loll, Win,l.or street, Govan.
Alternate \Vcdnesdays. 8 p.tt.
St. James' ll:,ll, Stirling Road, Gasgow.
Alt coat,, l'horslays. 9 p.m.
Band Room, Old Street, Dt,ntc'her.
Alternate Wednesdays.
Masonic Rooms, Cogan Street, Polbkshaws.
Alternate \Velncsdays...30 tm.
Eastern Hall,
Alternate Tuesdays, 7-30 p.m.
Wellington Hall, Commercial Road, Glasgow, S.S.
Alternate 'luesdays.
congregational Hall, 8S New City Rod, Glasgow.
Alternate 'l'liiirsdays,t p.n
st. John's School, I)uke Street, Hamilton.
Alternate Mondays.
Crown lintel Assembly Rooms, Caledcnian Road, Wishaw.

4

Alternate 'rueslays, 7-30 p.m.
Cranstonhill Free Church hall, Crasi,ton St.. Gb cgow.
Alternate Thursdays, 730 p.m.
%Vest End hall, Bridge Street, Milngavie.
Alternate Wednesdays.
Lesser Temperance Hall, Sitnnysile Road, Coatl ridge.
Alternate Mondays, 7 30 p.m.
St. John's Masonic Hall, Cathcart Street, F.uth, rglen.
Alternate Tuesdays.
Albion Hall, College Strs'ct, Glasgow.
Alternate Thursdays.
Auction Mart, I Ian ilt,,n Street, Mohrrwe'l.
Alt"ruat Mondays.
Gardener's Hall, Hamilton Road, Combusla'tg.
Alternate Tueslays.
V.P. Mission hall, Main Street, Maryh,ll.
Alternate 'ruicclays.
Public Halls, New Road, l'arkhead.
Alternate Mondays, -3" p.m.
Mission Hall, 428 Springbturn hood, .Springl.urn.
Alternate Saturcla's, p.m.
Barker's Shall, ISI uirniadkin, hk,llsliill.
19
Alternate Mondays, 8 p.m.
Laurieston Secession HaS, RedI,,rd Street, Glasgow.
Alternate Ve.liuesslays.
Clydesdale Hotel. High Street. a,lIthce.
Alternate Welnestlays, 8 p.m.
Rock-. 11a Missi so 11zl l'..il Road, GP.s1ow.
Alternate Tuiesulays, 9 p.m.
inglefield Hall, Cathart l(oa,l, Glasgo,.
Alternate Tuesdays.
Plumb School, h'lunsl, Street, Girvan.
Alternate Tuesdays.
Lifeboat Hall, Victoria Strtet, Ktrktnt'thl ch.
Alternate 'J'i:cs,lnys.
Blochnirn hall, Jilochairi, Road. Gasgc w.
- Alternate \Vednesdays.
Ltvingstone !tlasonic Ilall. itlantyre.

Name and Address of Secretary.

Dates of Meetings.

Jtdy. . August.
May.
June.
s% illianu ,Stsvenson,
iz S:,ti.btiry Street.
21, 2
6, 20
ç, 23
i, ,8
'
George Hanuiltun,
, iB 2, i6, 30
13, 27
, t
j l5lcrryland Street, Govan.
Thomas M'lnnes.
11,25
6, so
33 lraus,hsuu Street, East.
14,28
9, a
John M'Artliuir,
6,
20
I,
15,
29
6 lluo,nsotu Street, Govan.
4, ii
9, 29
I
Alexander Scott,
4, iB . 08, 31
13, 27
aB Manse Street, Renurew.
7, 21
George Paterson,
12, 26
1, i,
20, 24
z6 Crossburn Street.
7, 21
\Villiam llollinswortlu,
7, 21
IA 6
I, 15, 19
I.', 24
22 Rusevale Street, l'artick.
Rol,ert Stephen,
14, i8
8, 22
23 Dtttnbarton Road.
, 19 3, 77, 3!
Peter Blair,
II.
?
9, 2:'
2,
i6,
30
..
('30 Govan Road, GOvan.
R,,lert J . ('arrutherc,
6,
1, 15, 29
14 Rouial,l Street.
.
4, i
9, 23
Alexander llturn'.islc,
12, 26
14, 15
, Cljde 'Irust hluildngs, l)almuir. 3, 17 ii
9, 23
John ()gg,
.
I
17, 2
8, ii
79, 27
2, i6, 30
5 lierriot Street, Pollolcsfaws.
J auncc Paston,
11, 2
8, 23
n. 27
2, i6, :o
34 lislier Street, Dennistouo.
John Wunnck.
e, t, ag I 12, ..6
tOu 24
7, 21
11 hospital Street.
John Watson,
14,
it
',
17,
3
32
9.
5
84 John St,et
Roluert Cusuutuiugltam, -.
--12, 20
74, 22
9, 23
38 Miller Street, Hamilton.
3, 17, 31
John F. H 'Chr3'stal,
6, 20
II, 25
9, 23
48 Glasgow Road, Wishas.
14, iS
Natuse and Address of Secretary.

l)atcs of Meetings.

June.
Ma).
Andrew l.aing,
12, 26
I, 75,29
195 Stolueross Street.
J obn 51. Frovan,
24, a8
3, t7, 31
01,1 'l'owtu. Milngavie.
E,ward 1.cw-.iv,
13,
2, i6, '
I JiaisIleuls 'square, Coatlrud.e.
Jamr . S:"el,
It, 1)
14, iS
2255 King Street, Rutherglet..
John fraser,
12, 0'
1, 15, 29
124 Jkllficld Street.
Jihut Slu:uu,k
7,21
70,24
767 Vitu,lnuillhill, Motherwcll.
Alexander Robertson.
11, 25
14, iS
6 t2ohubrookc .treet, Cambutslang.
Wjlli;,un Drttmn,ond,
8, 22
5, 19
3 i 7 Gairhraid Street, Maryhthl.
James Fullerton,
8,22
51riuughield Road, Shettleston.
5, 19
Charles Maclie,
11, 25
14, 28
508 Kejupochhihl Road.
htichar,l Yu'ung,
2, itS, 30
22 Vast,lell", I.and, Bellshill.
'ilununa', Rnssell,
ii, 25
14. t8
144 ('aledonia Road.
Johit Morph)',
9,23
6,io
Stewart Street, Carluke.
aloes K. ('adnsn
13. 27
2, id, 30
s R: -clan .,Lreet.
Jnho Anderson,
22, ili
Kils,le Ilouse, oT New St., R'geu. 1 15, 29
J':hit 7si Clrll,und,
5,19
8, 22 I
Greetuside, Girvan.
James C. Martin,
12, itS
Bloont6eld Villa, Kirkintillcb.
1, 15,29
l'hontas F. Mack,
Fi 22
70 Arnta,lale Street,
5. n9
John E. Fortune,
Waterloo R,,w, lhlantyre.
2, itS, 30
13, 27

Source: L.O.A.F. Annual Reports, 1883, pp. 2-3.

July.

Attgust.

10, 24

7, 21

12, .26

9, 2)

11.25

8, i

9.23

6, a

10,24

, 21

5,19

2, 16.30

9, i .6, co
3, 17, 31

14, 8

13, 17, 3!

'4, 8

9, 23

6, so

14, 28

11,25

9, 23

6, 20

4.I8t,15,29
71, 25
10,

8 22

24

7,

3,27,3!

14 a8

10, 24

7, 21

3. 17, 31 :

14, 8

II, 25

8, a,

I
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hotels 186
The ' Shepherds (L.0.A.S.), originally a Forester
inner order for additional benefits, were fellow competitors. 187Associated with Yorkshire and Lancashire, it
spread to Scotland by 1870,via a Scot who had worked in
Birkenhead.

The first lodge was formed in a Dumbarton

shipyard and the L.0.A.S. probably spread via the yards.
Lodges were quickly formed on the Clyde, at Leith, and
at Dundee.

188

There-

U.K. membershipA58,811 in 1876.

after adoption of graduated contributions accelerated
membership.

By 1888 their Glasgow District had 14,000

members and over 32,000.

Individual adult savings were

close to Gosden's estimate of the 1887 average (5.11/-).
Greater solvency, associated with a former Glasgow
official 's work, turn of the century amalgamation of two
rival Shepherd sects, and attainment of high office by
several Scots, made it attractive to the thrifty.189
Evangelicalism, reflected in its motto "Christus Noster
Pastor", and increasing respectability, sealed by receipt
of a Glasgow civic reception in 1901 made it a competitor
for teetotal savings. 190It too possessed impressive
lists of honorary members by 1901, among them M.P.s keen
to keep a finger on the pulse of the friendly societies
as essentially working class phenomena, and possible cogs
in the wheel of local political organisation.

Their

ratio of 1 honorary member per 18 benefit members, or less,
is therefore most interesting.191
Attention has focussed on friendly societies'
ability to attract mass membership far in advance historic-

THE SONS OF TEMPERANCE FRIENDLY SOCIETY
ADVERTISEMENT.
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ally and numerically of the trades union movement. No
less remarkable was ability to withstand competition from
multitudes of deposit, dividing and collecting societies.
Centralised societies like Scottish Friendly (regd. 1886)
and English collecting societies like the Liverpool
Victoria extended their Scottish business greatly by
1914.192

Rechabites weathered this competition and also

direct rivalry with the Sons of Temperance.
never eclipsed Rechabitism.

The latter

In 1895 the Sons had 50,000

members and £138,903 in funds against the I.O.R.'s 127,291
adult members and £730,261.

Rechabites outnumbered Sons

2.1 in 1870, nearly 3.1 in 1880 and more so in 1890.
This lead was eroded after 1910, but Rechabites still outnumbered them 3.1.193

After reorganisation of Scottish

Districts in the 1880's the Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Ayrshire
and Dumfries Districts made greater progress than any
others in the world, even with competition from the Sons
in these areas. 194By the early 1890's Glasgow was the
largest U.K. District and did much Highland extension
work. 195Glasgow and Ayrshire thrived even in the late
1890's e.g. Ayrshire reduced levies by 1D per member, a
pattern not shared by other Districts although the Order
continued to register more tents than any other in these
years 196
Upon which groups was Rechabitism's success
dependent?

Commentators were often content to type mem-

bership as "almost entirely working class" pace thrift
promoters like Glasgow's Revd. Alexander Craib who aimed
expressly to interest all workers in thrift.

Yet clearly
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it aimed at labour aristocrats as did insurance companies
and the centralised friendly societies.
and Royal Standard.

Hearts of Oak

Rechabitism was, to quote Gilbert

"the badge of the skilled".197
As in Templary entrance fees precluded the poor's
participation even if they could raise contributions.

In

1840 initiation charges ranged between 5/- - 10/- depending
on age.

Not surprisingly processions were "highly

respectable" in appearance.

After the 1860's the Order

made the artisan class' salvation a priority. 198This
involved skilled workers, tradesmen and merchants like
Templary.

Rechabitism was associated with shipyards,

engineering, ironworks, collieries as in Durham where
Thomas Burt's father was a Rechabite, ropeworks, cottonworks, bakeries, printworks, stonemasonry, carpentry,
tailoring, and railways. 199It recruited from the skilled
occupations most likely to join unions, and whose unions
also offered friendly society benefits by igii.200
Sickness claims also suggest that the most steady and
conscientious from such groups joined. 201As Rechabite
financial benefits were relatively small members were
equally likely to be those in positions of trust with
means to cross insure in industrial assurance or trade
union benefits or young men with only modest sums available
for thrift.
A glance at their leadership is revealing.202
Glasgow leaders 1873-1914 included professional temperance
agents, e.g. White, Rosie, Allan and Stevenson of S.P.B.T.A.,
a tramways manager, an engineer with Bank of Scotland
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experience, a compositor active in the Evangelical Union,
Consett Iron Co.'s accountant, insurance agents, Band of
Hope directors, a stationery merchant involved in the
co-op movement, a former Foundry Boy, a United Free Church
Parish Councjllor, a master-joiner active in Congregationalism, a Liberal football fanatic and a Free Church
Deacon.

Most came from teetotal families or were life

abstainers with experience of Templar office.

In contrast

to the League, high officials were relatively young. At
the 1891 Conference only 1 delegate was over 65.
Scots present the eldest was 45.
Scots on the Board was 40.

Of 6

The average age of

It was also possible to

attain high office after short service.

Donald Main, an

1891 director had 7 years membership and the Glasgow delegate that year had only 4.

Most were committed Christians,

some associated with missions and home mission boards.
Rechabite Executives and High Chief Rulers were
also drawn from the labour aristocracy, unlike Masonry
which appointed Grand Masters from the aristocracy and
even societies like the Glasgow Sons of the Rock led by
the mercantile elite. 203The I.O.R. bore more resemblance to Oddfellowship. 2043 Glasgow officials became
Chiefs, i.e. Robert Dunnachie (1895-7), son of Dunnachie
of the League, Andrew Bennet (1899-1901) secretary of the
United Free Church Temperance Union, and Main, Port Glasgow
Chairman of the Working Boys and Girls Band of Hope.
Their historian/Secretary Richardson Campbell was also a
Glasgow leader.

By the time of their appointments

Dunnachie was a comfortably off suburbanite, Bennet had
risen via Dumfries agency work for S.P.B.T.A. and Main was
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a pillar of commerce resident in Kilmalcolm, prominent in
the Oddfellows, Port Glasgow, Town Council and Parochial
Board and Kilmalcoim School Board.
however were still fairly recent.

Humble beginnings
Dunnachie became a

J.P. along with Moodie, Grand Master of the Sons of
Temperance and Fargie of the Foresters but like Rodger
moved in social circles lower than those of the Collins,
Bilsiands, and Chisholms.205
Rechabitism differed from Templary in that Chiefs
were invariably laymen. 206Clergy held only District

office.

With the exception of honorary members like

Temple, Archbishop of Canterbury (1821-1902) they were
Presbyterians of humble origins and or previous Templar
attachment, e.g. Revd. David Macrae of the Gilfillan
Memorial Church Dundee, Revd. William Arnot Professor
Blaikie and the young active Liberal Revd. James Hamilton
of Catrine Evangelical Union.
to any one church.

No allegiance was given

Services during Rechabite ritual were

kept brief to prevent sectarian comment although by the
turn of the century Rechabites adopted the League's practice
of church parades and annual sermons.207
Democracy of office was emphasised as in Ternplary.

The prominence of Campbell and later of Robert

Highet as long serving Secretaries however ensured Scottish
delegates' views carried weight. 208Moves to prevent more
than 10 years' membership of the Board suggests that other
areas had used this loophole to influence the Boards
Rechabites also initiated honorary members from the burgher
elite and aristocracy.

Very early initiates included an
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Edinburgh Provost, City Treasurer Sir William Drysdale
and the Marquis Forrigiani, according to Torrens. 209In
the late 19th century aristocratic ladies, doctors and
solicitors acting for the Order, 21 ° teetotal provosts
like Collins and McLelland of Kilmarnock and evangelical
businessmen like Gilbert Beith (Beith Stevenson & Co.,
East India Merchants) were initiated and persuaded to
give names and moral support to tents, reinforcing existing cross membership of organisations. 211They exerted
no direct influence on I.O.R. policy however.

Benefit

members took keen interest in management as lengthy
ballots for office reflected.

District office was onerous

yet invariably held by tradesmen.212
This rather exclusive band of workers' political
allegiance was not clear cut.

While many officials were

also official Liberals and looked to Liberals for acceptable temperance legislation, there were also Conservative
and Unionist Rechabites.

The Order was pledged to

abstain from all divisive questions yet the Salford based
Rechabite and Temperance Magazine was clearly Liberal.
Its views on Disestablishment and Home Rule were criticised
principally by Irish and Glasgow officials. 213Home
Rule was especially sensitive given Glasgow's links with
Ulster Rechabitisrn via Belfast and Clyde shipyards and
engineering works, Presbyterianism and the Orange Order,
the latter association being behind the 1891 government
ban on R.I.C. membership of the I.O.R.

Reverence for

Gladstone's statesmanship and concern for public order
led many to move towards support for Home Rule in the
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1880's.

Tory Rechabitism was identified with Orange

elements in areas like Maryhill and Motherwell.

Rechabites

there met in Conservative Party Rooms and were sympathetic
to Liberal-Unionist teetotalers like Caine and Corbett.
Yet at national level the dominant allegiance was to
Liberalism. 214Over 1900-6 especially Liberal candidates
like Adam, the Edinburgh advocate, and Dr. Rainy,
Kilmarnock Burghs' candidate, found Rechabite audiences
responsive.

Candidates frequently underwent initiation

in order to canvass.

Rechabites only resented this when

abused by Unionist candidates who, in determination to
secure the friendly society vote, had joined all the local
societies !215
Over this period "traditional radicalism" was
superseded by second generation Rechabites' support for the
"social radicalism" of the Young Scots. 216'Old Rechabites'
were active in the Early Closing Movement. 217In the 20th
century the Order's focus, often blurred by sentimentalism
and innate conservation born of Christian apologia shifted
to hours, sweating, minimum wages, housing, unemployment
and pensions.

This was encouraged by Rechabite Young

Scots, members like Flockhart, the Fife Miners' Secretary
and an I.0.R. official who shared MacDonald's criticism
of miners brutal habits, William Adamson M.P. (1863-1936)
of the Miners' Federation and Labour organisers like
Dollan and Rosslyn Mitchell.218
The I.O.R. resembled the National Council of the
Free Churches in desire to remain above 'party' and alacrity in supporting Liberal adoption of "righteous causes."
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By 1889 it joined in temperance pressure group politics.
Some Districts developed electoral associations in the
1890's.

The 1894 Local Government Act drew attention to

parish and district council and board elections as never
before.
by 1895.

17 Scottish Rechabites were Parish Councillors
Prohibitionist infiltration, and fear of being

damned by faint praise by the Trade, spurred Rechabite
prohibitionism 21 9
As with Nonconformity, they were moralists,
pacifist and internationalist except where the "Nonconformist Conscience" or party allegiance clashed, as in the
Turkish atrocities and the Boer War.

Dunnachie claimed

drink was "the only enemy Britain had to fear."

Most

supported free education and social purity and were 'antisin'.

They were passionately interested in health,

especially T.B., infant mortality, and occupational
hazards.

British and American research findings were

avidly reported.

Much space was devoted to the "dangerous

trades" theme, into which they slotted the Trade, and
"physical deterioration".

They too were interested in

town planning, and garden cities.22°
As befitted a publication which quoted liberally
and eclectically from a spectrum of writers (e.g. Huxley,
Spencer, Ruskin, Carlyle, George, J.S. Mill, Adam Smith,
Longfellow, Burns, American utopians, evangelicals and
the Bible, a hotch potch reminiscent of Labour Church
publications, 221 ) their Magazine's stance on labour questions
was ambivalent.

Early comment was tinged with Chalmerian

"passive obedience", tacit "exhibition of character"
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heightening "resemblance of the Godhead".

They looked

to employers to take the initiative on sweating as on
provision of temperance beverages.

Enlightened mana-

gement and responsible workforces were vital for social
harmony.

Model employers' example would, through 'progress',

be imitated by 'practical men of affairs'.

They retained

faith in arbitration in the 1880's.222
Coyness reflected labourism and desire to avoid
friction with unions.
tocrat savings.

They too competed for labour aris-

Friendly societies, under different

supervisory legislation from unions after 1871, regarded
this warily. 223In the trades union movement's bid for
respectability after the Sheffield outrages and prior to
the Second Reform Act unions' benefit role became a sensitive
issue.

It was linked with the question of whether strike

and benefit funds should be separated, and union recruitment. 224 The 1867 Royal Commission did not resolve this.
Some Rechabite reactions to the Osborne decision, i.e.
that thrift should not be subverted by politics and that
the individual 's right to dispose of money as he chose
brooked no interference, were conditioned by this.

The

Order was nevertheless wholehearted in support of unions'
general role.

Pressure on wages, hours and sweating was

seen as their legitimate preserve, obviating their discussion by Rechabite Conferences although the I.O.R. initiated
Labour Representation Committee members like Hudson,
Henderson and Shackleton. 225The National Committee of
Friendly Societies' attitude was similar. 226Rechabites

Hr

made plainAdesire not to impinge on union insurance of
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tools etc.

Later union extension of benefit work, without

adequate correlation of obligations and solvency, was
thought reckless breach of tacit demarcation lines.227
In the 1890's Rechabite homely homilies acquired
a keener edge of social criticism.

Christian socialists

like Revd. David Macrae were influential.

Via articles

on Burns he described "the man of self-respect and independent judgement who was not to be imposed upon", the
I.0.R. prototype. 228Intelligence and conscience were
to be his guides to "true worth" and social harmony.
Emphasis on social responsibility reflected 1890 s social
and economic change, consequent industrial unrest, and a
pervasive mood of "Cui Bono" inquiry.

Early attitudes

to strikes were influenced by static 'wage-fund' concepts
and resembled "Bailie" articles cautioning workers against
inadvertently raising prices. 229Later, strikes were
thought useful but desperately protracted affairs, e.g.
"the disastrous Scottish coal strike" of late 1894,
inimical to domestic and friendly society interests were
excepted. 23 °

Arbitration, involving "men of character

and sense" was preferable.

Emphasis o41 the innate

working class nobility and natural preoccupation with
domestic budgets and wages led them to assert that all
workers were "worthy of their hire", and to denounce
sweating's futility thus "Dirt cheap is generally dear
dirt.

We pay less and get less. Modern cheap things

are often mere rubbish 'made to sell ' or stained with
the blood of the poor worker." 231They synthesised
early Victorian radicals' home economics and prohibitionist
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popular economics.

The minimum wage benefit ed all as

stimulation of the home market and aid to thrift, a stabilising factor in a "conflicting, competing society."232
They opposed wage reductions, especially of the skilled,
unemployment, materialism, immoral business practices and
the emerging consumer-society which encouraged these.233
Their duty to "use all influence to secure a live'ihood
for the unfortunate brother or maintain him until such
time as work is found", 234 was made sensitive by rising
unemployment.

By 1911 they quoted passages from Carlyle

on the Protestant work ethic theme which also backed
demands for the right to work.235
Broad interpretation of social responsibility
was encouraged by Rechabite work.

It offered some finan-

cial security for payment of a few pence p.w. 236It
also ran a cottage mortgage scheme, although the latter
had failed by 1896.
cottages.
vulnerable.

Few could save enough to mortgage

Even the labour aristocrat's position was
Economic insecurities had been added to

existing psychological and social insecurities besetting
working class housepurchase.

Plans to build workmen's

dwellings for rental were shelved. 237The Order however
pioneered "houses for rent" for convalescent members,
e.g. Ashgrove at Kim (1903), financed by Glasgow members
at 1/- per head over 5 years, and influenced by G.A.U.
and Templar use of the Kilmun and Dunccn Seaside Homes.
All Rechabites could go.

Expense and difficulty of

acquiring 'a line' were obviated.

Similar provision for

post-natal convalescence, Cameron Corbett Cottages, were
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These were extremely

opened in its grounds in 1905.

positive and progressive moves and did not blind the Order
to the voluntary hospital system's inadequacies. Municipal
hospitals were advocated as specifics for T.B., mismanagement and philanthropic self-advertisement.238
Rechabitism provided a network of aid for emigrants.

Skilled Rechabites were still interested in emig-

ration, in decline in the 1890's.

I.O.R. was strong in

Australia, New Zealand and India.

There were also bran-

ches in Malta, Columbia and Canada.

Rechabitisrn's

function resembled Scots societies'.239
At home Rechabites stressed social benefits of
membership if only to silence charges of mercenariviess.24°
It held social evenings, had musical associations, band
choirs, and a dramatic club.

Special occasions merited

employment of famous entertainers e.g. Glasgow's
W.F. Frame.

Its socials attracted thousands.

There was

also I.0.R. bowling, cycling, rambling and excursions,
permutations of mission hail recreation.

The ideal

Rechabite was cast in the Hugh Miller mould.

Rechabit-

ism, like Templary, gave ordinary people opportunities to
don regalia and take to the streets, e.g. as nomadic
tribesmen astride Arab stallions, and to enjoy parading
beautiful allegorical banners which won medals at international exhibitions.241
Rechabitism offered family entertainment - this
was evident in their Magazine's 'Women's World! and
'Children's Hours' sections.

A United Order of Female

Rechabites (1836) merged with the I.O.R. in 1856, district

THE UNITED ORDER OF FEMALE RECHABITES
U.O.F.R.) - list of Scottish tents prior
to the mid-century crisis.
Glasgow District 20
85 Thistle.................Glasgow
89 Rose....................
111 Spreading Myrtle.......
147 Path of Peace..........Kirkintilloch
150 Daughters of Rechab....Airdrie
151 Elizabeth..............Glasgow
152 Queen of the West......
196 Ayrshire Lassie ........Kilmarnock
218 Maryhill...............Maryhill
243 Star of the East.......Glasgow
286 Road to Plenty.........Hamilton
294 Flower of Stranraer. . . . Stranraer
Cheviot and Tweed, District 24
30 Bud of Hope.............Berwick
129 Lily of the valley.....Kelso
131 Primrose...............Wooler
Aberdeen District 25
47 Love and Unity..........Aberdeen
90 Concordia...............Old Aberdeen
178 Strathisla.............Keith
198 Olive Branch...........Aberdeen
206 Laurel of Morayshire. . . Elgin
212 Flower of the Dee ......Banchory
Dundee District 26
54 Daughters of Zion.......Dundee
82 Palm Tree ...............Arbroath
165 St. Johnston's Hope... .Perth
Greenock District 28
51 True Sisters............Greenock
77 Sisters of Charity......
81 Deborah.................Port Glasgow
83 Rose of the Vale........Renton
91 Snowdrop of the Vale. . .Alexandria
169 Love and Unity.........IJumbarton
244 Maria Edgworth.........Ayr
270 Duchess of Argyle......Campeltown
Edinburgh District 10
34 Olive Branch............Edinburgh
84 Daughters of the Rock. . .Stirling
109 Star of Hope ...........Musselburgh
158 Scottish Blue Bell .....Edinburgh
159 Rose of Sharon.........Alloa
160 Good Design............Falkirk
248 Queen Margaret.........Dunfermlirie
301 Provident..............Edinburgh
343 Star of the Border.....Hawick
Source : Richardson Campbell "Rechabite History: a record of the
Origin, Rise and Progress of' the I.O.R",
pp.227-232.
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level organisation was scrapped.

Women never entered

Rechabite Boards, were barred from certain mixed-tent
meetings and certain levels of sickness benefit.242
Although the Glasgow and Ayrshire districts were quite
feminist others were wary of female demands on sick funds,
hence decisions to open female tents for funeral benefit
only. 243'Merry widows' who broke pledges were made to
forfeit all claims or pay fines, a mentality reminiscent
of the C.0.S. 244In 1893 however women regained maternity benefit options and payment of sick pay during
pregnancy and confinement was at District discretion.245
Competition to insure working women and tradesmens
wives prompted admittance of women to District office,
an advance on Oddfellow exclusions on the pretext that
this necessitated contact with pubs. 246By 1903 lady
officials were few.

Rechabites were reliant on lady

speakers from other societies, e.g. Mrs. Henderson, Black
and Blair.247
Female Rechabites organised juveniles rather than
adults.

Some were already interested in child welfare

like Syrie Barnardo of Stepney I.0.R. 248Juvenile temperance benefit societies dated from 1841, their object
to "train and retain." 249Need for parental discipline
and inculcation of good habits were stressed.

Rechabitism

was a more effective training ground for teetotalers
than the Band of Hope.

Those who did not transfer to

adult tents lost all benefits accumulated. 25 °

Innocent

entertainment was also offered as inducement. 251By 1886
there were 30,000 U.K. juveniles.

In the 1890's juvenile
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A OVER TISE7FFT.

Independent Order of Rechabites.
TEMPERANCE FRIENDLY SOCiETY.

CLASCOW DISTRICT No. 40.

159 BATH STREET, Glasgow.
JUVENILE SECTION.
IV y. ,le'uire to 'Iran fbi atterut ''n of l':iyei,t. aitil ( lc,riiiuuus to the adi antages to l ue ulerit i'd Iv
their ihilulreiu ta"''iui, : ,l ten,l,u'r 'ut iii.. I )r.Ier.
.1 U' eli lv Hr.ui, 'lie. ar' i-tal ,lialueil ill icr lie 'iii Ire, and the meetiui
are ,oiul,i'd nil
protalle, i,-rr,i'tis e aud l,ri'li r hiui,. The elilef oiijti't of the .Ini ernie Section are to incuili'ati'

hal,ut of Tliritt. Corirte-u'. arid hiuiIri,".. to e' ,ohura,' tire gifts of resitiri and on

to 1won,l"

all' 1 ea1ueei.,lfr to iuitil a harris1 of .Stro,u- Drink arid all its nttun,ula,i
inure an, tru ' i jew., Of I,
evils of ii l.ery, ukgra'iati',ru aid i reu ral lure death, so that the result Iuift lue iii tie h,ighe'ut sen."

itt the Cerni
True men and good women, moral and financial g ain, side by side.

THE BEST FRIENDLY SOCIETY EXTANT.
Voiruug persons of l.otIi ,e\es from birth and triter 15 rears of aze, who sre alistainu'r4. a,,?
who are iii o.yl health. nay I,i'cor,re n,euribers. Tie E,itrani'e Fee for all ages ii 2il., ai,I ti,'
Coni ci Intl,,, ft. per week. The following slim', are favahle ii vase of Death of Meuu,ber. It lot

13 week', in arrear of I ou,rriluutiours). ott proltr'tion 'if a Itegitrars Certificate.

Yenta of age at
date of joining.

Amount payable In race of death when contributions have
been paid in full, and the person has been a Member for
the period herein stated. Contributions, One Halfpenny
per Week.
415
g 11113 15
7
241
3
1
1
2
day. wks. yr. yrs. yes. yes. yes. yes.. yea. yes. yes. yrs.

£
£
5
6
3• 4
6
6
4
6
6
8
5
6
40
6' 6
6 10
50
8 10 10 10
50
9 10 10 12
50 10 12 13 14
50 10 13 14 15
60 10 14 15
50 10 15

c a.
Under!
..
110
landunder 2.. 120
,,
4..
30
2
,,

6..

6
8
10

,,
,,
,,

13
14

,,
,.

8..
10..
12..
13..
14..
15..

4

I
I
8 6
6 10
10 10
10 10
10 fl
14 15
'p

(I
cit
1010 12 14 15
1010 14 15
10 14 15
14 15
iS

All .liieiile, 11,1st tue trauu,ferred to Adult Section on rea'tini age of 15 years, lu
o deii'e. a,, I tran-ferred at ace of 14. Juvenile l"uuueral liuuruefits will lie ul u hueld ts, ti,,,1

until t l,ei lue"onre full gner,uhers of au ,,th,i?t Tent.

ScaTe of Bonus payable on Transfer or Death.
2 couurpl'Tvl 'ear-' uuter,uluer'.hij
10 couurj,leteel vearo' meml,ershi1,
in juleflilS Sectiuui, £0 4 6
ii, .J,rvenile Section,
£1 5 5
,,,,,,,,
069
11
,,,,,,,,
185
3
,,,,,,,,
093
4
12
,,,,,,,,
0119
'
5
,,,,,,,,
13
,,,.,..,
1149
6
,,,,,,,,
0143
14
,,,,,,,,
1180
7
,,,,,...
0170
15
,,,,,.,,
215
01130
8
,,,,,.,.
16
,,,,,,,.
250
9
,,,,,.,,
126
Thus nclo,vtuue,,t can ouuls be aplk'u1 in either of the following n;ethoda
To be pail to Ailiult Se.'Liou, uu,l be expended in pa y ment of the contributions due I.
the a'l tra,uferrtsl nue,u,l,er. In the ei'eu,t of uheattu any unexpended balance a' luis
credit shall lie paul to hi" relatives: or

ills

To pure )ra.e a Pail . 11l u Funeral lleuuetlt Insurance at ti,, f..11owing rates :-5 for £1 9s.

£2 10,. for 11,. Sd
"iii leulicy only to rcuuuaiuu in lone so long as he renlai,,r a
member of the Auliult Sectiouu.

Ii, the event of a meuul*rs ,leaJlu litton' reauhi,,

flu'

ae for transfer to Adult Sectl?,u. the

amount of Bonus doe, 1u.s the first rear's coutnluutiou, of 212, shall be &lded to the I' user 1
Benuetlt.
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recruitment grew rapidly in Glasgow, Gwent and Glamorgan
and S. Australia aided by formation of competitive Happy
Brigades. 252Juvenile insurance was surrounded by fears
of infanticide or creation of malingerers.253
Opinion became more favourable following founding
of the N.S.P.C.C., the 1889 Act to prevent child cruelty
and legislative regulation of infant insurance. 254 After
1895 the I.0.R. competed with collecting societies in
infant insurance.

By 1910 there were 25,283 Scottish

juveniles, Glasgow having 19,492 in contrast to London's
910.

They were vital new blood.

transferred to U.K. adult tents.

Over 1885-1906 62,237
Many areas made transfer

at 14 instead of 15 to retain working boys and girls.
National insurance accelerated this although 1913 attempts
to lower the national pledge age as a counter move to
union recruiting were resoundingly defeated.255
The Order's social role was strained by its
financial functions, often a vehicle for parochialism and
self-interest.

The 1875 Friendly Societies Act's

alteration of contributions to sick and management funds
brought friction and financial problems.

The pros and

cons of registering tents and increasing bureaucracy rent
the 1880's.

Many had still to be coerced into making

timely financial returns by prosecution or suspension.256
Clearance certificates, Rechabite equivalents of
Church disjunctions,ranted only to those under 45.
These had to be presented by migrants to new tents within
a time limit or benefits were forfeit.

Originally to aid

'tramping', they were later a device to exclude older men
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and could compound the effect of the employer's blacklist.
They also highlighted chaos caused by lack of uniformity
in payment of benefits at tent level.257
In the late 1890's attempts to amalgamate the
adult and juvenile hierarchies also exposed a host of
petty personal jealousies.

Many put status, and suspicion

of long-serving members of the adult Board, before selfhelp idealism.258
The great continuing debate prior to 1911 centred
on solvency.

Introduction of Neison's 'life tables'

escalated hostility to centralisation.

Expanding dis-

tricts were amongst critics as the new tables exposed
instability encouraged by rapid growth.

Pressure on tents

to exercise more caution and suspension of those with
solvency below 19/6d per £ was resented.
formed District Consolidated Funds.

Some tents

These eased clearance

problems and claims burdens, and raised benevolent funds
for tents in arrears.

Interregional and interoccupational

if not class tensions persisted as friction over the
national Relief Fund exemplified.

'Rich' districts failed

to appreciate the problems of others.

The poorer agric-

ultural Districts and groups like the miners were targets
for criticism.259
A partly spurious nationalism, combining parochialism and genuine nationalism roused by the 1883-4
Crofters' Commission, land reform associations, violent
exchanges of 1884-8, the Colonisation Commission, new
holding bill, Irish example and support for land reform,
increased strain.

After 1885 Celtic Rechabites gained
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Board status and used the solvency debate to question officeholding, District representation, and centralisation.
Welsh Districts demanded "Home Rule" in I.0.R., symptomatic
of I.0.R. abandonment of Welsh and industrial unrest.
Scots blended internationalism with parochialism.

Desire

for economy of effort and funds, numerical superiority,
idealisation of Scott and Burns, (after whom so many
tents were named), and desire to recruit in poor areas of
the Highlands and Islands, and hostility to increased
sickness contributions contributed to formation of the Sons
of Rechab (Glasgow) in the winter of 1898, reminiscent of
Glasgow Sons of Temperance 1891 split.

Thereafter dev-

olution demands were made more soberly.

Scots in high

office steered debates back to the original issue of
tables, and pressed successfully for Provincial Councils
(1900) and increased representation.

Such wrangles were

debilitating and obscured Rechabitism's moral idealism.
The type of national separation effected after 1911 was
never, ironically, sought or envisaged.260
National Health Insurance, the most ambitious
of all the Liberal welfare reforms and the most costly
and controversial, evoking hostility from insurance, the
medical profession, the Labour Party, trades unions and
socialist societies alike, eventually rendered the friendly
society movement redundant.

Most friendly societies

were utterly hostile to this scheme in principle and
practice, championing individualism against intervention.
Rechabite

defence of self-help was idiosyncratic.

Growing demand for state promotion of welfare is accepted
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as symptomatic of economic depression's erosion of faith
in ecw omic individualism. 261 Yet Rechabitism, apex of
the moral suasion/thrift movement, favoured intervention
in principle to further self-help, just as reformers of
the Francis Place era justified intervention as one of
"two roads to social reform. "262Limited control of the
market mechanism was permissible to encourage growth of
Sm i lesean virtues.
The Rechabite view evolved through the pensions
debate.

The 1850's Adviser suggested working teetot-

allers secure pensions via the U.K. Temperance Provident.
By the late 19th century reformers were more interested
in German state welfare provision. 263This intervention
was justified in terms of workers' hard lives and the dire
straits of those unable to work through old age or infirmity, sentiments reinforced by Booth's findings.

Injustice

was evident as the population's elderly increased and the
pace of life quickened, prompting adverts for hair dye
for men "Too Old at 40".

Experience, Biblical vagueness

on the aged, concern for dignity in old age (rationale
of clubs from which friendly societies evolved) and
actuarial awareness of intervention's advancement of
society solvency, were also important conditioning factors64
The aged strained friendly societies and promotion of
pension packages had failed.
Rechabite superannuation masqueraded as sick
aliment.

Where surpluses permitted, older members'

premiums were subsidised. 265Yet they were also sympathetic to Blackley's scheme, recognising that here was an
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irremediable gap in friendly society provision symptomatic
also of Poor Law inadequacies.

They covered the various

pension schemes in the Magazine, waiting for a definitive
scheme which would not discriminate against thrift.
J.J. Colman's example in pensioning all former employees
by a bequest was praised but New Zealand state pensions
were preferred as the basis for the elderly's participation
in the thrift movement.266
Rechabites did not merely react to the 1899
campaign for pensions.

Their concept of social justice,

paralleling trades union criticism of Gladstonian
"retrenchment and reform" and subjection of the received
values of political economy to the "Cui Bono" litmus test,
dictated sympathy for universal pensions, tempered by
suspicion of compulsion and nationalisation.

The secretary

of the National Committee for Promotion of Pensions was
also a moral suasionist.

Even prior to clashes with the

C.O.S. over the Outdoor Relief Bill of 1899, friction
exacerbated by the number of friendly society members
keen to become Guardians, Rechabite ideas diverged from the
arch-exponents of individualism who campaigned against
state pensions despite shared commitment to self-help.267
Only after the Pensions Act did Rechabites focus on pensions' demoralising effects, seen only as a "post office
peril", i.e. post offices sharing premises with licensed
grocers, which the Postmaster General reassured them was
rare.

Thus the Revd. J. Frome Wilkinson, leader of the

Sons of Temperance could equate Blackley's scheme with
"an autocratic form of socialism" yet support Booth's for
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a non-contributory 5/- p.w. pension payable to all without
discrimination.

Reformers saw pensions as a corollary

of the Workmens' Compensation Act, counteracting older
mens' employment difficulties.

They emphasised the

solvency problem, and pressed for friendly society support
of a more flexible Poor Law system and of Booth's scheme.268
Ironically the government moved towards schemes involving
income and character tests.

The Order therefore were

aware pensions were counter to self-help in the short term
but regarded the Act as "admirable" but too cautious.269
National Health Insurance was also regarded as
the logical eventual 'progress' in assurance.

Compulsory

unemployment insurance was welcomed as preventing unemployed Rechabites from leaving.
viewed more cautiously.

Health insurance was

Greater cooperation within the

friendly society movement, exemplified by Friendly
Societies' Federation coordination of responses to legislation, joint deputations and use of Oddfellow and Forester
parliamentary agents, joint social events and pressure for
thrift education in schools, the emergence of a Scottish
Friendly Societies Journal

and a special

Glasgow Evening

News column, encouraged this.27°
Common cause was made against undue bureaucracy,
unscrupulous insurance giants, and "slate clubs" and
"shop clubs". 271The latter were especially suspect given
increasingly defensive employer, and employer association,
attitudes given increasing industrial unrest featuring
strikes to protect skilled status, to shorten hours or
attain a minimum wage, in overtime or piecework disputes,
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agitation for repeal of the Criminal Law Amendment Act,
controversy over Employers' Liability and wage and
demarcation disputes.

This was true of the Clyde Iron

Trades Employers' Association, product of concern for
efficiency and hostility to strikes and Workmens' Compensation.
aristocracy.

Rechabites resented its claims upon the labour
Compulsory clubs in transport and docks

especially were campaigned against.

J.W. Benn of the

L.C.C. championed the Rechabite view that these were contrary to the Truck Acts and freedom of contract, encouraged old age pauperism and eroded self-help and teetotalism.272
By 1911 friendly societies were therefore highly
organised and well supported but were aware of self-help's
vulnerability. 273Most societies, influenced by wagefund interpretations of thrift patterns feared state
competition and denounced "this latest 'Made in Germany'
wheeze" before it was unveiled. Rechabites shared New
Liberalism's belief that satisfaction of basic material
needs was an essential precondition for self-help and
moral improvement.

They thought that it posed no threat

to sound societies and was vital given overextension of
the Poor Law system and philanthropy and inability to
reach the 70-80% of the poor below the poverty line.274
Delay in introduction of the bill, together with
the tendency of all prior friendly society legislation
to a vague paternalism personified by Registrars Pratt
and the Christian Socialist Ludlow, and doubts about the
relative power of the societies' parliamentary lobby,
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prompted some qualms and activity in the 1910 elections
to secure return of sympathetic M.P.s

Lloyd George's

reassurances were met with relief. 275In terms of T.B.
and maternity benefits the Bill was welcomed as alleviation of class inequalities, complementary to self-help.
Rechabites soon however predicted trouble over remuneration of medical officers - a sub-theme of friendly
society history and motive behind societies' medical
associations.
Rechabites loathed medical profession pretensions
and had recently successfully defended its associations
from B.M.A. and Lancet attacks aimed at wringing higher
fees from the societies.

They were dismayed at Lloyd

George's readiness to appease the medical interest, offering 6/- per patient p.a. when a norm of 4/5d was sufficient
to allow retiring society medical officers to sell 'goodwills' just as public house landlords could.

They were

horrified at concession on most of the six points at
issue between the government and the B.M.A., especially
on Local Health Committees' composition, and felt Lloyd
George and the Commons had let the friendly societies down disillusionment intensified by concessions to the insurance interest. 276The I.0.R., in 1909 at odds with the
Oddfellows' critical stance, joined in denunciation of
insulting bureaucracy, the rising spectre of a "State
Insurance Co.", and meagre provision, penalising the
young, aged, women and poorly paid casual workers. 277 Some
feared the scheme would discourage migration, use of funds
for mortgage work, and expulsion of unsatisfactory
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members - all undermining self-help.

Old administrative

sores, notably opposition to centralisation, were reopened,
provoking denunciations of bureaucracy, big business and
conspiring interests in terms reminiscent of American
progressives 278
Rechabites supported pressure for amendments but
launched an independent campaign for suppression of "wet
friendly societies" under the new system symptomatic of
cultural diversity within self-help. 279These were virtually extinct in Scotland and Ireland but lingered on in
connection with English Oddfellowship. 28 °

The 1903

Scottish Licensing Act's regulation of drinking clubs did
not affect Scottish societies' operation.

It did however

encourage the I.O.R. to press for all societies to quit
pubs and use meeting places more conducive to lofty thrift
idealism if not reformation work.
other orders were sympathetic.

Directors of many
Over 1885-1910 English

and Welsh "wets" declined from 70-51% of societies there.
Peeved at the Chancellor's perfidy and friendly society
lethargy, they pressured M.P.s via brother Rechabites
Toulmin, Home, and Roberts, a whip and a deputation, and
drafted their own amendments to the National Insurance
Bill.

Approved societies were duly banned from licensed

premises, an attempt to pacify the Nonconformist Conscience
which infuriated the National Conference of Friendly
Societies 281
In anticipation of a three-cornered fight between
ftL

unions, friendly societies and industrial assurancAalso
worked to "get into touch with the government scheme",
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popularising it by stressing its extension of standard
benefit schedules given the government's generously calculated contributions margin.

Extension of convalescent

home provision was among boons thought eminently possible
Concern

given such calculation and teetotal efficiency.

for self-help, resentment of need to compete with the
'industrials' and creation of loyalty conflicts for teetotal trades unionists were overshadowed by teetotal determination to secure a share of the 10 million expected
to take advantage of national insurance.

Nonconformist

churches, social purity and womens organisations, and the
temperance

all utilised in this crusade.

Indeed it

was thought such a good opportunity to introduce the
masses to self-help that by 1913 20 temperance friendly
societies acted as approved societies, among them new
ventures like the Templar Friendly Society.282
While the Sons of Temperance compromised on
ritual in order to attract optimum numbers of 'State
Members' the Rechabites refused to change and emphasised
its teetotalism in the slogan "We Are Out to Make a Nation
Sober - We Want Your Assistance". 283Their work had
always overlapped with trade and white collar professional
schemes, so the Order aimed to recruit women, and to
extend its juvenile work to secure future support - spurred
by rumours that Lloyd George and Masterman expected
friendly societies to be ousted by the insurance companies. 284In contrast to the Oddfellows, they remained
optimistic although resentful of the 1913 Amending Act's
appeasement of yet another interest at the expense of
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friendly societies, here farmers and employers of domestic
servants who ignored the Act, and flawed administration
of medical benefits and its erosion of national efficiency.
They supported National Conference Committee pressure for
further amendments.
Criticism of intervention was blunted by admiration for the New Liberalism and "striking figures of
progress" under the new regime which mitigated uneasy
transition. 285Over 1911-13 U.K. Voluntary membership
rose by 43,448 adults and 4,442 juveniles.

In areas

like Ayr, scene of the 1913 conference, the State Section
outnumbered the Voluntary.

By 1913 the I.O.R. had gained

344,149 U.K. State members, 66.6% male and 33.4% female.
There were 1,492,000 State insured with the I.O.R. in
Scotland almost 11% of the Rechabite total.

78.8% of

the Rechabite State Insured were in England, a reflection
of greater competition between thrift agencies in
Scotland. 286To retain and gain members and discover
that the latter also took additional benefits was far more
than most had hoped for.

This contributed to a 35%

increase in adult membership in Glasgow over 1903-13.
(See "Progress of the District" overleaf).

Badly run

societies' decline was accelerated, and solvency increased
over 1912-22.

Even where members elected to reduce

benefits the ensuing release of funds was beneficial.287
Rechabite self-help thrived until the 1940's.
Rechabite success is difficult to quantify.
They were part of a movement which appeared to have popularised thrift to a significant extent and occupied a front
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INDEPENDENT ORDER OF RECHABITES

PROGRESS OF THE DISTRICT

Membership
Year

Adult

Juvenile

1873
1883
1893
1903
1913
1923
1933
1 943
1953
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

26
722
6,168
19,870
30 ,647
35,313
38,881
43,294
28,360
25,884
24,621
23,440
22,508
21 ,622

339
4,641
13,673
20,241
54,111
31,937
24,982
7,944
6,122
4,969
4,423
3,949
3,529

Source:

Funds

£441
£10,606
£61 ,746
£133,897
£254,350
£367,225
£520,614
£582 , 1 73
£602,925
£614,045
£623 ,500
£631 ,525
£611,551

I.O.R. Annual Report, 1959, appendix.
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rank position therein as the 3rd largest friendly society88
By their 75th anniversary in 1910 there were over half a
million Rechabites. 289Their initial objective of
drawing the friendly societies out of licensed premises
was attained by 1914.

Alliance of friendly society and

teetotal principles was a challenge Rechabitism thrived on.
'Brotherhood' was threatened by inter regional and inter
'trade' rivalries yet the Order's high moral purpose was
instrumental in discouraging secessions.

Few, they all-

eged, were expelled for pledge-breach or misappropriation
of funds.

The I.O.R. aided the aspiring and provided a

solution to problems of urban artisan culture which later
served the needs of urban and rural communities alike,
epitomising temperance's pervasive social influence.

It

appealed to those keen to be "a Hebrew of the Hebrews",29°
emulating a lost tribe, or a puritanical holy order with
vows of abstinence, industry, aspiration and social service.
Prior to the Religious Worship Act of 1855 it was a means
of reaching the English unchurched masses.

Later it was

a universal evangelical tool and a symptom of esoteric
revival. 291Mesmerism and spiritualism were "a solace
for middle and upper class alienation." 292Rechabitism
occupied a similar role further down the social scale, yet
was no opiate.

The Rechabite attitude to social reform,

an idiosyncratic synthesis of self-help and desire for a
'social service state' provide fascinating insight into
links between evangelical reform and radical politics.
Rechabite interests highlight "national efficiency" and
"race suicide's" potency, especially as rallying points
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for diverse political opinions.

Rechabites helped popul-

arise a sense of 'social justice', and to facilitate its
transfer from social reform to the political arena.
The moral suasionist thrift movement never received
the acclamation it deserved from a temperance movement
increasingly dominated by prohibitionists.

Yet marked

increase in working class saving and establishment of thrift
institutions for even the very poor were largely its work.
It represented a two-way process.

A popular vogue for

new types of self-help interacted with reformers' desire
for moral stewardship and, in the case of friendly society
and insurance work, desire to gain admittance to working
class homes in time of sickness, bereavement and births all excellent psychologically for receipt of their evangelical message. 293Survival and success of thrift
supports Harrison's contention that public provision, far
from monopolising social welfare initiative, prompted
many to retreat from its impersonality towards "decentralised self-help." 294Parallel emphasis o self-help
by moral suasion and trades unionism led ironically to
friction and a large working class clientele for industrial
assurance.
to the

p(t.L

The Left perpetuated self-help's hostility
sales tactics of the latter.295

In general however thrift benefit ed many.
Drinkers gained incentive not to relapse, many were protected against domestic calamity and some were able to
become householders.

Thrift illustrates massive growth

of economic activity in the Victorian period.

The local

institutions described gave volunteers and clerks openings
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into careers in accountancy or insurance, especially
significant as in the West of Scotland relatively low wages
and low demand kept such opportunities at a premium.296
Just as political activity became "a channel of movement
into non-manual occupations" friendly societies provided
radicals like J.D. Burns and Fisher, Australia's first
Labour Prime Minister with organisational experience.
Local politicianscanvassing of such groups perhaps heightened this extension of working class self-confidence.297
The movement influenced Victorian architecture
and business ethics.

It directed attention at working

class habits and also business standards and accountability.
Reformers like Shaftesbury, who felt acutely the physical
dangers of cities were also perturbed by their businessmens

lack of responsibility or conscience.

This was all

the more despicable because they were extremely careful
with charities' "entrusted money" and disliked "moneygrubbing. ,,298
Their honesty synthesised chivalry and Chalmerian
political economy.

1840's commercial failures through

over-rapid expansion and speculation led many to support
the accountancy demand for fairer treatment of creditors,
while the City of Glasgow Bank Crash was reflected in
Charles Cameron's 1880 Debtors' Bill. 299Reformers,
although familiar with bankruptcy via literature and the
lives of literary men, did not understand it.

Also,

although bankruptcy legislation banished the Marshal sea's
spectre and initiated fairer treatment the social stigma
of exclusion from polite society, or at the other social
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extreme, appearance in the Small Debts Court had if anything
increased. 300Reformers like Arnot, author of the mid
Victorian warning "The Race for Riches" (1851), regarded
the Glasgow Bank Crash not as an accident but as an apocalyptical sign, justifying claims that a new "commercial
morality" was vital to counter greed-induced destruction not only for speculators who had evaded human and divine
law but also thousands of innocent victims. 301The Great
Depression similarly had psychological impact out of
proportion to its economic significance, encouraging
Christian apologists to shelve Mill 's confidence in mercantile commonsense for division of business into the just
and the vicious.

This was true of reformers like John

Wilson whose transactions brought uncomfortable proximity
to perpetrators of the Bank Crash, reminding them of God's
moral government via rewards and punishments and economic
temptation as a symbol of life's "great moral trial."
To Ricardian economists bankruptcy was inefficiency. To
evangelicals it was symptomatic of repeal of the usury
laws, the rise of limited liability and credit finance's
test of character. 302Thriftlessness was neglect of God
given providence.

Equally worship of Mammon "brutalised.'°3

Chalmerian theology had become unpopular yet elements of his political economy were sustained by this
movement.

Reformers' consequent encouragement of caution

in investing shareholders' money contributed to increasing
overseas investment, a trend inimical to civic and national
patriotism and to nostalgia for an economic order in which
units were small and open to personality's influence.304
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There were also negative aspects.

Many working

class families continued to spend too high a proportion
of meagre income on drink.

Adam Smith's and Smiles'

comments were still valid in the 1940's. 305Thrift could
have dehunianising effects.

Conjunction of thrift and

temperance created a negative stereotype.

To this day

"right Rechabite" denotes meanness in Lanarkshire and
Lancashire alike.
suspect.

Mystical and masonic overtones were

306
Thrift also continued to be associated in many

minds with specific short term goals e.g. purchase of
tools or emigration.

The economic criteria of 'respect-

ability' varied within classes,

its minimum definition

was only ability to pay rent and evade charity.307
Stratified institutions and responses were symptomatic of
cultural distinctions even within the labour aristocracy
and varying opportunities.308
The movement's aims were limited.

There was

little in these reformers' backgrounds to prompt questioning
of the capitalist system.

They largely evaded the wage

issue. 309Admirers of Chalmers and W.P. Alison alike,
ratepayer-temperance men, wage fund economists and LiberalSocialists converged, as Thomas Begg and 1840's reformers
had, on the need for moral reform.

Even housing refor-

mers adopted a stance reminiscent of J.S. Nettleford's
"Practical Housing" (1908).

Their desire to aid the

middling classes resembled that of C.S. Loch.31°
Rechabites could be quite Hobsonian in criticism of laissez
faire and their demands for intervention and union accoun-
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tability suggest a rich spectrum of 'labour' aspirations1
They too however conceived of their role in terms of
morals and "the fiat of Eternal Justice", envisaged "levelling up", and best understood AGAR'S prayer.

Most became

more sophisticated than Hoyle yet rejected socialist and
Neo Classical economists' criticisms, promoting thrift as
"voluntary socialism. ,,31 2
Their portraits of "Successful Businessmen" like
Rothschild literally continued Smiles' work and "buttressed
the peculiarly Victorian belief in respectability" to a
remarkable degree.313
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119.

M.D. Steuart, "Scottish Provident Institution 1837-1937" pp 1-3
on Fraser, and 5-6 on Cleghorn. The latter was born in 1778 in
Duns, and was a farmer with legal training who migrated to
Edinburgh in 1811. He became editor and accountant of the
Farmers' Magazine and later of Edinburgh Monthly Magazine. He
advised on the widows' fund of the legal profession, and that of
the Church of Scotland. He conducted the S.P.I. from the same
office as he did the Edinburgh Savings Bank. His successor was
his partner James Watson (1837-93).

120.

Steuart (op cit) p. 25. The Life Association of Scotland for example had equally good results. At 1859 it had an annual income
of £151,078, which rose to £193,013 by 1863 - S.T.L.R. 1863.
Also pp. 35-6.

121.

See the recently published history of the Quaker firm,
D. Tregoning & H. Cockerell "Friends for Life: Friends Provident
Life Office 1832-1982", London, 1982.
Its founders Tuke and Joseph Rowntree were also connected with
savings banks and friendly society work. Quaker interest in
thrift was symptomatic in part too of their exclusion from various
professions by religious tests in the early 19th century. This
firm also had a connection with the Edinburgh Century Insurance
Co. Ltd. which was identified with Henry Brown, James Pringle,
Provost of Leith, and John Campbell Lorimer, the Edinburgh
Sheriff. See the above, pp. 7-10, and 40-45.
Cockerell & Green, (op cit) p. 37.
Dawson Burns, "Temperance History", p. 103. In 1868 for example
deaths in the temperance section were not only fewer than those
in the general but also were only 80% of the projected figure,
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as opposed to 93% for luckless non-abstainers - which seemed to
add weight to the suggestion that "the wages of sin are death".
Among the founders of the U.K. Temperance & General were Wm.
Johnson of London (1806-68) former treasurer of the New British
and Foreign Temperance Society, and a Vice President of N.T.L.,
and J.T. Mitchell M.R.C.S. (1814-88) a doctor identified with
temperance since 1836. A managing director was the Revd. Wm.
Baker, a Congregational minister and secretary of the aforementioned N.B.F. Temperance Soc. J.H. Raper, the U.K.A.
parliamentary agent, also had connections with the firm on his
own account and through his second wife, a daughter of E.A.
Tisdall. (See Winskill's "Temperance Standard Bearers", Vol.
II, p. 96, and p. 253, and Vol. 1, p. 78 and II, p. 356,
respectively).
122.

See What to do with 1/- Saved' , in Adviser, Oct. 1850, pp. 152-3.
S.1.L.R. 1857, advertising.

123.

W.P. Alison was the godson of the improving landlord Sir. Wm.
Pulteney (1729-1805) also interested in communications and the
British Fisheries Society. Alison's work, described briefly
earlier, focussed rather on the urban poor. He was identified
with the Edinburgh New Town Dispensary (1815), and the Edinburgh
Assoc. for sending Medical Aid to Foreign Countries.
Professor Andrew Buchanan - one of many Buchanans involved in
temperance, (e.g. Councillor Robert of Dumbarton, connected with
S.P.B.T.A. and licensing restriction, James Buchanan a member
of S.P.B.T.A.'s executive 1871-75, John B. a vice president of
S.P.B.T.A. 1874-82, and Alexander B., a S.P.B.T.A. vice president from 1882-96 and also a director of the League in the 1870's
and subsequently a League honorary director (1882-90) and a
vice president (1893-6). Buchanan, like many medics connected
with the movement, was a physiologist who retired in the 1870's
from Glasgow University.
Dr. Win. Young - was a Glasgow graduate of 1834, who worked in
the city until his death in 1867. (See W.I. Addison's "Roll of
Graduates", p. 669).
Robert Greville LL.D. (1824 graduation) was the author of works
on botany, born in Bishop Auckland in 1794. He died in Edinburgh
in 1866. (Addison, op cit, p. 239).
Revd. Thomas McCrie (1797-1875) was the son of the Revd. Thomas
(1772-1835), the biographer of Knox. He edited his father's
miscellaneous writings, and was the author of pamphlets on church
history. The McCrie-Roxburgh Church, Edinburgh, commemorated
McCrie's work. Dr. George McCrie of Ayr, U.F. Moderator 1907,
was a descendant. See G. Reith "Reminiscences of U.F. General
Assemblies", Edinburgh, 1933.
John Wigham - on this merchant family see The Book of the Old
Part of this family resided in Dublin, see
Edinburgh Club.
B. Harrison "Drink and the Victorians", p. 224, on J.R. Wigham
(1829-1906) the Dublin prohibitionist.

124.

S.T.L.R. 1859 and 1860, advertising p. 10.
Ditto
1875.

125.

Henry Herbertson was possibly related to R.G. Herbertson of New
Cumnock, and A.Herbertson of Galashiels, both of whom were vice
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presidents of S.P.B.T.A. from the early 1880's on. Herbertsons'
was a firm of measurers. Councillor Alexander McKenzie's sold
"art furniture, carpets and parquet flooring", whilst Rainy,
Knox & Co. were a firm of merchants, manufacturers and agents.
See the Glasgow Post Office Directories for 1875.
126.

For the directors based at 1 Adelaide Place, London, (now the
site of a huge Y.M.C.A. complex), i.e.
Samuel Bowly, the Quaker see Harrison, op cit, pp. 94, 107, 135,
159,166,181,197,211,307,349, and 351, on
Richard Barret
see ditto, p. 94,107, and 140.
T.B. Smithies
"
"
p. 151, and 259,
p. 276 and Winskill, op cit,
John Taylor
"
"
Vol. II, pp. 482-3,
Benjamin Whitworth
"
"
i 225,241,257, and Winskill
Vol. II, p. 534
Robert Warner (1815-96)" Winskill, op cit, Vol. II, p. 520,
Vice Admiral Sir W. King Hall K.C.B. (1820-86) of N.T.L., see
Winskill, op cit, Vol. II, pp. 130-1,
J.T. Pritchett (1803-94)
"
"
"
"
", p. 344.
The Institution's Secretary was the aptly named Thomas Cash
(1827-1901), son of the Quaker temperance reformer William Cash
(1792-1849). On the Cash family, see Harrison, op cit, p. 70,
and Winskill, op cit, Vol. I, p. 206.

127.

See S.P.B.T.A. advertisements 1886, p. 88, and 1888, p. 95

128.

For Dick's insurance work, which included agency for Sceptre
Life, see the earlier section on the S.P.B.T.A. Also Glasgow
Post Office Directories 1870, pp. 614-8, 1880, p. 896, 1890,
p. 1044 etc. For Finlayson, agent for U.K. Temperance & General
Provident, and for commercial ventures like Guardian Plate Glass
Insurance, see Glasgow Post Office Directories, 1870, pp. 614-8.
On Fortune - see The Eagle, Portrait Gallery No. XVIII, April 22,
1909, p. 8, summarised in the Biographical Appendix.
On Selkirk, see Chapter II on the S.P.B.T.A. Also Glasgow Post
Office Directories 1890, p. 1044, where the firm of J.L. & T.L.
Selkirk are linked with the Equitable Life Co. of the U.S.A.,
Guardian Plate Glass, and Home, Fire Insurance.
By 1890 J.S. Marr was a leading figure in accountancy circles,
with a prestigious office handling work for Guarantee Insurance,
Scottish Accident Insurance, Scottish Alliance Insurance Co. Ltd.,
City of Glasgow Life Assurance, Commercial Fire Insurance Co. of
Scotland, Fidelity Insurance, Glasgow & London Fire Insurance,
The Fire Insurance Association, Scottish Employers' Liability
and Accident Insurance Co., the Employers' Liability Assurance
Co. Ltd., not to mention the Scottish Temperance Life Assurance
Co. Mann, a mere agent in 1870, had his own office by 1880 at
188 St. Vincent St. which later became J. & L. Mann & Co.
See the company history, op cit. Harrison has also noted the
career of James Whyte, a Scots exile resident in Dudley and
active in the U.K.A. and Midlands temperance in general, who rose
See "Dictionary of Temperance Biography",
in similar fashion.
4ilu').in the late 19th century Wm. A. Smith of the Highland
Temperance League was also a superintendent of insurance agents
for the British Workman Life Assurance Co. Ltd.
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129.

Post Office Directories, op cit.
On Borland, see "Who Was Who in Glasgow", 1909, P. 22. See
Chapter VIII on Borland, the Inebriates Committee and the
Girgenti experiment.
On R. Snieal Jnr., see P.O. Directories, 1880, p. 896 For an
example of the mobility of English teetotal accountants, see
Winskill, op cit, Vol. I, p. 433, on the career of Alderman
Benjamin Grime (1824-95) of Oldham. On Robert Blyth C.A., F.F.A.,
see "Who Was Who in Glasgow", p. 20.

130.

This was significant too as the society also published their
lectures. For Carmichael's lecture, see Transactions of the
Insurance and Actuarial Society of Glasgow, 1904-5, Series 5,16,
'The Use of Alcohol as affecting Life Assurance Risk' . For
Finlayson's, see Series 5, 13, 'Tuberculosis and Life Assurance',
and for J.B. Russel's, Series 2,5, 'The House in Relation to
Public Health'.
Selkirk was the secretary and treasurer of the
Scottish Institute of Accountants by 1890. J.S. Marr's relative
Thomas, manager of Scottish Amicable Life, was the president of
the Insurance and Actuarial Society of Glasgow in 1882, 1886, and
1889. Rodger was its president for 1900-1.

131.

See the article by B. Aspinwall 'The Scottish Religious Identity
in the Atlantic World 1880-1914', in SLud9s, Ch.A4ck kj

tq,

c12

(John Mann MRCS was the author of "The Contribution of Medical
Statistics of Life Assurance with hints on the Selection of
Lives", London, 1865, mentioned earlier in connection with the
U.K. Temperance & General).
132.

Although the Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, April 1902,
p. 81 thought that the firm was established in 1883, it was
mooted as early as 1881, according to Dr. Neil Carmichael in,
'Alcohol as Affecting Life Assurance', in S.T.L.R. 1907, pp. 8184. The pioneer of such life assurance was Robert Warner of
the U.K. Temperance and General Provident Institution - see the
Revd. James Barr's speech to the Rechabite annual meeting of
1925 in Dundee, quoted in R. Highet's "History of the Rechabites
1835-1935", I.O.R., Salford, 1935, P. 353 and also S.T.L.R. 1882,
pp. 45-46, "Testimony of Life Assurance". Several firms had
special abstainers' sections by the late 19th century - e.g.
British Empire Mutual (1847), Victoria Mutual (1860) and notably
Abstainers' and General (1883). The latter Birmingham based
firm was founded by William Henry Greening of Birmingham (a1889)
- see Winskill, op cit, Vol. I, p. 426, - its original title being
the Blue Ribbon Assurance Co. Companies like Sceptre Life,
formed in 1864 "to effect assurances chiefly to members of
religious bodies", which had always had special sections were
imitated in this by societies like British Empire, and Imperial,
from the 1880's and 1890's on. See S.T.A. 1899-1900, pp. 62-5,
'Life Assurance and Abstinence'. By the turn of the century
the Prudential "had just added the significant question to its
proposal form, 'If a total abstainer, how long have you been so?'"
and the Lancashire and Yorkshire Accident Co. had developed a
"Temperance Bonus" of 10% for one year's abstinence.
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133.

Cockerell & Green, op cit, Chapter 5, 'The Financial Framework
of British Insurance', pp. 64-65 especially.
S.T.L.R. 1890 and 1906, advertising sections.
This is exemplified by early attempts to absorb Scottish
Temperance Life, described in J. Denhoim "History of the Scottish
Life Assurance Co., 1881-1981", Chambers, T1.

134.

On A.K. Rodger, (1855-19.) son of a brewery manager turned
draper, see the Biographical Index, derived from W. Ross Shearer's
"Rutherglen Lore", and "50 Years! The Story of the Rutherglen
Evangelistic Institute 1885-1935", Rutherglen, 1935. My thanks
is given here to Maimie Magnusson and David Anderson for access
to the manuscript of "A Length of Days: A History of Scottish
Mutual Assurance 1883-1983", Aberdeen U.P., 1983, especially
Chapters 1 and 2. Scottish Temperance Life became Scottish
Temperance & General in 1924, and was renamed in 1952 when it
became The Scottish Mutual Assurance Society although it retained
the same offices at 109 St. Vincent St., Glasgow.
Others
connected with Scottish Temperance Life included:
Glasgow Area - Jas. Colquhoun, later a bailie, John Gourlay C.A.,
Iohn Filshill, later a bailie, David Fortune of Scottish Legal
Life, Stewart Clark of the Anchor Thread Works, J.H. Dickson J.P.,
identified with Hutcheson's Hospital, the manufacturer Jas. Gibson,
1908) Thomas Watson, shipowner,
Councillor J.R. Miller (
Andrew Biggart, managing director of Sir William Arrol's company,
William McLean, Sir A. McLean of Partick, George Smith, Thomas
Murray, Michael Honeyman, Dr. Caskie of Largs, Archibald Law Jnr.,
Thomson McLintock, a chartered accountant, Bailie J.P. Maclay of
Maclay and McIntyre shipbuilders, Provost McPherson of Grangemouth, and Dr. Neil Carmichael.
Edinburgh - Prof. W.G. Blaikie, Prof. Calderwood, David Lewis, Jas.
Tod of Eskbank House, Dalkeith, and George Watt, an advocate.
Dundee - Dean of Guild Henderson, Lt. Col. P.G. Walker J.P., jute
manufacturers.
Aberdeen - Alexander S. Cook, merchant and temperance historian,
and John Leith and Thomas Ogilvie - both manufacturers.
Belfast - Revd. R.S. Lynd, Forster Green, merchant, C. Diamond M.P.,
(Monaghan) Wm. Johnston M.P. (Belfast) the Revds. Charles Seaver
DD, Henry Montgomery and George Cron, Wm. Scott, merchant,
J. Acheson MacCullagh M.D., and the Mayor of Londonderry.
Manchester - Councillor Alexander McDougall Jnr. J.P., Alderman
Alexander Forrest of the Holt Town Oil Works, and the Hon. J. Roby
M.P., Eccies.
Liverpool - Revd. Canon Armour DD, of the Merchant Taylors School,
and Councillor John Lea.
Wales - T.P. Price M.P. Monmouth, Principal Herbert Evans DD,
Carnarvon, Alderman Edward Jones, Dalgelly, Revd. Principal
Edwards DD, of Bala, first principal of Welsh University College,
Aberystwyth and brother of the Welsh Calvinist Methodist Dr.
James Edwards of Liverpool, who also served as a referee for U.K.
Temperance and General.

d.

135.

S.T.L.R. 1906, advertising section - it is unclear at what point
the company embarked upon mortgage work.

136.

Cockerell & Green, op cit, p. 70.
See advertisements for the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Co. in S.T.L.R. 1859.
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137. The flo tation of shares in J. & P. Coats of 19th Nov. 1901 was
reported in the Glasgow Herald of 27.12.1901. Scottish
Temperance Life held 14,000 Ordinary shares.
138. Richardson Campbell "Provident and Industrial Institutions",
pp. 200-201.
Scottish Temperance Life investments in 1914 consisted of interests in home and foreign railways, (340,0O0) house property,
(296,O00) "Indian and Colonial, and Provincial and Municipal
Securities" and freehold ground rents, (103,520), according
to the Annual Report of that year.
139. Richardson Campbell "Provident and Industrial Institutions",
pp. 200-201.
140. S.P.B.T.A. 1907, p. 54, Scottish Temperance Annual, 1910, p. 110,
and S.T.L.R. 1907, p. 82.
141. M. Steuart, "Scottish Provident Institution...", p. 36.
142. S.T.L.R. 1904, 'Liquor Sellers and Life Insurance'. Similar
claims were made in S.T.L.R. 1882, p. 46, 'Dr. Edmunds' Testimony',
which attributed the failure after a mere five years operation
of the publicans' company 1bnarch Life Assurance Association to
the high mortality rate of the Trade - 30 per 1,000 in the decade 1851-1861, compared with 17 per 1,000 for "ordinary mechanics
and labouring men".
143. Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, Dec. 1902, 'Gleanings',
1
'Life Insurance Business'.
The Blue Book had 500 pages and dealt with 110 assurance firms.
It computed total liabilities at £311,083,812 across all these
companies, and found 1,964,858 ordinary life policies in force,
"covering a sum of no less than £675,960,290."
144. In some areas temperance insurance was and still is popular e.g. Ansvar, based at Larkhall, another 'in-corner' like Sun Life
of Canada. Ansvar works closely with the remnants of the temperance movement via a Salvationist regional manager.
Cook & Keith, "British Political Facts", 14 Population, p. 233,
in conjunction with the Blue Book figures, cited above.
145. Rodger's speech to the Ideal Homes Exhibition of 1909 quoted in
The Statist, 1909, Supplement on Glasgow.
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Footnotes
The Independent Order of Rechabites.

146. See Defoe's essay "Projects" (1697) quoted in Richardson
Campbell "Provident and Industrial Institutions", p. 239.
Mention is also made in the Appendix to the Report of the Royal
Commission on Friendly Societies of 1870 of East Coast societies
dating back to the 17th century, and to the Leith Friendly
Society or Incorporation of Carters which was cited as being of
300 years standing in the records of the Registrar of Friendly
Societies. See H.M.S.O. "The Friendly Societies Act of 1974",
1980, p. 33.
147.

P. Gosden, "The Friendly Societies in England, 1815-1875",
Manchester, 1961, p. 3.

148.

W.H. Marwick, "Scotland in Modern Times: a Survey of Economic
and Social Developments since 1707", London, 1964, p. 63.

149.

Taken from the Post Office Directories of Glasgow, 1870,
'Friendly Societies', pp. 88 et seq.

150.

0. Checkland, "Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland", Section VII,
'The Benevolent Societies', pp. 21-27, especially Table 3, p.25,
quoted from the "Handbook of Glasgow Charities", Glasgow, 1881.

151.

Western Mutual Assurance "Our 100 Years", Glasgow, 1932.
Officials at 1832 included John Frame (President), mentioned
earlier in connection with temperance excursions.
George Anderson and George Herbertson - related perhaps to the
Herbertsons mentioned in connection with other forms of thrift.
Others subscribed to the temperance societies. The connection
of John Mann and Sir John Mann Jnr. with this society is well
known. In addition, Trustees in the society's centenary year
included S.T.L.'s 'lay preacher' William J. Wood F.S.A., Thomas
Henderson J.P., F.R.S.E., connected with savings banks, James
Murray J.P. of the British Linen Bank, and Alexander Walker
C.B.E., D.L.
Directors included Sir John Smith Samuel, mentioned earlier, plus James Moodie M.A. a Pollockshields reformer.
The manager was perhaps a relative of Sir George Green of
After 1919 it became
the Prudential, vis one A.J. Green F.F.A.
the Western Mutual Assurance Society.

152.

The Royal Liver Friendly Society should not be confused with
the Liverpool Victoria Legal Society (1843) another society
altogether, and currently the largest of Britain's 47 friendly
societies. See, J. House "The Friendly Adventure: the story
of the City of Glasgow Friendly Society's First 100 Years", Glasgow,
p.

153.

The City of Glasgow, founded by James Logan, was dominated by
its first secretary John Stewart, (d 1894) and his son James,
(1867-1950). For the former, see The Bailie 24.1 .1894.
Alexander Stewart, the elder son of Stewart, was a minister and
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an Honorary Director of the League in the 1870's - S.T.L.R. 18734, p. 47. The latter appears to be unrelated to the Revd.
James Stewart of Peterhead, a League Vice President 1870-1914.
David Johnston was its Aberdeen agent whilst attending medical
classes at Aberdeen University, and James L. Johnston was a
society President. Tom Johnston M.P., later Secretary of State
for Scotland in the 1940's, was a Director from 1912 on, a Vice
President from 1919 on, General Manager, and subsequently a
Director of the society's investment trust.
President during the
first 27 years was James Wilson, an East End man like David
Fortune, and manager of an East End works.
154.

On Paxton, the Clydebank Trades Hotel (1899), and Rutland House
Govan, see J. House "The Friendly Adventure...", p. 30. On
Dr. Devon see House (supra) p. 36, and on Dr. J.C. Edmiston who
was Chairman in 1911 and President from 1912 on, p. 48.

155.

See Richardson Campbell "Provident and Industrial Institutions",
pp. 4-5, 47-107.

156.

The Sons of Scotland Temperance Friendly Society, (estd. in
Greenock on 27.2.1865) had 30,000 members in the 1920's. I am
indebted to the manageress of the Sons of Scotland Office in
Larkhall for this and all other information on the society
which follows.

157.

See the comments of the Secretary to the Royal Commission on
Friendly Societies made in 1873 and quoted in P. Gosden, "The
Friendly Societies in England..d", p. 1. Also, comments iiT
The Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, Dec. 1912, pp 278-9.

158.

Richardson Campbell, "Provident and Industrial Institutions", p.
241.
This was in fact stressed by Sir Frederick Eden in
"The State of the Poor" (1798) - according to Sir Arnold Wilson
and Herman Levy in "Industrial Assurance", 1937, p. 15.

159.

See the Scottish Temperance Annual 1899-1900 article,
'Life Insurance and Abstinence', by W. Bingham, p. 62.
Also S.T.L.R. 1910, pp. 48-50, 'The Rechabites 75th Anniversary'.
See the initiation of an Oddfellow as described in Richardson
Campbell, "Provident and Industrial Institutions", pp. 263-4.

160.

e.g. L.O.A.S. Loyal 0.A.S., chosen quite deliberately.
D.H. Hague, "An Historical Sketch of the L.O.A.S." n.d. c 1970.
I am indebted to Mr. Johnstone, Manager of L.O.A.S. Bath St.,
Glasgow for access to the archives of the Order.

161.

See P. Gosden, "The Friendly Societies in England, 1815-1875",
p. 20, on links to the Baptist and Independent Methodists
especially.

162.

S.T.L.R. 1910, pp. 48-50, see R.L. Greenall in S. Bell (ed.)
"Victorian Lancashire", David & Charles, 1974.
R. Roberts, 'The Classic Slum - Salford Life in the first quarter
of The Century', Manchester U.P., 1971, pp. 16-20, 29, 36 and 49.
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163.

i.e. "foundation of the edifice of working class thrift" R. McKibbin, 'Working Class Gambling in Britain, 1880-1939',
Past and Present, 82, 1979, P. 161.

164.

Richardson Campbell, "Glasgow District 40 - a Jubilee Retrospect
of 1923", L0.R., 1923, p. 1, 'A Sketch of the Order'.

165.

e.g. 'Pledge and Declaration taken by the Members of I.0.R.'
a report of the verdicts taken at the H.M.C. at Edinburgh in
1897, and the Board Meeting of 1899 in the Rechabite and
Temperance Magazine 1902 and September 1903, p. 204 (henceforth
ited as R.T.M.)
R. Highet, "A History of the Rechabites,
1835-1935", I.O.R., Salford, 1935, p. 345.

166.

Richardson Campbell, "Rechabite History: a record of the Origin,
Rise, and Progress of the I.O.R., Salford Unity, from 1835-1911",
I.O.R., Manchester, 1911, p. 70, 'Introduction of the Order to
Scotland'.
For Mackintosh, see Campbell (supra) p. 72. The latter was
reputedly the "mainspring" of other Edinburgh abstinence societies,
notably one connected with post office workers (estd. 1838) and
the Edinburgh T.A.S. itself.
He died in 1859 as the result of
an accident at work.
Also, W. Logan, "Early Heroes of the
Temperance Reformation", Glasgow, 1873 and P.T. Winskill, "Temperance Standard Bearers...", Vol. 2.
-

167.

Richardson Campbell, "Rechabite History...", 'Progress in
Scotland, p. 100.

168.

R. Highet, "History of the Rechabites", p. 54. By 1841 the number
of candidates necessary to form a new tent had been reduced from
15 to 10.
Others were 600 strong.

169.

Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, (hereafter cited as R.T.M.)
April 1897, p. 41, 'Friendly Society Origins and Principles'.

170.

R. Highet (supra) p. 49. Richardson Campbell, "Rechabite History"
p. 92. e.g. Greig was I.O.R.'s activist around 1840-1 and
District Secretary of the Leeds District. He became travelling
secretary of the British and Foreign Temperance Society, possibly
the lecturer attracted to the N.T.L. from the Anti-Corn Law
League described by Brian Harrison in "Drink and the Victorians..."
R. Highet, "History of the Rechabites", p. 89, and 128.
P . 155.
Indeed the Board had no power to appoint agents as late as the
H.M.C. of 1861.

171.

S. and B. Webb, "Industrial Democracy", 1902 edition, p. 8.

172.

P. Gosden, "The Friendly Societies in England...", pp 17, and
29-33.

173.

Richardson Campbell, "Rechabite History", p. 156, for lectures
on "Abstinence and Rechabitism in the Secession Church", given
at Dunoon.
The I.O.R. predictably gained the support of
ministers in areas where adherence to 'drinking usages' was
Connection with the
especially prevalent - e.g. Campbeltown.
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Free Church was still evident in the 1890's through the Revd.
Hugh Black of Free St. George's Edinburgh, and Revd. James
Barr B.D.
174.

See Highet (op cit), p. 214 and 283.
The I.O.R. membership included men like George Troup of Banner of
Ulster, and later North British Daily Mail.
RI. Highet, "History of the Rechabites, 1835-1935",
'The Independent Order of Rechabites to Daniel O'Connell M.P.'
Links between Scotland and Ireland are described
pp. 79-84.
61.
Richardson
Campbell's own career is interesting in this
p.
connection, see "Glasgow District 40 - A Jubilee Retrospect of
1923".

175.

Excerpts from the Minute Book of "Nazarene" tent, Port-Glasgow,
1839-46, entry dated 8.12.1841.

176.

R. Highet, "History of the Rechabites...", pp. 60-62.
R. Campbell, "Rechabite History...", pp 157-159.
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R. Highet, (supra) pp. 97-8. (The Neisons were also social
investigators of the 1850's). See "Glasgow District 40 - A
Jubilee Retrospect of 1923".

178.

P. Gosden, "Self-Help: Voluntary Associations in the 19th Century"
sden,
pp. 80-84, and on the Friendly Societies Acts, P.
"The Friendly Societies in England...", Chapter VII, pp. 185-196.

179.

See the "Sons of Temperance of North Mierica Centennial, 1842-1942",
New York, 1942, pp. 1-16, 35, and 169.

180.

Revd. J. Dawson Burns, "Temperance History...", Vol. 1, p. 454,
and Vol. 2, p. 103 and 120.

181.

Rechabite Gazette , June 1877. I am indebted to Mr. William Reid
and his staff for access to the Rechabite archive at I.0.R. Bath
St. Glasgow.
"Bonnie Dundee Souvenir", Dundee District I.0.R., 1925, p. 40.
See also "Glasgow District 40 - A Jubilee Retrospect", 'The
Formation of the District'.
The Rechabite Gazette, 8 Dec. 1877, p. 1.
R.T.M. June 1884, p. 116.
R.T.M. May 1884, p. 100.
See the article by Bro. H. Sheppard, D.C.R. of the Belfast
District in R.T.M. August 1884, p. 165.
R.T.M. January 1886, p. 52, 'How Best to Promote the Extension
of I.O.R.', by Robert Dunnachie, P.D.C.R., Glasgow.

182.

R.T.M. July 1886, p. 162, Dumfries and Kircudbright also extended
to Kelso. Dundee District = 78 members and 4. tents.
Edinburgh District = 211 members and 6 tents.
Glasgow District = 1,450 members and 28 tents.
Dumfries District = 287 members and 7 tents.

183.

R.T.M. July 1886, p. 187.

184.

L.0.A.F. Reports, 1880-1893, Annual Report 1884.
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185.

For the L.O.A.F.'s origins see P. Gosden, "The Friendly Societies
in England", pp. 36-39, his source being "An Hitorical Sketch
of the Order", Annual L.O.A.F. Director y , 1890.

186.

P. Gosden, "Self-Help: Voluntary Association in the 19th Century",
p. 101. P. Gosden, "The Friendly 5 ocieties in England", pp. ^b
and 46.
By 1876 Manchester Unity of Oddfellows had 508,013
and the L.O.A.F. 491,196 members.
In 1872 the Orders ranked thus:
71 ,000
Grand United Order of Oddfellows
Order of Druids
57,000
Loyal Order of Ancient Shepherds
(Ashton Unity)
46,000
35,000
National Original Oddfellows
40,000
Ancient Imperial Oddfellows
(All figures are for the U.K. inclusive).
L.O.A.F. Annual
Reports 1883-1900, Annual Report 1883 p. 4. The L.O.A.F. and the
A.O.G. both met in Hamilton Road. Annual Report 1891, p. 5 U.K. court funds at 1890 amounted to £4,019,293, District funds
to £532,672, totalling £4,551,965. Annual Report 1900, p . 1 By 1900 Glasgow court and district funds were £61,745 and £9,198
respectively.
Duncan's Temperance Hotel, 59 Union St., and Aitken's at
114 Argyle St., were used according to L.O.A.F. Annual Report 1883,
p . 84 and 1891, p. 4.

187.

D.H. Hague, "Historical Sketch of the L.O..A.S.", pp. 1-5.
L.O.A.S. was formed in 1826 at Friendship Inn, Ashton under Lyne,
Lancs. By March 1829 it spread to Oldham, Rochdale, and Ossett.

188.

R.H. McKinnon and J.S. Johnstone, "The First Century: An
Historical Review of Glasgow District L.0.A.S.", Glasgow, 1970,
pp. 1-3.

189.

D.H. Hague, "Historical Sketch of the L.O.A.S.", pp. 6-7 on the
Greenock Conference of 1891. L.O.A.S. remained however a
branch society with minimal centralisation. C. Brown and
J. Taylor "Friendly Societies", Cambridge Institute of Actuaries,
1944, Chapter II, 'Types of Societies', pp. 9-12.
D.H. Hague (supra) p. 8. Growing Scottish interest in the Order
was denoted by the staging of Annual Moveable Conferences at
Dundee in 1886, Greenock in 1891, Edinburgh in 1895, Aberdeen in
1899, and Dumbarton in 1905.

190.

e.g. She p herds' Magazine, 1895, p. 79, Greenock members met in
Borland's Temperance Hotel, "George Anderson" Lodge, Glasgow
was careful to hold the Initial stages of its socials in the
Co-operative Tearooms in London St., whilst similarly past
masters of the Order met in Neilson's Temperance Hotel for discussions - although they dined elsewhere after the meetings Shepherd's Magazine 1895, p. 133 and 138. Toasts at Lodge
ñtings were frowned upon by editors of the L.O.A.S. Unity,
although the Order could still see the humour of anecdotes
e.g. Shepherds' Magazine, June 1895, pp. 166-8.
involving drink.
The Order was keen to distance itself from pub culture, and
accepted the criticisms of 'wet' friendly societies made by the
Sons of Temperance. See 'The Public House, Home of the Friendly
Society', reprinted from the Son of Temperance magazine in the
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Shepherds Magazine, 1895, P. 246-7. This did not however stop
Shepherds initiating members of the Trade - John MacLachian of
Castle Brewery for example was an honorary member of "River Clyde"
Lodge (estd. 1884) - Annual Report of the Lodge for 1901.
191.

Annual Reports L.0.A.S. 1901. "St. Andrew's" Lodge, (1879).
Masonic Hall, Paisley Road, had initiated Rosebery. "Pride of
the West", Cameron Corbett, J. Parker Smith, ex-M.P. William
Jacks & Alexander Cross M.P.
"Sir William Wallace", Dumbarton
Rd., had the former M.P.s Thomas Russel and Gilbert Beith,
"George Anderson", which met in the Barrowfield U.F. Church,
had Sir George Trevelyan, and E.R. Russel M.P., "Robert the
Bruce", Naburn St., Bonar Law, and "Carrick Buchanan", Coatbridge
had the former M.P.s Graham Whitelaw and R.B. Cunningham Graham.
This was not a pattern confined to the city. C.L. Orr Ewing
M.P. was a member of both the Irvine and Ayr lodges, established
in 1884 and 1885 respectively. Overnewton's "General Gordon"
lodge (estd. 1885) met in the St. Vincent Masonic Hall and had
J.G.A. Baird as an initiate.

192.

I am indebted to Mr. Lesley Badger, of the Scottish Friendly
Assurance Company, West Regent St., Glasgow, and to the
Kilmarnock managers of branch offices of United Friendly Insurance,
and the Liverpool Victoria Friendly Society for their comments.
The latter was typical of this process. It took over 3 other
societies prior to 1914, and another 11 from 1914 to 1954, and
currently has assets of £670 million.

193.

On the origins of the Sons of Temperance Friendly Society, see
the "Sons of Temperance of New York Centennial Brochure, 18421942", Sons of Temperance, New York, 1942, pp. 2 and 33.
Formed in the U.S.A. in 1842, nearly a quarter of the Order's
founders were Scots exiles. The Order's first Division in the
Old World was in Ireland, established under the personal direction
of Father Mathew (p. 10). In America the Order was highly
respected, and included Civil War heroes, Neal Dow, and William
Armstrong, "the father of constitutional prohibition", among its
members. A prominent British member was the English temperance
reformer J.H. Raper - pp. 16, 147 and 156. By 1853, Gt. Britain
Also - Scottish Temperance
had 3 sub-divisions of the Order.
Annual, 1906, 'The Sons of Temperance Friendly Society in
Scotland' , pp. 72-76, for the institution of the National Division
of Gt. Britain and Ireland in early April 1855, the institution
of the "John Dunlop" Division at Greenock in February of 1865,
and of the "St. Rollox" Division at Glasgow in 1866, at the
Garrick Coffeehouse. Although there were soon 5 such Divisions
in Scotland, schism resulted - unresolved till 1891. Glasgow
and Coatbridge featured prominently in ilifeeling. Yet at the
Sons of Temperance meeting in Glasgow in 1895 the Order had 481
Divisions and 309 sections. W. Edwards "Temperance Compendium",
p . 118. By 1899 U.K. strength was 46,443 adults in 593
Divisions, 19,720 juveniles in 416 Divisions, with funds of
£209,082.
By 1903, total British membership was 55,468. This
rose to 1,013 Divisions and 841 sections with total membership
of 153,661 with £419,977 by 1908. - Journal for the Home about
the Home, July, 1909, p. 150.
By 1921, there were 110 Divisions
in Scotland, with combined adult and juvenile strength of 28,472
according to "No Licence, the new Campaign...", p. 125.
G.B. Wilson, "Alcohol and the Nation", p. 257.
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194.

In April 1885 a new Fife District was opened at Edinburgh.
See the Rechabite Magazine, June 1885, p. 131. Dumfries and
Perth Districts were also creations of this phase of Rechabitism.
Ayrshire became a separate District in February 1889 according
to Robert Highet's "History of the Rechabites...", p. 198.
Districts prior to the Order's mid-century crisis were Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Greenock,, Aberdeen, Dundee, and Hawick. See Highet
(supra) pp 96-7, and also Richardson Campbell's "Rechabite
History...", p. 161.

195.

See R.T.M., May 1894, pp. 114-5. R.T.M. July 1886, p. 197,
suggests that of the Order's 72 Districts in the United Kingdom,
53 were expanding, 12 were static, and 7 were in decline. Gwent
and Glamorgan and Glasgow District headed Districts still
expanding. Both Districts had a wide range of occupational
groupings, and this was doubtless part of their success. Highet
estimated membership figures for Gwent and Glarnorgan separately
in "History of the Rechabites" pp. 432-3).
See also R.T.M., September 1887, page 234, where Glasgow eclipsed
Gwent and Glamorgan, R.T.M. Jan. 1889 p. 13, for Edinburgh's
rivalry with Glasgow in 1888-9, and ditto p. 161 for Glasgow's
auistion of 2,250 new members that year as against Edinburgh's
715. - of all new tents in the world in 1890 were Scottish R.T.M., Feb. 1891, p. 39. 1887-92 Districts expanding fastest
were Gwent and East Glamorgan and the Glasgow District, with the
Ayrshire and Edinburgh Districts not far behind - R.T.M. Aug.
1892, p. 181.
Dumfries District's experience was not entirely
rosy in the 1890's partly as a result of influenza which swept
South West Scotland - R.T.M. July 1891, p. 163, Sept. 1892 p. 208,
Jan. 1894, p. 18, and Sept. 1899, p. 213. Ayrshire expanded
almost as rapidly as Glasgow and had the highest proportional
increase of any District of I.O.R. in 1890 - R.T.M. 1891, pp. 208
On Fife see R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 46, and April 1893,
and 241.
On Perthshire see R.T.M. Jan. 1893, p. 5, and Feb. 1893,
p. 95.
The Inverness District was formed in 1890 (R.T.M. April
p. 46.
1894, p. 94) and Caithness was campaigned from 1892. (R.T.M. Jan.
1892, p. 46). R. Dunnachie's article 'Extension Work in
Scotland', given to a special conference in the Christian
Institute, Glasgow, in 1891, appeared in R.T.M. Sept. 1892, p.208.
Hawick was also revived by Glasgow officials in concert with the
"flourishing Temperance Institute" members there - R.T.M. July
1893, p. 166 and Oct. 1892, p. 229.

196.

R.T.M. Sept. 1897, p. 212. 12 "Home" areas declined 1894-6.
Manchester, Liverpool, and the previously successful Gwent and
Glarnorgan Districts lost members over 1896-8. Trade depression,
falling wages, with concommitant industrial unrest contributed.
Glasgow District however increased by 2,415 members - R.T.M.
Sept. 1899, p. 213. 1899-1900 saw Glasgow's largest ever increase
of funds. By 1900 there were 256 tents and nearly 25,000
Rechabites in this area, with £40,000 in credit by 1901. R.T.M.
June 1900, p. 115, and April 1901, p. 95. Ayrshire and Edinburgh
remained vigorous, Ayrshire having more members but less tents
and funds than Edinburgh - Scottish Reformer, 3.10.1903.
By
1905 Glasgow had accumulated funds approaching £70,000 according
to R.T.M. May, 1905, p. 114. 1885-1894 Reports of the Registrar
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19(o

of Friendly Societies placed I.O.R. first for numerical progress.
Over 1888-1890 the three largest orders, i.e. Oddfellows,
Foresters, and Shepherds, opened 202 lodges/courts to I.O.R.'s
425. R.T.M. July 1892, p. 165, and Dec. 1894, p. 267.
In 1893 21% of all newly registered societies were I.O.R.'s By 1903 this proportion was 25% R.T.M. Oct. 1894, p. 219.
S.T.L.R., 1905, p. 83.

197.

G.B. Wilson, "Alcohol and the Nation", p. 257.
Revd. A. Craib, 'Benefit Societies and the Working Classes",
Dumbarton, n.d. pp 12-13.
For descriptions of the centralised societies see, P. Gosden,
"The Friendly Societies in England", pp. 50-52.

198.

R. Highet, "Rechabite History...", pp. 53, 56, and 124.
The tent opening fee of 15/- was also retained until the late
1890's - R.T.M. July 1887, p. 224.

199.

Shipyards - See R.T.M. Dec. 1884, p. 265, and "Glasgow District
40 - A JUbilee Retrospect of 1923", where 'Sketch of the I.O.R.'
mentions I.O.R.'s links with the firm of Randolph & Elder, also
R.T.M. Jan. 1895, p. 21 for connections with the Allan and
Henderson families, and R.T.M. Oct. 1894, p. 237 for mention
of the "Sir A. Maclean" and the "Anchor Line" tents.
P.T. Winskill's "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century",
Vol. II, p. 258 notes similar links in connection with the Order
Engineering - See R.T.M. Dec. 1884,
in Newport, rknmouthshire.
p. 265 on the background of Richardson Campbell, described in
P.T. Winskill (as above) Vol. I, p. 193 and given in full in the
Biographical Appendix. See also R.T.M. Nov. 1891, p. 343 and
June 1901 for references to the Hydepark Locomotive Works.
Ironworks - e.g. R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 23 on Bro. John Jasper,
"The Ironman, or celebrated teetotal forgeman and iron workers
friend", formerly of Lawmoor Ironworks, also P.1. Winskill
"Temperance Standard Bearers.. .", Vol. II, p. 178 on I.O.R.
connections with Gartsherrie and the Firhill Ironworks.
Collieries See R.T.M. Nov. 1892 for details of support at Miliburn
Colliery, Larkhall, July 1900, p. 167 on Ayrshire miners' support,
and Feb. 1895, p. 46, on I.0.R. meeting in Bothwell Colliery
Also R.T.M. Feb. 1895, p. 50, for a statement of the way
Hall.
in which the miners' strike effectively halted the Order's
progress in 1894-5. Ropeworks - See "Bonnie Dundee Souvenir",
Dundee, I.0.R., 1925, p. 40 on I.O.R. pioneers, especially p. 50
on Bro. W.S. Young.
Cotton works - See R.1.M. Jan. 1897 references
to the "George A. Clark" tent at Paisley, and R.T.M. Nov. 1902,
p . 264 to James Coats. P.1. Winskill "Temperance Standard
Bearers...", Vol. II, p. 187, reveals similar links with the
tton industry in the Salford area.
Bakeries - especially
Co-operative model ones, see R.T.M. Aug., 1901, p. 165.
Prjntworks - see the biographical details of George Rowe, and
i1NTll of Belfast (compositors) in Winskill, Vol. II,
392
and 216, also Vol. II p. 246 on G.T. Miller (Edinburgh
p.
Masons - See R.T.M. Dec. 1887 on the initiation of the
binder).
former Arbroath stonemason Revd. D. Ritchie Kay, of London Rd.
U.P. Church, Edinburgh.
Carpenters - See R.T.M. Sept. 1893,
p. 206, and also P.T. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers...",
Tailors - See the article on Bro. William
Vol. I, p. 497.
Turner of Port-Glasgow, winner of the National Federation of
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Foreman Tailors' Society gold medal for the best set of patterns
of 1891, in R.T.M. Oct. 1891, p. 289, reprinted from Tailor and
Cutter. See also P.T. Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers",
Vol. II, p. 187 on Andrew Law, a Kendal official of I.O.R.
(Cranston of course was a teetotal tailor, and the Glasgow Cooperative Tailors were subscribers to Glasgow teetotal societies).
For the work of Sir Isaac Pitman (1813-1897) see P.T. Winskill
(as above) Vol. II, p. 327. R.T.M. Jan. 1893, p. 11 refers to
the "Phonetic Ever-Circulating Society" within I.O.R. which was
written entirely in Pitman's shorthand by members who like the
C.C.C. staff (and indeed men like Keir Hardie) were desperately
So too does R.T.M. Feb. 1894, p. 41.
keen to perfect this skill.
See P.T. Winskill (as above) Vol. II, p. 315, on J.W. Penney of
the Essex I.O.R., editor of the Rechabite Ever-Circulator, and a
professional shorthand teacher.
The promotion of shorthand by
middle class temperance reformers was in some cases too allied
to the movement for spelling reform espoused by some of
Harrison's sample of U.K.A. supporters. See Brian Harrison
'British Prohibitionists 1853-1872, a Biographical Analysis',
International Review of Social History, Vol. XV, 1970, Part .3.
See R.T.M. July 1900, p. 167, for comments on a new tent at
Corkerhill in May 1900 entitled the "Glasgow and South Western"
and also R.T.M. April 1898, p. 96, on the "Rosebery" tent's
interest in railway telegraphy etc.
200.

On the A.S.E. and the A.S.C.J. see B.C. Roberts, "The Trades
Union Congress: 1868-1921", London, 1958, where p. 93 describes
their benefits. For the A.S.E. see also pp. 38, 121, 151, 194,
290-8, and 316, and for the A.S.C.J. see pp. 15-18, 36, 52, 79,
191, 250 and 290. See also A.E. Musson "A History of British
Richardson
Trades Unions: 1800-75", London, 1972, p. 17.
Campbell of the I.O.R. highlighted the membership of the following
in his "Provident and Industrial Institutions" pp. 206-7 Union membership at 1886
knalgamated Engineers
Biolermakers and Iron shipbuilders
14malgamated Carpenters and Joiners
Operative Cottonspinners
Ironfounders
Operative Stonemasons
Railway Servants

52,019
26,776
24,979
15,527
12,035
10,483
9,609

201.

See R.T.M. 1887, p. 296. The average sickness per member
(1874-85) was 6 days 22 hours, as against the Oddfellows 1.5 weeks
(1866-70) and the Foresters 1.4 weeks (1870-5).

202.

See the "Glasgow District 40 - A Jubilee Retrospect.." 'List of
Officers.' i.e. J.B. White, P. Braidwood, Richardson Campbell,
G. Rowe, Dunnachie, Boyd Munn, J.S. Bone, J.F. Johnston, John
Campbell, W. Monaghan, A. Bell, A. Maclean, J.A. White, - see
Biographical Appendix.

203.

Grand Masters of Scotland included the 4th Earl of Rosslyn (1870-3)
Sir Michael Robert Shaw Stewart (1873-82) Walter Henry the 11th
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Earl of Mar, (1882-5) Sir Archibald Campbell, later 1st Lord
B l yths w ood (1885-92) the 11th Earl of Haddington (1892-4), Sir
Charles Dalrymple of Newhailes (1894-7) the 18th Lord Saltoun,
(1897-1900) James Hozier, 2nd Lord Newlands (1900-4), Charles
Maule Ramsay (1904-7) Sir Thomas, later 1st Lord Carmichael
(1907-9) the 8th Duke of Atholl, (1909-13) and Sir Robert King
Stewart of Murdostoun (1913-16) - Yearbook of the Grand Lodge of
the Ancient, Free and Accepted Masons of Scotland. I am
indebted to the Grand Secretary of the G.L.S.,E.S. Falconer.
Glasgow Post Office Directories 1870, 'Friendly Societies'. Its
President R. Bruce was in insurance, Rock vice presidents
included R. Chrystal, a business connection of Overtoun, and
William Connal.
204.

J. Vincent (ed.) "Autobiography of a Beggar Boy..." p. 24.
P. Gosden, "The Friendly Societies in England..." pp 71-93.

205.

S.T.L.R. 1908, pp 89-90, 'Independent Order of Rechabites - A
New Chief Ruler', also S.T.L.R. 1909 article pp 99-102 "Independent
Order of Rechabites". Dunnachie was the first ever Scottish
H.C.R. in 1895. R.T.M. Oct. 1906, p. 223 his brother
W.J. Dunnachie was a successful mine manager in South Africa,
whilst sisters were married to the Revd. Adamson of Galashiels
and R.W. Taylor, a well known Arbroath businessman. R.T.M. Aug.
1891,p. 248. Duncan Kirkwood the 1904 H.C.R. was also a Glasgow
man, being born there in 1847, but was the Belfast representative
- R.T.1'l. Jan. 1904, p. 1. R.T.M. Jan. 1896, p 1-2. Dunnachie
was very mobile. When first on the Board he resided at 170
Whitehall St., Dennistoun. By 1889 however he had removed to
69 Cadder St., Pollockshaws East. - R.T.M. Oct. 1887, p. 269 and
R.T.M. Jan. 1900, p. 1-2. On Main, R.T.M.
Sept. 1889, p. 271.
Dec. 1899, p. 304, Jan. 1908, p. 1, and his obituary on the 15th
July 1909. R.T.M. Dec. 1902, 'Notes'.

206.

R. Highet, "History of the Rechabites..." Appendix A, p. 496.

207.

For Temple... R.T.M. 1897, 'Report of the 37th H.M.C.', and
obituary in R.T.M. Sept. 1903, p. 218, also, C.H. Dant,
"Archbishop Temple, P.C., D.D., LLD." Scott, London, 1903, pp.
107-124, 176-82; especially Chapter xiii, 'Embarked Upon the
Work of Temperance'.
W.F. Aitken, "Frederick Temple, Archbishop
of Canterbury", London, Partridge, 1901, Chapter VII, 'The
Primate and Temperance Reformer', pp. 152-60.
On Macrae - R.T.M. Feb. 1893, pp 25-6 and the Biographical
Appendix. Macrae, mentioned earlier, was the son of an Oban
minister, an I.0.G.T. leader, author of various temperance novels,
and joined the I.0.R. in Dundee in 1885. He was noted for talks
on his experiences in merica, "ecclesiastical satire, and his
"Reminiscences of George Gilifillan". A U.P. minister from
1873, he was identified with the movement for creed reform.
For Hamilton, R.T.M. Nov. 1900, 'Rechabite Portrait Gallery'.
Born like Bro. White in Larkhall in 1869, he was educated at St.
John's Academy, Hamilton, Glasgow University, and the Evangelical
Union classes of the Revd. Dr. Morison, and was ordained in
1894. He worked for the Band of Hope in Ayrshire, was a member
of Troon School Board, and was a keen cyclist.
On Arnot,
Revd. W. Arnot "Autobiography" (op cit), and the Biographical
Appendix.
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208.

On the Rechabite historian Robert Highet see R.T.M. Feb. 1905,
'Rechabite Portrait Gallery'. Highet was born in 1867 in
Kilmarnock and was associated with the Free Church there,
conducted Sunday School and evening classes, joined the McLelland
tent in 1887 and was the Ayrshire District Secretary by 1905.
He was cashier to J. & M. Craig in their colliery department an expanding firm whose owner was a director of Dunnachie's Glenboig
Fire Clay Co. St. Marnock, bound volume 1898-1900, Local History
Collection Dick Institute, Kilmarnock. Highet was later High
Secretary - "Centenary of the Total Abstinence fbvement in
Scotland, 1832-1932", 1932, p. 120.

209.

R.T.M. 1900, 'An Historical Sketch from Some Old Records', by
Richardson Campbell, H.S. Councillor Waterson's connection with
the I.O.R. also dated back to this era - see R.T.M. Jan. 1896,
p. 23 - as did that of Andrew Fernie, an Edinburgh businessman
identified with the Guthrie Memorial Church, according to
P.T. Winskill in "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century"
Vol. I, p. 374. Some orders ruled that certain offices had to
be held by householders (e.g. treasurer) but it is not clear
whether the Rechabites initiated the middle classes with this in
mind.
For the L.O.A.F. ruling on this point see "L.O.A.F. Rules"
Glasgow, 1893, Glasgow Room, Mitchell Library.

210.

e.g. Rechabite Gazette, 5th Sept. 1877, p. 2, recent "influential
Glasgow initiates" included John McIntyre, Robert Mitchell,
Drs. James Chalmers and John Beckett M.B.C.M., Bailies Burt and
Larnberton, and John W.Swann - possibly related to the cooperative leader Walter.
Fees for honorary members although
fairly low were higher than benefit membership. The Order may
have looked to such members to provide halls - R.T.M. May, 1884,
James Coats, the physiologist of the Paisley manufacp. 115.
turing family, paid off debts on the Order's Lerwick hail and
recreation room.
Local employers like David W. Lindsay,
partner in the Possilpark Foundry, and local councillors and
town clerks were often initiated - see R.T.M. 1889, p. 110, July
1886, p. 162, May 1887, p. 71, and July 1891, p. 164 for evidence
of this from Dumfries to Tam.

e.g. the "William Collins" (estd. 9.6.1882) which met on
Wednesdays in Stirling Road, Glasgow and was associated with
David Fortune, mentioned earlier, the Evangelical Union's Revd.
Dr. Ferguson, Robert Mackay of S.P.B.T..A., James Malcolm, and
George Morrin, later Bailie I vbrrin, the "George A. Clarke",
Paisley, (17.12.1883) "James Shaw", Maryhill, (3.9.1887) "John
Wilson" Glasgow, (6.12.1887) "Sir Andrew Maclean" Partick
(19.6.1888)" James Drysdale", Tolicross, (20.6.1896) "Samuel
Chishoim", Glasgow, (4.2.1902) "Bailie John King", Glasgow,
(13.1.1904) "John Colville", Cleiland, (30.11.1904) and
"Archibald McLelland", Kilmarnock (2.12.86) etc. The latter for
example was a Kilmarnock provost who dominated the town for
• nearly a quarter of a century, and was of a group of temperance
reformers connected with the Winton Place Evangelical Union
Church,
A. McNair M.A. "Personal Memorials, with a chapter
prefixed on the extent of the Atonement", Glasgow, 1904, p. 40,
St. Marnock, Bound volume 1898-1900, March 1900, p. 101,

211.
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Auld Killie, Bound Volume, '1893-1895, Sept. 1, 1893, p. 9.
'Local Magnates', No. 1, see Biographical Appendix.
(Ayrshire tents names also identified with the Covenanting
past - R.T.M. June 1913, 'The High Moveable Conference').
Samuel Chisholwas also connected with the "Anchor of Unity"
tent in Glasgow, as was the Revd. David Watson, - R.T.M. 1891,
pp. 21 and 321. By 1891, Dundee's Provost Matthewson was also
R.T.M. Nov. 1891, p. 342. See also
an I.0.R. initiate.
Edinburgh Lord Provost William Slater Brown, and DarveUs
Andrew Mair in 'Rechabite Portrait Galleries' of Feb. 1910 and
Sept. 1914, and Winskill's "Temperance Standard Bearers...",
Vol. 1, p. 115 on Beith. On crossmembership - see the
affiliations of A.S. Cook of Aberdeen, Andrew Bennet, and
Andrew Black and George Bogie as described in Winskill (supra)
pp. 225, 110, 123 and 130 respectively.
212.

R.T.M. Sept. 1889, p. 261, it took six rounds of balloting
before Dunnachie was elected to the Board - a swift decision
by Rechabite standards. A letter to R.T.M. in March 1891, p. 59
from a Jarrow tent secretary on Returns complained "most of us
are working men, employed in trades..." Moves to reduce
conference attendance expenses were opposed by W.S. Rosie in
similar terms - see R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p. 205.

213.

See R.T.M. June 1901, p. 136.
'Letters', R.T.M. 1898, 'Mr.
Gladstone', from George Wolff, Past District Chief Ruler of
Dublin District No. 22 - which took issue with William Reid's
use of the magazine for political comments, and judged
Gladstone's Irish policy to have been "mistaken".

214.

R.T.M. Dec. 1884, p. 265, on John Lyon of Belfast's conversion
of Richardson Campbell to Rechabitism, also C. Oakley "Our
Illustrious Forebears...", p. 203. "James Shaw", MaryhTlT met
in the Conservative Rooms Garbraid St., R.T.M. June 1902, p. 167.
The Motherwell Post Office Directories for 1894 referred to the
"H.M. Stanley", tent, headed by William Russel, George Boyle
and William Wilson. Airdrie I.O.R. also met in the Orange Hall R.T.M. June 1900, p. 119.
Cameron Corbett and Chishol,were
both interested in "Union" Glasgow as were Dr. Brown and
Commissioner Rolls - R.T.M. Dec. 1892, p. 281. J.G.A. Baird
was connected with "PTde of the West" - R.T.M. Feb. 1896, p. 50.
For Unionist interest in local philanthropy iii general see the
Cameron Corbett Papers, Glasgow University Archives.

215.

Most were initiated when already M.P.s unlike Shackleton.
R.T.M. June, 1902, p. 167, 1905 p. 46 and Sept. 1902, p. 223.
e.g. On Rallie of Gateshead, R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 14.

216.

R.T.M. Jan. 1900, p. 2, for Bra. Andrew Bennet Sen.'s links
with 'Tradical temperance candidates", and R.T.M. April 1907,
'Obituaries', for his son's prominence in the Liberal Cabinet
of the Glasgow Parliamentary Debating Society, and the SouthSide Branch of the Young Scots Society.

217.

R.T.M. Sept. 1894, pp 193-4, and P.T. Winskill "Temperance
Standard Bearers", Vol. 1, p. 415. e.g. Gordon, a member of the
Parochial Board, an elder of Ferryhill Parish Church, and an
"ardent temperance politician".
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218.

For Adarnson's connection with I.0.R. - R.T.M. July 1914,
'Rechabite Portrait Gallery', and for Flockhart's R.T.M.
Nov. 1907.
Fife and Clackmannan was, by the early 1870's the
strongest of the district unions of the Miners' National Association and was already in possession of the 8 hour day. It
remained an area loyal to Alexander McDonald even in 1881, and
mining union officials like William Berwick had participated
in the emigration schemes which McDonald had sought to regulate
with self-help and more especially direction of labour supply
in mind. See G.M. Wilson "Alexander McDonald, leader of the
Miners", Aberdeen U.P., 1982, pp. 72, 79-80, 86-7, 129, 179, 182-5,
and 203-6, and also J. Young, "The Rousing of the Scottish
Working Classes...", p. 112.
For Dollan see Glasgow Room
"Miscellany on Sir P. Dollan" compiled by P. Woods. Dollan's
connection with Rechabitism was far more tenuous than that of
the others because of his background.
The J.0.R. admitted
that many Scottish Catholics felt that they could not join the
Order - see Dunnachie's letters to the R.T.M. - although by 1904
they had initiated the Revd. Father Hayes of Market Rasen, recently
commended by the Pope for temperance zeal. On Rosslyn Mitchell
see Biographical Appendix, constructed from his Glasgow Herald
obituary.

219.

R.T.M. June 1888, p. 140 on Sunday Closing and Local Veto and
opposition to the Local Government Bill's provisions. On
temperance politics - R.T.M. Jan. 1889, p. 13, Sept. 1893, p.205,
1894, p. 114, Dec.' 1894, p. 267, and Oct. 1894, p. 219. On the
National Council of the Free Churches see, D.W. Bebbington,
"The Nonconformist conscience: Chapel and Politics 1870-1914",
London, 1980, p. 72.

220.

Bebbington (supra) p. 15. Pacifist tendencies were, as in
I.O.G.T., reflected in the number of tents entitled "Star of
Peace" etc. - R.T.M. March 1900, p. 95.
See also the article
in the July 1904 copy "Is it possible to have Universal Peace".
Some Rechabites could deplore war yet remain loyal to the party
conducting it - see Duncan Kirkwood's complaints to the R.T.M.
editor about letters criticising the "bungling government" in
June 1901, p. 136 - especially where Conservatism stood as
'defender of the faith', as in Kirkwood's native Belfast. (On
the brothers Thomas and Duncan Kirkwood of I.O.R. Belfast,
Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers...", Vol. 2, p. 134)
For Dunnachie's comment in context, see R.T.M. May 1887, p. 102.
On this theme see also R. 1-fighet "History of the Rechabites...",
A mere 249 Rechabites served in the Boer War - see
p. 435.
R.T.M. Sept. 1903, 'The 40th Annual Moveable Conference', p.215,
On Rechabites
where the liabilities for these were discussed.
and school boards - R.T.M. Nov. 1891, p. 343, R.T.M. May 1894,
Some, like
p. 99, and R.T.M. June 1900 and July 1896, p. 169.
Charles McKenzie, Past Chief Officer of Lochee became school
board officers - R.T.M. Aug. 1892, p. 191. See 'Notes', R.T.M.
Jan. 1904, for sympathy with the Vigilance Association's
attempts to restrict arrival of foreign females in Britain for
"immoral purposes". R.T.M. 1903, p. 214 noted Agnes Weston's
work for the Order in its 'Royal Naval District', established
in 1901 with 6 tents and several auxiliaries. The latter's
work is mentioned briefly in F. Prochaska "Women and Philanthropy..'
p. 183. A 'Military District' was formed in 1905 - R.T.M.
On close association of physiologist
1905 'Conference Report'.
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Professor J.G. McKendrick M.D., F.R.S.E. with the Order R.T.M.
March 1893, P. 71. Tent surgeons were often asked to present
lectures on health.
Articles often had distinct overtones of
social Darwinism - R.T.M. June 1896, p. 214 and Aug. 1901, p. 152.
This was especially true of Walter N. Edwards' "Science Chats".
On mortality figures calculated by Neison, R.T.M. May 1896, p.49.
"Letters to the Editor" throughout 1898 reflected members'
interest in child mortality, and the bearing of housing conditions on the rates of scarlatina, consumption, and cancer.
The Order regularly calculated life expectancy for those 16-50
across "general population", "healthy males", and "Rechabites",
and also calculated juvenile deaths - see R.T.M. 1909, p. 101.
On industrial accidents, R.T.M. April 1901, p. 88. The Order
was most interested in the work of the National Association for
the Prevention of T.B., as formation of a tent amongst the
patients of the Bellfield Sanatorium highlights. On Bellfield see,
Sir A. McGregor "A History of Public Health in Glasgow 19051946", Edinburgh, 1967. See R.T.M. 1909, 'Notes' for support of
Burns' Housing and Town Planning Bill, expressed in terms of
'preventative medicine'. Also, 'Alcohol and the Garden City',
and subsequent articles on 'A Garden City and the Liquor Trade',
on the allegations by Henry Vivian M.P. (South Hackney)
Chairman of the Garden City Tenants Ltd. of "secret drinking at
Letchworth" in spite of refusal of a licence for the development,
in R.T.M. Feb. 1911.
221.

Rechabite Gazette, 10 Feb. 1878, p. 4. I.O.R. drew heavily on
Pmerican temperance press for anecdotes and homilies. Comments
by Gough and Moody were always printed in full, as with
"Moody's Temperance talks". Articles by Revd. Dr. Talmage of
New York in National Temperance Advocate were reprinted R.T.M.
Jan. 1891, p. 5. Emerson and Alcott, major contributors to
Mierican transcendentalism, were frequently quoted - total
abstinence often being a feature of transcendentalist social
experiments according to A.C. Rose "Transcendentalism as a Social
Ikvement 1830-1850", Yale U.P., 1982.
On temperance sympathies of Longfellow and Tolstoi, see
Winskill's "Temperance Standard Bearers...", Vol. II, pp. 184 and
499.

222.

See W. Hanna (ed.) 'Sermons by the late Thomas Chalmers',
Vol. IV, 'Posthumous Works', p. 387, Employers and beverages
Rechabite Gazette, 10 Feb., 1878, p. 6.

223.

P. Gosden, "The Friendly Societies in England 1815-1875", p. 8-9.
The Act of 1855 had allowed trade union rules to be lodged
without scrutiny as with friendly society rules in general, but
their position was changed by the Trades Unions Act of 1871.
Co-ops were also under different legislation (the Industrial
and Provident Societies Acts), after 1852.

224.

H. Pelling, "A History of British Trade Unionism", Penguin
reprint 1981, pp. 21, 23, 35, 55, 66-72, and 96.
B.C. Roberts, "The Trades Union Congress: 1868-1921", London,
1958, pp. 35-6, 128, 133, and 175.
See R.T.M. 1906, p. 233. 'Trades Unions and Friendly Societies',
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on an interview between the Trades Union Parliamentary Congress
and the Ancient Order of Foresters on this point, reprinted
from Unity August, 1906. (e.g. "Friendly Societies must
in justice to themselves work to obtain an amendment to the
Friendly Societies Act to compel Trades Unions to have their
benefit funds valued and kept separate, otherwise the outlook
for friendly societies is grave indeed.. ..Trade Unionists have
no right to sell sickness benefits at less than cost price, no
have they the right to use the benefit funds for fighting
purposes; they must be prepared to do the right thing by adopting valuation and separation of funds, and if they will not
friendly societies must either fight them with the object of
compelling them to do what is right or they must be content to
see Trades Unions continue to be the blacklegs of the friendly
society world."
225.

R.T.M. Nov. 1908, 'Among the Friendly Societies', by An Observer.

226.

R.T.M. May 1894, p. 101.

227.

R.T.M. Sept. 1893, p. 143, and 1906, p. 233.

228.

R.T.M. June, 1896, p. 125.

229.

Bailie, Wed. Jan. 22, 1873, article 'Sic Vos Non Vobis etc.'

230.

R.T.M. autumn and winter 1894, and Feb. 1895, p. 50.

231.

R.T.M. Sept. 1897, p. 266.

232.

R.T.M. Aug. 1896, p. 193.

233.

e.g. R.T.M. Sept. 1898, p. 198, where the editor noted
Gladstone's "fears that the growing prosperity of Great Britain
might corrupt the principles and religious ideals of her people".
He felt that the same message was discernible in the writing of
Besant, Gissing, and Oliphant regarding the perils of meterialism.

234.

R.T.M. Aug. 1896, p. 193.

235.

R.T.M. 1911, p. 155.

236.

Richardson Campbell, "Provident and Industrial Institutions",
p. 216, and S.P.B.T.A. 1907, p. 100.
Sickness Benefits * ranged from 2/6d to £1 per week for males
between 15-50, and between 2/6d to 10/- for female members.
Funeral Benefits of between £5 and £200 could be secured by
both sexes.
Endowment benefits of £25-200 could be paid at 40,
45, 50, 55, 60, or 65 - or prior to endowment age in the event
of a death provided the first quarter's contribution had been
paid and the holder was "clear on the books". Superannuation
benefits were payable from age 65, at the rate of from 2/6d to
10/- per week. (*At 1907 levels). S.T.L.R. 1909, pp. 100-101,
and R.T.M. 1905 'Specimen Annuity Tables'.

237.

1. Hamilton, "Centenary of the Total Abstinence Nbvement in
Scotland...", p. 120.
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R.T.M. Aug. 1896, Glasgow District Supplement, p. 193,
article by 'T.C.S.'.
Acting as individuals, some English
Rechabites for example presented paid up shares in local modellodgings houses to the Order. For Scottish interest in
housing, see Sir A. McGregor, "A History of Public Health in
Glasgow" plus A. Gibb, "Glasgow - the Making of a City",
London, 1983, pp. 119, 121, 127, 130-7, 143-7, and I. Adam,
"The Making of Urban Scotland", London, 1978, Chapters VII and
Also, W. Walker, "Juteopolis: Dundee and its textile
VIII.
workers", p. 357 on the Scottish Prohibition Party and the
housing question.
238.

R.T.M. July 1895, p. 161. See R.T.M. Nov. 1898 'Notes'
'Convalescent home for Working Men'. I.O.R. supported hospital
charities e.g. R.T.M. Aug. 1902, p. 191 and Nov. 1902, p. 261.
The Aberdeen District I.O.R. were also connected with Hospital
Saturday Demonstrations and galas for the local Infirmary and
Sick Children's Hospital - R.T.M. Sept. 1896, p. 214. R.T.M.
Jan. 1903, p. 52. (By the 1920's the Sons of Temperance also
had a home at Brighton, a town replete with hydros and coffeepalaces).
Good Templar, 1870, p. 56, letter 'Seaside Homes'. On Scottish
Convalescent homes, 23 in 1899 according to H.C. Burdett's
"Hospitals and Charities", London, 1899, 0. Checkland,
"Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland", pp. 5-6, 69-70, 214-8, and
349-351.
This Dunoon venture was identified with the
philanthropist Beatrice Glugston (1827-88) - Checkland (supra)
Chapt. 12, Section II, 'Post-Hospital Care', pp. 214-8. She
also founded the Glasgow Conva1ecent Home at Lenzie. Dunoon
gave hydropathic treatment and the acetic acid cure, the latter
courtesy of Messrs. F. Coutts & Sons possibly related to Isaac
Coutts the Edinburgh solicitor active in the Rechabites and
the League.
Subscribers to Dunoon included Princess Louise,
leading Scottish titled ladies, Lady Coats, Mrs. Baird of
Cambusdoon, Mrs. Smith of Jordanhill, and Mrs. Whitelaw of
Gartsherrie House Checkland, Appendix IV, p. 349. R.T.M. 1905
leader 'Cameron Corbett Cottages'.
These were distinctly
modern in concept. The cottages had homely atmospheres and
could accommodate entire families. The surroundings were
"quiet and healthy", yet the cottages had every amenity, including well-equipped kitchens with gas ovens, tiled floors,
patented windows for efficient ventilation and verandahs for
the family to sit out on, and were built by Greenock architects
using stone from a local quarry.
See anon letter on Edinburgh's
need for a municipal hospital in R.T.M. Jan. 1899, p. 5. For a
study of the pressure for municipal hospitals see, R. Gaffney,
"The Development of Hospital Provision in Glasgow 1867-97",
University of Glasgow, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 1980.

239.

R.T.M. Nov. 1892, p. 256. On emigration's decline as a solution
to labour supply problems see, C.S. Loch (ed.) "Methods of
Social Advance: Short studies in social practice by various
authors", pp. 88-96, 'Emigration and Want of Employment', by
Jhn Martineau. Over 1883-98 emigration declined from 91,000
to 14,000 p.a.
Wilson, "Alexander McDonald...", p. 113. See
Highet (op cit) p . 435, 'Adult Membership in Districts Abroad,
1885-1910'. On Canada, see R.T.M. Sept. 1905, 'Report of the
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FI.M.C.'
On Scots' societies, C. Harvie, "Scotland and Nationalism: Society and Politics 1707-1977", p. 96.
240.

R.T.M. Nov. 1898, 'Notes', 'A New Day for Rechabitism'.

241.

See R.T.M. Jan. 1891 'Notes', Apr. 1891, p. 94, and March 1896,
p. 70, respectively. For the Rechabite Musical Assoc., see
May 1892, p. 117, and for the Kirkintilloch Band Sept. 1899,
p. 191. On the Musical and Dramatic Assoc., with a chorus of 80
and a full orchestra and bookings at the "Corporation Recitals",
see Jan. 1894, p. 19 and Feb. 1894, p. 48. Poor audiences at
Bridgeton were complained of in R.T.M. March, 1893, p. 70.
I.O.R. Glasgow, and even I.O.R. Kilbarchan's use of professional
entertainers is mentioned in R.T.M. Dec., 1896, p. 69, and Dec.
1901, p. 323. On attendance R.T.M. April 1900, p. 95. There
were Rechabite Bowling Clubs at Edinburgh and Gateside Pit,
Sanquhar, - R.T.M. Dec. 1903, p. 312. For typical Rechabite
excursions R.T.M. Aug., 1892, p. 191 and Sept. 1894, p. 215.
Alloa I.O.R. met in Greenside Mission Chapel (R.T.M. Apr. 1893,
p. 143) "Triumph", Glasgow in a United Presbyterian Mission,
(Apr. 1895, p. 94), Bothwell I.O.R. in the Douglas Presbyterian
Mission Hall, (June 1909, p. 119) and Jedburgh in a Home Mission
The Edinburgh missionary Peters was also
Hall. (unspecified).
connected with the I.O.R. - see R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 20.
Rechabites were hostile to raffles and dancing. On William
Thomson, scientist and antiquary given a presentation by the
Order e.g. - R.T.M. July 1895, p. 148.
The I.O.R. emblem won a gold medal at an unspecified exhibition
at Paris, according to R.T.M. Sept. 1901, p. 220, and was later
loaned to a Milan exhibition.

242.

See R.T.M. Sept. 1913, "Report of the High Moveable Conference",
'Women as Directors'. A 1913 proposal to expand the Board to
10 members including 2 compulsory female members was "defeated
by an immense majority". By 1912 there were only 4 female
District representatives in the U.K. (Sept. 1912, p. 170).
Women tended to be relegated to the organisation of the juvenile
order - see e.g. the obituary of Janet Braidwood in R.T.M. June
1899, p. 144.
The U.O.F.R. Chief was the Revd. John M. Holt,
Vicar of Fulstow, Lincs. - obituary R.T.M. March 1887, p. 53.
Richardson Campbell "Rechabite History...", pp. 219-222 discusses
the origins of the U.O.F.R. D. Sunderland of Stockton was the
District Ruler, the Revd. T.J. Messer of Hull was its CorresThe Executive met in his home in Worship
ponding Secretary.
(For Messer's biographical details, see P.T.
St., Hull.
Winskill "Temperance Standard Bearers of the 19th Century", Vol.
II). The Scots R.S. Kay, John Strachan, and one of the Wighams
were among the Executive Council which convened a U.O.F.R.
Conference at Edinburgh in 1842.
See 'A History of the U.O.F.R.',
R.T.M. March, 1887, pp. 53-55.
Female offices passed out of
usage in the U.K. but were retained in some colonial Districts
like Australia, possibly as a direct result of the wider spheres
of influence accorded women in frontier communities. The
U.O.F.R. held conferences in 1841 Newcastle
1842 Edinburgh
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1843 London (Channell's Temperance Hotel)
1846 Birmingham
1850 Liverpool (Bethesda Chapel)
1856 Douglas
In 1844, Glasgow had 11 tents, Edinburgh 9, Aberdeen 6, and
Dundee 3. Richardson Campbell (op cit) p. 223 lists the
Scottish Districts of the female order in the early 19th century
as Glasgow, Edinburgh, Cheviot and Tweed, Aberdeen, Dundee, and
Greenock.
See also Highet (op cit) p. 115-119.
243.

"Bonnie Dundee Souvenir' 1 , p. 39.
On resuscitation of female
Rechabitism in the 1870's - Rechabite Gazette, 3, July 1877, p.2.
"Scottish Bluebell" met every fourth Mon. in the North British
Buildings, Coatbridge, its Secretary being Mrs. Richardson
Campbell, and had been established by tent officials of "Scottish
Welcome".
See R.T.M. March 1886, p. 55.
R.T.M. Sept. 1887,
219
and
226.
No
male
tent
paid
"funeral
only"
- see R.T.M.
p.
Sept. 1893, p. 211.

244.

R.T.M. Sept., 1889, p. 249 'Report of the High Moveable
Conference'.

245.

R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 37. For Glasgow's enforcement of 'Model
Female Tent Rules', possibly drafted by the District rather
than the H.M.C., see R.T.M. May, 1892, p. 111. Ayrshire pressed
for increased sick benefits - May 1893, p. 115. On maternity
benefit, a feature of the old U.O.F.R. - see R.T.M. Sept. 1893,
p. 206. The Norwich H.M.C. in mid 1895 decided that such a
payment could not be made to men. (See R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p.232).
Some delegates to the latter alleged that this lack of uniformity was resented by London officials, whose "pet aversion" it was
said were female members.

246.

See R.T.M. Nov. 1896, p. 260, and Nov. 1903, p. 209, on Glasgow's
decision to prevent working girls from insuring for sick pay
(This juggling with the Order's financial 'risks'
till age 16.
was not without moral overtones - Magazine's 'Notes and Comments'
columns reveal an interest in the age of consent question
similar to that of Stead and the Salvationists). See R.T.M.
Jan. 1892, p. 37, on Irvine membership, Sept. 1896, p. 231, for
the Ayrshire representative's remark to the 5th Annual
Conference of Scottish Districts of I.O.R. that Edinburgh and
Aberdeen hostility to women was "preposterous".
For its consequences see "Levies on Female Members" in R.T.M. 1905.
Hampering female membership was low pay - see R.T.M. Apr. 1896,
p. 97. ("when stckness overcomes a toiler of this class it
must be hard indeed to keep the wolf from the door.")

247.

R.T.M. Sept. 1893, p. 209 - an 1893 ruling that all could join
the Board was worthless.
R.T.M. June 1896, p. 139. Sister
Brow of Annan was appointed in that year to the District
Executive of Dumfries and Kirkcudbright - a move related to the
strength of I.O.G.T. support in the area, and to the unspecified
welfare problems in that region which had resulted in a record
of 804 weeks sickness for 410 members during the year. Aberdeen
c'ountered friendly society claims by suggesting that there had
been a lady secretary of the local I.O.R. since 1894 - R.T.M.
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Sept. 1901, p. 190. It was a source of satisfaction to the
I.0.R. that only in 1901 did the Oddfellows resolve to admit
female lodges to district meetings, having previously "taxed
female lodges without representation" on the grounds that it
was not seemly for women to attend meetings held in public
houses - July 1901, p. 150. Sister C. McDonald of Calderhead,
"a lady identified with various branches of Christian work",
and the District Ruler of the "Sir James Y. Simpson" tent,
Bathgate, by 1903 was the first woman ever to preside at a
Rechabite meeting - R.T.M. June 1903, p. 144.
On female
speakers etc. R.T.M. Jan. 1895, p. 21, Feb. 1895, p. 46 and Jan.
1896, p. 46. Rechabite comments on the great conference of
female workers which took place in the Queen's Rooms, Glasgow,
in Oct. 1894 appeared in R.T.M. Dec. 1894, p. 267.
'Woman's
World' was expanded over the period 1900-14 especially. Its
editor was not named, and was possibly male. Its overa1l tone
was feminine rather than feminist. It stressed the role of
women as "the chief ornament of home" whilst keen to see women
make the most of themselves in other ways.
248.

R.T.M. May 1886, p. 107. This tent was established in Feb. 1886.
See K. Heasman "Evangelicals in Action", p. 140. This venue,
part of an East End Mission was a converted pub connected with
Barnardo and Kinnaird.

249.

R.T.M. 1889, p. 2. 'Juvenile Rechabitism: Past, present and
future', by 1. Cunhiffe (an editor of R.T.M.). Also, 'Juvenile
Temperance Benefit Societies and their Relation to Band of
Hope Effort', a paper by H. Wells Smith a Past High Superintendent of Juvenile Temples to the Portsmouth Band of Hope Union,
and reprinted in R.T.M. Nov. 1903.

250.

'As the Twig is Bent', article in R.T.M. May 1894, p. 98, and
for the motto 'No day without a good deed to crown it' see
'Children's Hour', Jan. 1897. R.T.M. Nov. 1894, p. 256.

251.

See T The Way to Conduct a Juvenile Tent', of April 1844, quoted
in Cunliffe's article (op cit) which advocated teaching a
scaled-down M.A. course to the children. On the Chalmers'
band see R.T.M. Apr. 1893, p. 95, on the Holytown beliringers,
May 1902, p. 120, references to a visit to Hengler's (paid for
by the adult I.0.R.), Dec. 1900, p. 283.
See also June 1902,
166
for
picnics
in
the
grounds
of
Lady
Campbell
's Garscube
p.
House (now the grounds of the University of Glasgow's Veterinary
School) for the children of "Star of Defence", Bridgeton, and
for the entire Glasgow district at Wilson's Bantaskin House,
Falkirk. + of the 1,200 however present at the 'social' run by
the Paisley Rechabites in the local Templar Hall were not
members! - see June 1902, p. 144. For the Saturday socials
run by "Glazert Bank", Kirkintilloch (thought to be an effective
counter-attraction to the town's 17 licences) see Dec. 1896,
p. 282. On proposed Rechabite examinations, Sept. 1905,
'Competitive Temperance Examinations'.

252.

Early district strength is described in Rechabite Gazette, June
1877, p. 1, and Nov. p. 2, and in R.T.M. Aug. 1886, p. 194,
Jan. 1887, p. 43, and Sept. 1887, p. 206. No juvenile figures
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for the U.K. were printed until August 1883, when 33 Districts
submitted returns. Membership rose sharply over 1883-8 as
follows:
Year
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888

Number of U.K. Districts
33
40
53
57
63
66

Juvenile Members
6,816
10,229
14,544
21,107
23,022
27,410

See also R.T.M. 1887, p. 215, Sept. 1897, p. 214-6, and Sept.
1901, p. 218 when the increase for the year was nearly 13,000.
For Glasgow's competitiveness, see R.T.M. Sept. 1893, p. 220,
Sept. 1895, p. 217 (when Glasgow, Belfast, Ayrshire, Sheffield
and Gwent were the areas where juvenile membership was increasing fastest) Sept. 1897, p. 214, Sept. 1899, p. 215, and
1903, p. 214. Glasgow made the greatest progress in the years
1894-6, but thereafter dropped behind until 1903, when Glasgow
was first and Edinburgh third for progress during the year.
On the Happy Brigade Glasgow had recruited 2,169 that year.
R.T.M. Sept. 1894, p. 202 and subsequent 'Children's Hour' pages
in the magazine were by 'Uncle Reuben', i.e. Bro. Main of Port
Glasgow.
High Chief Ruler of I.0.R. 1908-10. See R.T.M.
1908, p. 2.
On the District Funeral Fund, Rechabite Gazette,
Nov. 1877, p. 1.
253.

On infanticide and malingering, R.T.M. Jan. 1889, p. 34, and
K. Chesney "The Victorian Underworld", Penguin reprint, 1982,
pp. 418-9, on the Infant Life Protection Act of 1872 and
N.S.P.C.C. (1884).

254.

On legislation and the resultant reorganisation of juvenile
work, R.T.M. Sept., 1895, p. 223, Jan. 1897, p. 32, and July
1897, p. 129.
For reduction of the age of entry R.T.M. Nov.
1896, p. 260 and May 1905 extra on the Glasgow decision to
admit from birth. R.T.M. Sept. 1905, 'Report of the High
Secretary of Juvenile Temples to the High moveable conference
of August 1905' - Glasgow membership had risen from 12,29014,466 over 1902-4, the 2nd largest increase of any juvenile
district.
R.T.M. 1902, p. 118 on the new conferences.

255.

R.T.M. Sept. 1906, p. 201 'Juvenile Progress'. Scottish
Temperance Annual 1908, pp 49-50, 'The Results of Our Juvenile
Work', by Richardson Campbell. Also R.T.M. Sept., 1906,
p. 108, 'The Order's Progress in 1905' by R. Shepherd, S.T.L.R.
1910, p. 78 'The Rechabite Order in Scotland'. See R.T.M.
1911, p. 215, 'Report of the 44th High Moveable Conference' for
membership decline in areas like Belfast, (down 342) Dundee,
(219) Northumberland, (468) Gwent and East Glamorgan, (254) and
South Monmouth, (298). For the London membership, see R.T.M.
1913, p. 214, 'Report of the 46th High Moveable Conference',
and ditto p. 212 for the debate over the pledge age. Glasgow
boosted its adult figures 1900 on by transferring children to
the adult lodges at 14 not 15 - see R.T.M. June 1900, p. 115.
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256. See R.T.M. Apr. 1888, p. 84 when 12 Districts and 324 were as
yet unregistered.
I.0.R. was not the worst culprit. During
1886 registrations under the Friendly Society Act of 1875 were
as follows:
Order
I.O.R.
Shepherds
Foresters
Oddfellows CM)
II
"(Gr.Un.)

"(Nat. md)
Sons of Temp.
Sons of Phoenix

England

Scotland

59
49
39
38
37
34
29
28

9
11
4

Ireland
2

2
9

Total
70
60
43
40
37
43
29
28

Registration was urged by officials throughout the 1880's in
terms of the advantages in cases of theft, fraud or misapplication of funds, improved status for creditors of Order Trustees,
ability of the 15-21 age group to make binding receipts,
cheaper certificates of birth/death, easier discharge of
mortgages without reconveyance, ability to invest in the National
Debt, and to have the County Court/magistrates approach officials
for money or property in their trust, and Registrars' advice.
It also gave greater leeway in disposing of sums at death to
nominees, or where there was no will, vis the Trustees, without
letters of administration or liability for the deceased's
debts.
Offer of aid in valuations from public auditors was
strongly recommended.
On benevolent societies' failure to
register, H.M.S.O. "The Friendly Societies Act of 1974", 1980,
'Benevolent Societies'.
257.

On 'clearances', see R.T.M. 1887, pp 226-7, where attempts were
made to raise the age at which these could be obtained from 4550.
The Clearance Rule, (General Law 22), was intended to be
"amongst the principal benefits of the Order" but was complicated by tent freedom to pay high/reduced benefits as they saw
fit, in spite of obligation to pay 'transfer' members at the
rates which their former tents had quoted. R.T.M. 1889, 'Letters
to the Editor', 'Distressing Case', also Jan. 1892, p. 6-7,
'Our Clearance System', by Richardson Campbell. The problem
was gradually sorted out by the consolidation of District
funds.
On tramping,see Gosden's "The Friendly Societies in
England", pp. 76-78, re E.J. Hobsbawm's article in E.H.R., 1951,
In 1895 it was argued that there should be benefit
p. 299.
R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p. 211. There
and non-benefit clearances.
were never more than 400 clearances p.a. usually in the U.K.
The question was clearly a symbol of the Order's tensions,
sensitive as the 1890's trade depression led to increased
"leakage" or loss of members - R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p. 211.

258.

e.g. R.T.M. Nov. 1896, 'The Juvenile Tents and the Parent Fold:
Bro. H. Wells Smith's objections to their Union'. (The writer
attacked the latter, then head of the juvenile order, for
"verbosity"). 'Scotland Favours Our Views', R.T.M. Sept. 1896,
favoured amalgamation if only because in future "families would
only have to pay one official one sum", and juveniles would
boost solvency.
Smith replied in 'Letters', Nov. 1896.
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Wallace Ingham, Bradford District Chief, was still complaining
of "references of a personal nature" in Jan. 1897, p. 8J
259.

R.T.M. 1887, pp227-9, 'Superannuation'. I.O.R. gave Neison the
sickness and mortality returns for the 10 years ending June
The Order itself calculated surpluses and defic30th, 1887.
29 were in surplus, 42 in
iencies for 71 sample tents meantime.
defecit - R.T.M. 1887, p. 248. This was not unusual and was
vernment 'Blue Books' I.O.R.
later improved.
In 1891
was the 7th most solvent friendly society, with a deficiency of
only 31 .76% against Foresters' 72.17%, Shepherds' 81 .63%,
Druids' 92.70%, Sons of Temperance's 131 .96%, and the British
Order of Gardeners' 670.15%. The Order quoted these figures
in R.T.M. June 1891, p. 134, but did not abandon pursuit of
total solvency, such was its mistrust of credit finance. On
pressure to adopt uniform benefits and cease payment of doctors
from the sick funds, R.T.M. Sept. 1893, 'Report of the 35th
High Moveable Conference', p. 230. Glasgow's solvency that
year was £1.6/id in the £, but 15 Districts had deficits bringing the overall solvency to £1.1/4d. Payment of doctors could
lead to deficit in individual tents - R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p. 225.
Separate salary funds had to be adopted by Glasgow tents in the
By late 1895, some were also concerned about "negative
1890's.
values" in the funeral funds - R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p. 227. On
varying rates of mortality and success, R.T.M. 1891, p. 294, and
Apr. 1896, p. 97.
brta1ity in Scottish districts was highest
in Dundee and lowest in Ayrshire, where the farming community
balanced high risk mine and mill workers. Ayrshire and Glasgow
were far healthier than Neison's tables anticipated.
On numerically strong areas also financially weak, R.T.M. Jan.
1896, p. 48.
This was exacerbated by flexibility in rates of
Ayrshire tended to be extravagent and was forced to
sick pay.
make changes - R.T.M. Jan. 1901, p. 17, and Feb. p. 42.
For 'District Consolidated Funds', introduced in the 1890's "Bonnie Dundee Souvenir...", p. 44. R.T.M. May 1895, p. 112 even the "Scotland's First" tent dragged its feet over adoption
This engendered more bickering. See
of consolidated funds.
R.T.M. Sept. 1895, p. 229, where the Edinburgh District attempted to gain exemption from the Relief Fund Levy on the grounds
that consolidated districts rarely if ever claimed from it.
On benevolent funds, R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 59. Allegations of
Executive bias in allocation of the Relief Fund in R.T.M. Nov.
1896, 'As Others See Us' a reprint of an article from the
Scottish Friendly Societies' Journal. R.T.M. Sept. 1897, pp.
220-225 discusses 'District Investment Funds', used only by
'richer' Districts.

260.

R.T.M. Nov. 1886, p. 289. I.0.R. had tents in Oban from 1886
and had + of its town council as members, plus ties with the
local press - determined in its support of the crofters R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 21. By the early 1890's operations
expanded up into Orkney and Shetland - R.T.M. Jan. 1892, p. 47.
This was similar to the I.0.G.T. which had a number of Central
On the Board
Scotland lodges named after Crofter flashpoints.
etc., R.T.M. July 1886, p. 189.
The High Chief Ruler toured
the Northern Isles 1892-3.
Horror at poverty there
"exemplified by the way in which yearly rentals are only £1 per
head of population" was recorded in R.T.M. May, 1893, p. 120.
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261.

J. Treble, 'The Attitudes of Friendly Societies towards the
Movement in a. Britain for State Pensions 187819O8',
International Review of Social History, Vol. XV, 1970, Pt. 2,
pp. 266-299. B.B. Gilbert, "The Evolution of National Insurance"
London, 1966, pp 166-7.

262.

B. Harrison, 'Two Roads to Social Reform: Francis Place and
the Drunken Committee of 1834', Historical Journal, XI, 1968,
pp 272-300.

263.

Adviser, Oct. 1850, p. 151. J.R. Hay "The Origins of the Liberal
Welfare Reform 1906-1914", p. 15 (Several friendly societies
had a more 'international ' outlook than
sden in "The Friendly
Societies in England...", p. 12, suggests). See R.T.M. Jan.
1901, p. 15, 'The German Accident Insurance Law', 1902 'Old Age
Funds in Germany', and 1903, pp. 40 and 104. See also,
Richardson Campbell, "Provident and Industrial Institutions",
pp. 226 and 232.

264.

Treble, (op cit) p. 268.

265.

B. Gilbert (op cit) pp. 171-180 and 553-8. In some societies
this was the result of imperfect understanding of the relationship between longevity and sick claims. Reform was hindered
by competition, and by the upward movement of interest rates
during the Boer War. Even obscure societies like the United
Order of Patriarchs had schemes for perpetual or chronic sickness
by the 13OO s - (i.e. only 2,000 members in 1904) - R.T.M. June
1902, p. 138. For details of the L.O.A.F. pension scheme see
R.T.M. Sept. 1904, 'Gleanings'.
This may nevertheless have
been a factor in the increase in membership of the Foresters
498,192 in 1878 to 630,683 in 1908.
Treble (op cit) p. 278 only 1% of Oddfellows used theirs.
For rejection of a proposed
Rechabite Superannuation Fund, R.T.M. 1887, pp. 227-230.
"Dundee Souvenir", op cit, p. 45, Utilisation of society surpluses
was the Oddfellows' solution to the old age pension problem
within each order as late as 1905 - R.T.M. 1905, p. 31.

266.

Treble, (op cit) p. 270. In general Blackley's scheme was
criticised as one which permitted no 'contracting out', and the
inclusion of sickness and superannuation benefits in one scheme
was seen as a threat to the work of friendly societies. The
practicability of the scheme and its advantages in terms of
abolishing the Poor Rate's tax upon thrift, forcibly making the thriftless more responsible, and encouraging thrift were summarily
dismissed by most societies and a London Conference of Friendly
Societies in 1887 condemned it at the instigation of the L.O.A.F.
and Oddfellows. (See the report of this in R.T.M. Sept. 1887,
R.T.M. 1906, p. 252 and
R.T.M. Aug. 1884, p. 168.
p. 216).
1909, p. 125. i.e. Report of the Royal Commission on the Aged
Poor, Vol. III, 'Minutes of Evidence', P.P., 1895.
R.T.M. May 1899, p. 101, 'The Problem of Old Age Pensions', and
T11 Jan. 1899 article, 'Old Age Pensions'.

267.

C.L. Mowat, "The Charity Organisation Society 1869-1913",
London, 1961, pp. 137-44 and 158-9, Gilbert, (op cit) p. 561.
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268.

Treble (supra) p. 287-8.
L.O.A.F. were unimpressed by the
merits of state pensions, published pamphlets hostile to
pensions as late as 1902, and attempted to block the O.A.P.
question in the Societies' National Conference. Criticism was
expressed in terms of Smi.lesean virtues and inadvisability of
Oddfellows were
costly programmes in the Boer War years.
divided on the question - Treble p. 292.

269.

R.T.M. 1909 p. 160 and 182, 'Among the Friendly Societies'.
In a reply to a survey Rechabites, Northumberland & Durham
Miners, and Lancashire and Cheshire Miners suggested state
pensions might have adverse effects.
Sons of Temperance disNational Deposit Friendly and Free Gardeners were
agreed.
undecided. Reactions were closely related to perspectives on
solvency and reports from New Zealand.
R.T.M. Sept. 1909
'Old Age Pensions', and Jan. 1910, p. 11,
'A Retrospect',
also Richardson Campbell (op cit) p. 227.

270.

On the Federation, R.T.M. March 1889 article 'The Friendly
Societies Federation', and R.T.M. April 1889 report on 'The
R.T.M. 1906, p. 233.
Conference of Friendly Societies'.
On the amendments to the Friendly Societies sought, see e.g.
R.T.M. May 1894, p. 102.
See R.T.M. May 1894, p. 101 on the
1894 Conference.
Pressure for thrift education in schools
was a feature of Yorkshire friendly society co-operation R.T.M. 1909, p. 160.
On sports, R.T.M. June 1896, p. 148 and
on the Scottish Friendly Societies Journal R.T.M. Nov. 1896,
The Glasgow Evening Times column was remarked upon in
p. 263.
R.T.M. Jan. 1902, p. 23.

271.

Hostility to the Prudential, notwithstanding links with the
Anti Corn Law League and Sir George Green, surfaces in R.T.M.
March 1900, p. 50, and also in Scrymgeour's newspaper, The
Prohibitionist.
On slate clubs, R.T.M. Oct. 1900, 'FaTTThf
a Slate Club Trustee', in R.T.M. Aug. 1904 for an article on
'Dividing Societies', R.T.M. Dec. 1905, p. 306 for 'Dividing
Friendly Societies', and the 'extra' on 'Dividing Societies'
in R.T.M. 1909.
Rechabites consistently denounced these
and their financial instability, and regarded their members as
an inferior species as the nickname, "slaters", denoted.

272.

Such strikes of course dated back to the 1860's - N.P. Howard,
'Strikes and Lockouts in the Iron Industry and the Formation
of the Ironworkers' Unions 1862-1869', International Review of
Social History, XVIII, 1973, 3, pp 396-428.
I am indebted to Mr. Pillings, Secretary of the Iron Trades
Employers' Insurance Association Ltd., Glasgow, for access to
source material pertaining to this group.
Iron Trades
Employers' Association Record, bound volume 1872-1900, 1871-2,
p. 4-5, and adjacent copy of Sir Benjamin Brown's "Suggested
Rules for Subsidising Employers whose Workmen are on Strike",
Ditto, 1872, p. 12 on subsidies, 1873
p.p. 1871, p 157-162.
on "enquiry notes", 1873 p. 25 on the "Registry for Workmen",
and 1872, p. 14 on the aforementioned Boards, seen as "enabling
See Record (supra) years 1872, p. 15,
bosses to remain bosses".
1874, p. 30, and 1873, p. 25 respectively.
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Iron Trades Employers' Association Record, 1899, pp. 164-167.
David Harris, head foreman at SirWilliam Arrol's Bridgeton
works was a trustee.
The Executive Council included George
Brown, foreman sawmiller with John Brown of Clydebank, and
Its Central Committee comprised employers and
Henderson.
Members could only appoint delegates to the shop
foremen.
club's A.G.M., although the Trustees were always equal numbers of
employers, foremen, and under-foremen.
It was advanced in the
sense that it had sought registration under the 1896 Friendly
'Friendly Societies
Societies Act and had a pension scheme.
and Contracting Out', in R.T.M. May, 1904, p. 102.
R.T.M. May 1897, "Report of the National Conferences of Friendly
Societies", 'Compulsory Insurance'.
Andrew Bennet, 'The Shop
Clubs Act', in R.T.M. Jan. 1903, p. 6.
R.T.M. June, 1900,
p . 102. R.T.M. Jan. 1903, p. 7. Rechabite criticisms of
shop clubs were given in full in R.T.M. Jan. 1899, pp. 26-7,
'Employers' Shop Clubs - A General Statement', and ran to 14
counts.
R.T.M. Jan. 1903, pp. 6-7, Feb. 1903, p. 27, and May
1903, p. 102.
273.

B.B. Gilbert, 'The Decay of 19th Century Provident Institutions
and the Coming of Old Age PeçsiQns in Gt. Britain', Economic
History Review, Vol. XVII,
'559.
R.T.M. Jan. 1911, p. 10
'Among the Friendly Societies', for example expressed worries
about the numerical strength of the friendly societies, even
although the temperance friendly societies were still doing well.

274.

R. Hay, 'Government policy towards labour in Britain 1900-1914,
some further issues', Scottish Labour History Society Journal,
10, 1976, p. 42, pace J.A. Hobson.

275.

R.T.M. July, 1909, p.3k . 'State Insurance and Friendly Societies'.
On the ill effects of delay, - R.T.M. 1911, p. 127, 'The Sickness
and Invalidity Bill', By a Member of the Board of Directors.
Brown and Taylor (op cit) "Friendly Societies", pp 17-20.
Report of the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies, "The Friendly
Societies", H.M.S.O., 1974, p. 29-34, '100 Years Ago...'
Richardson Campbell, "Provident and Industrial Institutions",
pp.244-249, and Gosden, "The Friendly Societies in England",
pp.161-2, and 196. The 1875 Act (38 & 39 Vid. Cap. 60) was
amended in 1876, 1879, 1882, 1883, 1885, 1887, 1894, and in 1895
was revised and consolidated without impinging upon the societies'
R.T.M. Jan. 1911, p. 10, 'Among the Friendly
liberty.
The inadequacy of the friendly societies parliamSocieties'.
entary representation was a recurring theme right up to 1914.
As Gilbert has shown, the friendly societies were slow to organise
and could not agree on the raising of a Parliamentary Fund to
pay the expenses of six M.P.s even in 1913.
The Rechabites
would have favoured this course, but knew that it was too late
On their lack of information, see R.T.M. Feb. 1911,
in 1913.
p. 55 'Among the Friendly Societies'. On electioneering, Jan.
1911, p. 10.
On Bill's reception, R.T.M. 1909, p. 125.
On
Lloyd George's reassurances, R.T.M. 1910, p. 79 'An Important
Announcement', 44th H.M.C. Report 1911, p232-3, 1911 article
'The Sickness and Invalidity Bill' By a Board Member, p. 127
(where the way the Chancellor, "touched the human note with true
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Welsh artistry, and left the House with a Scriptural quotation
ringing in its ears", was reported without a trace of sarcasm).
276. On the Order's running battles with the medical profession see
R.T.M. 1898, p. 30, 'The Unqualified Medical Assistants', where
they correctly predicted their abolition by the General Medical
Council, to raise professional status, would lead to trouble
for friendly societies, Nov. 1897, 'Notes', where disputes
between the medical profession and the Medical Aid Associations
which worked with the friendly societies is discussed under
'Medicals in Revolt', Nov. 1898 'Notes' where this was reviewed
by the National Conference of Friendly Societies, and 1906,
p. 150 on intimidation of "club doctors" by local doctors.
No. 11 in 'A Series of Papers' by Richardson Campbell, published
in R.T.M. 1900, accused rural doctors of "forcing prices out of
all reason to the value of the services rendered or the cheap
medicine dispensed" when they had monopolies.
Rechabites
stood with the friendly society movement against attempts to boycot
society work, and B.M.A. attempts to exclude those who earned
30/- per week or more from receiving the attention of friendly
society doctors - 'Amongst the Friendly Societies', State
Insurance, in R.T.M. 1909.
Rechabites attacked medical behaviour right up to 1914, identifying high rates of sickness under
the Act with their encouragement of "malingering" through
laxity or attempts to cram too many patients onto their register.
See calls for medical referees to be appointed at the 1913
H.M.C., in R.T.M. 1913, p. 104.
277. R.T.M. Nov. 1911, 'Mr. Lloyd George's Bill', p. 284. R.T.M.
June, 1911, 'The Great Scheme' - quoted a National Union of
Gasworkers organiser.
Trade unionists were well aware of the
Bill's inadequacies, a was the temperance sympathiser
Philip Snowden.
278.

Compare R.T.M. May 1913, p. 104, where the Rechabites quoted from
James O'Grady M.P. and John Ward M.P. on "insuring their babies
with the Death Hunter for the capitalist institutions", and the
I.O.R.'s own descriptions of bureaucracy and the vested interests to the views of these progressives for example on democracy and the 'trust question' in R. Hofstadter, "The Progressive Movement 1900-1915", Prentice Hall, N.J. 1963, pp. 20-7,
141-4, 161-8, and 178.

279.

The Rechabites for example supported the 1911 Edinburgh
Conference's firm stance on the need for amendments, and there
was much discontent at local level - see Nov. 1911, 'Chronicle
of Work and Progress', comments on Ayr District's hostility
On Rechabite leaders'
to various clauses of the scheme.
attempts to reconcile members to National Insurance, 'The
Insurance Bill', R.T.M. Jan. 1912, p. 5 by Richardson Campbell.

280.

For the Webbs' "English Local Government", Vol. I, 1906,
pp 56-57.

281.

On the Rechabite attitude to the "Wet Friendly" see the article
by Dr. Carpenter of Croydon 'Temperance Benefit Societies and
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Some of their results', in R.T.M. 1887, pp 8-11, R.T.M. 1897,
Notes, 'Wet Rents', R.T.M. 1904 'Amongst the Friendly Societies',
on 'The Loyal Order of Shepherds', 1906, p. 234. 'Oddfellows'
A.M.C. At Bradford - Lodge Meetings in Public Houses', July
1909, 'Notes', 'Wet Rents, R.T.M. 1910, p. 79 'Friendly Societies
and Licensed Premises', R.T.M. Dec. 1914, p. 253, 'The National
Conference of Friendly Societies and Meetings on Licensed
Premises', and May 1914, p. 142, 'Amongst the Friendly Societies',
where the I.0.R. were disappointed to learn that the English
Commissioners had allowed the wets a 5 year stay of execution.
On the I.O.R.'s independent action see R.T.M. 1911, 'Report of
the 44th High Moveable Conference', The National Insurance Bill,
pp. 232-235.
282.

R.T.M. Feb. 1912, extra 'The National Insurance Act of 1911',
pp 30-31. R.T.M. Sept. 1911, 'Report on the National Insurance
Scheme', pp 228-9. (the pages which followed outlined precisely
why Rechabites should make the effort to do so). On utilisation
of other social reform agencies to recruit for I.O.R. see
R.T.M. 1912, p. 168, and May 1912, pp 80-81. For a list of the
20 or so temperance friendly societies all competing under the
Insurance Act, see R.T.M. 1913, p. 79, 'The New Era and its
Problems - Our Competitors'.

283.

On the problem of ritual see R.T.M. Feb. 1912, pp 30-31 where
the Rechabites discuss whether it was more advisable to aim for
quantity or quality in membership under the Act, and R.T.M.
1912, p. 169, where attempts to modernise the Order by abolishing
the ritual was resisted in terms of a fundamentalist assertion
that "as to the spirit of the age, there were a lot of things
Slogan quoted from R.T.M.
these days NOT good for the Nation".
April 1912, 'National Insurance', p. 80. The typical temperance
reformer's sense of urgency was evident in the I.O.R. call to
action 'Wake up Rechabites! Now or Never!' in R.T.M. March
1912, p. 53.

284.

R.T.M. June 1913, p. 131. Any panic created was heightened by
receipt of the Registrar's report of 547 insolvent societies
for the past year - R.T.M. Jan. 1913, 'Among the Friendly
Societies'. On the injustice of the Amending Act and the 12
proposals of the friendly societies, see R.T.M. Dec. 1913, p . 312,
and June 1913, p. 131 respectively.

285.

Noted in R.T.M. 1913, 'Among the Friendly Societies, p. 81.
For the effect of National Insurance on staffing levels see the
"Bonnie Dundee Souvenir", p. 46. The Act necessitated the
appointment of full time district agents - R.T.M. May 1891,
p. 115 and May 1894, p. 115. Establishment of a Glasgow Office
with a salaried District Secretary and staff in the mid 1890's
had been thought "a new epoch". Even during turn of the century
recruitment drives many preferred to use deputations in extension
work - as an agent would have cost an estimated £200 p.a. The
I.O.R. continued even after 1911 to economise on salaries where
possible - see Highet, (op cit) p. 424.
'The Transition
Stage - H.M.C. in a Fog', R.T.M. Oct., 1913, pp 280-281.
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286.

In June 1913 the statement of voluntary membership was as follows:
165,389
England
55,830
Scotland
29,369
Wales
3,240
Ireland
Total 253,828 (adults) State Membership in early 1913 is
quoted from R.T.M. 1913, p. 228, 'Report of the 46th High Moveable
Conference'.

287.

Brown & Taylor (op cit) "Friendly Societies", pp. 22-3, and
Chapter X, 'Friendly Societies Since The Advent of National
Insurance', p. 89 et seq.

288.

"Scottish Temperance Convention Papers", Dundee, 1898, p. 109 in
'A Scottish Burgh and the Liquor Traffic', by James Winning of
Similar comments, pertaining to Airdrie, appeared in
Paisley.
the article, 'Remarkable Ten Years' Record', by Provost James
Knox J.P. in the S.T.L.R. 1911, pp. 82-84.

289.

Quoted from S.T.L.R. 1910, pp. 48-50, 'Rechabites' 75th Anniversary'.

290.

Dr. Ferguson's description of himself appears in, W. Adamson (ed.)
"The Life of the Revd. Fergus Ferguson MA DD" London, 1900, p.1.

291.

Bebbington (op cit) p. 387.

292.

G. Ahern 'A History of Mystery - The Tradition of Esoteric
thought in Western Culture', in Times Higher Education
Supplement, 11.2.83, p. 11.

293.

On the Salvation Army Reliance Bank Ltd., Reliance Benefit
Society and Salvation Army Assurance Co. see the "Scottish
Churches Handbook", 1933, p. 52. Brigadier Middleton drew my
attention to the way in which the Salvation Army Assurance Co.
employed a large office staff by 1925 with the aforementioned
motive in mind. On the search for new types of self-help,
D. Thomson "England in the 19th Century", Pelican reprint 1983,
p p 150-151, where co-operation especially is placed in the
context of "a profound change of mood and mental outlook in the
younger generation of the sixties and seventies", prompted in
part by Darwinism and reading of Spencer and Huxley according
to E.R. Pease, the historian of the Fabian Society.

294.

B. Harrison "Peaceable Kingdom: Stability and Change in Modern
Britain", Oxford, 1982, Chapter V, 'Philanthropy and the
Victorians', pp. 217-259, and P. Kó'hler and H. Zacher "The
Evolution of Social Insurance 1881-1981", Pinter, 1983.

295.

H. Levy "Drink - An Economic and Social Study", p. 218, and
"Industrial Assurance", London, 1937.

296.

R.Q. Gray 'Thrift and Working Class Mobility in Victorian
Edinburgh', (op cit) p. 137, and C.H. Lee 'Modern Economic
Growth and Structural Change in Scotland: The Service Sector
Reconsidered', Scottish Social and Economic Research, 13, 1983,
pp. 7-8, 14-15, 17-18.
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297.

Andrew Fisher was a personal abstainer and a member of the
Ancient Order of Free Gardeners whilst resident in Ayrshire.
His short-term saving was towards the goals of emigration and
of education for his brother.
I am grateful to Denis Murphy
of the Dept. of History, University of Queensland, for drawing
my attention to his membership of the A.O.F.G.
J. Vincent (ed.) "Autobiography of a Beggar Boy", Introduction,
pp. 23-26.
J.D. Burn, (not to be confused with the Revd. J. Dawson Burns)
an erstwhile hatter and sometime publican, retreated from
Chartism into organisational work for the Oddfellows in the
West of Scotland in the 1840's and 1850's. He wrote a "Lecture
on the Moral, Social, and Friendly Character of Oddfellowship
of the Manchester Unity", Glasgow, 1840, explaining the advantages of membership especially in terms of "a feeling of
community", and Vincent attributed his literary confidence to
this work, together with interest in the debates and demonstrations of the Reform Bill era and the work of the hatters'
No doubt Richardson Campbell's textbook had similar
union.
inspirations.

298.

For an indication of the architecture produced by the thrift
movement see the descriptions of Glasgow banks in
J.K. M'Dowall "The People's History of Glasgow", Glasgow, 1899,
pp. 66-69, and lso local insurance company buildings in
"Tweed's Guide to Glasgow", Molendinar Press reprint, Glasgow,
1973.
G.B.A.M. Finlayson "The Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury, 1801-85",
pp. 129, 571, (1879 was a particularly bad year for commercial
failures because of unrest in Eastern Europe, wars in India
and Africa, and significantly the onset of foreign competition),
and 593.
In addition to Collins, Connal and Kettle mentioned
earlier, others with this predisposition included Fergus
Ferguson, (who retired from business to become a Lanarkshire
Congregational minister - see Wm. Adamson DD "The Life of
Fergus Ferguson MA DD", pp. 14-16) and the Revd. William Arnot,
who chose to be a gardener rather than a clerk out of a
"decided contempt for money-making" "Autobiography of the
Revd. Wm. Arnot", p. 41-5,where he explains that it is
"better to be the seed of the righteous than of the rich" and
that he had "an inheritance which could not be taken away".
Like Fisher, Arnott's savings goal was education - see pp. 71,
98, and 125.
He scrimped upon rent not only to buy books
but also to be able to attend "great coffee feasts", tickets for
which cost as much as 1/-).
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J.K. M'Dowall "The People's History of Glasgow", p. 25, "Report
of a Committee of the Institute of Accountants on Various
Matters Relating to the law of Bankruptcy", Glasgow, Hedderwick,
1855.
On the City of Glasgow Bank and its demise, see W.H. Marwick
"Economic Developments in Victorian Scotland", Clifton (reprint)
1973, pp. 56, 76, 78, 83, 123, and 186.
At its crash the City of Glasgow Bank had 133 branches,
£8,000,000 on deposit, and £1,000,000 capital and all the
Eventual reimbursement of depositors
appearance of stability.
by appeal to the shareholders' honour ruined the latter and
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occasioned a £400,000 relief fund administered by the Assets
Company formed by the more public spirited shareholders in
1882.
As the bank had aimed at "the small investor", the
crash meant losses for many trades unions and "much intensified
the prevailing depression by the losses inflicted on shareholders and depositors", producing unemployment and wage
reductions in the building trades especially.
For Charles
Cameron, see the Biographical Appendix.
300.

The main bankruptcy legislation of this period was composed of
Acts of 1543, 1571 et seq consolidated and amended in 1825,
1849, 1852, 1854, 1861, 1868, 1869, 1883 (i.e. 46 and 47 Vict.
cap. 52, which also disqualified bankrupts for election and
sitting as M.P.s, and the 1887 Bankruptcy (Discharge and
Closure) Act.
The numbers of Scottish bankruptcies were as
follows:
339
1860
445
1890
8.6%
35% of total English
317
482
1896
7.7
1876
49 and Welsh
297
582
1899
7.3
1880
58 bankruptcies.
362
341
7.8
1885
9
1900
The U.K. total for 1902 was 4749, according to "Haydn'
Dictionary of Dates and Universal Information", Z3rd edit.,
London, 1904.
The high proportion of Scottish bankruptcies
over the period 1860-1880 reflected trade depressions and the
prevalence of fraud in joint stock ventures.
On the Small Debt Court as a symbol, note its inclusion in
"Tweed's Guide to Glasgow" amongst other Glasgow landmarks.
J.K. M'Dowall "The People's History of Glasgow", p. 38.
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B. Hilton's unpublished paper, "Thomas Chalmers - Political
The authoritative work on the economic impact of
Economist".
the "Great Depression", remains, T.J. Byers "The Scottish
Economy During the Great Depression of 1873-1896", unpublished
Glasgow University B. Litt thesis, 1963. See also J.B. Brown (op
cit) p. 382.
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Temperance homilies on "Money - a Test of Character" had echoes
not only of the parable of the talents but also of works such
as William Sewell's "Christian Politics", (1844). See for
example articles such as 'The Story of Prince George', and
'Money', in the Rechabite and Temperance Magazine for Feb.1894,
p. 26 and July 1909 respectively.
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R.T.M. April 1897, p. 52. Their vision was of a "brotherhood
of financial integrity" - see Richardson Campbell 's Foreword
to his history of the Order.
They sympathised with Tolstoi 's
denunciation of "misdirection of wealth" and efforts to apply
Christian ethics, especially conscience and love, to economics
- see the article 'Social Ailelioration', in the Rechabite and
Temperance Magazine, 1897, p. 51, and the Revd. Moore's view of
thriftlessness in Dec. 1893, p. 358. Shaftesbury's awareness
of monopoly of wealth as a factor in social tension is quoted
from Finlayson, (op cit) p. 575.
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W.H. Marwick "Economic Developments in Victorian Scotland",
pp. 80-84, 'The Migration of Capital',
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S. Checkland "The Upas Tree: Glasgow 1875-1975 and after"
pp. 14-15, this was doubly important given the Clyde's "heavy
producer-goods industrial economy", (see pp. 9-12).
B. Lenman "An Economic History of Modern Scotland, 1660-1976",
and C. Harvie "Scotland and Nationalism: Scottish Society and
Politics, 17O7-977", London, 1977, pp. 1O7.a.k.u.
Harvie quotes from FT. Jackson "The Enterprising Scot",
Edinburgh, 1968, p. 297.
In the 1880's "Scotland revelled in
foreign investment", far more so than England or Ireland.
Scots had £110 per head invested abroad in contrast to the then
U.K. average of £90, in land, mining, and railroad ventures in
the U.S.A., Australasia, and Asia.
"At precisely the time
when the myth of the bawbee-minding Scot was becoming a stock
turn on the boards of music halls north and south of the border
the Scottish investor was throwing his money about with a
flamboyance the Scottish aristocracy had never imagined" Harvie, p. 108).
305.

e.g. Walker "W.G. Blaikie" (op cit) p. 195.
Sherwell & Rowntree "The Temperance Problem and Social Reform"
London, 1899, p. 15.
Adam Smith "The Wealth of Nations", Book IV, Chapter III, was
often quoted by reformers and the 1930's and 1940's studies
referred to here are the 1931 Report on the Social and Economic
Aspects of the Drink Problem, (usually referred to as the
Buckmaster Report) the Amulree Commission, the New Survey of
London Life and Labour, Sir John Boyd Orr's "Food, Health and
Income", (1936), and Professor Herman Levy's "Drink - An
Economic and Social Study", Chapter 3, 'The Domestic Budget',
pp. 29-33, 73 (which quoted the average expenditure on drink
in 1940 from the Ministry of Labour Gazette Dec. 1940, p. 305),
p 76 and 93 which described the national 'Drink Bills'
histories, and p. 99 and 130.
1940's growth of state power
and focus on the levels of acceptable taxation led to revitalised scrutiny of private budgets.
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N.E. Loane "The Next Street but One", London, 1907, p. 80.
Even Rechabites were aware of 'The Other Side of Thrift', see
Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, article, Feb. 1909.
Mrs Brenda White drew my attention to the Lancashire use of
this nickname - Lanarkshire residents refer to misers as
"Racobites" and are usually surprised by the correct spelling.
On the negative stereotype created by the thrift movement see
R. McKibbin 'Working Class Gambling in Britain 1880-1939',
Past and Present, 1979, 82, pp. 161-162.
"Psychological resistance to saving" was evident, he found, in
M.S. Pember Reeves "Round About a Pound a Week", London, 1913,
p. 66, Booth's "Life and Labour of the People in London"
XVII, p. 75, and Hilton's "Rich Man, Poor Man", London, 1944,
p. 47.
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McKibbin (op cit p. 162) concluded that "saving, as a form of
behaviour, was irredeemably associated with middle class
hectoring and that made it almost automatically repugnant to the
poor".
R.Q. Gray 'Thrift and Working Class Mobility in Victorian
Edinburgh', (op cit) p. 132, G. Best "Mid-Victorian Britain",
pp . 256-263.
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Gray, (op cit) p. 138.
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They did however focus (like many of their 4American counterparts in reform - notably William Jennings Bryan), on monetary
reform.
Many temperance reformers were also associated with
the imperialist and national efficiency orientated Glasgow
Monetary Reform Association, established in 1895, to "secure a
stable standard of value over the largest possible area,
especially between Britain and all her colonies and dependencies", was horrified at America's paradoxical bankruptcy,
("not from want of material wealth but from want of legal
token"), had nostalgia for formerly good trade cycles and stable
currency, and shared the thrift reformer's concern that a
continued fall in prices despite increases in gold production
would mean "increasing the unearned increment of creditors".
Report of the G.M.R..A., 1896, and Pamphlets of the Bi-Metallic
Standard, 1889-1893. (Those particularly associated with this
expression of fear of "the dangers of prosperity", included
Gilbert Beith and the GlasgowM.P.s Alexander Cross, William
Jacks, and A.D. Provand, Profs. James Ma yor, Toronto University
and William Smart of Glasgow, J. Shields Nicholson, and Robert
Wallace of Edinburgh University). Although some linked this
question with the land question (e.g. Chaplin's "Land and BiMetallism", Bi-Metallic League, 1893), local businessmen were
absorbed in the monometallic and bi-metallic dichotomy principally - see "Reply by G.H. Dick to the Monometallic Arguments
advanced at the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce in 1892", Glasgow,
Sharp, 1893.
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Nettle ford's work is quoted from D. Fraser "Urban Politics
in Victorian England", Leicester U.P., 1976, ,'-c.
For C.S. Loch's view that the housing needs of the 'best sort'
be attended to first, see C.S. Loch "The Dwellings of the
Poor", London, C.0.S., 1882, p. 14.
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It should also be noted here that even friendly societies far
less radical than the I.0.R. could clash quite spectacularly
with local employers - see for example the clash between the
Foresters and William Baird & Co., which resulted in court
action over workmens' compensation in the Annual Report of the
L.0.A.F., 1913, pp. 6-8.
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The I.0.R. differed greatly from Hoyle's interpretation of the
wage question. J.B. Brown 'The Pig or the Stye: Drink and
Poverty in late Victorian England', (op cit) p. 388, on the
They accepted other aspects of his view of
wage question.
"self-inflicted poverty".
The point that "the temperance
message to the working classes was a curious mixture of
paternal and individualist strands" (Brown, p. 384) cannot be
Equally, the prohibitionist view also
made over emphasised.
mellowed over the years - see Chapter V. 'Friendly Societies:
Their Origins and Principles', by Richardson Campbell, in
Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, Feb. 1897, p. 40. 'The
Relation of Rechabitism to Social Problems', in the March 1891
issue of the above, pp 54-5, 'Rechabitism as a Factor in Social
Progress', in March 1896, 'The High Rate of Sickness in Friendly
Societies: Its Cause or Causes', July 1911, pp. 160-161, and
'The Ordeal', in the August 1914 Rechabite and Temperance
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Magazine, which quoted Gerald B. Smith, Professor of Christian
Theology, Chicago University, on the inability of Christians
to "be content with perpetuation of economic conditions which
make charity the inevitable but undeserved lot of thousands".
The "fiat of Eternal Justice" was a favourite reference point
for Rechabites, as were the lines of the American Quaker
Whittier
The laws of changeless justice bind
The oppressor with the oppressed
And close as sin and suffering joined
We march to fate abreast.
See echoes of Chalmers' "Political Economy of the Bible",
(especially pp. 8-17) in Rehabite use of eve imagery 'The Emblem of the Order', R.T.M. Jan. 1902, pp 32-33.
Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, homily 'Obstacles', in July,
1895, p. 146, and 'Social Amelioration', in March 1897, p. 51.
Agar's prayer was "the glorious independence found mid-way
between extreme poverty and exceeding riches".
R.S. Neale "Class and Ideology in the 19th Century", London,
1972, introduction. J.B. Brown 'The Pig or the Stye: Drink and
Poverty in late Victorian Britain', (op cit) pp 381 and 394.
313.

Note the portraits of the self-made men connected with the
City and County House Purchase Co. in its Journal for the Home,
and the articles like 'Views of Successful Businessmen', in
the Rechabite and Temperance Magazine, of July 1897.
Rothschild's maxims were a favourite because he shunned drink see Jan. 1905, pp. 14-15. Revd. W.J. Dawson DD's 'Tyranny of
Habit' appeared in their 1909 issue at p. 231, attacking "The
Slavery of Sin" and advising that "Gjod Habits are as easily
formed as Bad Ones" with unabated enthusiasm. A.K. Rodger
spoke of Scottish Temperance Life in this manner at the Ideal
Homes Exhibition of 1909, and similar sentiments were expressed
by C.C..C. promoters like Bailie Hugh Brechin, who in 1908
was fresh from "fighting Socialism, or at least what was called
Both he and Bailie Martin
Socialism" in local politics.
utterly disapproved of "the Socialism that does everything
for the man, expecting nothing of him in return", backing
mortgage work in terms reminiscent of Hoyle's description of
the manufacture of "co-operative capitalists" in "Wealth and
Social Progress", Manchester, 1887, p.188 - Journal for the
Home About the Home, Vol. II, No. 1, pp.13-14.
J.B. Brown, (supra) p. 381.

